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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Purpose and Background 
 
This Asset Management Plan (“AMP”) has been prepared to meet regulatory 
compliance requirements, demonstrate responsible asset stewardship, integrate 
customer views, and communicate and justify network management practice and 
expenditure to Eastland Network (“ENL”) stakeholders.    Primary stakeholders 
include ENL’s shareholders and customers, including retailers, generators and end-
use electricity consumers.   Other parties with an interest in ENL’s asset management 
include contractors who physically work on the system and regulatory agencies. 
 
Covering a 10 year period from 2005 to 2015, and released on 30 June 2005 the plan 
documents how ENL ensures long lived network assets are being managed in a 
sustainable way over their lifecycle. The next revision of the AMP, (covering the 
period 2006 to 2016) will be prepared for disclosure on 30 June 2006. 
 
Many factors impact on the effective long term management of a complex network of 
electricity assets, the life of which exceeds the tenure of the Managers responsible for 
them and whose operating environment introduces significant investment risks.  For 
this reason, the overall scope of the AMP is wide, covering likely changes in the 
regulatory environment, future service demands and technology development. 
 
While making long term projections to provide sustainability and establish the 
framework for ENL’s future, the AMP primarily drives work programmes in the short to 
medium term.  It is in all respects a living document.  The practices and processes 
described are subject to continuous improvement, and detailed work programmes are 
progressively refined throughout the year.   The ENL asset management team is the 
“owner” of this AMP. 
 
The Assets 
 
The distribution network assets included within the scope of the AMP are indicated 
below together with quantities and the current replacement cost valuation. Note the 
valuation figures are based on the ODV as at 31 March 2004.  
 
 Category Quantity Valuation 

(RC)($000)
1 50/33 kV Overhead lines 327 km 5602
 50/33 kV Poles 2441 11087
 33kV Cables 0.07 11 
2 11 kV Overhead lines  2454 km 25303
 11 kV Underground cables 122 km 11843
 11 kV Poles 26651 36999
3 LT Lines  538 km 10223
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 LT Cables  188 km 11614
 LT Poles 9455 9408
4 Service connections 24876 4305
5 Load control equipment (Relays) **   
6 Major substations ** 19 12625
7 Zone transformers ** 23 4628
8 Circuit breakers *** 180  
9 Distribution transformers 3509 20813
 Voltage Regulators 9 585 
 Distribution Substations / Switching Stations 3583 5349
10 Pole mounted isolation equipment (11 kV Fuses) 2856 6697
11 Distribution 11 kV switchgear (includes ABS’s and branch fusing) 1562 8944
 Sub-transmission Switchgear 14 205 
12 LV switchgear * - - 
13 Control and protection equipment (Costs included in other categories) - - 
14 Communications equipment **** - 680 
15 SCADA **** - 698 

 
*  LV switchgear values are included with LT cables and Distribution Substations 
**  Includes Communications, SCADA Control Equipment, Land, Load Control 

Injection Equipment, Switchgear and Transformers at the sites. 
*** Costs are included in major substations and distribution switchgear  
**** Costs exclude items in major substations. Control and protection equipment 

costs include site establishment for remote 50kV switching stations. 
 
Like most network infrastructure, ENLs distribution assets are dispersed over a large 
area and are highly interdependent.  Although the service area includes Gisborne city 
and Wairoa township, the existing network is predominantly rural in character.  It is 
also the cumulative result of almost 80 years investment and development.   
 
The average age of the distribution network at the end of 2004/05 planning period is 
estimated to be 22 years.   This is expected to remain the steady state by the end of 
the planning period. However further network renewal will be undertaken to meet 
improved service targets and growth demands.   The condition profile of substation 
assets and major transformers has benefited from upgrades undertaken over the past 
5 years, while other assets such as load control and protection equipment will be the 
subject of technology driven renewal in coming years. 
 
Corporate Objectives and Strategy 
 
Eastland Network Limited (ENL) is owned by the Eastland Community Trust 
(ECT) and as such, management has a strong focus on community-based 
objectives.  Delivery of price, services and quality are all factors that influence the 
competitiveness of local wealth creating business. During the 2003/04 financial year 
the ECT (the Eastland Network Limited Shareholder), in conjunction with the Board 
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of Eastland Network Limited, signaled its desire for a management company to 
service the management requirements of the operating companies that the EECT 
owned.  This resulted in Eastland Infrastructure Limited (EIL) being formed and 
engaged by ENL to provide management and support services.  The establishment of 
EIL has enabled the company to reduce overhead costs. 
  
The Electricity Lines Company Regulations and the Targeted Control Regime,
have defined and directed ENL’s focus for the price, service and quality tradeoff.
EIL’s management strategy for the Network business is to add to its 
shareholders value whilst ensuring it remains compliant with the new regulatory
regulations. 
  
Lack of retail competition and inefficiencies in transmission services delivery are 
major cost drivers for ENL’s business.  Transpower transmission lines from Tuai to 
Gisborne are nearing a point where they will not be able to meet a reasonable 
contingency test.  ENL needs to work with Transpower and the regulatory bodies to 
determine who is best placed to own the assets required to ensure capacity is 
provided in a cost effective manner. 
  
Looking to the future the company has formed a view that investment in further 
distributed generation can improve network performance, defer capital expenditure in 
transmission upgrades and provide local industry with a competitive and sustainable 
energy source.  A number of trial sites have been set up for wind generation and 
these are achieving positive results.  Other initiatives include the investigation of 
generation opportunities using hydro bio-mass and coal. 
  
  
ENL’s overall business performance objective is to achieve and maintain an industry 
position that is above the average of a benchmark group of comparable companies 
for returns and growth.  In addition to establishing appropriate valuation targets for 
segments of it’s network and implementing plans to reduce or increase value 
accordingly, ENL’s pricing policy also serves to signal true economic costs as far as 
possible and ensure efficient asset allocation and investment decisions.  Strategic 
objectives for adding to organizational competency include a focus on quality, health 
and safety improvements, risk management processes, staff training and 
development. 
  
Service Levels 
 
The overall objective of asset management is to ensure the most efficient and 
optimum investment in assets to provide desired service delivery.  Performance 
targets are established by considering a wide range of business and asset 
management drivers, some directly influenced by stakeholders, others a result of the 
historical pattern of development of ENLs network.  ENL has surveyed major 
customers in various market segments and considers their views and willingness to 
pay when making base investment decisions. 
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A backlog in network renewal existed at the start of the 2000/01 planning period, 
which evidenced itself in an aging network and poor reliability performance.   Between 
2000 and 2004 the majority of the network condition issues have been corrected, 
providing a network configuration and capacity that is sufficient to meet minimum 
service targets.  With completion of the majority of this work, resulting improvement in 
reliability statistics, the focus has returned to operational performance.    
 
ENL describes levels of service delivery and efficiency using well recognised and 
disclosed industry performance measures. The method for calculation of the 
measures is in accordance with prescribed rules. The most significant reliability 
measure is the System Average Interruption Duration Index (“SAIDI”), which indicates 
network performance in terms of the interruptions experienced by customers.     
 
Key reliability and efficiency performance targets for the next 5 years are indicated: 
 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE 

2004/05 
Actual 

2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 
 

Average  
2005~2009

SAIDI : B Planned 31 43 41 39 39 39 40 

SAIDI : C Unplanned 250 242 230 219 209 199 220 

DIRECT COST/kM 683 876 909 907 907 907 901  

INDIRECT COST/connctn 58 50 54 56 56 56 54  
 
While ultimately it is customer requirements and financial commitments that drive 
work programmes, after 2009/10 it is intended to maintain levels of reliability 
performance.   It should be noted that external influences such as severe storms can 
dramatically impact upon reliability statistics and year-to-year variances can be large. 
 
ENLs overriding objective in setting service levels is to deliver improved customer 
value by matching the performance of its assets and all asset activities to the 
performance customers expect and are willing to pay for. Targets also reflect the 
requirement on ENL to maintain compliance with Quality Thresholds 6(1) (a) and 6(1) 
(b), forming part of the Targeted Control Regime for Electricity Lines Businesses.  The 
minimum targets established above reflect average performance within a benchmark 
group of utilities of similar size, customer density, urban/rural split, and transmission 
remoteness.    
 
Maintenance expenditure is the dominant component of the disclosed direct cost 
efficiency measure.  ENL has achieved a lower than NZ average spend and this is 
forecast to continue trending downwards. 
 
Future Demand 
 
ENL has experienced several years of moderate to high base load growth and 
expects this to continue.  However growth is uncertain and is driven by the regions 
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economic outlook, and in the longer term, by changes in technology and other factors. 
Growth is particularly sensitive to the pattern of development of the regions forestry 
resources, gas resources and industry.    New technology and the use of distributed 
generation represent very real opportunities for ENL to reduce the need for 
transmission and distribution network upgrades.   
 
Facing the challenges associated with serving a consumer base that is very different 
to what was historically planned for, ENL uses a variety of load forecasting techniques 
to help predict the impact of accumulated load growth on its capacity requirements 
and security standards.  Coincident system peak demand has been forecast to grow 
from 57 MW in 2002 to 71 MW in the horizon year, 2015. Predictions use an 
optimistic/worst case model to ensure timely planning.  This base forecast includes 
foreseeable industrial developments.  Specific triggers have been identified for major 
upgrades to ensure efficient investment to meet security standards and avoid capacity 
constraints.    
 
Lifecycle Management Plans 
 
Life cycle management plans outline exactly what is planned to manage and operate 
the assets at the target levels of service while optimising lifecycle costs.    An assets 
life cycle starts with planning its necessity, continuing through design, investment, 
operation and maintenance, and concluding with replacement and/or disposal.  Life 
cycle asset management encompasses the policies and practices applied during all 
phases of an assets life to ensure the sustainable delivery of a power supply in the 
most efficient manner.   
 
ENL uses load flow analysis to assist in identifying solutions to network issues such 
as security, power quality and uneconomic supplies.  Alternative scenarios and 
options are modelled to optimise development plans, while the timing of work is 
largely determined by expected load growth. 
 
Detailed life cycle management plans are prepared by asset and expenditure 
category.  Capital plans present background data and plans for renewal, replacement, 
augmentation and non-asset solutions in response to asset aging, growth, reliability, 
performance, compliance and quality.   Maintenance plans detail the regular on-going 
work that is necessary to keep assets operating, including the basis for condition 
monitoring, equipment standards, planned maintenance and provisions for unplanned 
actions in response to faults or incidents.  ENL drives maintenance work based on 
condition and reliability monitoring, as opposed to planned maintenance based on 
time usage of an asset. 
 
Since ENLs assets are in the age replacement phase of their life cycle, the 
management tactic focuses on replacement over heavy maintenance.  The expected 
improvement in average asset condition will lift performance and allow low 
maintenance expenditure to be sustained.    
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A review of ENLs achievements against its plan and performance trends confirmed 
the benefit of the major compliance programme completed in 2001/02.      
 
Asset Management Practices 
 
The asset management process prioritises the programs for maintenance and asset 
development to ensure optimum customer service and operational efficiency.  This 
includes the recognition of the needs of large customers who are willing to pay to 
have additional security and/or reliability of supply. Implicit in the asset planning 
process is an understanding and evaluation of the risks to operation and the 
consequences of failure.  ENL is continually striving to find more efficient ways to 
carry out its activities, reducing costs and improving productivity. 
 
The systemised processes that form the core of asset management practice and 
decision making at ENL are condition assessment, reliability performance analysis, 
asset utilisation/capacity evaluation, risk management, economic optimisation, and 
benchmarking.    
 
Management services only are provided by EIL to ENL. This includes fulfilling ENL’s 
planning, design and network operating activities.   Since all physical work on the 
network is contracted out, the network operating function includes significant 
responsibility for contractor management.   In addition to applying commercial 
disciplines to project identification and justification, ENL negotiates competitive 
contracts for maintenance and capital projects.   The need to train and continuously 
upgrade the skills of internal staff is recognised through improvement programmes 
and specific training.  In the case of contractors and suppliers, forward-looking 
commercial agreements encourage a partnering approach to skills development and 
productivity improvement. 
 
Asset Management Systems 
 
ENL uses a variety of information systems to store information on its assets, their 
condition and performance.   Between 2002 and 2004, the compliance programme 
and associated data capture has driven major improvements in the completeness and 
quality of asset information.   A majority of the asset attribute and maintenance 
information is stored in databases associated with the GIS system. Stand alone 
systems provide work management and core financial management capabilities.   
 
The SCADA system provides real time data and enables remote control of key 
components of the network.    This data and network modelling software is used to 
analyse the network and the impact of changes in utilisation and operation.    
 
The geographical information and modelling system was implemented in 2003. 
Following completion of the data conversion phase in 2004 the application 
development phase is continuing to enhance asset information analysis to allow ENL 
to more effectively improve and optimise network investment and customer service. 
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Risk Management 
 
Effective risk management is required to protect the long-term viability of ENL and to 
protect its stakeholders.   ENL uses a systematic outcome-based method for 
assessing asset related risks.  This focuses on identifying and prioritising mitigating 
actions, which are subsequently captured in work programmes and network 
development plans.   Specific risk issues, contingencies and actions are also 
identified for each main asset category.   
 
A Risk Management Plan was prepared in 2004 as part of a full review of EIL’s risk 
management processes.  
 
Financial Summary 
 
The financial outcome of the management strategies and specific maintenance, 
renewal and development plans planned by ENL for the next 10 years are 
summarised below, separating capital and maintenance related expenditure. 

Capital Expenditure Profile

-
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Capital Expenditure by Asset Type
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Total capital exp

 

enditure over the planning period is almost $61.7m and exhibits close 
 a steady-state profile.  Condition and compliance driven capital expenditure is fully to

funded from depreciation provisions, while growth and security driven capital 
expenditure provides for customer driven network extension and capacity upgrades.  
Only major projects where upgrade triggers are already exceeded are included, 
hence expenditure declines after 1.5 years.  
 
Performance and technology driven capital expenditure is mainly associated with 
phasing in of new load control technology over the planning period and improvements 
in rural protection and automation. 
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more effectively target improvements.  Performance measures have b

parisons with comparable lines compan
be undertaken and compliance with regulatory targets is maintained. 

ngoing asset management improvement initiatives target the correction of condi
d asset data deficiencies and increased detail of asset attributes and performan
e confidence levels ascribed to the actions derived in the AMP will be improved

pletion of a more comprehensive risk management plan, more detailed l
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Table 1.1 : Reconciliation to the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004 and Amendments 
 

ionSect  Comments EID
 
Asset ma clude the following information: 

S  (a)

R 2004 – Schedule 2 
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E  Summary of the asset management plan— 
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ription: 

mary has been included 
o aid understanding and readability of the 

ody 

    (vi) ifecycle asset management and development plans: 

  )

 
   (ii) Date the plan was completed and

plan relates: 
 

AMP by those who do not require the 
detailed information presented in the b
of the document.    Asset management systems and info(iii)

   (iv) Network and asset desc
 

The Executive Sum
t

  (v) Service level objectives: 
L

    (vii) Risk assessment: 
  (viii  Performance and plans for improvement. 

 
1.0 Introduction to the AMP. 

 
b) (  Deta ctives, 

inclu
2.0 

 
 
 
 

 

Interaction with corporate goals is described

ction 

he planning processes and links to other 
 3.3.   

rategic corporate goals and 

  (i) n with other corporate goals, business planning 

  (ii) Planning periods adopted: 

.1 e identified within the 
lanning framework in Section 3.1, while 

act on 

  (iii) Stakeholder interests (owners, consumers, etc): 

 The EIL organizational structure and asset   (iv) Accountabilities and responsibilities for asset 

ils of asset management plan background and obje
ding— 
Interactio

 

 
 

generally in Section 2.0.  The overall 
planning framework is set out in Se
3.0. 
 
T
documents are described in Section
 
Discussion of st
issues is provided in Section 4.1. 
Provided in the introductory Section 1.3 
with a planning timetable in Section 1.4 
Stakeholders ar

processes, and other plans: 

1.3 

3
p
discussion of their interests and imp
target levels of service is set out throughout
Section 4.0 

1.0
management responsibilities is provided in management: 
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Table 1.1 : Reconciliation to the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004 and Amendments 
 
Section Comments EIDR 2004 – Schedule 2 

 
Section 1.5 
Asset management systems 
 
Asset management processes and 
information Flows 
 
omprehensive details

3.4 
 
3.3 
 
 

  (v) ocesses 
ncluding asset management information systems/software
and information flows. 

8.0A  (c) Details of assets covered, including— 

  (iii) 

 by asset category 
k 

le 
ion. 

 (iv) 

4.0  (d)

Details of asset management systems and pr
i

  
 

 
 

(i) 
(ii) 

Description of the asset configuration: 
Identification of assets by category: 
Justification for asset: 
Location, age, and condition. 
 

 
 
 

C
together with information on networ
architecture are presented in the lifecyc
management plans to prevent duplicat

 

Current and target levels of service.  Details of proposed levels of service, including— 
4.3.1-
4.3.4 

  (i) Consumer oriented reliability, security, and availability 
performance targets: 

4.3.5   (ii) Other targets relating to asset performance, asset 
efficiency, and effectiveness and efficiency of line company

 in 

0 , 6.0 and 
 (e)

 

 

activity: 
Justification for target levels of service based on 
consumer, legislative, regulatory, shareholder, and other 

4.0 Detailed discussion of targets and drivers is 
provided in Sections 4.1-4.3 while 
comparative benchmarking is discussed
Section 4.4 
 
The largest part of this AMP, these 

  (iii) 

requirements. 

5.0 
8.6.0, provisions are met in Sections 5.0

8.0A and 8.0B 

 Deta  

.1-

 

nd 

 

riteria and  
 each

ils of network development and lifecycle asset
management plans, including— 

6
6.12 
 
 
8.0A 

 
 
8.0B 

Network development planning criteria a
assumptions are described in Section 6.1-
6.12.   Asset specific details are provided in
Section 8.0A.  
 

aintenance planning cM
assumptions are described in detail for  
asset category in 8.0B 

  (i) 

etwork 

Description of planning criteria and assumptions: 

5.0 
 

Future demand is discussed in Section 5.0. 
 

  (ii) Details of demand forecasts, network configuration 
analysis, reliability assessments, and the specific n
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Table 1.1 : Reconciliation to the Electricity Information Disclosure Requirements 2004 and Amendments 
 
Section Comments EIDR 2004 – Schedule 2 

 
4.3.1 

.0A 

figuration 

3.1, 
ts are specifically 

discussed in each asset category of 8.0A 

raints are expected: 

8.0A 
 
 
 

.0A 
 
Distributed generation is discussed in terms 
of corporate objectives and impacts on 
demand in Sections 4.1.1 and 5.0 and 6.0. 
 
The network investment policy for 
generation, transmission, distribution and 
load based investments is in Appendix 6.4 

  (iii) Policies on non-asset solutions, distributed generation, 
redeployment and upgrade of existing assets, acquisition 
of new assets, adoption of new technology, and disposal of

 
6.0 
8
 
 

Information on network con
analysis, reliability assessments and 
constraints are provided in Sections 4.
6.0 and 8.0A.  Constrain

and in Appendix 11.2 
 
Non-asset solutions are specifically 
discussed under each category in 8

locations where const
 

 
existing assets: 
 

8.0A Justification for detailed work programs and 
scheduled actions to meet service targets is 
presented by asset category in 8.0A. 

  (iv) Analysis of the options available and details of the 
decisions made to satisfy and meet target levels of 
service: 

8.0B 
 
 
9.1.2 

Maintenance activities are described in 
detail by asset category in Section 8.0B.  
Summarised expenditure projections are 
provided in Section 9.1.2 

  (v) Description and identification of maintenance policies, 
programmes and actions to be taken for each asset group, 
including associated expenditure projections: 

6.6 
 
 
8.0A 
9.1.1 

The network development plan is 
summarised in Section 6.6, and specific 
actions by asset class set out in Section 
8.0A.   Summaries of capital expenditure 
are provided in Section 9.1.1. 

  (vi) Description and identification of the network development 
programme (including distributed generation) and actions 
to be taken, including associated expenditure projections. 
 

7.0 Section 7.0 provides an overview of risk 
management at ENL.   
 

 (f) Details of risk policies, assessment, and mitigation, including— 

6.8 Network related risks and ranking are 
provided in Section 6.8. 

  (i) Methods, details, and conclusions of risk analysis: 

7.0, 8.0 Discussed in Section 7.0 and for each asset 
category in 8.0  

  (ii) Details of emergency response and contingency plans. 

10.0 AMP improvement and monitoring is  (g) Details of performance measurement, evaluation, and 
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1
 
The annual planning cycle is driven by the disclos
 
April - 
May - 
June - 
Jul - 
Aug - 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov
Dec
Jan 
Feb - 

6 

.4 Planning Timetable 

ure regime and the 31 March financial year. 

Statement of Corporate Intent 
Annual Report 
ODV 
Disclosure 
Gazette 

- Analysis and Benchmarking 
- ½ Year Report 

 - Strategic Planning 
 - Operations Review, Contract Review, Pricing Review 

- Budgeting, Asset Management Plan review 
Business Plan 
Work Programs 

Several months are required for some of these activities so most processes are running in 
parallel with others. 
 

1.5 Organisational Structure 
 
EIL is a management only company, which provides management and support services to 
both ENL and Eastland Port Limited (EPL). EIL, ENL and EPL are all wholly owned by the 
Eastland Consumer Trust (ECT). Specifically for ENL, EIL provides management 
services in support of its planning, design and network operating activities.   Since all physical 
work on the network is contracted out, the net unction includes significant 
responsibility for contractor management. 
 
The Operations Division of the company has a structure reflects a separation between long 
term planning activities and short term operations.  The Planning Group undertakes asset 
planning and design work and incorporates the company’s professional engineering 
resources and the drawing/information record k
accountability of the Asset and Planning Manager. 
 
The Operations Group implements work programs, operates the network, and manages 
contractors.  Delivery of reliability and cost performance are the key accountabilities of this 
group.  Contract and operation reviews provide additional feedback from contractors.    
 
Close interaction b  Planning and Ope  is achieved through the stewardship of the 
GM Operations, who has overall accountability for the performance of ENL assets. Shared 
Control Room duties also fosters close interaction between Planning and Operations.   
 

Mar - 
 

work operating f

eeping.   Production of the AMP is a key 

etween rations
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Ownership Structure 

Eastland 
Consumer Trust 

Eastland Network 
Limited (ENL) 

Eastland 
Infrastructure 
Limited (EIL) 

Eastland Port 
Limited (EPL) 

Eastland 
Consumer Trust 

Shareholder

Governance / Management 

EIL/ENL/EPL 
Board 

Directors

Eastland 
Infrastructure 
Management

Eastland Network 
Limited 
Assets 

Gisborne Airport 
Limited 
Lease 

Eastland Port 
Limited 
Assets
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2.0 CORPORATE GOALS 

) In the most cost efficient and effective manner 

Distribution network assets are very long term investments made in an environment, which 
has relatively short cycles o vestment the status quo is 
challenged by technology changes, increas nging usage.  This 
operatin imised 
through agers 
managi cisions and a record of 
past decisions. 

hose decisions include:  
 
 What assets should we invest in and what value is sustainable? 
 How should assets be maintained, operated and managed? 
 W

 
The per es the 
wishes ovided  
and sub willingness to pay.  The disclosure regulations controlling monopoly 

benchmark performance.  Reliability statistics 
re used as the performance measure for service.  Other service issues such as quality and 

st value.  Investment in assets that do not 
eet shareholders requirements for returns, result in a write down of economic value.  This 

esign that lowers the level of investment needed 
Reducing operating costs through application of technology and work practices 

imits of acceptability on these options dictate a balanced application of all four.   While 
etwork companies are often viewed as monopolies, the extraction of monopoly rents 
creases the risk of shareholders being stranded with poorly performing assets, as users find 
heaper alternatives or relocate to more competitive regions.  A network company’s survival 
 linked to the survival of its users.  This is particularly true in a provincial economy such as 
e East Coast. 

 

2.1 Asset Management Objectives 
 
The Objective of Asset Management is to create the optimum investment in assets to provide:   

 
1) Desired service delivery 
2
 

f change.  Over the life of the in
ed service demands and cha

g environment introduces significant investment risk, which has to be min
 good management.   The life of assets also exceeds the tenure of the Man
ng them.  Therefore the AMP is an important map for future de

 
T

hen should assets be replaced? 

formance of a network is measured by the "cost - service" trade-off and includ
of specific larger customers, which might differ from what might normally be pr
ject to their 

networks provide measures that can be used to 
a
security are set as standards determined by industry practice.  Cost efficiency is measured 
directly by comparing operating, maintenance, and administration costs normalised for 
network size. 
 
Optimum investment decisions will deliver the be
m
situation can be reduced by: 
 
 Providing a more efficient d
 
 Reducing service levels 
 Increasing prices 

 
L
n
in
c
is
th
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2.2 Statement of Purpose and Vision 
 
Since ENL is owned by a community trust, management has a strong focus on community-
based o ject ditional 
consumer ba nd service 
delivery.  In ENL’s case however, changes to objectives have been subtle because there is a 
large overlap between consumers and community.  ENL’s statement of purpose and vision 
commu cate
 
 

b ives.  The 1998 industry reforms reduced network customers from the tra
se to energy retailers.  This isolates networks from retail pricing a

ni  a strong focus on the development of the local economy.   

 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 
Eastland Network will utilise existing assets to achieve an appropriate 
retur rtunities for business n for the shareholder while providing oppo
growth and improving the value delivered to customers.  
  

  
  

  
VVIISSIIOONN  

  
Eastland Network will provide returns on assets, growth on investments 
and operating performance as an electricity network company, which 
places it in an average position relative to other New Zealand electricity 
companies. 
 

 
 
Delivery of price, services, and quality are all factors that influence the competitiveness of 
local wealth creating business.  Growth of the economy will provide growth to ENL.  

2.3 Environmental Management Policy 
 
ENL is committed to managing and operating its business in a manner which meets the 
community’s environmental expectations while meeting obligations to provide reliable, safe 
and economic network services. 
 
We strive to meet a prudent balance between the community’s need for electricity and that of 
effective environmental management. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT POLICY 

 
 In planning and undertaking activities, which have implications for 

the environment, Eastland Network will adhere to the following 
principles: 

 
 High standards of environmental management and staff awareness will 

be maintained 
 
 Environmental considerations will be a priority in planning new business 

activities 
  
 The active promotion of end-use network efficiency and conservation 

will be an integral part of our business strategy 
 
 All legal requirements relating to environmental management, including 

laws, regulations and resource consent conditions, will be complied with 
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2.4 Health and Safety Policy 
EIL is committed to operation of ENL in line with the following Heath and safety policy. 
 

.  
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3.0 THE PLANNING FRAMEWORK 

EN
and determine asset management drivers at ENL.   These drivers are taken into account in 

e formulation of ENL’s strategic plans.  The asset management process serves to convert 
lies to the physical network assets, into action.  Detailed consideration is 

giv
lev
prim eedback loop. 
 

ramework are described in the following sections. 
 

3.1 Stakeholders and Influences 
 
• Shareholders 

ENL is owned by the Eastland Community Trust (“ECT”).  Trustees are appointed by the 
Gisborne District Council, the ECT’s capital beneficiaries, to represent the interests of the 
community income beneficiaries.  The ECT is responsible for appointing the Board of 
Directors and agreeing the Statement of Corporate Intent. Eastland Infrastructure Limited 
is the management company formed by the ECT and engaged by ENL to provide 
management and support services to it. 

 
• Customers 

The Energy Retailers have contractual arrangements with ENL for energy delivery 
services to their customers. ENL seeks to determine the needs of these electricity users 
from the Energy Retailers that represent them. ENL manages the network to meet the 
needs of these residential, commercial and industrial electricity users in the region.  It 
focuses on the wealth-creating sector of the local economy. ENL also consults with major 
electricity users directly to determine their preferences regarding security and reliability of 
supply and in accordance with Threshold Compliance requirements.  

 
• Regulations 

Statutory requirements impact on how ENL operates to meet its service targets.   In 
addition to meeting the requirements of health and safety and resource management 
legislation, ENL is a regulated monopoly business that is subject to controls and an 
information disclosure regime, in particular the commencement of the Electricity Lines 
Company Regulation and the Targeted Control Regime. Changes to this regulatory 
environment will occur over the period covered by this plan. 
 
 

3.2 Asset Management Drivers 
 
• Customer Service and Value 

ENL’s objective is to deliver improved customer value by matching the performance of its 
assets and all asset activities, including those of contractors, to the performance 
customers expect and are willing to pay for.  ENL has targeted average performance. 
 

 
L’s asset management process is illustrated in Figure 3.1.  Stakeholders directly influence 

th
strategy, as it app

en to management, financial, economic and engineering issues to ensure the required 
els of service are provided in the most cost effective manner.  The extent to which this 

ary goal is achieved is continually assessed, completing the performance f

The main elements of this f
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• Effective Operations 

ENL’s objective is to manage the operation of its assets in such a way as to deliver the                
required performance at the lowest overall cost.  

 
• Compliance 

ENL will manage its assets to ensure the safety of its employees, contractors and 
customers at all times.  ENL also will manage the network and act in an environmentally 
responsible manner and comply with all legal environmental requirements. 
 

• Shareholder Returns 
ENL’s objective is to manage its assets to meet the shareholders requirements for return 
on investment. 
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Shareholders Customers Regulators

Figure 3.1 - The ENL Asset Management Framework

Compliance Customer Service
d Value
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an
Effective

Operations
Shareholder

Returns

STATEMENT OF CORPORATE INTENT

STRATEGIC PLAN

INFLUENCERS

ASSET MANAGEMENT DRIVERS

INPUTS: Network Management Strategy
              Service Standards              
              Load Forecasts
              Compliance

OUTPUTS: Capital programme
                  Maintenance Programme
                  Standards & Specifications

BUSINESS PLANS AND BUDGET

Financial Customer and 
Operational Compliance

ASSET MANAGEMENT PROCESS

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

ANNUAL REPORTING

PROCESS: Condition Assessment 
                  Performance Assessment
                  Asset Utilisation & Capacity
                  Risk Management
                  Economic Optimisation
                  Benchmarking



 

3.3

3.3.1 Links to Other Plans and Documents 

to the network and is used for input to a number of other policy 
ectly influenced these policy documents in an iterative 

itiatives are established to support the achievement of 

cing changes to the AMP and/or demonstrates that business 

• 
idually with major 

nt and future electricity supply requirements and describes 
ality trade-offs. ENL consults with Energy Retailers to 

 
he outputs from the asset management process are the operational, maintenance and 

: 

• 
etailed maintenance standards and specific maintenance programs are recorded in the 

the lifecycle management plans presented later in this AMP 

• 

cies.  This is 
summarised in Section 6.0 of this plan with other specific capital plans set out by asset 

n 8.0A of the lifecycle management plans. 

• 
design specifications, based on the required functionality of the 

ssets, are included in the Network Quality System.    General standards and issues 

 Asset Management Process 

 
The AMP is specific 
documents. The AMP in turn is then dir
process to optimise the business: 
 
• Statement of Corporate Intent 

This document defines the Director’s intentions and objectives for ENL for the financial 
year and is agreed with the shareholders.  This encompasses planned business activities 
and objectives, values, performance targets and communication methods.   
 

• Strategic and Business Plans 
Annual plans and key in
performance targets.    As the AMP is a tactical plan and repository for detailed asset 
information, these documents are closely coordinated during the business planning cycle. 
 

• 10 Year Financial Plan 
The 10 Year Financial Plan identifies funding requirements necessary to achieve the 
budget as produced by this AMP, and any other business funding requirements. The 
Financial Plan identifies funding constraints that may affect the ability to achieve AMP 
objectives thereby influen
performance and service objectives can be met.   
 
Customer Relationship Management Plans 
These plans developed in 2004 document consultations held indiv
customers regarding their curre
their preferences for cost qu
determine the security, price and quality needs of the regions electricity users. 

T
capital work programmes

 
Maintenance Plans  
D
maintenance section of 
(Section 8.0B) 
 
Development Plans 
Analysis is undertaken to test growth and performance against service standards.  A 
Network Development plan is then created in line with investment and risk poli

category in Sectio
 
Equipment and Design Standards 
Detailed equipment and 
a
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concerning quality and compliance are covering in the lifecycle management sections of 
is AMP.  

Both regulatory change and an ageing asset population require compliance issues to be 
arefully scrutinised.   

re optimum customer service and operational efficiency.  Implicit in the 
sset planning process is an understanding and evaluation of the risks to operation and the 

e.  Also critical is the collection of information from which performance 
can
abl
inv
 

he systemised processes that make up the core of asset management practices are those 
nalyse data.  The main processes are: 

 
• 

ssessment action included in its maintenance program.  This 
 used to confirm the necessity of further maintenance, target maintenance expenditure 

, and can help target work programmes. 
 

apacity 

 
• 

 outcomes to help 

 

alance between 

 
• 

rmation and industry benchmarks identifies the practices that 

 
 
 

th
 

c

3.3.2 Decision Making Processes 
 
The asset management process prioritises the programs for maintenance and asset 
development to ensu
a
consequences of failur

 be monitored and improvement targets set.  From this document interested parties will be 
e to identify ENL’s performance targets, areas of business focus, forecast levels of capital 
estment, and their rationale. 

T
that collect and a

Condition Assessment 
Every asset has a condition a
is
and provide ageing data. 

 
• Performance 

Analysis of reliability statistics provides information on the performance of assets, the 
effectiveness of work practices

• Asset Utilisation and C
Load growth and changing profiles are obvious inputs into planning.  However security risk 
and quality issues also require adjustment when load use patterns change. 

Risk Management 
Network related risks are identified and ranked by risk reduction
prioritise work programmes.    

• Economic Optimisation 
The value of a network results from the asset management practices applied.  Economic 
analysis can indicate whether valuation changes and lifecycle costs are in line with long-
term sustainable objectives and therefore which tactics are appropriate for different 
network segments.   Economic analysis is also applied to optimise the b
capital and maintenance decisions across the life cycle of the network assets 

Benchmarking 
Analysis of disclosure info
are most effective and the performance levels that can be achieved given inherent 
network characteristics.
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ENL uses the following information systems to s s, their condition 
a
 
•

ults, 
T agement 

ost reporting tool.  It provides informati  on progress, commitments, forecasts and 
cash flow.   

 
•

in fina -platform.  This is 
supplemented with Dbit to maintain the financia the 
engineering asset database. 
 
The Works Database is reconciled with ACCPAC during monthly reporting.  

 
•

em provides real time dat
components of the network.   

 
• Network Modelling 

 System Simulation/Utilis are to 
the impact of changes tware 

is sufficiently sophisticated to permit advanced
assist investment decision-making. 
Visim is used as the main structural engineering tool for line design.   
LV Drop software is primarily used for Low voltage design. 

ting on a Microsoft Access 
Databases is used for management of asset information, maintenance and inspection 

sociated Microsoft Access Databases / applications are used in 
conjunction with the Powerview databases to manage non-spatial assets. 

sed to manage ICP records in a Unidata Database format and 
linked to the GIS data. 

 

 
 
 

 

3.4 Asset Management Systems 
 

tore information on its asset
nd performance.    

 Works Database 
The Works Database provides job cost funct
maintenance and work management activities.  
and c

ionality and is used to manag
n

e fa
his is essentially a contract ma

on

 Financials 
The company uses ACCPAC as its ma ncial management IT

l asset register, which is separate to 

 Network Control 
The SCADA syst a and enables remote control of key 

 
ENL uses PSS/U (Power ation) network modelling softw
analyse the network and in utilisation and operation.   The sof

 network optimisation and analysis and 

 
• Asset Information Systems 

The Powerview Geographical Information system opera

records. A number of as

Microstation Draughting Software is primarily used to maintain information in Schematic 
form. Complex structural and circuitry design information is also stored in the Microstation 
format. Hard copy records include Maps, field record books, and Maintenance/ 
Commissioning Records. 
Gentrac is the product u
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4.0 LEVELS OF SERVICE 

4.1 Strategic Goals and Issues 
 
Key strategic focus areas and strategies that are relevant to the current planning period are 
summarised below. 
 
 
Strategic Focus Area/Objective 

 
Strategies 

 
1. Least Cost Supply 
Exploit new value-adding business 
opportunities 

 
a. Develop generation opportunities 
b. Minimise transmission costs 

and reduce total cost of energy c. Minimise cross-subsidies 
 supply 

 
 

2. Network Operational Performance 
Maintain average operational performance.  

 
a. Targeted reliability improvement 
b. Reduced OPEX 
c. Ensure compliance is maintained 
d. Growth & security provision standards

 
 
3. Business Performance 
Maintain an average position for value growth 
and financia

 
a. Stabilise value and returns 
b. Extract revenue protection benefits 

l returns c. Improve viability of remote supply 
economics 

 
 
4. Organisational Capability 
Build a platform for growth 

 
a. Maintain high safety standards 
b. Implement quality management 
c. Maintain staff competencies and skill 

levels. 
 

 
These organisational strategies directly address the major iss

NL and have a fundamental impact on asset management
ues and opportunities facing 
 practice and policy.  The 

4.1.1 
 
Lack o
drivers here are opportunities associated 

ith fu ment 

supply
 

E
following sections discuss and put these strategies in context.  

Least Cost Supply 

f retail competition and inefficiencies in transmission services delivery are major cost 
 for ENLs business.   Existing constraints suggest t
rther diversification into generation and transmission, subject to economic assessw

and justification.     These have the potential to significantly reduce the total cost of energy 
 to the East Coast.    
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Alloca
between load groups.   ENL’s pricing policy serves to signal true economic costs as far as 
ossible and ensure efficient asset allocation and investment decisions. 

Gener
 

here are a range of generation opportunities on the East Coast that are becoming 

to whi
risk an
plannin
ites have been set up for monitoring potential wind generation opportunities. They have 

opport
 
Trans
 

ransmission costs can be directly controlled through effective management of generation 
nspower continually provides 

conomically efficient transmission services.  
 

petitive with neighbouring regions if growth in the wealth 
f the region is to be achieved.  ENL has a strategy of competitive pricing for wealth creators 

logy disclosure made for our pricing 
chedule effective 1 April 2005.  This continues to adjust the level of cross-subsidisation and 

g Thresholds. 

y promotes are as follows: 

o be controlled through 
effective demand side management.  On ENL’s network the large peak in daily profile 

 Single Phase Domestic Connection:  approximately 66% less connection equipment is 
 to provide a single-phase supply compared to a three phase supply.  Small 

loads such as domestic installations do not require three-phase power and are 

tive efficiency can be improved by reducing the level of cross-subsidisation that exists 

p
 

ation Opportunities 

T
increasingly viable as their economics improve.   Despite legislative constraints on the extent 

ch ENL can invest in generation, it is probable that such projects will provide a lower 
d higher return alternative to transmission and distribution upgrades within the 10-year 
g period.  Strategically ENL will seek the most economic outcome. A number of trial 

s
given positive results. Other initiatives include the investigation of Hydro and Coal generation 

unities. 

mission Efficiency 

T
and load control. All possible actions are taken to ensure Tra
e

Network Pricing and Reduced Subsidies 
 
Pricing has a role to play in asset management because it can be used to signal desired load 
characteristics.  The characteristics of the connected load influence asset provision, costs and 
economics. 
 
The local economy needs to be com
o
in the region and will ensure cross-subsidisation between load groups in the network is 
controlled to acceptable limits.   The allocation of costs and revenue streams between ENL’s 
load groups is part of a separate pricing methodo
s
allow for Transpower increases while maintaining regulatory compliance with Targeted 
Control Regime Pricin
 
Other outcomes that the pricing polic
 
 A Flat Load Profile: a less peaky load profile results in better capacity utilisation.  

Asset costs are largely proportional to capacity so a fixed charge related to capacity 
automatically rewards efficient utilisation.  Peaks can als

is created by domestic load.  However it should be noted that any signals only reach 
the end user if passed through by energy retailers.   

 

needed

rewarded with an appropriate differential in pricing.  This gives an incentive for single 
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phase conversion of rural network spurs where 3 phase supply replacements cannot 
be economically justified. 

 
 Maintenance of Power Factor: Gisborne has voltage constraints on its transmission 

l: Differential pricing based on customer density 
is necessary to signal the widely varying levels of investment per connection on the 

regulation for domestic consumers.   

 Variable Component:  A variable component is maintained in order for ENL to achieve 
rowth in order to fund new capacity and associated security.  

Variable pricing also provides a mechanism for returns for investments in energy 

erformance 

eliability performance improvement projects are justified and prioritised on the basis of 

nent of the disclosed direct cost efficiency 
easure.  ENL has achieved a lower than NZ average maintenance spend and this is 

n minimal faults and optimum overall 

supply.  Poor power factor is penalised ultimately through higher capacity charges 
reflecting higher usage. 

 
 High/Medium/Low Density Differentia

network.  This is currently achieved via a simple urban/rural/remote split but is 
constrained by the Governments 10 % fixed charge 

 

revenue growth with load g

efficiency.  Variable pricing is achieved through ICP billing using data provided by 
energy retailers. 

 
ENL’s current pricing principals are provided in Appendix 11.6. 
 

4.1.2 Network Operational P
  
ENL has concentrated on addressing network condition issues and providing a network 
configuration and capacity that is sufficient to meet its service levels objectives.  With 
completion of the majority of this work, the focus has returned to operational performance.   
 
Targeted Reliability Improvement 
 
Continued design and configuration improvements will further enhance system reliability, 
while use of live line techniques and new technology are expected to maintain service levels 
within customer expectations and regulatory controls. 
 
R
operational savings. 
 
Operational Efficiency Initiatives 
 
Maintenance expenditure is the dominant compo
m
forecast to continue trending downwards towards long term targets. 
 
Tactics that have been successfully applied in the past will continue to be used.  These 
include a reliability based approach to maintenance that focuses on service level outcomes, 
automation, and protection coordination. 
 
Compliance 
 
In order to minimise risk, compliance related work continues to be a priority and provides 
improvements in average asset condition resulting i



 

reliability.  The backlog in network renewal that existed at the start of the 2001 planning 

dards 

iteria 
r investment in major upgrades is set out in Section 6.0. 

.1.3 Business Performance 

ENL’s overall business performa er returns 
hile providing opportunities for business growth and improving the value delivered to 

of it’s network and implementing 
continually targets revenue protec
 
Stabilised Value and Returns 

to alter the asset mix.  Careful analysis can give an indication of the type of 
hanges required and consequently the management tactics that should be applied. 

 is largely the result of historical objectives that are inappropriate for 
nd the current 

e optimum 
aluation for it’s network based on corporate objectives and stakeholder requirements. 

e community that it serves, a value that maximises the region's 
em to be an appropriate target.  Regional infrastructure costs 

nt where maintenance 
ecomes more costly than replacement are replaced, levering off technical advances or 

 situations where an asset is not producing a return that covers its economic cost, 

ealand are the result 
f past regional development subsidies and are rural in nature. 

fe.  ENL is aware of these developments and is keeping a 
watching brief on them for possible future application. 

period has now been eliminated and compliance expenditure has been reduced to near 
steady-state levels. 
 
Compliance programmes are reflected in the lifecycle management plans set out for each 
asset category in Section 8.0. 
 
Growth & Security Provision Stan
 
The detailed provisions of the ENL security policy are set out in Section 4.4. Planning cr
fo
 

4
 

nce objective is to provide appropriate sharehold
w
customers.  In addition to establishing appropriate valuation targets for the different segments 

plans to reduce or increase network value accordingly, ENL 
tion and uneconomic supply issues.  

 
One objective of asset management is to optimise the level of investment and mix of assets 
employed to deliver the required service.  The current Optimised Deprival Valuation (“ODV”) 
of the network provides a useful "peg in the ground" for monitoring the effect of strategies 
employed 
c
  
The existing mix of assets
today's environment.  As the valuation is a product of asset management a
valuation is also a driver for change, ENL has given careful consideration to th
v
 
For a network owned by th
ability to create wealth would se
are generally minimized when assets that have aged to the poi
b
design innovation to maximize future economies. 
 
In
alternatives should be sought.  In particular, in areas of uneconomic supply, it would seem 
hard to justify a capital investment where the physical life of the asset is 40 years but the pay 
back period is 150 years.  Most such uneconomic supply areas in New Z
o
 
With the removal of support for subsidies and the present emphasis on economic 
management of networks, considerable effort has been applied to new and innovative ways to 
obtain cost effective extension of li
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For any given region, there is likely to be a particular value for the network ODV that will 
maximise the region's ability to create wealth.  This is unlikely to be either the highest or 
lowest achievable ODV.   ENL has a mixture of very uneconomic to very economic segments 
in its network; hence each segment is subjected to an individual assessment of the most 

ppropriate value and level of investment. 

here are three variables that affect the economics of assets provided for power supply. 

- the level of utility or service provided by assets.  This is a 
ost of installation. 

 
 Return on Assets - Investments must provide a return to the shareholder.  For 

erating income on a sustainable basis.  
Shareholders may demand an additional premium. 

sts results in a decrease in return on assets if pricing is 
xed.  Pricing is constrained by factors such as acceptability in the market, the regulatory 

re a trade-off condition exists between asset investment, the cost of operating them 
nd the return on assets. 

 
he economic characteristics of ENL’s disparate service areas vary according to: 

 
condition 

 ith the price path thresholds. 

stland Network Ltd's 2004 
DV.   

o replace ENL’s network assets with their modern equivalents would cost $188M.   The point 
y 

tate, and would indicate an ODRC value of $94M for the ENL network. 

he question is whether or not this figure is optimum.  The ideal asset mix will change 
onstantly with change in technology, demand, and service requirements.  However, physical 
sset investment will not match service requirements because of the discrete, discontinuous 
ature of investment in capacity.   

a
 
Calculation of Economic Targets 
 
T
 
 Capacity 

driver for the initial c
 
 Operating Costs - these change during the life of an asset and ultimately give 

an economic limit on the service life of the asset. 

a low risk monopoly business the minimum acceptable 
return is equal to the cost of capital used to invest in the 
assets gen

 
Increasing capacity and operating co
fi
environment and wider company objectives regarding its infrastructural role in the local 
economy. 
 
Therefo
a
 
T
 

Existing levels of asset investment 
 Asset 
 Customer / load density 

Pricing, Specifically compliance w
 
The following analysis assumes network segmentation based on Ea
O
 
T
where assets are, on average, half way through their economic life can be considered stead
s
 
T
c
a
n
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ENL’s 2000 ODV was $53M, indicating under investment which was reflected in reliability and 

NL’s 2002 ODRC is $67M, indicating that a steady state network asset value had almost 

NL’s 2004 ODRC is $86M, Confirming a steady state network asset value.  Economic value 

 Rural network segment value is sensitive to increased prices, costs (especially 
ital expenditure.  If ODRC is reduced, return on assets 

increases, and therefore economic value improves. 

 on investment and there is no reason for constraint on delivering 
the service levels demanded by users. 

 updated based on the 2002 valuation 
nd are presented in Appendix 11.4. 

greater rate than expenditure on physical 
alue. 

 The need to address increasing urban load and decreasing rural load affecting 
ly demands. 

 
Tactics for Decreasing Value 

service performance.  Run down assets and disproportionate increases in urban and 
industrial loads resulted in an asset mix that was no longer capable of optimum performance.  
Since then, ENL has largely completed a capital upgrade program equivalent to 
approximately 40 % of its 2000 ODV.   
 
E
been attained.   Economic value, however, was lower without increasing tariffs, indicating that 
the asset mix was not optimum.  Sensitivity analysis on ENL’s valuation indicated that: 
 
E
had little impact. 
Sensitivity analysis on ENL’s valuation indicates that: 
 

Transmission), and cap

 
 Urban network segments have a high hidden economic value.  These segments can 

sustain high return

 
Valuation targets for each network segment have been
a
 
Optimum investment can be achieved by targeting an increase in value in economic 
segments and reducing value in uneconomic segments.  Increasing the portion of assets in 
economic segments releases economic value at a 
v
 
This strategy is consistent with: 
 

economics and quality of supp
 
 Addressing the increasing component of industrial to domestic load requiring different 

service and security standards. 
 
 Mitigating increasing capacity constraint in urban segments. 

 
 Reducing under utilised assets in rural segments. 

 
 Improving under investment in key areas reflected in asset condition below optimum. 
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ecreases in value are desired for rural sD egments supplying remote areas.  The annual 

ately $1.8m 
 

annum a net decrease of $300,000 per annum is achieved.  The decrease required can be 
achieved within 10 years by this approach. 
 
Re w witching equipment.  Exploiting 
tec o newal to progress at a lower cost 
tha
 
The standard 3-phase construction applied in remote areas is no longer appropriate for the 
exp t utomation and 1-phase construction offers a 
more cost effective design and is discussed further in Section 6.5.2.     

ncreasing Value 

iving sub transmission and 11kV tie feeder 
ientation this forced investment will fortunately deliver the 

esired value increases. 

echnology and automation has proven to deliver on increased service demands and to 
reduce operating costs.  This is a shift to best practice. 
 
Inc me asset (particularly LV network) to its design limits and 
the ement.  The size of conductor required 
will dictate underground cable network in order to meet the requirements of design 
rac ic  and customer expectations. 

ty 

tional strengthening focus on quality, health & safety 
provement, risk management processes, staff development and succession planning. 

 
 development of a formalised Quality Management System 

overing all aspects of both EILs and ENLs business.  For ENL this programme will 

improvement and audit functions.   The desirability of formal 

review of existing contractor safety management systems and distribution 
eas where improvements to existing safety related processes 

can and are being achieved. 
  

depreciation on the Replacement Cost of the assets in these areas is approxim
per annum.  By ensuring capital expenditure in these areas does not exceed $1.5m per

ne al programs are focused on zone substat
hn logy and work practices, innovations are all

ions and s
owing re

n previous investment levels.  

ec ed continuing trend of decreasing load.  A

 
Tactics for I
 
Load growth and changing load demographics is dr
investment.  As this has an urban or
d
 
T

reasing urban load is driving so
ill outstrip age replac need for capacity upgrade w

p t ability, reliability
 
These tactics all achieve value increase from actions that are necessity driven and can be 
defended against accusations of “gold plating”. 
 

.1.4 Organisational Capabili4
  
Strategic objectives for organisa
im

Resources are being applied to the
c
consolidate corporate, compliance, contractor management, distribution control, safety and 
engineering manuals, standards and policies in a coordinated set of documents that describe 

onitoring, continuous m
certification to ISO 9000 will be considered after the completion of the project. 
 

egular external R
operating practices identifies ar
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4.2 Legislative Requirements 
 
The following statutes are of particular relevance to this asset management plan: 

 
• The Electricity Act 1992 
• The Electricity Regulations 1997 
• The Electricity Industry Reform Act and Amendments 
• Health and Safety in Employment Act 2003 
• Resource Management Act 1991 and Amendments 
• The Commerce Act 1986, Specifically Part 4A, Electricity Information Disclosure 

Requirements 2004  
• Electricity Governance Regulations 2003 
 

Other statutes apply to the business as a whole, but are peripheral to the asset management 
philosophy. 
 

eam and annual reviews are incorporated 

cost performance measures that are disclosed 
each year together with targets.    
 

4.3.1 Reliability and Security 
 
Security considerations and the derivation of appropriate standards for ENL are discussed in 
Section 6.0 of this AMP. 
 
The primary indicator of reliability performance is the SAIDI index, trends for which are 
illustrated below. 
 

4.3 Current Level of Service 
 
The key customer service levels that relate to Asset Management are: 
 

• Supply reliability and security 
• Supply quality, e.g. voltage drop, voltage fluctuations, harmonics 
• Fault response repair times 
• Notification of shutdowns 
• Cost of supply 

 
Measurement of customer satisfaction regarding service is achieved via feedback from 
energy retailers and consultation with customers.  Measurement of the service performance is 
carried out using internal physical measures and targets.  Alterations to targets for service 

vels are the responsibility of the management tle
into business planning activities. 
 
Network delivery efficiency is indicated by 
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SAIDI TREND
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Besides inherent system security, a wide range of factors impact on observed reliability 

 

 
plementing a process and procedures which will ensure full compliance with tree 

1 which in combination with automation, and optimisation 
of isolation points has improved performance, number of customers affected, and fault 

is during the last year provides the following spread: 

performance.    

Trees are an increasing problem in a region with a fast growth rate and developing forestry 
industry.  The Electricity (Hazards from trees) Regulations 2003 now provide clear definition 
of the rights and responsibilities of both tree owners and lines companies. ENL is
im
regulations and accordingly mitigate tree related reliability and safety issues. 
 
Protection is an area where technology delivers large reductions in outages.  ENL has 
developed this technology since 200

restoration time.  Lifecycle management plans for these assets in Section 8.0 address 
technology improvement and future deployment. 
 
Cause analys
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Cause Analysis YTD

ADVERSE ENVIRONMENT
0%

UNKNOWN

PLANNED SHUTDOWN

14%

DEFECTIVE EQUIPMENT
16%

HUMAN ELEMENT
5%

CE

ADVERSE WEATHER
30%

LIGHTNING

TREE CONTACTS
6%

LOSS OF BULK SUPPLY
0%

11%

9%

FOREIGN INTERFEREN
9%

 

ct indicative of poor or ageing asset condition, since 
nditions for the duration of their design life with the 

ause for 16% of outages.  Faults in this category tend to 

rgely due to reduced quality and workmanship at manufacture. 

efective equipment events (particularly pole failures) have reduced significantly since 
ance Management Project undertaken in 2001 – 2002.  This 
dition issues and brought performance more into line with 

ormal expectations.  Improvement of the ABS asset condition is being managed via long 

Planned shutdowns accounted for 11% of outage duration during 2004/05.   
 

Actions have been taken to reduce the level of unknown causes previously 20%, over recent 
years, since it frustrates an effective management response.  Initiatives have included 
improved field fault reporting, automation projects, and follow-up patrols to short lived faults.   
 
The adverse weather component is in effe
ower lines are designed for outdoor cop

conductor becoming a predominant issue.  Under design has not been an issue with the 
exception of extreme snow loading. 

 
Foreign interference is high at 9%.  This figure is driven by vehicles/pole collisions.  
Increasing technology will minimise the impact of these faults.  A long-term objective is to 
clean down structure design and increase separations to reduce bird strikes and animal 
interference. 
 
Defective equipment is given as the c
have long repair times/high customer minutes. 
 
Causes are generally condition related resulting from assets remaining in service after their 
optimum replacement date. However there is an increasing trend for newer equipment to fail 
prior to expectations la
Standardisation on proven product, rigid specification and quality control procedures has 
been introduced to address this issue. 
 
D
completion of the major Compli
captured many age-related con
n
term replacement programs.   
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Co ctor failure is exndu pected to predominate in the future. This is addressed in lifecycle 

4.3.2 Supply Quality 
 
The quality of supply is measured in terms of: 
 
 Voltage flicker complaints 
 Low voltage complaints 
 Harmonic content in supply 
 Radio Interference complaints 
 SCADA monitoring and deviation reports 

 
The legislation and regulations that determine supply quality requirements include: 
 
 The Electricity Act 1992 
 Electricity Regulations 1997 
 The Commerce Act 1986 

 
Deviations from regulatory limits and poor supply quality levels are recorded in the network 
defects database as soon as they are identified.  Corrective actions are carried out as soon 

 practicable.  Issues requiring longer term supply quality improvement to the network asset 
re incorporated into the company design standards and management plans for the affected 

4.3.3 Fault Response Performance 
 
The control operations staff and/or faults service contractor record response times for network 
outages.  The delegated engineering officer is responsible for reviewing the recorded figures 
and implementing improvements or corrective action when necessary.  Comparisons of the 
response times are made with benchmark values to indicate trends.  Outage duration and 
repair time components are incorporated into the performance indices for industry 
benchmarking. 

4.3.4 Notification of Shutdowns 
 
ENL has implemented the industry standard profoma email notification process for advising 
planned outages. This process identifies affected ICPs and standardised shutdown 
information is emailed to relevant energy retailers. The energy retailers in turn advise their 
customers accordingly. 
 

otification timing and shutdown information provided is in accordance with the current Use of 
ystem Agreements. 

ost performance measures that are disclosed each year include: 
 

replacement plans. 

as
a
asset categories. 

N
S
 

4.3.5 Delivery of Efficiency 
 
C
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 Indirect cost / connection 
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The trends are in line with current business targets and regulatory requirements.    

4.4 Desired Levels of Service 
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ENL’s performance has been compared against 4 benchmarking groups for the purpose of 
determining its de

formation has be ved n f 2002/03 information disclosures.  The 4 
benchmarking groups are as follows: 
 
1. All New Zealand lines companies: If the long  expe tion is  only a quarter of 

xist then it is logical tha L tar  bein he top 
quartile in terms of performance to justify its existence. 

 
2. mpanies i.e. those with a customer density of less than 10 connections/km 

tw  E s a ne rk of al natu despit  large ban ce  
bench ro lps id fy wha aract ics of l netw  are p rmance 
disadv s hat a ommo held m s. 

 
A selected benchmark group of similar size tome nsity, an/rura lit, and 

des the most accurate measure of our 

 
4. Ernst ng op 10 k.  T  

assess of pany orma   W heir model of what makes a lines 
company efficient clearly favours separated standalone lines businesse t were 

ased, there is still a wide representation of companies from all e above 
groups within the top 10. 

 
Targets have been set to place ENL in an average position.  At the same time annual 
improvement ee oothe a con t rate  that 

Targets are set only as drivers to deliver a path of improvement.  Extrapolation limits the 
probability of vem  the fu r proj ns ar tende here target ould be 
used to m nd d mon  short-  perfo nce. 
 

sired position in the market. 
 
In en deri  from a alysis o

term cta  that
the existing companies will e t EN gets g in t

Rural line co
of ne ork. 

mark g
N  i
up he

L two
enti

r r
t ch
u re 

erist
e a
rura

  r
orks
u n re.  This

erfo
t

antage and w re c nly yth

3. , cus r de  urb l sp
transmission remoteness.  This group provi
existing performance.  

& You 's T  pic his group gets used publicly as an independent
ment  com  perf nce. hile t

s tha
urban b  th

has b n sm d to stan over period. 
 

achie ent rthe ectio e ex d.  T fore s sh
easure tre s an itor term rma
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DISCLOSED SERVICE PERFORMANCE TARGETS 

       Average  
 2004/05 

Actual 
2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2005~2009

Interruptions        

B Planned 123 72 68 68 68 68 70.4 
C Unplanned 237 130 123 123 123 123 126.8 

        

Faults/100km        

Total        
50 kV 1.70 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 
33 kV 2.92 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 
11 kV 7.80 6.6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 
Total 7.20 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.8 

        
Underground        

50 kV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 kV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11 kV 8.00 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 
Total 8.00 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 

Overh     ead    
50 kV 1.70 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 
33 kV 2.92 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
11 kV 7.79 6.6 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.6 
Total 7.00 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.8 

        

SAIDI        

Total 282 285 271 258 248 238 260 
B Planned 32 43 41 39 39 39 40 

C Unplanned 250 242 230 219 209 199 220 

SAIFI        

Total 2.10 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
B Planned 0.18 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

C Unplanned 1.92 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70 

CAIDI        

Total 134 142 135 129 124 119 130 
B Planned 177 143 136 130 130 130 133 

C Unplanned 130 142 135 129 122 117 129 
        
Notes        
1. Overall PI's are from SCI 
2. Planned SAIDI = 15% of Total 
3. Targeted Control Regime 5 Year 
Average SAIDI = 366 , SAIFI=3.34 
 
 
Note:  Actual figures used for 2004/05 exclude Transpower outages. 
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Full Information Disclosure results for 2004/2005 have yet to be audited.    

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Note:  Industry average for 2003/04  $1,181. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Note:  Industry average for 2003/04 $64 
 
 
 
 

 
Targets as per SCI – Direct Costs per km 
 

 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 

TOTAL 876 909 907 907 907 

 
Targets as per SCI– Indirect Costs per connection 

 
 

2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 

TOTAL 50 54 56 56 56 
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5.0 FUTURE DEMAND 
 
The production of a load forecast enables assessment of the likely future configuration of the 
power system, after which it is possible to determine a sensible development programme.   
 
Although this programme should ensure the most effective utilisation of assets possible, it is 
important to note that the objective of an optimally planned system is unlikely to be able to be 
achieved in the short term.   Given that ENL faces the challenges associated with serving a 
consumer base that is very different to that it has historically planned for, it is more realistic to 
expect the objective to be achieved over the 10-year planning period.   

5.1 Factors Influencing Demand 
 
ENL has experienced several years of high base load growth and expects this to continue.  
However growth is uncertain and driven by the regions economic outlook, and in the longer 
term, by changes in technology, development of distributed generation options, etc.  Growth 
is particularly sensitive to the pattern of development of the regions forestry resources and 
industry.  National gas reserves will be an issue in the long-term.  Major factors impacting on 
demand in the region are discussed in the following sections. 

5.1.1 Regional Characteristics 
 
The Gisborne District is an area of 8,351 square kilometres on the East Coast of New 
Zealand’s North Island.  The district is relatively remote with two main population centres – 
Gisborne and Wairoa, with populations of  around 32,600 and 5,200 respectively. 
 
Geology in the region is relatively young, presenting landslide challenges to network design.  
Similarly the region has a high risk of earthquake and Tsunami.  The exposed nature of the 
East Cape ensures wind and storm events are a feature network design must cope with. 
 
Load demographics have shifted from a predominantly rural load base to urban dominance 
concentrated in Gisborne city.  Commercial load is exhibiting high growth and has become 
the predominant load group serviced by network.  This load group, being the local economies 
wealth creators, is the focus of changing service requirements in Eastland Network Ltd’s 
asset optimization. 
 
However there remains high growth associated with tourism and holiday housing.  Summer 

ad peaks are developing in parts of the network.  This is added to by changing consumer 
ehaviour such as increased use of air conditioning. 

1kV distribution reticulation is shown on the area map below. 

lo
b
 
The subtransmission and 1
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Eastland Network Reticulation area map 

 
 
 

5.1.2 Forestry Growth 
 
A very large increase in forest harvesting is predicted for the East Coast area. The Ministry of 

ars, and increase still further to around 
3.5 million m  approximately 10 years after that.   

Agriculture and Forestry’s National Exotic Forest Description 2000 provides forecasts of the 
total recoverable volume of logs through to 2040. Current log volumes are expected to 
approximately triple to around 2.5 million m3 within 5 ye

3
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Source: National Exotic Forest Description: National and Regional Wood Supply Forecasts 2000 
 
The existing Juken Nissho Ltd (“JNL”) mill can be expanded to accommodate approximately 
36% additional throughput. Beyond that, however, additional harvest volumes will require 
additional mills. The forecast growth in harvest therefore requires at least an additional two 
mills within five years, assuming that the ratio of raw log exports to the total harvest size 

mains approximately the same, and perhaps another large mill within a further ten years. 

imately 7 to 10 MW based on the net requirements of the existing 
ill.  The distribution system in the Matawhero area, where processing plants are most likely 

The Tarawhiti Development Taskforce report estimates that forest harvesting and processing 
,000 additional jobs in the region.  As a result of the additional 

tricity consumption, domestic loads would 

ited if most 

and development of the New Zealand forestry sector. 

re
Further mills may also be required, including less energy-efficient smaller mills.  
 
Like the existing JNL plant, a large mill would generally employ a Combined Heat & Power 
(“CHP”) unit fuelled by waste wood and gas to deliver the larger part of its gross energy 
requirements.  The electricity load requirements associated with two new plants in close 
proximity would be approx
m
to locate, would therefore need to accommodate additional load of up to 10 MW in the short 
term alone.   Impacts on the transmission system would of course be greater and reflect the 
aggregated regional load increase, perhaps in the order of 25 to 30MW within a ten year 
period.     This capacity margin could be minimised through embedded CHP plants exporting 
surplus power to the distribution network. 
 

could generate 15,000 – 20
connections and income driven increases in elec
increase.     
 
On a final note, the regional benefits and anticipated increases in load will be lim
logs are exported unprocessed, and this constitutes a real investment risk given the history 
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5.1.3 Gas Resources 

ndeveloped gas resources existing in the region could be a source of relatively cheap 
electricity generation in the Eastland region and radically alter power flows. Significant new 
generation could reduce net power inflow to very low levels, or possibly even make the 
Eastland region a net exporter of electricity.   There is a belief among the industry that there 
will be a strong demand for gas in the East Coast because of the maturation of the pine 
plantations, the increased power generation requirements, and the high costs of delivering 
gas from the Taranaki region to the East Coast. 

5.1.4 Changes In Technology 
 
Advances in technology that replace the need for capacity in a distribution network are clearly 
evident on a 10 year horizon.  The need for investment in assets with a 40-year life is 
therefore clearly subject to challenge.  This is particularly true of capacity investment in the 
rural network, where small scale distributed generation will become a more economic 
alternative in remote locations. 
 
Transmission and distribution lines exist for the sole purpose of transporting electricity from 
where it is generated to where loads are located. Logically, if generation could be moved 
closer to loads, then there would be less need for transmission and distribution. In this sense, 
new generation “competes” with electricity lines businesses/investments. This is particularly 
true of distributed generation (and direct substitutes such as direct solar water heating). 
Larger embedded generation plants are less of a threat for distribution networks, but pose a 
significant risk of bypass for transmission networks. These technologies can also be used as 
substitutes for network upgrades. 
 
Potential new generation in the Gisborne region includes new biomass generation to 
accompany additional forestry mills, larger biomass plant(s) that would produce more power 
than required by the mills, gas generation plant to take advantage of spare capacity in the 

GC pipeline or new gas discoveries, small gas turbines and hydro that could be operated as 

 

5.2 Forecast Demand 

5.2.1 Analysis of Load Growth Trends 
 
Comments on individual zone substations and load trends are provided below.    

 
U

N
peaking plant to reduce peak demand, and other renewables such as the high wind and solar 
resources in the region.    
 
ENL has the opportunity to use embedded and distributed generation to reduce need for 
transmission and distribution upgrades.  ENL can also re-engineer the network during the
current upgrade programme so that it is more suitable for a distributed generation 
environment.  These issues are the subjects of a development strategy in preparation to 
minimise investment risk and lower electricity supply costs. 
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Te Araroa 
 

TeAraroa Substation
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Load growth is minimal with growth change being smaller than weather pattern variance. 
There are a few commercial ventures being developed in this zone, and installed capacity far 
exceeds demand.  There are no load issues requiring attention at this substation. A 1MW 
Diesel Generator is connected at the Zone substation. 

s are spur feeders from the substation. Feeder capacity is 
enerally constrained by voltage due to the feeder lengths. 
he apparent reduction in peak loading is due to changes in load control strategies and can 
e influenced by use of the generator. 

The Awatere feeder is used to support the Tikitiki feeder from Ruatoria substation (~300kVA) 
The Hicks Bay and TeAraroa feeder
g
T
b
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Ruatoria 

Ruatora Substation
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Load growth is minimal with growth change being smaller than weather pattern variance. The 

 expected, and this is likely to 

 

load profile has a winter peak. The load is predominantly very low usage domestic 
installations relying on non-electric heating. This is expected in rural areas with good wood 
supply and low employment.   Only minor load growth, if any, is
be dominated by weather pattern variance.  A 1MW Diesel Generator is connected at the 
Zone substation. 
The apparent reduction in peak loading is due to changes in load control strategies and is 
influenced by use of the generator. 
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Tokomaru Bay 

Tokomaru Substation
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The Tokomaru Bay substation has presented a peakier load profile than other coast 
substations in recent years.  Substation capacity exceeds load requirements. Growth in terms 
of unit sales is high.  This is attributed to summer/holiday load. 
The town ship is supplied via the seaside feeder. Rationalisation and balancing of load on the 

 to 

t lower load periods.  

Inland and Mata feeders was undertaken in 2002. 
As there is no fixed generation in Tokomaru bay the Mata and Inland feeders are used
provide security via Tolaga and Ruatoria substations. (approximately 300kVA each). This is 
only possible a
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Tolaga Bay 

Tolaga Substation
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Tolaga Bay is showing higher unit growth although this is small in absolute terms.  Patterns 
indicate that this growth is the result of new connections rather than growth in consumption.  
Peak demand growth is appearing as an increased winter peak, which has also shifted to 
later in the winter season. A 1MW Diesel Generator is connected at the Zone substation on 
the Rototahi feeder. 
The township is supplied via the Town feeder. The Tokotie feeder is used for security to 
Tokomaru Bay. Limited capacity can be supplied from Gisborne via the Rototahi Feeder.  
Peak loading trends are distorted is due to changes in load control strategies and the use of 
the generator. 
 

General Comments on the Coast 

Loadings on the Coast are lower than the installed capacities of the sub transmission system.  
The daily load profile is reasonably flat, and there are few commercial and industrial loads.   
As the loads are relatively low growth is extremely sensitive to even small subdivisions or 
commercial developments. The ability to accommodate growth too far out from the 
substations is also limited.   
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From an economic viewpoint, high levels of sub transmission investment made in this area 
cannot be justified, but long distances require high voltage and bulk supply has to be 
concentrated.  Security provision would therefore normally require large, redundant assets.   
ENL has adopted a design approach where security is provided by standby generation 
support. 
 
This approach has the potential to deliver better service, reduce zone substation asset 
investment, and avoid 11kV network reinforcement cost.  Actions undertaken as a result of 
the installed generation in 2003 have included removal of redundant transformers and 
replacement of outdoor switchyards with indoor 11kV switchboards providing room for 
generators on existing sites. 
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Kaiti Substation
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ariations over the 2002 period are due to load shifting while substation alterations were 
arried out. 
urrent security issues will be resolved with the completion of the Kaiti-Carnarvon 50kV link in 

2005/2006.   
 

 
 
Kaiti Substation feeds a large predominantly domestic load at the northeast end of Gisborne.  
Capacity constraint has been mitigated by the shifting of load to the new Port substation. 
The Whangara feeder was commissioned in 2002 to accommodate growth taking some load 
from Massey Road.   
V
c
C
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This substation was commissioned in 2003/04 to provide for new growth in the port and CBD 
areas of Gisborne and support the adjacent Kaiti and Carnarvon substations. Additionally it 
facilitates the development of N-1 security with the completion of the Kaiti-Carnarvon 50kV 
link in 2005/06. Commissioning of the Esplanade and Harris feeders has been delayed due to 
deferral of a new road planned around the base of the Kaiti Hill and Port redevelopment. Load 
has been kept to a minimum pending completion of the 50kV circuits. 
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Carnarvon 
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Carnarvon Substation
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Carnarvon Substation
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his substation recovered to secure load levels prior to the loss of Watties (6 MW) in 1999, 
 the load profile since 1999 has encroached into the secure 

load rating within 3 years. Customer activity has less seasonal characteristics being 
predominantly commercial in nature and this substation no longer has a distinct winter peak. 
The Kaiti-Carnarvon 50kV link and Port substation will resolve security issues. 
 
The City and Kahutia feeders show volatile load changes that are directly related to the 
prosperity of retailing sector and a shift to summer load has occurred that is probably the 
result of additional air conditioning and refrigeration.  Changes in the pattern of development 
of the town centre have also impacted on feeder load distribution.    
Load was shifted to adjacent Port and Parkinson Substations in 2004 during replacement of 
the T1 Transformer and 50kV bus CB installation. 
The Aberdeen feeder was commissioned in 2002 to accommodate increasing load.  
The Aberdeen and Gladstone feeders have a domestic load. 

T
Strong growth and a flattening of
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The load at this substation was relieved in 2000 after the construction of Matawhero 
substation but has had strong growth primarily seen by reinstatement of equipment from the 

atties site in this area.   The overall load profile is particularly flat but individual feeders have 
istinctly different characteristics, reflecting the mix of industrial, commercial, agricultural, and 
omestic loads on this substation.  Both Cedenco and Montana now have dedicated feeders 

from this site.  These industries are driving load growth at this substation.   

The continued high rate of load growth at this substation, Carnarvon substation and the 
Matawhero substation has necessitated sub transmission development.  This is reflected in 
projects being undertaken in 2004/2005 to install an additional transformer at Parkinson St. 
and develop a 50kV link between Makaraka, Matawhero and Parkinson St to be completed in 
2005/06.  
The Cedenco load growth is clearly evident in the feeder load trend. Lytton and Charmers 
feeders are predominantly domestic loads. The Willows feeder is maintained at minimal load 
and is used for security to JNL normally supplied from Matawhero Substation. 
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Makaraka Substation
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Overall growth at this substation is due to lifestyle development on the Poverty Bay Flats and 
subdivisions in the Lytton area. 
A 12.75 MVA transformer was installed at this switching station during 2001, taking load 
previously supplied via Patutahi, Parkinson, Carnarvon and Massey Road.  This site is limited 
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ultimately by the security capability between substations.  However it is also a strategic 
provider of security to the adjacent substations. 
 
 
 

Patutahi 
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expected in areas with cropping land use.  The 
growth of lifestyle blocks on the Poverty Bay Flats is contributing to demand increases.  Given 
load relief via the new substations at Makaraka and Matawhero 2000-2002 there are no load 
issues at this substation.  Reduction to a single 5MW transformer configuration is planned. 
 

 
Overall growth at this substation is low as 
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Pehiri 
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Pehiri load profiles indicate no appreciable growth with loading dependent on the operation of 
the quarry.  It services remote loads and is strategically placed to facilitate potential forestry 
activity. The feeders from the substation are long and are constrained in terms of voltage. 

hey are highly sensitive to load growth. There is a degree of security provided to Ngatapa 
and Patutahi substations. (up to approximately 500kVA) 
 

T
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Ngatapa 
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This substation also has no significant growth and a very small peak.  The load profile is 
typical for a sheep farming area with a clear winter peak.  This site services very remote loads 
and is key to provision of support to the Puha substation and Matawai area, however 11kV 
line construction will be required to achieve this. 
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Puha is a relatively large rural substation that supplies a large area with no 11 kV backup 
capacity.  Load growth in unit terms is low and the load profile very flat.  A 1MW Diesel 
Generator is connected at the Zone substation which will support the load in part. 
Trend distortion in 2002 was due to the 11kV switchboard installation and substation upgrade 
work. The feeders are spur feeders. The Matawai feeder has little security given the 
increasing load trend. Support for this load is planned via Ngatapa substation. 
The apparent reduction in peak loading is due to changes in load control strategies is 
influenced by use of the generator connected to the Kanakania feeder. 
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Matawhero 
Matawhero Substation
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Matawhero Substation
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Dunstan Waipoa Manutuke Bell

 
 
Matawhero substation was constructed in 2000 to release capacity at Parkinson Street and 
provide for additional meat processing load.   This capacity has now been taken up and a 
second transformer was installed in 2003. 
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Kiwi 
Direct 11kV network feeders have been rationalised from the Wairoa Transpower Substation 
back to Eastland Network Ltd’s Kiwi substation.  Total demand at this substation exceeds 
contingent capacity at peak periods when Eastland Network Ltd’s Waihi generation is not 
injecting.   
 

Kiwi Substation
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Kiwi Substation
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Borough1 Borough2 Nuhaka Brickworks

 
 
Kiwi A and Kiwi C feeders are normally the primary incomers from Transpower. 

lies the Mahia load via the step-up Transformer at Wairoa. 
he Affco load has the most influence on growth. The development plan identifies actions to 

lacks Pad 
 
Tourism/holiday and lifestyle load growth at Mahia and dairy shed growth at Mahanga have 
presented an average growth of 5% at Blacks Pad since 2002.  This is creating voltage and 
security limitations and upgrade planning is underway. The area is dependant on a 1MW 
Diesel Generator, installed to support both load and voltage for peaks. The development plan 
details upgrading work for the area. 
The apparent reduction in demand starting 2004 is due to operation of the generator which is 
installed beyond the substation at Mahia beach. 
 

Kiwi B supp
T
accommodate the expected growth predicted by Affco and minor forestry related industries in 
Wairoa. 
The Nuhaka/Frasertown and Brickworks/Raupunga feeders are very long. Hence they are 
sensitive to load growth as they are constrained by voltage.  
 

B
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Mahia Substations
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Blacks Tahaenui

 
 

feeder from 
airoa. 

 
 

Tahaenui 
 
Stable load minimal change is forecast. The substation was installed in 2002 to overcome the 
inadequate 11kV supply originally used. Occasional variations in the trend are caused when 
the substation is used for security to Blacks Pad Substation and the Nuhaka 
W
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Transpower Tuai 
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The Tuai area is supplied at 11kV from Transpower growth is minimal and within the variation 
due to long term weather patterns. Long term plans to disconnect from the Transpower supply 
to improve the economics of the supply have been considered but are dependant on future 
Transpower pricing strategies. A generator was moved to the area in 2000 to provide supply 
during the outages for reconstruction work at the Transpower substation in Tuai.  
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Transpower Gisborne 
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Gisborne Generation Gisborne GXP
 

 
No conclusive trend has been established from the data available in 2003 National energy 
shortages caused a significant demand reduction when ENL was required to load control 
extensively beyond normal service levels to save energy. The energy saving strategy did not 
reduce consumption by any significant levels, as the majority of end users managed to alter 
hot water usage patterns deferring the energy usage to off peak time periods. 
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 network h iroa an

 

for the installed transformer capacity by the end of the 
. 

The Wairoa as 2 GXP’s (Wa d Tuai). The demand is not managed at the Tuai 
GXP. The ability to manage demand at the Wairoa GXP is primarily dependant on the 
availability of Generation from the Waihi hydro and Mahia diesel generators with the 
vailability of water being the primary constraint. a

Summary 
 

one substation capacities and present loads are shown in the following table.  The loadsZ
shown are half hour maximum 2004/05 demands with normal load control policy in effect. 
Reductions at some sites compared with previous years are caused by imbedded generation 
reducing the burden on the Zone substation Transformer assets. As the expected life of the 
generation assets is shorter than that of the Transformer assets and the reliability/availability 
is lower the capacity of the transformers is set to provide for peak demands should the 
generators be unavailable. 
 
Forecast peak power demands 
lanning period are also indicatedp

 
Growth forecasts have been averaged on a 10-year prediction to smooth out step increments 
introduced by new loads. 
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Substation  Transformer 
Capacity (MVA) 

Maximum 
2004/05 
(MW)  

%of 
Installed 
Capacity

Growth  
(%) 

Load 
2015 
(MW) 

%of 
Installed 
Capacity 

Te Araroa 1 x 2.5 0.77 31 1 0.86 34 
Ruatoria 1 x 5.0/7.5 1.50 30 1 1.67 33 
Tokamaru Bay 1 x 2.5 1.02 41 1 1.14 46 
Tolaga Bay 1 x 5.0 1.35 27 1 1.84 37 
Port 15 1 x 12.5 1.50 12 2 1.87 
Kaiti 94 1 x 12.5 9.50 76 2 11.80 
Carna 3 16.70 66 rvon 1 x 12.5, 1 x 12.75 12.79 51 
Parkinson 2 x 12.5 11.48 46 4 15.73 63 
Maka  raka 1 x 12.75 9.85 77 3 12.85 101
Patut 2.63 26 2 3.28 33 ahi 2 x 5.0 
Pehir 1 x 2.5 0.65 26 1 0.73 29 i 
N a  gat pa 2 x 0.5 0.54 54 1 0.60 60
Puha 36 2 2.25 45  1 x 5.0 1.81 
Matawhero 2 x 5.0/7.5 7.75 55 4 11.93 85 
TP u T ai - 0.70 - 0 0.7  
Wairo  a (Mahia) 1 x 2.5 (11/33) 1.79 72 4 3.00 120
Kiwi 
Only)

4.79 76 (Generator 1 x 6.3 4.79 76 0 
 

Blacks Pad 1 x 1.5 (33/11) 1.27 84 4 1.95 130 
Waihi 
(Generator 
Only) 

1 x 6.3 (6.6/50) 4.81 76 0 4.81 76 

Tahaenui 1 x 1.5 (33/11) 0.65 43 2 0.81 54 
 
The totals are omitted for the load columns in the above table as diversity must be taken into 
account when aggregating load to the GXP level. 
 
Capacities at Carnarvon, Makaraka, Matawhero and Parkinson are shown to exceed secure 
levels. The shifting of load to the new Port substation and JNL substation (12MW under 
construction) will accommodate the Growth expected over the 10 year planning period.  
 
Typical daily load curves are given in Appendix 11.5.   Daily load profiles for the system still 
exhibit a large 6.00 p.m. load peak and a smaller mid-morning peak.  The base load never 
falls below 12MW with the trough occurring at approximately 3.00 a.m. each morning.  The 
peaky daily load profile presents demand side management opportunities currently in the form 
of load control and Diesel generation. The use of load control has flattened the true system 
peaks however the generation contribution is evident in the flat winter profile at the GXP’s. 

5.2.2 Overall System Growth 
 
By projecting growth trends forward, coincident system peak demand has been forecast to 
grow from 57 MW in 2004/05 to 71 MW by the horizon year, 2015.  The moderate overall 
growth rate of approximately 2% reflects anticipated levels of economic activity in the 

astland Region.   
 
E
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ENL has used a Load Forecasting Model to help predict the impact of accumulated load 
growth on its capacity requirements and security standards.  The model allows scenario 
planning for investigating the impact of large loads associated with new processing plants and 
other industrial loads when applied at specific locations in the network.   
 
The model works as follows: 
 

• Profile Builder:  Feeder load data is obtained from the SCADA system.  Load profiles 
are created for domestic, non-domestic, and specific industrial consumers and 
reconciled so that they sum to known feeder level data. 

 
Zone substation, sub transmission line, and GXP profiles can then be built up which 
take into account diversity. 
 

• Load Forecasting: The number of connections and an assumed annual growth rate can 
vary each profile for each class of consumer.   

 
• Scenario planner:  Large loads and generation can be inserted at any sub-transmission  

node. i.e. zone substation.  Resulting loads and their profile can be applied to PSSU 
load flow analysis to determine voltage, loss and security issues.   
 

ENL have found that historical and national trends provide the most effective method for load 
forecasting. Consideration is made of regional developments via use of the Load model 
however past experience has shown that load forecasts provided by end users do not take 
diversity into account. Only a small proportion of the developments eventuate and in general 
the forecasts have proven to be inaccurate. 
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While the forecast demand growth trends are in the order of 2% p.a. the historical trend does 

 due to changing factors such as load control strategies, and past 
rising out of national energy shortages.  

tion via 

not reflect this largely
energy saving drives a
The total consumption p.a. shows 5-6% growth. The figure provided for 1999/2000 is lower as 
data for the Wairoa network prior to purchase in August 1999 has not been included. No 
conclusive forecasts have been determined for the planning period. ENL projects forecasts for 
annual budgets. The differences between demand and consumption forecasts indicate 
improvements in asset utilisation. ENL has endeavoured to promote improved utilisa
its demand tariff pricing structure. 
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rt 
.  

es.  Lower than 

 
s 
r 

us and conservative to avoid serious 
p and un-served demand.   

 
astland Network Ltd does not manage the transmission system planning.  When presented 

or 
n 

5.3
 
The a minantly used in Gisborne until 1992 was inflexible and 
exp d control system that uses ripple relays and is well established 
in   became more difficult to effectively fault-find ENL has 
pha  in favour of more extensive use of ripple relays.  
 
The Wairoa urban centre uses a pilot wire system with ripple relays deployed in the wider 
rea. The customer relays are owned by the incumbent energy retailer. The retailer has 

e 
tallation of off-peak appliances in addition to hot-

ater cylinders. Management Energy retailer tariffs have not encouraged this type of 
cus m
Ch g ires the completion of an appliance life cycle and 
the o orrect. 
 

5.2.3 Forecast Accuracy and Variations
 
All demand forecasts are subject to variation as a result of externalities such as weather and 
economic growth.  Annual variations in these factors will create demand variations in the sho
term, whilst sustained trends are likely to cause more persistent departures from the forecast
 
Varying the timing of planned work can accommodate forecast varianc
expected load growth can be accommodated by deferral and faster than expected load 
growth by acceleration.  Adequate notice is generally available for the type of work involved to
undertake such acceleration, although major items of equipment can have long lead time
and constrain the extent to which work can be performed ‘just in time’.   ENL’s basis fo
network planning and operations is sufficiently rigoro
ca acity shortages 

E
with a transmission issue by Transpower Eastland Network Ltd assesses opportunity f
alternative investments that deliver lower cost.  Responsibility for delivery of transmissio
capacity and security and the associated investment risks belong to Transpower.   

 Load Control 

 tr ditional pilot wire system predo
ensive compared to the loa

the wider Gisborne area.  As it
sed out the existing pilot system

a
decommissioned the load control relays used in Mahia. 
 
The ripple load control system allows more sophistication in load control, but this needs to b
combined with incentives to encourage ins
w

to er investment in the past.   
an ing this position is a process that requ
ref re will take in excess of 10 years to c



 

 

6.0 NETWORK DEVELOPMENT 
6.1 Background 

 
The Network Investment and Development Plan (“NIDP”) sets out the background, 
identified issues  and proposed development programmes associated with the long-term 
development of Eastland Network Limited’s (“ENL”) electricity network particularly with 
regard to transmission and sub-transmission future requirements. 
 
The NIDP aligns with 
resented in annual Strat

and expands upon investment and performance objectives 
egic and Business Plans. Described in the NIDP are options and 

s is mainly medium 

ent 
• Operation and maintenance 
• Loss reduction 

cessity for proper day-to-day operation of a network. 

 expansion 
• Strengthening of points of supply/transmission 

derations.  Currently the AMP provides the wider perspective and should be referred 
 for further information on planning regarding system performance, service levels and 

p
recommendations which provide input to the Asset Management Plan, (AMP), long term 
financial plans and Sanctions for Expenditure, (SFEs). 
  

6.2 Process 
 
The differences between long range and short range planning for distribution networks are 
ignificant. Short range planning of electricity distribution networks

voltage (6.6 kV - 22 kV) feeder oriented and emphasises such operational objectives as: 
 

• Customer connection 
• Overload relief 
• Voltage correction and control 
• Power factor correction 
• Service quality improvem

• Operating efficiency improvement. 
 
Achieving these objectives is a ne
 
Long range planning is mainly transmission, sub-transmission and zone substation 
oriented, emphasising such objectives as: 
 

• Expansion to new areas of supply and new growth areas 
• Augmentation of substation capacity 
• Subtransmission system

• Deployment of embedded generation 
 

The development of a long-range plan is an essential pre-requisite for economic short 
range planning and the reduction of planning risk.   The NIDP concentrates on the long 
range planning of ENL’s network, with a resulting emphasis on transmission solutions, 
development of the sub-transmission network and on broad distribution planning 
consi
to
system operation.   
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In achieving optimum development, the NIDP reflects a policy of deferral of capital 
expenditure to the greatest extent possible while maintaining the network in a satisfactory 
condition.  Satisfactory in this context means the ability to deliver electrical energy to 
ustomers at appropriate levels of quality and reliability and meet future demand growth.    

reparation of detailed justifications and cost-benefit 
nalysis with established financial criteria.  

ose of this NIDP.  This is 
sufficient length for the development of the system to be outlined, and is also consistent 

ementation planning of capital works at all levels. 

 decisions.  This deferral allows more time to develop and assess 
eneration opportunities, technology impacts and larger scale investments, minimising 

ted risks. 

 Strategic Environment  

ty over the longer term (beyond 10 years). Risks in the medium 
ich the 

ith respect to network investment, there are limited opportunities to offload uncertainty to 
 the challenge of balancing the need for sufficient 
bility with the need to control costs. On one hand, 

.4.1.1 Transmission 
ransmission issues as a result of it’s geographical location. Spur 

mission security is poor and constraints 

c
 
ENLs investment policy and capital budgeting procedures ensure efficient allocation of 
funds and adequate returns to shareholders.   The inclusion or recommendation of specific 
projects and programmes in this NIDP does not infer approval.   All projects are subject to 
the ENL sanction process, requiring p
a
 
6.3 Planning Period 
 
A nominal planning period of 10 years was adopted for the purp
of 
with the 10 year planning horizon used in the conduct of long term financial and strategic 
planning at ENL.  Short-range 11 kV feeder planning is undertaken within this framework 
over 2-5 year rolling AMP planning cycles.  This shorter time frame is also suitable for 
budgeting and impl
 
ENL is subject to the vagaries of the forestry industry faces a relatively uncertain operating 
environment over the next 5 to 10 years. Although it establishes long-term strategies, the 
focus of the NIDP is presently on short to medium term and, in some cases, urgent 
network issues.   Resolution of immediate network concerns will permit deferral of long-
term investment
g
uncertainties and rela
 

6.4 Strategy & Network Investment 
 

.4.1 The6
 
ENL is operating in an environment of high uncertainty over the medium term (out to 5 
ears) and less uncertainy

term are mainly concentrated on the uncertainties surrounding the extent to wh
expected growth in forest harvests will be processed within the Eastland region.  Recent 
developments suggest accelerated development, with associated demand and load growth 

 the short to medium term.  in
 
W
other parties. A key risk exists relating to
investment to maintain capacity and relia
ENL must cater for potential load growth, which can, because of the forestry sector, 
change by as much as 5 MW in a relatively short period of time. At the same time, over-
investing to cater for load growth risk creates pressure to avoid unnecessary stranded cost 
risk. 
 
6
ENL faces significant t
connected to the main transmission grid, trans
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exist in relation to both transmission line and point of supply capacity.    Transmission 
 by TransPower’s 

urrent pricing policy. 

rges to their customers. Equally any savings gained through the 
management of transmission charges will be passed on to customers. Hence there is little 

own transmission charges except where this also provides a 
duction in network operating costs. 

 
6.4.1.2
ENL’s distribution ass
that ar with the 
popula n
   
Future u
constraint
emograp s and changes in 
ad seasonality).  

develop strategies for the management of 
e n

20
invest
econo
 
6.4 3
A key es. Generation 
is an 
not on
price.  Th
region.  
 
Generation is also well placed as a substitution to transmission and sub-transmission 
inv
 
 If  
Curren rship separation and prohibiting 
ELBs from trading in hedges is an impediment to ELB’s investing in generation 

  

.4.2 Network Investment Policies 
 
ENLs inve
current environment, network conditions, forecast demand growth, achieving appropriate 
returns
following s
 
• Least 
• Op i

pricing is high and diversity amongst grid exit points is not recognised
c
 
The current regulatory regime has deemed that ELB’s are able to pass through all 
transmission cha

incentive to manage d
re

 Sub-Transmission & Distribution 
ets are dispersed over a large area and characterised by long lines 

e difficult to support and maintain.  Overall the average load density is low 
tio  concentrated in Gisborne City and Wairoa Township. 

rban network issues are associated with potential security and capacity 
s brought about by high levels of industrial load growth and changes in load 
hics, (e.g. rural-urban and domestic-industrial load movementd

lo
 
Equally a challenge exists for ENL to 
un co omic rural lines for which it has an obligation to provide Line Function Services until 

13. These rural network assets which are under performing in terms of return on 
ment are deteriorating at an accelerating pace as they reach the end of their 
mic lives. 

.1.  Generation 
strategic objective for EIL is growth through investment in new initiativ
investment opportunity in an environment of high load which can potentially benefit 
ly EIL but its customers and the region by providing certainty in energy supply and 

is in turn increases the probability of investment in forestry processing in the 

estment, generation..  

not directly investing in generation ENL needs to consider its active promotion.  
t regulation requiring network and generation owne

 

6

stment policy and related development strategies arise from consideration of the 

 for the shareholder, consumer expectations of performance and pursuit of the 
trategic objectives: 

cost supply 
tim sation of the entire supply value chain 
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• Ma
• Exploitation of Distributed Generation as a value adding opportunity 
 
Broad investment policies that have been in place since 2001 and categorised by 
relatio
described

6.4.2.1
 

• at have the required payback period. 
• Reduce reliance on Transpower for new assets that have a short payback 

period. 
reduce Transpower’s ability to increase charges at will. 

• Retain capacity margin of approximately 25MW (currently down to 14MW) in the 

network upgrades (e.g. a capacity margin of 10MW in 
relevant areas of the distribution system, which is sufficient to accommodate the net 
load of two new forestry processing plants). 

tive proactive investments in bypass options (including embedded 
and distributed generation) where either 

oing to be stranded, then ENL can at least consider the 
financial merits of the investment that would cause the stranding). 

•  and/or improve 
performance and security provisions. 

 
 

6.4

• Invest in generation opportunities that are economically viable and might 

eration opportunities that will reduce the net load from ENL’s 
system to the grid. 

• Investigate alternate generation opportunities such as wind and biomass. 

ximisation of the Eastland Region’s ability to create wealth 

nship to distribution, transmission, generation and load-based initiatives are 
 below: 

 Transmission 

Implement transmission bypass solutions th

• Where possible, 

transmission system to cater for future load growth.  Reduction of this margin 
will be considered if it becomes clear that sufficient small-scale generation could 
be cost-effectively embedded within the distribution network.   

 

6.4.2.2 Sub-transmission/Distribution 
  

• Retain sufficient flexibility in the distribution system to accommodate new load 
growth, while allowing time for 

• Consider selec

(a) it is a more cost-effective solution than a network upgrade, or  
(b) investment by another party would likely strand part of ENL’s network (if part of 

the ENL network is g

• Implement cost-effective capacity-margin upgrades in the course of routine 
rebuild/repair activities. 
Investigate and implement new technology to reduce network costs

• Reduce the value of economically under performing assets and investigate their 
replacement through alternative or new technology. 

.2.3 Generation 
 

• Influence and promote new embedded generation in locations where the local 
network is becoming capacity constrained and therefore is of maximum benefit 
to ENL. 

otherwise bypass ENL’s network. 
• Encourage gen
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• Implement pricing policies that provide the appropriate incentives for generation. 

6.4.2.4 Load 
 

• Influence the location of large new load to reduce the need for sudden large 

pment of the Network Investment and Development Plan in 2002, 
ifying and implementing solutions to network issues 

 established network investment policies.    

• ENL has by-passed Transpower’s 11kV assets at Wairoa and Gisborne.  In 
exercising these initiatives no challenge to Transpower’s pricing was necessary.  
Transpower has not had to consider the effect of its policy position. 

 
• Transpower is continuing to review and revise capacity ratings and security 

forecasts.  These are critical as to whether line or substation constraints dominate. 
 

• Current regulation allows for the direct pass through of transmission charges to 
consumers. This includes the pass through of charges associated with investment 
in new transmission assets. 

 
• Forecast growth means that identified transmission issues are deteriorating. Short-

term issues are now focussed on both security and capacity constraints.  Planning 
and delivery times for the resolution of transmission issues remain long. 

 

6.5.2 Sub-transmission 
 

capacity increments and associated network upgrade. 
• Enhance current load control and peak demand management capabilities.  
• Develop sheddable load/demand side management agreements with customers.  
• Actively monitor customer capacity requirements, power factor and potential 

influences on the network, (e.g harmonics) 
 

6.5 Progress to Date 
 

ince the initial develoS
good progress has been made in ident
and in pursuing the
 
Expenditure forecasts exclude growth expenditure until specifically approved by ENLs 
Board.  The updated statement of growth and security constraint trigger points contained 
in Appendix B document the specific trigger points at which security or contingent capacity 
standards are considered to be compromised.  A number of these trigger points have been 
reached and solutions implemented. 
 

6.5.1 Transmission 
 
ENL has actively pursued issues of transmission by-pass, upgrade and pricing adjustment 
via economic argument.    Some change has been effected and this influences future 

ecision-making.  Specifically: d
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Triggers for the implementation of solutions to security and capacity constraint issues in 
recast high growth areas of the network have in the main been “hit”. Resulting 

 security and surplus capacity to 
eet forecast growth for the next 15+ years. 

ity and capacity constraints will coincide with 
city and security issues. Solutions to both the 

n ssion constraints will involve significant transmission 
vestment, (i.e. a 3  transmission line and a new GXP). 

 the AFFCO meat processing 
plant and sawmilling.  

e of 

 least cost substitute for and/ or facilitating the deferral of expensive transmission 

fo
investment in network upgrade when completed in 2005/06 will result in the Gisborne City 
sub-transmission rings and zone substations having n-1
m
 
Beyond this time sub-transmission secur
emerging major transmission capa
tra smission and sub-transmi

rdin
 
Short to medium term sub-transmission issues involve the resolution of capacity 
constraints and quality issues at Mahia. Also planning is required to provide for growth on 
the Wairoa network that may arise as a result of expansion of

 

6.5.3 Generation 
 

reliminary studies conducted by EIL have confirmed that there is a diverse rangP
viable base generation alternatives that can be implemented in incremental fashion to 
contribute to meeting changes in demand and security requirements over the next 10 
years. Investment in generation by EIL presents a business diversity option as well as 
eing ab

investment.  
 
The installation of Diesel gensets by ENL has shown that strategically placed generation 
can allow very local and specific security issues to be addressed and avoids a bulk or 
global type response. Traditional transmission and distribution asset investments cannot 
deliver optimum asset utilisation. 
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6  D ur
 
There are a number of opportunities based on optimising network performance that yield 
s  g tra u .    
 
• v e  c tro tem
• control of non-essential industrial load 
•
• d se
 
T e ltho po nt s o
management, are impeded through ENL not having a direct relationship with consumers. 

g signals that might be offered by ENL to encourage demand 

.6 Summ

ansmission security and capacity constraints. 

Wh  
constr
future 
 
Rather than focussing attention on the management of transmission cost, ENL intends to 
app a
side
transm
expectations and improve financial returns to EIL.   

6.7 S
 
Securi of security 
and a
ade
detailed Security Review undertaken in August 2001, which also determined preferred 
sol
 

.5.4 emand Side Meas es 

mall ains in reliving cons int iss es These include: 

 de elopment of the curr nt load on l sys   

 improved power factor correction 
 re uction of network los s 

hes opportunities, a

ricin

ugh te ially ignificant and part f good network 

To be fully effective p
side management require the full support of energy retailers. 

ary 6
 
Load growth monitoring and the achievement of growth based investment triggers at key 

cations have alleviated previous sub-trlo
 

en considering transmission upgrades, the key issue for ENL is that the immediate 
aints are now associated with security and capacity provision for the near to medium 

ly n integrated strategy that co-ordinates distributed generation opportunities, demand 
 management opportunities and low risk transmission investment.  This will permit 

ission and distribution constraints to be addressed, provide for the regions growth 

ecurity Review and Standards 

ty standards are used as the benchmark for providing an optimum level 
 f ult tolerance to ENL customers.  They are also used to assess the continued 
quacy of the existing network as load grows.  ENLs standard was derived during a 

utions to security upgrades. 

ENLs base security criteria apply to all network design and are as follows:  
 
     

C
la

ss
 

Range of Group 
Peak Demand 
(GPD) MVA 

C
us

to
m

er
 

Im
pa

ct
 

Se
cu

rit
y 

Le
ve

l 

C
on

tin
ge

nt
 

C
ap

ac
ity

 Time to Restore after 
1st Interruption 

Time to Restore after 
2nd Interruption 

D > 25MVA i.e. Transmission 
or GXP or Sub-

>1

transmission rings  

5k n-1 100% Maintain 100% GPD less 
12MVA. Remaining 12MVA 

within 3 hrs 

Restore 100% in repair time 
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C 12 to 25 MVA i.e. Small >70
GXP, primary CBD & 

urban zone substations 

00 n-1 100% Maintain 100% of GPD. Within 3 hrs restore 90% 
(excludes GXPs), Repair time 

100% 

B1 6 to 12 MVA i.e. Primary 
urban/Industrial zone 

substations  

>3500 n 100% Within 15 min restore 75%, 
within 3 hrs 90%, repair time 

100% 

Within 3 hrs restore 90%, 
repair time 100% 

B2 3 to 6 MVA i.e. Single TX 
z

>1750 n 80% Within 30 min restore 75%, Restore 100% in repair time
one subs and urban 

meshed feeders  
within 3 hrs 90%, repair time 

100% 

 

B3 1 to 3 MVA i.e. Rural zone 
substation, meshed 

feeders 

>500 n 67% Within 1 hr restore 50%, 
within 3 hrs 90%, repair time 

100% 

Restore 100% in repair time 

A 0 to 1 MVA i.e. Rural <500 n Note 1 Restore 100% in repair
feeder, urban spur, 

distribution transformers 

 time Restore 100% in repair time 

  
Note 1:  Refer to Section 4.3 and Eastland Network Customer Service Standards for LV Network backup, dual 

distribution transformer capacity or temporary supply criteria. [Temporary options include construction of 
prefabricated OH lines, HV or LV flexible surface jumpers or 300kVA generator supplies.] 

 
The following philosophies are fundamental to meeting the security standards in the 
design of any network component: 
 

• The ENL network is a low density, lightly loaded, distribution network.  In a network 
of this character the provision of security via full redundancy can rarely be justified, 
is not cost efficient, and does not offer the best fault tolerance. 

• The preferred method of providing contingency supply will be via excess capacity in 
network components. 

• Transformer loading for both zone and distribution transformers is to comply with 
IEC354. This is to permit short duration overloading beyond nominal ratings under 
specified ambient and cyclical conditions. 

• Alternative supply options will be built at the lowest voltage practical due to better 
inherent fault tolerance and flexibility with respect to interconnection. 

• Cables will not be driven into duty cycle levels of loading.  Eastland Network jointing 
practices and installation design do not provide for this mode of operation. 

• Preference will be given to ring design for an alternative route instead of double spur 
circuits. 

• In rural spur network the density of isolation points will be used to localize the effects 
of faults, to achieve customer service standards. 

Specific network component provisions to ensure compliance with the security standard are 
presented in Appendix 11.1.   The statement of growth and security constraint triggers for 
upgrade is provided in Appendix 11.2. 
 

6.8 Risk Assessment 
 
The following matrix records for each network related risk currently identified: 
 The success factors applied 
 
 The weightings applied 
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 The assessment scores 
 The resulting priorities 

 
In general there is a strong correlation between risk priorities and current work program’s.  
However it should be noted that risk is not the sole driver of work priorities.  Risk priorities 
influence development plans but timings are also based on the need to co-ordinate 
projects. 
 
The identified risks are addressed within the current work programs given in the Asset 
Management Plan.  However annual review is necessary due to the rate of change in the 
network.  This process captures new risks and adjusts priorities.  
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Action Plan Priorities Ranked by Risk Reduction Outcomes

ility
ublic Acceptance

ts Ur

ing C
  No Impact  2:  Low Impact   5:  Medium Impact   7:  Hi

Success Factor or Outcomes :

Reduced combined effect with other risks or increased combined provision
Improved Safety

educed SAIDI (improved service)R
Reduced SAIFI (improved reliability)
Cost reduced 
Return on investment required achieved or increased
Economic Impact to Community Reduced
Compliance and Environmental Responsib
P
Mee gent Need

Rank riteria (against each Success Factor) : 1 to 10
0: gh Impact   10:  Crucial

10 8 9 6 4 6 9 0 6 725.00
8 8 9 6 3 4 9 0 6 680.00

12 33 Red taged pole replacement remote 6 8 10 2 5 9 9 6 8 8 665.00
2 10 3 1 8 9 10 10 8 660.00

16
18 10 4 4 4 2 8 8 0 5 580.00
19 8 0 5 4 3 5 9 0 3 560.00
21 Switchgear Automation 6 5 0 5 3 8 4 9 2 6 535.00

isions 6 3 0 8 10 0 4 8 0 4 530.00

26
28
34 2 2 2 6 0 1 430.00
35 Tuai Supply 8 7 0 2 1 4 2 7 0 2 425.00

 from Ngatapa 4 6 0 2 4 3 7 7 0 3 420.00
nces 6 6 10 1 1 2 5 3 6 3 415.00

38 4 410.00
40 6 405.00
41 Install load peaking plant 2 4 3 7 4 8 0 6 0 7 405.00

6 7 0 3 2 2 0 8 0 2 390.00

51
52
53
54 tion 5 4 8 1 5 5 0 0 8 2 325.00
56 8 7 4 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 315.00
58 orne and Wairoa 6 4 0 3 6 8 0 0 0 1 300.00

4 6 10 0 0 4 0 0 8 3 280.00
0 280.00

61 0 260.00
62 71 Montana Security 8 4 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 260.00

70 68 Affco Wairoa Security 4 5 0 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 200.00

ll Rd Feeder Security 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 1 140.00
80 73 Airport Security 1 6 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 115.00

 Criteria Weightings Score
Priority Action Project Number and Title 20 10 5 10 10 5 10 15 5 10 1000 

1 31 Red taged pole replacement high density 10 10 10 6 7 8 9 8 10 8 860.00
2 55 Carnarvon St Security 10 10 10 8 6 5 8 10 0 7 815.00
4 32 Red taged pole replacement rural 8 9 10 4 7 8 9 7 9 8 770.00
5 54 50kV line from Carnarvon St to Kaiti 10 10 8 5 6 4 6 10 0 6 740.00
7 57 Parkinson St Security 8

11 58 50kV line Parkinson Matawhero JNL 8

13 39 Quadrant ABS replacement 7
14 38 Single Phase line conversion 300kM 5 7 0 9 8 9 7 8 0 7 645.00

30 Correct Low voltage Raupunga feeder Wairoa 9 10 10 4 4 3 8 4 0 4 605.00
24 33kV line extension Blacks Pad to Mahia 6

Raupunga/Frasertown Tie Capacity 877
35

22 5 Customer RISK Prov
23 7 Kiwi Substation Zo6 ne Wairoa CBD Security 4 10 6 7 4 4 3 8 0 4 530.00

1 Relax Voltage Standards for Tx Capacity 9 3 7 7 10 5 0 0 0 4 480.00
8 Neutral Earthing Resistors 10 7 10 2 1 6 0 0 10 3 460.00

74 Lowe St CBD Security 6 10 0 6
79

36 21 Matawai Supply security
37 34 Correct Low road cleara

6 OLTC 110/50kV Transformers 8 3 8 7 5 4 0 0 0
Improve Load control capability 7 3 3 6 7 6 0 0 02

7
45 60 Puha Security
47 3 Improved Power Factor Correction 6 3 6 6 8 5 0 0 0 3 375.00

42 Magnefix replacement (Fires) 5 0 2 2 1 7 2 7 8 2 360.00
4 Reduce Network Distribution Losses 4 3 5 4 8 7 0 0 0 6 350.00

47 LV conductor upgrades 5 5 8 2 6 4 0 0 0 4 330.00
48 Service Lines Capacity/Insula

Tuai Voltage Correction26
11 Aggregate GXP's Gisb

59 44 Pillar Box Dammage
60 66 JNL Security 8 5 0 3 0 0 1 2 0

65 Cedenco Security 8 4 0 2 0 0 1 2 0

64 25 Kaiti Tolaga Voltage Correction 4 7 4 1 4 1 0 2 0 0 255.00
65 46 Meter/pillar replacement 3 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 8 3 225.00
66 45 Exposed LV pannels 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 8 3 220.00
67 37 Tapped termination replacement 4 0 0 1 0 3 2 4 2 1 205.00
69 67 Hospital Security 4 7 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 200.00

72 28 Enviroment oil contamination 2 5 10 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 175.00
76 43 Distribution Transformer Earths 2 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 145.00
78 27 Earth Mat Upgrades 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 140.00
79 72 Hershe
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6.9 Loss Design Standards 
 
Distribution network companies r high losses.  Hence there 
is little investment signal for reducing losses.  This would imply that if voltage standards 
can be maintained then it is a valid commercial approach to minimize capital upgrades by 
n  levels. 
 
It can also be argued that it is more economically efficient for the community to pay for 
losses than to fund capital expenditure particularly on rural feeders with poor economics.  
H in ENL’s case where transmission is onstrained the value of reducing losses 
an be measured against: 

they do exist.  An indicator of 
igh losses is voltage sensitivity to load regulation.  These issues are regularly evident in 

 ring 
Essentially distance is beyond the capability of 11kV reticulation and sub 

A large seasonal load at the end of the feeder suggests conductor reinforcement 
d su  e eq

taw
, nce and vol ontribute inal performance. 

 Tatapouri 

s exceeding the conductor capacity and the Tatapouri voltage 
regulator limits.  

 Ormond 

y mitigate this to some degree.  If the areas identified above were to 
ee significant load growth, voltage performance would quickly become unsatisfactory. 

placing existing networks the following loss standards 

do not suffer a cost penalty fo

ot maintaining low loss

owever  c
c
 
1) The cost of kWh of avoided transmission 
2) The cost of new investment to increase capacity 
 
Networks also have an obligation to manage their networks to good industry practice.   
 
While voltage problems are not widespread on the network 
h
the following areas within ENL’s network. 
 

 Frasertown-Raupunga

transmission support is required. 
 

 Mahia 

an b transmission xtension is r uired. 
 

 Ma ai 
Load dista tage c  to marg
 

The long distance between Kaiti and Tolaga substations combined with high 
growth at Wainui i

 

Load, distance and voltage contribute to marginal performance 
 
While losses are higher in certain other locations the number of supplies affected is small 
and load diversity ma
s
 
When designing new networks or re
are applied. 
 
 
 Design % Max. % 
Sub transmission Lines 1 2 
Zone Transformers 1 2 
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Distribution Lines 2 5 
Distribution Transformers 2 4 
LV Distribution 3 6 
TOTAL     9%  19% 

Non-network losses 
  

Service Line  3%  
Metering 2%  
Installation 3%  
TOTAL 8%  

 
ENL’s total system losses are 8.2%. This is considered to be in the medium to high 
quartile.  Compared to the standard it shows that there is considerable diversity in losses 
in components and in load (of which loss is a function). 

twork.  

 all cases savings in losses (valued at transmission cost only) and reduced maintenance 
dern 3-phase IMP units within a 5 year pay-back period.  

uring 2001 dual transformer banks were eliminated at all rural sites except Patutahi. 

 
Old zone transformers offer the greatest opportunity to reduce losses on ENL’s ne
There are 4 banks of 4 single-phase units on the network.  These transformers have 
losses in the order of 6% as a result of the following factors: 
 
 High loss iron (all pre-1964 development using steel alloy). 
 4 separate units contain more iron to magnetise. 
 Sub-optimal load. 

 
In
justify replacement with mo
D
 
Location Capacity MW Losses kW Value p.a. $ 
Tolaga T1    5 300 40,000 
Puha T1    5 300 40,000 
Patutahi T1    5 300 40,000 
Patutahi T2    5 300 40,000 

 
The replacement of these transformers will allow deferal of new transmission capacity and 

nalysis of feeder losses is provided in Appendix 11.3. 
 
Despite losses being high in terms of percentage, on some rural feeders the cost of 
reconductoring is pr  as part of a 
ren m.  R support in the form of static capacitors is a viable option on 
rural feeders where: 
 
 ee
 Loads are less than 400kVA 
 ee

 
Capac  $10,000 per site.  They are not suitable on 
e feeders or areas with significant controllable load. In urban areas bulk correction at 

sidered more effective. 
 

is detailed in section 8.A.7 
 
A

ohibitive unless needed for other reasons or attended to
ewal progra eactive 

Losses exc d 5% 

Losses exc d 27kW 

itors are expected to cost in the order of
ti
Transpower’s connection is con
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6.10
 

6.10.1 Transmission Development 
   
The standard risk management criterion for transmission is that capacity should be based 
on the ability to meet specified load giv
E
a  meeting a load of 12MW less than peak on a 
continuous basis, with the remaining 12MW 
b
fo
 
E
1
e
d
 
G
 
 T
d
n
ca ons in its network to cover the lead time 

a large load increase, (e.g a timber processing plant) is 
 load grows the security and capacity levels associated with 

ue to diverge from the standards. 

 s mmary, approximately 7 feeders on the network are considered suitable for the 
cation of reactive compensation by capacitors.  However there is currently no 

itment to this option as distributed generation strategies are being implemented 
 will provide for voltage support, reducing losses at high load times. 

 Options & Conclusions 

en an n-1 contingency. Current security criteria (per 
EA guidelines) are; 
) Contingent capacity should be capable of

able to be restored within 3 hours: and 
) Contingent capacity should be such that load does not exceed the contingent capacity 
r more than 10% of the year or 2.5 hours in a 24 hour period. 

NL is not contracted for n-1 supply security at either Gisborne or Wairoa. At Tuai the 
10kV lines supplying ENL are connected to a ring bus via a circuit breaker that is not 
quipped with bus protection. Hence any fault on the 110kv bus at Tuai or failure of a 
ouble circuit 110kV tower will interrupt the entire supply. 

isborne Point of Supply 

he Gisborne Transpower Grid Exit Point, (GXP) and the 110kV line from Tuai currently 
o not meet the above security standard. Further with only an approximate 14MW of 
ormal/full delivery capacity margin existing at the Gisborne GXP, ENL’s standard of 
rrying 10MW of excess capacity at key locati

required to provide capacity for 
close to being exceeded.  As
the Gisborne GXP will contin
 
Delivery of capacity at the Gisborne GXP 50kV Bus is determined by the existing ratings of 
the following key plant; 
  

Plant MVA Rating 
Lines = summer / winter 

Transformers / Bus  = max continuous / summer post contingency / winter post contingency 

GIS TUI 1 49 / 60  

30 / 37 / 39 

 
C

GIS TUI 2 49 / 60 

T3 

T4 30 / 37 / 39 

50kV Bus 30 / 34 / 34 

urrent constraints are due to; 
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- The existing normal/contingency, (both lines in service/one line in service) capacity of 
the Tuai 110kv line is 65/49MW. The ratings of the line are constrained to less than 
the thermal limits of the line due to the Gisborne GXP transformers not being fitted 

al/contingency capacity of the 2x Gisborne 110/50kV transformers 
is 60/37MW. The transformer constraint is determined by the thermal ratings of the 

onsidered that the Gisborne GXP is limited by the 34 

demand is approximately 

urs during a contingent 

s that in 2004 the maximum 
and at the Gisborne GXP was in excess of 34MW for 21% of the year. 

nalysis of  the current Gisborne GXP load profile indicates that a contingent capacity of 
e criteria of not exceeding the contingent capacity by not 

R
 
Gisborne Point of Supply 
 
To
of
de he effect of 
additional generation being installed on ENL’s network when forecasting demand). 
Ev
pr
in
 
Th
G

former Upgrade at 

with on load tap changers, (OLTC). Hence the line constraints are determined by the 
requirement to maintain the voltage on the GXP Bus to 0.95pu so as to maintain an 
acceptable 50kV voltage. (It should be noted that 12MVAr of capacitance is already 
installed on the 110kv bus to compensate for voltage drop). 

- The existing norm

transformer units. 
- The 50kV Bus has a max continuous/post contingency thermal rating of 30/34MW. 
 
 
Based on the existing ratings it is c
MW contingent capacity of the 50kV Bus. 
 
Currently without the benefit of load control and the operation of diesel peaking plants 
the maximum demand peak at the Gisborne GXP is estimated to be 46MW. (With load 
control and peaking plant operation the GXP maximum 
40MW). In terms of the standard transmission security criteria this means that 
Transpower need only provide 34MW of capacity for the first 3 ho
event occurring during a peak loading period. This would result in ENL having to 
disconnect load on a rationing basis. 
While the probability of a fault happening at maximum peak load and lasting more than 3 
hours is small the following Load Duration Curve show
dem
A
39MW is required to meet th
more than 10% of the year. Hence with the Gisborne GXP contingent capacity currently 
at 34MW this means a 5MW constraint exists. 
 
elieving the Constraints  

 provide for ENL’s security standards and to meet future load growth, the total capacity 
 the Gisborne GXP needs to be increased. The following chart shows the forecast 
mand growth for the Gisborne GXP. (Note that the chart does not consider t

en in the event of significant generation being installed on the ENL network, for the 
ovision of contingent security, the capacity of the Gisborne GXP is still required to be 
creased. 

e options available which will incrementally increase the transmission capacity to 
isborne are; 
 
a. Trans Gisborne GXP 

pgrading the current 30MVA transformers to 2x 60 MVA units fitted with OLTCs U
increases the normal/contingent capacity of the GXP to 120/75MW. The voltage 
correction provided by the OLTCs increases the normal/contingent capacity of the 110kV 
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lines to 88/49MW. Hence the line becomes the item of constraint and the GXP has a 
contingent capacity of 49MW. 
 
Coinciding with the transformer upgrade project the thermal rating of the 50kV bus would 
be increased to 60MW. Also neutral earthing resistors, (NERs) would be installed to limit 
single phase to earth fault current there by mitigating a current ENL compliance issue 

uction to telecommunication equipment during 50kV sub-
transmission faults. 

d forecasts for the Gisborne GXP predict that the 110kV lines summer 
contingent capacity becomes a constraint in 2009.  

and growth through 

ne 
GXP. Estimated costs of the reconductoring and additional transformer capacity are $8 

um as the ENL sub-transmission network 
supplied from the Gisborne GXP will have become constrained. Being installed in 

 areas means that these constraints will not easily be resolved 

ruction of a third transmission line from Tuai is proposed. This 40MW line 
would terminate at Patutahi where a GXP would be established at the existing ENL 

tates the “easy” construction of new sub-transmission 

 line is $20mill and the new GXP 

ENL has identified a line route from Tuai to Patutahi which can share an existing 11kV 

regarding possible ind

 
Transpower have estimated that the cost of the transformer upgrade is $4.5mill and can 
be completed in approximately 18 months from the time ENL enters into a New 
Investment Contract having a term of either 10 or 25 years.  
 
b. 110kV Line Thermal Upgrade 
Medium loa

Transpower has advised that they are currently carrying out an investigation into 
improving the summer thermal rating of the line to 60 MW. At this time no information is 
available regarding the practicalities or cost of achieving this. 
However, assuming that it is possible to improve the thermal rating of the line, then the 
contingent capacity of the Gisborne GXP is increased to 60MW. 
The following graph shows that a contingent capacity of 60MW will under a medium 
growth scenario become constrained in approximately 2030 and 2020 under a high 
growth scenario. (Again it should be noted that the deferral of dem
network connected generation has not been considered). 
    
 
c. Third transmission Line 
As a potential solution to the eventual 60MW constraint, Transpower has been 
requested to investigate the possibility of reconductoring the Tuai – Gisborne 110kV line 
and installing additional transformer capacity, (a 3rd 60MVA transformer) at the Gisbor

to $13mill. 
 
It is expected that this solution will not be optim

predominantly urban
through enhancement of, or additions to the existing sub-transmission lines. 
 
The const

zone substation site. Potentially the Gisborne GXP would be transferred to this location 
and the existing 110kv lines from Patutahi to the Gisborne GXP would be converted to 
50kV. The Patutahi location facili
lines to the Matawhero industrial area where the majority of demand increase is 
expected to occur. The estimated cost of the new
$9mill. 
 

line route. The 11kV would be overbuilt with 110kV on concrete poles. A preliminary 
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design of the line has been completed and a process relating to the obtaining of 
asements is being developed.  

no constraint issues at the Wairoa point of supply. The contingency rating of the 
10kV lines from Tuai is 57MW. The normal/contingency rating of the 2x 10MVA 110/11kV 

he maximum coincidental demand of the Wairoa network in 
and 

ahia generation the maximum demand at Wairoa GXP is 8.3MW.  
Wa
ass s
 
Pre
to a B ” level of security with 100% 
con
with  ependant upon repair time. Optimisation of the 
Wa
requ re
the use of 1.5Mw of load control and 6MW of embedded generation, (5MW Waihi Hydro + 
1M M

his proposal has now been discounted as it would result in an unacceptable divergence 
days storage capacity and cannot 

nstrated in March/April 2002 when 
was unavailable for evening peak reduction. Under the 

op
($ ,
 
T i
Tr
maxi
co n
 
Trans
cr t
fro  
Prog
co tr
Th r
netw
 
T r
un il 

necessary e
 
The three 110kV line scenario will provide a transmission contingent capacity to the 
Gisborne region of 100MW. This scenario is shown below. 

 
Wairoa Point of Supply 
 
There are 
1
transformers is 20/12 MVA. T
2004 was recorded as 11.6MW. After the application of load control, Waihi generation 
M

iroa issues and development proposals relate to sub-transmission and distribution 
et  only.  

viously it was proposed that the ENL security for Wairoa GXP be reduced to from a C 
 1 classification. This would require only an “n

tingency capacity such that 75% of the load could be restored within 15 minutes, 90% 
in 3 hours and 100% restoration d
iroa GXP to this security level would have halved the quantity and value of assets 
i d and save approximately $40,000 p.a in connection charges. It was proposed that 

W ahia Diesel) would compensate for the reduced service levels. 
 T

from ENL’s security standards. Waihi Hydro only has 3 
e relied upon to deliver 5MW on call. This was demob

due to lack of rainfall Waihi 
proposal should an event coincide with Wahi unavailability then a shortfall in contingent 
capacity would exist which could only be counted through the rationing of supply. The 
reduction of Wairoa GXP asset also would restrict the availability of capacity for growth. 
 
Under changes in the 2004 ODV Handbook the Wairoa 110kV assets which had been 

timised to 50kV were required to be reinstated to 110kV. This resulted in a 7.8%, 
71 000) reduction in ENL connection charges. 

ua  Point of Supply 
anspower supplies ENL via a single 110/11kV 10MVA transformer at Tuai. The 

mum demand at this connection is 650KVA. There is no growth forecast for this 
n ection. 

power is keen to rationalise this connection as it will allow removal of assets and 
ea e room within their switchyard. It has been proposed in the past that ENL be supplied 
m the Genesis 11kV bus at Tuai. 

ress on implementing this proposal has stalled due to the requirement to resolve 
n actual issues between Genesis and Trust Power. 
e e is also potential to supply this connection via of ENL’s Tuai and Wairoa 11kV 

ork segments as part of the long term development of Wairoa sub-transmission.  

he e is no schedule or cost pressure associated with rationalising the Tuai connection 
t Transpower signal that age based replacement of the 110kV transformer. 
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Aggr
ENL has in the past presented a case for aggregation of demand at Gisborne and Wairoa 
to a single GXP at Tuai. If this were to happen, based of 2004 information the average of 
th
re
T
m
th
 
T
F ansmission development is provided in Section 6.12. 
 

o Have Transpower continue investigations into relieving 110kV line thermal 

allel develop the option of connecting ENL Tuai and Wairoa network 
segments.   

o Pursue other valuation and optimisation issues, e.g aggregation of GXPs). 

d and associated investments have been made or are in 

W) at Kaiti and 11kV network constraint within the Gisborne CBD. 

xceeded 12.5MW. 
- To relieve capacity constraint (12.5MW) at Carnarvon Street, the 50kV City ring 

 required to be closed. This allows load to be shifted 

003/04. This increased the rating of the lines 
the ENL standard for urban transmission of 

egation 

e 12 highest demands would reduce by 2.451MW. This would result in a $135,000pa. 
duction of interconnection charges. 

ranspower has dismissed this proposal on the basis that it is not permitted by its pricing 
ethodology. Potentially, current reviews of Transpower’s pricing will effect a change in 
is area. 

ransmission Conclusions 
inancial information relating to tr

o Completed negotiations with Transpower on the proposal to upgrade transformer 
units and enter into a New Investment Contract. Scheduled completion of the 
upgrade to be in mid 2007/08. 

constraints, (establish 60MW contingency rating). 
o Continue development of the option for a 3rd Tuai – Gisborne transmission line and 

GXP establishment at Patutahi. 
o Reinitiate discussions with Genesis regarding connection of Tuai to their 11kV bus. 

In par

 
6.10.2 Sub-transmission Development  
 
Gisborne Sub-transmission 
Within the urban Gisborne sub-transmission network previously identified demand growth 
triggers have been reache
progress. In summary these are; 
 

- A second 5/7MVA transformer was installed at Matawhero in 2003/04 as load 
exceeded 5MW. 

- The 12.5MVA Port substation was installed in 2003/04 to relieve capacity constraint 
(9.5M

- To provide n-1 security to Parkinson, Makaraka and Matawhero substations and 
relieve 11kV network constraints the 50kV ring between Parkinson and Matawhero is 
required to be closed. The closing of the ring will be completed in 2005/06. 

- A second 12.5MVA transformer was installed at Parkinson Street in 2004/05 as the 
contingency to support any one of three neighbouring substations, (Carnarvon, 
Makaraka, Matawhero) e

between Carnarvon and Port is
to Kaiti and Port substations. The closing of the ring will be completed in 2005/06. 

- Replacement of under sized conductor on sections of the Gisborne – Makaraka 50kV 
interconnecting lines was completed in 2
from 27MW (which had been reached) to 
36MW. 

- The demand of JNL has exceeded 5MW and they have advised that in the short term 
demand will increase to 6.5MW. This load cannot be supported from the 11kV 
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network and construction of a 12.5 MVA substation at JNL will be completed in 
2005/06. 

 
 

growth. Further 
 to meet 

firm load growth requirements. 
 
In the long term (20+ years) the ability to upgrade the urban sub-transmission system to 
address security or capacity constraints is limited and will coincide with transmission 
constraint requiring a 3rd transmission line and new GXP.  
 
An area of potential issue relating to the development of the urban distribution system 
that may arise in the medium term is that subdivision development immediately north of 
the city at Wainui will constrain the existing 11KV network. This constraint will be relieved 
when a zone substation is established at Whangara for the connection of the Mokairau 
windfarm.  
 
 

Rural Gisborne Sub-transmission 
Rural loadings are lower than the installed capacities of the sub transmission system. The 
daily load profile is reasonably flat, and there are few commercial and industrial loads.   
As the loads are relatively low growth is extremely sensitive to even small subdivisions or 
commercial developments. The ability to accommodate growth too far out from the 
substations is also limited. 
   
From an economic viewpoint, high levels of sub transmission investment made in this area 
cannot be justified, but long distances require high voltage and bulk supply has to be 
concentrated.  Security provision would therefore normally require large, redundant assets.   
ENL has adopted a design approach where security is provided by standby generation 
support. 
 
This approach has the potential to deliver better service, reduce zone substation asset 
investment, and avoid 11kV network reinforcement cost.  Actions undertaken as a result of 
the installed generation in 2003 have included removal of redundant transformers and 
replacement of outdoor switchyards with indoor 11kV switchboards providing room for 
generators on existing sites. 
 
 
Wairoa Sub-transmission 
Wairoa sub-transmission issues relate to capacity constraint at Mahia and capacity 
availability for the forecast  Wairoa CBD growth. 
 
Mahia 
Mahia is currently supplied at 11kV from a 33/11KV 1.5MVA transformer at Blacks Pad. 
This transformer is not fitted with on load tap changing capability. This coupled with the 

Completion of the above developments in 2005/06 will result in the full development of 
the urban Gisborne sub-transmission network. With the concentration of loads restricted 
to blocks of less than 12MW, n-1 security is provided without the requirement of dual 
transformers or large transformers in neighbouring substations being needed to cover 
contingent events. Sufficient flexibility will therefore exist in key parts of the distribution 
system such as Matawhero, to accommodate forecast industrial load 
development of the 11kV network is ongoing but is only undertaken in response
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length of the 11KV line and current conductor size results in voltage stability issues 
occurring when demand exceeds approximately 800KVA.  The Mahia Voltage Profile chart 
below shows the instances of when the 11kV voltage at Mahia is below limits. 
 
Demand requirements at Mahia have increased due to the growth of dairy farming at 
Mahaunga and beach property subdivisions. The current rate of growth is forecast to 
continue due primarily to continuing subdivision activity. To date demand requirements 
exceeded the capacity of the Mahia transformer and are very seasonal in nature. This is 
illustrated by the Mahia Load Profile chart. It is expected that over time this seasonality will 
not be as evident as more people take up permanent residence at Mahia.  
Increasing demand requirements also result in increased voltage stability issues. 
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Mahia Voltage Regulator Voltage Profile
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Since 2002 a generator has been installed and operated at Mahia during high demand 
oliday seasons to overcome capacity and voltage issues. However with the level of h
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demand growth forecast to occur at Mahia and the expected change in demographics it is
expected that the expensive generator solution is limited to a maximum of 2 to 5 years. 
 
Investigation has shown the upgrading of t

 

he 11kV Mahia network will not be sufficient to 
resolve current issues and accommodate increasing demand requirements. The optimum 

sformer closer to the load source and increase its 

MVA 
ansformer fitted with an on load tap changer. 

he cost of this option is estimated at $1.5 mill. It is believed that this expenditure will 
 little additional returns to ENL and hence may be difficult to justify commercially 

increases at AFFCO have a significant 
fluence on the Wairoa 11kV network as a whole. AFFCO is currently supplied at 11kV 

m term, (5 to 7 years) expansion of their plant may 
sult in a maximum demand increase to 6.5MW. Also new load associated with 

otentially opportunities exist to meet specific increased demand increases, (e.g. AFFCO) 

tion for the sub-transmission development of Wairoa is that the current  
10/11KV GXP supply be replaced with 110/33KV.  

e noted that these options are still very much at the 
evelopment and investigation stage. 

 at Mahia and present for approval. This 

solution is to relocate the Mahia tran
capacity. This involves extending the 33kV line approximately 6.5km to Oputama and 
establishing a small zone substation. The substation would comprise of a 2.5
tr
 
It is proposed that the current 2.5MVA transformer located at Wairoa which supplies the 
Mahia 33kV line, would be relocated to the new zone substation and a new 12.5MVA 
transformer would be installed at Wairoa. 
 
T
result in
unless additional financial contribution is sourced, (e.g. developer contributions/levies).   
 
AFFCO & Wairoa CBD 
AFFCO’s current approximate maximum demand of 4MW is 35% of the total maximum 
demand (11.5MW) of the Wairoa network. Load 
in
from Kiwi substation. The maximum capacity limit of this supply is 5MW, after this limit is 
exceeded the supply to AFFCO will be required to be at 33kV. 
 
AFFCO have advised that in the mediu
re
sawmilling in Wairoa is forecast in the medium term will take the current contingent 
capacity of the 11kV network supplied from Kiwi substation.  
P
through embedded generation. EIL/ENL will investigate these opportunities. 
 
The long term op
1
An interim step is that in the medium term AFFCO is supplied at 33KV and the 50KV Wahi 
line is converted to 33KV and connected at Wairoa instead of Kiwi. This will restore 
contingent 11kV capacity to Kiwi and be available to supply other Wairoa growth including 
sawmilling. 
 
The medium and long term options for sub-transmission development in Wairoa are shown 
on the following schematics. It should b
d

Sub-transmission Conclusions 
 
Complete current development projects. 
  
Continue planning for sub-transmission upgrade
includes the development of a robust developer contribution policy 
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Continue the development and investigation of options for Affco and Wairoa CBD medium 
and long term options. Investigate the opportunity for embedded generation and demand 
side management at Affco. Better optimisation of generation scheduling and load 
management is possible across all assets 

6.10.3 Generation Development 
nt in generation by EIL presents a business diversity option as well as being a 

A review of alternative generation schemes previously investigated on the East Coast is 

ind  

neral 
sue. Another issue is that should significant development of wind generation occur, 

ity support.  

lectricity consumption. This project 
could be generating as early as 2007.  

onitored, with definite potential for generation. 

ith wind 

iomass Generation 
A
being  at Matawhero and would supply developing 
large scale industry with both electricity and process steam. The potential outputs of this 
pl
forecast to be required within the next 5 years. 

 study into residue volumes and delivered price at Matawhero is nearing completion.  
Th
mass ions are some level of forest residue collection is 

Investme
least cost substitute for expensive transmission and/or sub-transmission investment.  
 

being undertaken. The various schemes investigated included Hydro, Wind, Biomass and 
Co-generation (utilising natural gas). This review is being carried out in order to assess the 
viability of previously investigated generation options with regard to the increasing cost of 
energy and identify those worthy of further investigation.  
 
W
Wind monitoring is on going at a number of sites throughout the district. Several sites 
show potential; however lack of proximity to the existing distribution network is a ge
is
further base load generation would have to be introduced. This is to ensure network 
stability and provide contingent capac
 
Planning to develop a 12MW wind farm at Mokairau is in progress. This $20mill project 
has been awarded 80,000 carbon credits and has the potential to generate 37GWh pa. 
which is 12.5% of the regions current total annual e

 
The ridge adjacent to Mokairau site, has also been identified as having the potential for 
generation, currently there is no monitoring taking place here.  
 
Potential also exists at Mahia but currently no sites are monitored on the peninsular. 
Network connection distances involving a new sub transmission line are significant and 
would be costly. 
 
Whakapunaki, this site is currently being m
Again sub transmission distances involving a new line are significant. Collection of wind 
data is ongoing.  The landowners for this site have expressed an interest in working with 
EIL if the site is suitable.  
 
Work is ongoing with a local landowner in the Wairoa area, to identify sites w
generation potential on his properties.  
 
B

 proposal to install a biomass plant using waste from forestry and timber industries is 
 investigated. The plant would be sited

ant are 10MW electricity and 45MW thermal. Its estimated cost is $70 mill and it is 

A
is report will identify an economic line within which residue could be delivered to a bio-

 generation facility.  Initial indicat
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viable.  This type of collection is currently being carried out in the central north island in 
or
The output of this study will help to determine delivered fuel costs and subsequently heat 
an plant in 
relation to the economics of recovering forest residues to supply it. 

ydro  

 
Mata River Scheme.  7.5 MW, Capital Cost of $17 million (2001). Unstable geology of the 

a make this scheme extremely risky from an 
ngineering perspective.  It is proposed to review the previous reports and update their 

 as a potential generation site. 

sibility of increasing the storage capacity of the 

 utilise the spare capacity (12mw?)within the regions gas network to 

e it is imperative that an industry capable of utilising the 

is however limited as few industrial customers in the region 

2. Continue development planning for Mokairau wind farm and Matawhero biomass 

der to fuel the Kinleith co-generation plant, and in the Hawke’s Bay for the Pan-Pac mill. 

d electricity prices. This work will also help determine the sizing of any possible 

 
H
Over the years a number of hydro schemes have been investigated on the East Coast 
including: 

area and flashy nature of the catchment are
e
models with current costs and electricity outputs and consider a review of the engineering 
risk issues identified by EIL. 
 
Motu River Scheme. This river is now protected by a Water Conservation Order and 

erefore it is not proposed to continue to consider thisth
 
Matawai Scheme, 5MW, investigated in the late 1980s. Further investigation is currently 
underway on the viability of this site. 
  

aihi Scheme improvement. There is a posW
Waihi by dredging sediment from the dam floor, and/or by raising the height of the existing 
dam wall. Further investigation is currently underway.  

 
Gas Co-generation 

here is potential toT
power a co-generation plant producing electricity and process heat for industry. 
Quantifying the amount of spare capacity within the line and the delivered cost of gas is 
currently underway, in order to determine the economic viability of such a plant. To make 

is type of generation cost effectivth
process heat is found (e.g. timber drying).  
 
Customer installed Standby generation 
Some opportunity exists for ENL to utilise customer installed standby generation as 
eaking plant. This opportunity p

have at this time felt it necessary to make provision for or invest in security of supply.  Two 
exceptions are Gisborne Hospital and the GDC Water Treatment Plant. A review of the 
suitability of these generators for use in a peaking role is currently being revisited. 

Generation Conclusions 
 

1. Complete reviews and investigations into alternative Eastland region generation 
opportunities, (hydro, wind, biomass).   

  

plant. 
 

3. Develop Embedded Generation policy and pricing to encourage investment of 
generation within ENL’s network. 
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4. Continue to lobby for regulatory change to improve the financial viability of  ELBs 

investing in generation.  
5. Develop and promote installation of stand-by generating sets by customers.   

d Side Opportunities 

m 

EN  
hardw
suppo
the co
 

s a consequence of less effective control, there is less incentive for consumers to invest 
in 
produc
domes
 

here are no night-store heaters installed on the ENL network, appliances which are a 
ma
tailore
torage capacity. 

 
oved in favour of ripple control, which can give consumers a 

hoice of any 3 control options from a selection of up to 20.  This is a 10 year program 

he potential exists to capture an additional 4MW of controllable load.  Timing is an issue 

rol product for non-essential load such as 
ir-conditioning. 

r or so.   

Wairoa has a particular problem due to the frequency selected for its ripple control system.  
ficulty propagating through networks and therefore control 

 very unreliable for approximately 30% of the Wairoa load.  It is intended to redeploy the 
ered from Gisborne substation in 2005/06 and run parallel injection 

6.10.4 Distribution Deman
 
There are a number of opportunities based on optimising network performance that yield 
small gains in relieving constraint issues.  These are: 
 

Development of Load Control Syste
 

Ls load control system includes a significant amount of outdated pilot control.  This is a 
ired cascaded relay system that has high maintenance costs.  Because it can only 
rt one control option and cannot be tailored to different loads, it fails to capture all 
ntrollable load on the network. 

A
energy storing appliances.  The use of pilot control and lack of choice in controlled 

ts is the primary reason for ENLs peaky load profile, which is predominantly 
tic load-driven. 

T
jor component of other networks controllable load base.  Without products that are 

d to, for example, hot water cylinders of different sizes, there is no incentive to install 
s

The pilot system is being rem
c
which is currently into its 4th year.  
 
T
in that 70% saturation of ripple control is needed before benefits are likely to be realised.  
Change cannot be accelerated to less than 4 years because ultimately it is limited by the 
household appliance life cycle. 
 
Control in the non-domestic sector is at present virtually non-existent.  Other networks 
offer controlled products specific to dairy sheds, irrigation and freezer loads.  A further 
option that can be offered to businesses are supplies with lower security levels, for 
example, a “first off – last on” priority load cont
a
 
Since ENL is dependent on retailers passing through pricing to consumers, there is a 
major barrier to optimum load control.   Concerns in the industry over this perceived lack of 
retail sector maturity are likely to be addressed in the next yea
 

High frequency signals have dif
is
11kV injection recov
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plants at Wairoa until an adequate level of change-over is achieved (2-3 years).  The 
potential for 2.5MW of controllable load, or the equivalent of one machine running at 
W h
 

P
 
P e etwork and correction would increase 
apacity at the 50 kV Gisborne bus by approximately 900 kW.  This is the result of 

in e
 

he  approaches to addressing this are: 
 

• ustomers notified of the need to add capacitors.  

aling with non-
compliance is one of penalty payment via pricing rather than attempting 
disconnection.   

bulk via the installation of static capacitors. 
This option is not suitable on tie feeders or areas with significant controllable load, 

 network losses it does bear cost of increased demand 

educing ENL losses is a relatively expensive although justifiable option for gaining 1MW 

 complete and age replacement is due. Both Puha 
nd Tolaga only require 2.5MW transformers.   

ai i, exists at Wairoa.  

ower Factor Correction 

ow r Factor is poor in most rural areas of the n
c

ad quate policing of standards for connection of motors. 

T

Installations can be inspected and c
This would require contracting an inspector for a 12 month project but it avoids the 
cost of funding the correction.  The most effective approach for de

 
• Selected feeders can be corrected in 

hence is restricted to rural feeders where loads are less than 400KW. And losses 
exceed 5%.  

 
• Additional capacitance could be installed at Transpowers substation but this is the 

most expensive option and does not realise the benefit of reduced network losses.     
 

Network Loss Reduction 
 
While ENL does not bear the cost of
and transmission upgrade if losses are significant.   
 
R
of transmission capacity.  Economics favour concentration on reduction of losses 
contributed by the older zone transformers on the system. 
 
There are 4 x 5MW banks of single phase transformer units located at Puha, Patutahi and 
Tolaga.  Two of these banks are at Patutahi and will be reduced to one when the 
Matawhero – Parkinson 50KV ring is
a
 
These old transformers have high loss iron, are not loaded at peak efficiency, and twice 
the iron in their magnetic circuits compared to a 3 phase unit.  Consequently they are 
costing about $30,000 p.a. each in excessive iron losses.  This saving alone would pay 
back their $700,000 total replacement in less than 10 years.   
 

Demand Side Conclusions 
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Subject to the development and costing of firm proposals and ENL’s approval processes 
the following actions are recommended: 

- Continue phasing out of pilot control and substitution with a better range of ripple 

aking plant operation. 

ge the load control frequency at Wairoa. 

ourage this. 

 

.10.5 Uneconomic Rural Lines 

d 

s level. Assets classed as remote will 
lso be permitted to depreciate to an average remaining life of 13 years by 2008. 

enewal of the remote assets at a lower cost design solution can be achieved via 
f 3-phase construction. 

The 
rrain on ENL’s network appeared to be 22kV single wire 

m 
t 

is the most practicable in terms of a viable and 
sustainable solution.  
 
Because the ODV already assumes optimization of the existing 3 phase construction to 
single phase construction, the gains that can be expected are greater than that indicated 
by value changes.  The actual cost of maintaining the existing construction standard is far 
greater than the return permitted on an optimized asset.  This is compounded by the fact 
that the assets in question have exceeded their economic life and cost approximately three 
times as much to maintain as asset in optimum condition.  New assets have near nil 
operating costs for approximately 20 years.  These factors are sufficient to make such 
replacements an economic proposition. 
 

control products. 
  
- Achieve better co-ordination of  hot water control and pe
 
- Chan

 
- Introduce a PF penalty charge and undertake policing as part of the revenue 

protection project. 
 

- Liase with large customers on opportunities to control large blocks of load. Develop 
pricing incentives to enc

 
-  Reduce network losses as part of asset age replacement programs. 

 

 
6
 
Calculation of value objectives has indicated the need to reduce value in remote and rural 
areas ENL has developed a strategy for management of uneconomic lines. Assets classe
as rural (non-remote) will be allowed to depreciate to an average remaining life of 13 years 
by 2011. The assets will then be maintained at thi
a
Following this the lines will be maintained at this level via a combination of renewal at 
lower cost, service line handover and cost contribution strategies. Alternative energy 
supply solutions are also expected to be part of the economic outcome.  
 
3-Phase to 1-Phase Conversions 
R
reduction to single-phase in place o
 
Investigation of a number of construction options and voltages have been considered. 
most economic solution for the te
earth return. However other factors including new easement negotiation, teleco
interference issues, and re-insulation costs, have now been considered and sugges
conversion to single phase 11kV 
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300km of network i g e  z s n en 
r

nsumption supplies will be disconnected (at the customer’s option) 
 w

ition l co  wit  single-phase 

unications indicate that customer contribution options to fund the rebuild 
pta  e Ta eted Co trol 

over costs via specific price schedules. ENL is continuing to discuss and 
ul n appropriate mechanism to address the viability 

onom

o ired before this expenditure can be approved and the 
oped for inclusion in work plans. 

nt Co-ordination 

 secur
m o not b  excluded at 

ecause it has the ability to outstrip the best laid development plans.   
 o

ting and now predominate. 

a hig of c -ordinatio  will be required o implement approved 
, sub- nsmission and generation options so that investment is 

nd e st tegic objectives of EIL and ENL.  Also it is preferable 
nt re where possible implemented incrementally so that 
 be spon e to changing circu stances.

e sts 

d ture forecasts based on the options and recommended 
d in S .  

arent that ex equ ments a  driven i  the shor
ve ent. The a plication f generation reduces and def rs the c
i de.  

n the Gisborne re ion in un conomic ones ha  provisio ally be
identified as suitable
 

 for conve sion. 

It should be noted th
 co

at: 
- A number of low
- Service line costs ill remain the customers responsibility. 
- Some customers w
motors. 

ill face add a sts of replacing 3 phase motors h

 
Preliminary comm
work are unacce ble. In addition there is no mechanism under th rg n
Regime to rec
negotiate with reg atory authorities on a
of having unec
 

ic lines. 

Further detailed w
progr mm

rk is requ  
a e devel

6.11 Developme
 
Capacity and
distribution syste

ity constraints impact di
and vary 

fferent components of 
th expecta

the transmission and 
wth canwith grow tions.  Gr e

transmission level b
Currently previous sub-transmission c nstra ts ain re being addressed and transmission 
constraints are dete
 

riora

In the future 
transmissio

h degree 
tra

o n  t
n

complimentary a
that developme

supports th
options a

ra

adjustments can
 

made in re s m  

6.12 Expenditur  Foreca
 
Schedule 6.1 provi es expendi
actions specifie
It is app

ection 5.0
penditure r ire re n t term by transmission 

and generation de
of long term transm

lopm
ssion upgra

p  o e osts 
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Development Plan         
Summary 
Description  Total Cost  2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 YEAR 

Install T2 at Matawhero $   750,000 $  498,000 $   252,000     
11kV Tie cable Reads 
Quay to Port substation $   354,000  $   354,000     

Close 50kV City ring $2,109,868 $    40,255 $   353,596 $1,028,414 $687,603   
Close 50kV Matawhero 
Parkinson ring $2,380,000  $   583,312 $   703,371 $1,093,317   

2nd Transformer at 
Parkinson St $   865,000 $     49,693 $   279,307 $   288,348 $247,652   

JNL Substation (1st $1,398,600 $    49,804 $   266Transformer) ,565 $   277,687 $804,544   

50kV Conductor 
Upgrades Makaraka $   280,348 $  280,348      

Port Substation 
Construction $   860,000 $  387,433 $   472,567     

Whangara Substation 
Provision $1,000,000      2007-08 

JNL 2nd Transformer 
provision $   750,000      2015 

Transformer Patutahi $   500,000   Provision     

Diesel Gensets 
Eastcoast 
TeAraroa/Ruatoria 

$1,301,500 $  
1,076,233 $     34,733 $     20,000 $40,000   

Diesel Gensets Puha/ 
Patutahi $1,280,000 $     

984,157 $   135,843  $    80,000 $80,000   

Diesel Gensets Mahia/ 
Frasertown 

$     
1,284,000 

$     
926,280 $   137,720 $   140,000 $80,000   

Option Biomass 
eneration  

$70,000,00
g 0      2009 

Connection of 
Customer installed 
Generation 

$     50,000       

Upgrade 110/50kV 
Transformer Gisborne $4,500,000     $ 

4,500,000  

O
fr

ption 3  110kV Line 
om Tuai 

$20,000,00
0       

rd

Option 3rd 50kV $4,000,000  Subtransmission ring      

Option New GXP $6,500,000     Patutahi   

Reconductor 110KV 
Tuai-GIS+3rd

$      
10,000,000      2012  GIS TX 

Option
Genera

 Moka
tion 

$      
20,000,000     $

10,000,000  irau     

Mahia 33kV line 
extension and 

tion
 $   100,000 $1,420,000  

Substa  
$1,520,000   

Waihi  33kV 
alizatio     2015 Ration n $1,500,000  

Affco /Wai
supply cap upgrade and 
33kV Line

 2015 
roa CBD 

 
$1,500,000     

Tuai Wairo e 
interconne
Frasertown Feeder 

  20
a 11kV lin
ction $   425,000    15 
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7.0 RISK MANAGEMENT 

 
IL B s R nd P ning. 

 
gem r Ea  a anagement and support services 

for the three companies, (Eastland Infrastructure Ltd, Eastland Network Ltd and Eastland 
Port Ltd) which are a munity Trust was implemented in 2003. 

 m ent ith ne ppointments being made to a 
number of managem
 

han mp h ss risk profile of Eastland 
Infrastructure and the companies it manages. To facilitate the ability to manage risk in an 

nt ctive  S
comprehensive risk view. The scope of this review was that in accordance 

he nag he busi ss o e 
three businesses were reviewed against a generic set of risk areas, (Governance, 

na cial, Business Development, Environmental, Political, L nal, 
Information, Techno ce).  
 

g id  risk
undertaken to determ obability) o d t

qu pac sho the risk cur. ating the 
likelihood and conse

ed a any nts is provided a 
ure of th t and fu e risk ma agem

business. 

Further, based on the company’s appetite for a weighting w  app h risk
and a prioritized list of risk 

een rate n ariz  EIL k 
management plannin

SUMMARY OF EIL RISK MANAGEMENT ACTIONS 

Business Risk Identification & Analysis Report  August 2004 (EIL BUSINESS RISK) 

 

7.1 E usines isk Management Review a lan

Arran ents fo stland Infrastructure to provide ll m

ll owned by the Eastland Com
 structure was developed w
ent positions at this time. 

A new anagem w a

The c ge in co any size and structure altered t e busine

efficie and effe  manner in August 2004 RHS
management re

ervices was engaged to carry out a 

with t Risk ma ement Standard AS/NZ 4360:1999, t ne perations of th

Perso l, Finan egal, Operatio
logical and Business Resilien

Havin entified s and associated existing mitigation practices, analys
ine likelihood (frequency or pr

is was 
 occurring anf the risk he 

conse ence (im t or magnitude of the effect) 
quence, risk significance was assessed both with existing treatments 

uld oc  By aggreg

appli
meas

nd with 
/review 

 additional mitigations/treatme
e effectiveness of curren

 applied. Th
tur n ent for each 

 
risk, as lied to eac  

management actions has been developed. This list of actions 
d into annual business plans a
g.  

has b  incorpo d summ es ’ business ris

 
 

 

Comments 

Action 
m 
t 

Business 
it  

Refer 
Report 
RM2.3.#.# 

Risk Area 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

Timing 
Priority Responsibility 

rter”. 
oard review 

RM1.2 Governance 

2. Review the corporate governance 
 EIL 

C CEO 
oard review 

completed  

 
es  in 

es.  
ce Board review 

No. Fro
Repor Un

Description 

RM1.1 Governance 
1. Develop internal auditing processes to 
assure compliance with the  “Corporate 
Governance Cha

EIL 
C CEO 

B
completed  

framework in light of the business needs and
any direction given from the Securities 
Commission.  
1. Develop a monitoring and review process 
to ensure that all business initiatives and 
projects, policies and procedures are
compliance with the business objectiv

B

RM2.1 
Governance 
Business
Objectiv

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

C 
Corporate  Servi
Mgr completed  
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RM3.1 Personnel es 

anager 

carry out a 
review of gaps 

r EPL  and 
NL 

RM3.2 Personnel 2. Review and update EI’s employment EIL B  

RM3.3 Personnel 
n, 
ing 

policies / plans to provide for staff 
EIL 

B  

RM3.4 Personnel 

aff 
nt to transition out the 

organisation whilst at the same time EIL 

 

RM3.5 Personnel rne region ENL, EPL 

C 

arine 
Service & Ops 

RM3.7 Personnel tice for public safety and ENL 
A ations 

RM4.1 Financial 
and update financial asset register 

and undertake regular reviews against other 
asset registers such as GIS. 

ENL C 
(Ongoing) 

orporate  Service 
Mgr & GM 
Operations Mgr 

C 
(Ongoing) 

Marine Services & 
r 

Corporate  Service 

confirmed Port 
operations is 
not viewed 

nder Port Act 
ing of C 

(On ng) 
Commercial & 
Regulatory Manager  

RM5.1 Financial - 
ment three-yearly assessment as to 

whether the incumbent broker is providing a 
competitive service which meets the EIL Corporate  Service 

Review for 
next financial 
year 

RM5.2 

 
usiness from the range ENL, EPL 

C 
Service & Ops 

tage 1 update 
Disaster Plans 

eview risks 

RM5.3  3. Review deductible levels against a risk 
management framework and the company’s ENL, EPL C 

(Ongoing) 

twork 
Operations Marine 
Service & Ops 
Mnger  

ract works insurance and 

g 
ce for this insurance. 

NL work 
tions 

clude as part 
of the Contract 
eviews see 

RM6.1 Business 
Development 

 and rigorous risk 
assessment of new business initiatives prior 
to any commencement of new business 
activity. This assessment should include how 

EIL 

C 
Commercial & 
Regulatory Manager 

 

e 
f 
 

RM6.2 Business 
Development ties EIL 

ental 

RM7.2 
al  ENL, EPL 

1. Review and update EI health and safety 
programme, including stress and fatigue 
policies, and public safety. 

EIL 

A 

Marine Servic
Manager & 
Operations M

fo
E

policies and procedures. 
3. Develop processes to include company 
needs analysis, recruitment and retentio
employee performance review, and train

CEO, PA 

development and succession planning. 
4. Develop procedures to assist those st
nearing retireme

CEO,PA 

capturing their EI intellectual knowledge. 

5. Develop processes in the Gisbo

C CEO 

to foster a pool of resources to replace those 
who leave the organisation.  
7. Benchmark ENL standards against 
industry best prac

GM Network 
Operations M

Manager  

GM Network 
unauthorised access. 
1. Review 

Oper
C

 

 

 
Audit 

RM4.2 Financial 
2. Review and update port asset register. 

EPL 
Operations Manage

RM4.3 Financial 
3. Gain decision from the Auditor General on 
status of the port for auditing purposes. 

EPL 

Completed Mgr u

RM4.4 Financial 4. Review methods to improve track
goods which use the port facilities. 
1. Imple

EPL 
goi

Insurance 
business objectives. 
2. Undertake catastrophe reviews to assess
the likely losses to b

B Mgr 
GM Network 
Operations Marine Financial - 

Insurance of potential catastrophic events and procure 
insurance to match these losses. Mnger 

GM Ne

S

& r

Financial -
Insurance 

risk appetite. 
4. Review cont

RM5.4 Financial - 
Insurance 

contracted terms and conditions to assess 
whether the contractors are already includin
an allowan

E

C 
GM Net
Opera

In

r
RM21 
Process 
documented
and Board 
included in th
development 1. Undertake a robust

the initiative fits with existing business 
operations and business objectives. 
2. Actively become involved in industries on 
the East Coast looking for new opportuni
for EI growth. 

o
business cases
and aware of 
level of risk 
assessment 
undertaken 

 C 

Business 
Development 
Manager 

RM7.1 
Environm
Natural 
Events 

1. Review of all significant natural events to 
assess EI’s vulnerability and potential loss.  

ENL, EPL 
B 

GM Network 
Operations  

Environment
Natural 
Events 

2. Undertake a flood review using the 
territorial authority’s flood plans to estimate 
the likely critical points and likely damage on
ENL’s network for the various flood 
scenarios. This could also include a 
landslide analysis. B 

GM Network 
Operations  
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RM7.3 
Environmen
Natural 

tal  

B  

RM8.1 Environmental 
s ENL, EPL nager 

Port and 

ntal 
 

Operations & 
Commercial and 

tory Manager 

mental 

NL C 
(On ng) 

GM Network 
perations  

ental 

PL 
1. Improve systems to forecast future 

Marine Services & 
tions Manager 

RM11.1 Political No additional treatments are necessary at 
this time.    

RM12.1 l 

1. Actively monitor evidence of increasing 
terrorist threats. 

EPL 

C 
Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

 
 

RM13.1 Political - 
Lobby Groups 

ives. 

ENL, EPL 

(On ng) 

 EPL C 

RM13.3 Political - 
Lobby Groups 3. Use the media to positively portray ENL 

and EPL interests. 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL C 

(Ongoing) 
Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

RM14.1 
al - 

Industry 
Groups 

ary at  
 

ention 

RM16.1 No additional treatments are necessary at 
this time. 

 
 CEO 

RM17.1  
Contractual system ENL 

A 
GM Network 

 & 
options with 
Transpower 

RM17.2  - 

 
 and EI’s 

ENL 

(Ongoing) Regulatory Manager 

ill work with 
the industry as 
the Model UOS 

evelops. 
Need to look at 
contracts with 

rge industrial 
consumers 

RM17.3 ent on a ENL, EPL 

Legal - 

nager 

RM17.3 Legal - ch as quality, health and safety, 
reliability, reporting, asset information,  

A 
Commercial and 

ger 

Events 

3. Undertake an earthquake review using
likely earthquake scenarios to assess the 
potential level of damage to the electricity 
network and port operations. 

ENL, EPL 
GM Network 
Operations 

 

Emission 1. Maintain a register of all land use rights 
and obligations. This would include 
acceptable noise and emissions limits. A 

Commercial &
Regulatory Ma
& GM Network 
Operations Manager 
GM Network 

Tolaga Bay 

RM8.2 Environme
Emissions 2. Prepare a register of sites which are 

contaminated.  

ENL, EPL 

B Regula  

RM9.1 
Environ
weather 
affecting E 1. Actively pursue options to reduce 

dependency on hydro electricity. 

ENL 

goi O

RM10.1 
Environm
weather 
affecting E weather events to reduce their impact on 

port operations.  

EPL 

A Opera  

 
The   ISPS 
sets high 
standards for 
compliance
and monitoring
threats 

 

Politica
Terrorism 

1. Further involvement in engaging lobby 
groups in discussion / consultation as part of 
the planning process for any new initiat

C 
goi CEO 

RM13.2 Political - 
Lobby Groups 

2. Actively communicate with local 
government to highlight interests of ENL and
EPL.   

ENL, 
(Ongoing) CEO  

 

 

Politic
No additional treatments are necess
this time. CEO 

RM15.1 
Political - 
Government 
Interv No additional treatments are necessary at 

this time. 

 

 CEO  
Political - EI 
Owners 

Legal -

 
Currently 
evaluating 
issues

1. Work collaboratively with Transpower to 
develop a more reliable transmission 
into the Poverty Bay that meets ENL’s 
business objectives. Operations 

Legal
Contractual 2. All electricity retailer agreements / 

relationships should be reviewed against the
Model Use of System contract
business objectives. 

C Commercial & 

W

d

la

Legal - 
Contractual 

3. Develop a new contract arrangem
progressive basis with all service providers. 
Include in the contract: 
i. a perform

A 
Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager  

RM17.3 Contractual 

ance management system which 
aligns the contractors objectives with those 
of ENL and / or EPL, 
ii. factors su

 
A 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Ma  

Contractual processes and customer service, and Regulatory Mana  
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RM17.3 Legal - 
Contractual 

iii. acknowledgement of the East Coast 
isolation and lack of competitive tension. 

 
A 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager  

RM17.3 Legal - iv. Any pre-qualification, tendering processes 
must be communicated to all interested 
parties and be robust, fair and transparent. 

 
A 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

RM17.4 Legal - 
Contractual 

 lease and license arrangement 
th the ENL, EPL C 

(Ongoing) 
Commercial and 

 Work ongoing 
Legal 

Breach 
 legislative compliance audit to 

include all relevant legislation.  

ENL, 

B 
for 

ENL 

RM18.2 Rights & EPL 
B completed 

RM18.3 Statutory 
as 

EIL, ENL, 

Legal 

Rights & 
Breach 

 actively work with 
stakeholders to maintain these rights. A 

al and 
Regulatory Manager 

d 

ith 

submissions 

5. Complete all recommended actions from 
the MSA (Jody F Millennium) accident 

Completed 
Marine Services & 

tions Manager 

l 

enchmarking of asset 
anagement practices against other similar 

work companies. C 
M Network 

ations 

he existing 

MP) process 
is 

mpliance 
ith best 
ractice 

RM19.2 elihood and severity of car accidents and 
arty damage to the network. 

NL 
C 

M Network 
ations 

tatistics on 
ost events to 

RM20.1 

al 

omic 
 

ENL 

C 
GM Network 
Operations 

To be 
completed in 

njunction 
ith Network 

Development 
Plan 

RM21.1 nal  port assets, possibly following EPL rvices & 
s Manager 

al Marine Services & 
s Manager 

al s, policies and procedures 
et the current rvices & 

s Manager 

al 

ations Manager 
5. Undertake documenting of asset 

ations Manager 
 
  EPL 

ations 

ll hardcopy record to soft copy 
versions for ease of backups and storage.  B Operations 

Information 

olicy & 
procedure and 

Contractual  

4. Review all
and develop a process to align them wi
business objectives. 

GM Network 
Operations & 

Regulatory Manager

RM18.1 Statutory 
Rights & 1. Enlarge the

EIL, 
EPL 

CEO 

Further work 
needed 

Legal 
Statutory 

Breach 
Legal 

2. Enlarge the legislative review to cover all 
businesses.  

EIL, ENL, 

 
EPL is 

Rights & 
Breach 

3. Review the concept of “duty of care” 
the public becomes more litigious.  

EPL 
B CEO  

RM18.4 Statutory 

4. Identify all statutory rights which EPL and 
ENL have, and

ENL, EPL 

Commerci

Need to 
include local 
body plans an
port etc. EIL 
use INSIGHT 
to provide 
advice on DP 
and LP. 
Including 
assistance w
formal 

RM18.5 

Legal 
Statutory 
Rights & 
Breach report. 

EPL 

Opera  
T

RM19.1 Operationa
ENL 

1. Develop b
m
net

ENL 

G
Oper

disclosure 
(A

demonstrating 
co
w
p
SO

E
perational 2. Actively work with stakeholders to reduce 

NL 

Operation
ENL 

lik
other third p

E G
Oper

p
be collated 

Unecon
Lines 

Operatio

1. Monitor and manage public perceptions as
ENL disposes of uneconomic lines.  
1. Develop an Asset Management Plan 
(AMP) for the

co
w

EPL the framework developed for ENL. A 
Marine Se
Operation  

RM21.2 Operation
EPL 

2. Develop a capital expenditure plan to 
manage the new build and asset 
replacement.  
3. Develop system

EPL 
A Operation  

RM21.3 Operation
EPL to design installations that me

prudent standards of design. 
4. Implement documented project 
management practices to achieve project 
objectives. 

EPL 
A 

Marine Se
Operation  

RM21.4 Operation
EPL EPL 

A 
Marine Services & 
Oper  

RM21.5 Operational 
EPL information on all port assets to limit loss or 

damage. 
EPL 

A 
Marine Services & 
Oper  

RM22.1 Information 
1. Implement formal process to check asset
information for accuracy before entering into
databases. 

ENL,
B 

GM Network 
Oper  

RM22.2 Information 2. Transfer a ENL,EPL GM Network 
Mgr to develop 
p
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implement 

ation on all 
A er 

Mgr to develop 
olicy & 

implement 

RM22.4 Information d company EIL 
A 

rate  Service 
 

RM22.5 Information on.  EIL clude with 
M3.2 

ation 

   
Mgr) 

  
Mgr) 

 any preliminary analysis (of a 

 how it 
s and 

(Ongoing) 
lopment 

Process 
ocumented 
nd Board 

included in the 
development of 

usiness cases 
and aware of 
level of risk 

ssessment 
undertaken 

A  

Business 

 for EI. 

EIL, ENL, 

A  
Business d implement Disaster Recovery EIL, ENL, 

A CEO  

Resilience ange management process 
within EIL. EPL C CEO   

     

RM22.3 Information 
3. Systematically record inform
port assets. 
4. Implement document management 
system for all correspondence an

EPL 
Marine Services & 
Operations Manag

Corpo

Information 

p
procedure and 

information. 
5. Implement system to manage personal 
informati

Mgr 

CEO A 
In
R

RM22.6 Inform 6. Develop information security polices to 
include prevent hacking, viruses etc.  

EIL 
A 

GM Network 
Operations (asset & 
Plan Mgr)  

RM22.7 Information 7. Develop processes to back up information
to prevent loss. 

EIL 
A 

GM Network 
Operations (asset &
Plan  

RM22.8 Information 8. Develop disaster recovery plans for 
information systems. 

EIL 
A 

GM Network 
Operations (asset &
Plan  

RM23.1 Technological 1. Include with
new initiative) a robust and rigorous risk 
assessment of the new initiative and
fits into the existing business operation
its objectives. 

EIL 

C 
Business 
Deve
Manager 

d
a

b

a

RM24.1 Business 
Resilience 1. Develop Business Continuity Plans for EI. 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL CEO 

RM24.2 Resilience 
2. Develop Crisis Management Plans
3. Initiate an

EPL 
CEO 

RM24.3 Resilience 

Business 
Plans for EI. 

4. Review the ch

EPL 

EIL, ENL, 
 

RM24.4 

  

Legislative I A lative) dentification & nalysis Report  August 2004 (Legis  

 

 A CEO  

Rights & 
 

 organisation i.e.: Bill of 
Rights, Human Rights, Protected 

EIL 

A CEO,PA  

Safety  staff EIL ,PA 

2.2.4.2 
2. Review & update EIL health and safety 
programme including stress, fatigue policies 

A  
 

afety . Develop an alcohol policy 
. Review public safety through restricted 

Corporate  Service 
gr 

2.3.4.1 Business 

1. Develop an internet use policy 
EIL 

C 
Asset & Planning 
Mgr 

2.3.4.2  

2. Review information that is private (i.e.: 
related to the Privacy Act). Provide training 

B 
Asset & Planning 

Business 
Information procedures 

EIL 
B Regulatory Manager  

      

2.1.4.1 

Legal 
Statutory 
Rights & 
Breach
Legal 
Statutory 

1. Develop a Privacy policy 
2. Revise existing HR policies to improve 
understanding within

EIL 

2.1.4.2 

Breach
Health & 

Disclosures 

1. Confirm the smoke free policy to all2.2.4.1 C CEO  

Health & 
Safety 

Health &
and public safety. 

EIL 
CEO,PA 

2.2.4.3 S 3
4

EIL C CEO,PA  

2.2.4.4 Health & 
Safety access, signage and education processes 

ith regard to port facilities 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL w A M  

Information 

Business 
Information

 

 on what is deemed personnel information 

3. Develop business information policies and 

EIL 
Mgr 

Commercial and 2.3.4.3 
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2.3.4.4 Business 4. Develop information security policies to 
minimise the potential for hacking, viruses 
etc. 

EIL 
A 

Asset & Planning 
Mgr  

2.3.4.5 ss 
 

ENL, 
EPL A 

Asset & Planning 

2.3.4.6 Business 
Information 6. Develop disaster recovery plans for 

information systems 
EIL 

A 
Asset & Planning 
Mgr  

2.3.4.7 ation 7. Develop policies on use of close circuit TV PL 
C 

Marine Services & 

2.4.4.1 
Tax  with 

and regularly involved in tax processing 
EIL 

C Mgr 

2.5.4.1 
1. Develop evacuation schemes for all 
owned/occupied buildings in ENL and EPL 

EIL 
A 

Corporate  Service 
Mgr  

2.5.4.2 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL B 

Corporate  Service 
Mgr  

2.5.4.3 

Property - 
Buildings 'existing use 

rights' of the Building Act 1991 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL B Regulatory Manager 

2.7.4.1 
Environmental 

1. Develop procedures to comply with 
environmental legislation when working on 
Port (HSNO) 

EIL 
B 

Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

2.7.4.2 
Environmental EIL 

B 
Corporate  Service 
Mgr 

ated EIL ce 

2.8.4.1 
Contracts 

1. Identify and check that all contracts are in 
writing and in compliance with the relevant 
legislation. 

EIL 
B 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

2.8.4.2 C nager 

2.9.4.1 Marketing 1. Provide training on the various legislative 
obligations 

EIL 
C 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

2.10.4.1 

 

 mpany 
legislation for each EIL business group. 

EIL 

B Regulatory Manager 

2.11.4.1 

Business 
Resilience 

1. Develop a Business Resilience plan that is 
in compliance with the civil defence and 

A 
Corporate  Service 
Mgr  

 
EIL 

 . 

NL 

2.13.4.1 

Legal 
Statutory 
Rights & 
Breach 

1. Develop a legislative compliance 
document for electricity related legislation 

EIL, ENL 

B 
GM Network 
Operations 

     

EIL Health & Safety Identifica  H&S REVIEW) 

Information 

Busine
Information 5. Develop processes to back up electronic 

information 

EIL, 

Mgr  

Business 
Inform (CCTV) 

1. Check that backup staff are familiar

EIL, E
Operations Manager 

Corporate  Service 

 

 

Property - 
Buildings 

Property - 
Buildings 2. Develop a building maintenance regime 

for all buildings owned by ENL and EPL 
3. Develop compliance schedules for all 
buildings that fall under the Commercial and 

 

 

 

 

2. Maintain a register of all land use rights 
and obligations. This would include 
acceptable noise and emission limits 
3. Prepare a register of sites which may be 
contamin2.7.4.3 Environmental B 

Corporate  Servi
Mgr 

 

 
Contracts 

Sales and 

2. Provide training to staff in related 
legislation 

EIL Commercial and 
Regulatory Ma

 

Company 
Formation &
Corporate 
Governance

1. Develop a legislative compliance 
document to provide assessment of 
compliance with relevant co Commercial and 

 

 

emergency management Act 2002 
1. Incorporate the management of vehicles 
used on company business into the health 
and safety system. 

EIL 

2.12.4.1

Road 
Vehicles B 

Corporate  Service 
Mgr 

2.12.4.2

Road 
Vehicles 

2. Ensure procedures exist to regularly 
check maintenance and roadworthiness of 
vehicles used on company business

EIL, E

B 
Corporate  Service 
Mgr  

 
  

tion & Analysis Report  November 2004 (EIP  

 
1. Source and 

    

2.5.2.3 

 

Extended 1. Review definitions of the work place to 
B 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

urrent 
n.   

wrt 

  

Coverage of 
the HSE Act
1992 

include vehicles used on company business 

EIL 

review c
documentatio
2. Write 
procedure 
legislation & 
ENL policies 
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2.5.2.3 

Coverage of 
the HSE Act 
1992 EIL 

Corporate  Service 

e and 
ent 

documentation.   
2. Write 

wrt 

2.5.2.3 

Coverage of 
the HSE Act 
1992 
Extended 

A 
Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

 
     

actions 

2.5.2.3 

E Act 
1992 
Extended 

EIL 

C CEO,PA 

nd 
ent 

.   

procedure wrt 
legislation & 

 & 

2.5.3.3 
All Practicable 
Steps 

1. Improve education and awareness of the 
term “all practicable steps” within all facets of 
the company, i.e.. field workers design and 
port operations as well as people working in 
offices  

EIL 

C CEO,PA 

  

t 

Personnel 
 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

GM Network 
s 

w 
 
  

rt 

2.5.5.2 

Employee 
Right to 
Information 

1. Review all health and safety information 
making sure it is understandable and readily 
available to all employees 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

A 
Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

ation.   

2.5.6.3 Plant 
nts intended use, it is fit for 

use and training is provided to operators. 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

B Regulatory Manager 

d 
t 

tion.   

& 
cies 

2.5.6.3 

Hirers and 
Suppliers of 
Plant 

3. Review all port lease arrangements 
against the requirements in the Act B 

Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

2.5.7.2 
Hazardous 
Behaviour 

1. Develop hazard identification processes 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

A 
Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

nd 
rrent 

 
this 

lly 

2.5.7.2 Behaviour 
azardous behaviour on a 

“no blame” basis 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL B CEO,PA 

or 

2.5.7.2 
Hazardous 
Behaviour 

 and 
fatigue 

ENL, 
EPL 

B CEO,PA 

r 
Write 

n & 
ENL policies 3. 

Extended 2. Include in identification and management 
of hazards, any issues related to vehicles 
and work related travel B Mgr 

1. Sourc
review curr

procedure 
legislation & 
ENL policies 

3. Review the port and shipping services 
from a health and safety perspective 

EPL 

1. Report to be 
completed by
RHS.              
2. Once 
complete, list 
and work 
through 
1. Source a

Coverage of 
the HS

4. Review systems for managing volunteers, 
people on job training or in work experience 
and any loaned employees 

review curr
documentation
2. Write 

ENL policies
practicable 
suggestions  
1. Source and 
review current 
understanding 
& 
documentation. 
2. Write 
procedure wr
ENL policies & 
practicable 
suggestions  
1. Revie
current system
with ENL/EPL.  
2. Review and 
document w
legislation/acts 
etc. 2.3.4.2 

Protection
Clothing & 
Equipment 

1. Review use and provision of all protective 
clothing and equipment and training in its 
use.;  A Operation

1. Source and 
review current 
document
2. Write 
procedure wrt 
legislation & 
ENL policies 
1. Source an
review curren
documenta
2. Write 
procedure wrt Hirers and 

Suppliers of 

1. When buying or hiring plant, provide all 
necessary information to the supplier 
regarding the pla Commercial and legislation 

ENL poli

Include in 
procedure as 
per all of 6.4 
1. Source a
review cu
documentation   
2. Define 

EPL 

for behavioural events that may exist or arise 
in the work environment 
2.Have procedures for employees to report 
fatigue or other h

in terms of EIL 
as a business 
then filter 
specifica
down to EPL & 
ENL 
Source 
template fHazardous 
this  
1. Source 
template fo
this  2. 
procedure wrt 
legislatio

4.Provide training for staff in the areas of 
wellness, balancing work and non-work 
activities, and in the areas of stress

EIL, 
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Source 
workshop 

2.5.7.2 
Hazardous 
Behaviour  extended working hours .3 

2.5.8.2 
Stress as a 
Harm 

1. Develop procedures for identifying Eil 

B 

. Write 

Stress as a procedure as 

.5.9.3 nd Reporting 

with self-employed 
ontractors to ensure they understand their 

y the principal of any 
ccidents (or near misses) that may occur 

rolled site. 
SH if any 

IL, ENL, 
EPL 

egulatory Manager 

eview EIL 
rocess & 
andards and 

 contractors 

2.5.9.3 

Accident 
Recording 

rting 

ster to 
n 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

B CEO,PA 

 what is 
work 

contractors to 
heir 

 and 

against that of 
the EIL 

d and 
ffer 

where 
necessary and 

2.5.10.2 

Employee's 
Right to 
Refuse Work 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

 the 

accident 
register for all 
the business       
2.create a 

s 
that of the 
EPL, ENL and 
other   

2.5.10.2 
t to 

EIL, ENL, 
EPL 

B CEO

1. Define 
 

ithin 

identification 
process       2. 
Ensure fit 

& 

2.5.11.2 
Employee 
Participation 

 

documentation.   

2.5.13.2 

 
 

d 

1. Review as 
per above      

n    

6.Develop guidelines for managing the 
potential behavioural affects of overtime, 
callouts, and

EIL, ENL, 
EPL B CEO,PA 

Include in 
procedure as 
per all of 7
1. Source 
template for 
this  2

sources of harmful work related stress, i.e.. 
long hours, peak or exceptional workload, 
redundancy and restructuring CEO,PA 

procedure wrt 
legislation & 
ENL policies 3. 
Source 
workshop 
Include in 

2.5.8.2 Harm 
2. Develop procedures for reporting and 
managing stress 
1. Review contracts 

EIL 
B CEO,PA per all of 8.2 

2

Accident 
ecording 

when working on an Eastland cont
Also the requirement to notify OR

a

c
obligations to notif
a

serious harm incident has occurred.  

E

C 
Commercial and 
R

R
p
st
then discuss  
to

and Repo

2. Enlarge the Eastland accident regi
include all accidents that occurred o
Eastland  worksites 

Review
there and 
with 

review t
processes
documentation 

standar
process. O
assistance 

wanted. 
1. Review
current 

1.  Develop processes to identify situations 
where the work becomes significantly 
hazardous  B CEO,PA 

generic one 
that can 
encompas

Employee's 
Right to 
Refuse Work 

2. Train staff and management of the righ
refuse work if it could result in serious harm ,PA 

specific
process w
the Hazard 

within 
EIL/EPL/ENL 
training. 
1. Source and 
review current 

1. Review the employee participation system 
to ensure compliance with the intent of the
Act and gain ratification from staff on the 
preferred system  

ENL, EPL 

A CEO,PA 

2. Write 
procedure wrt 
legislation & 
ENL policies. 
3. Train  

Hazard 
Notices 

1. If health and safety representatives are
included on Eastland’s employee system
then: Provide training to management an
staff on the application hazard notices 

EIL 

A CEO,PA 

2. Include 
within 
documentatio
3. Train 
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2.5.14.3 Enforcement 
1. Review the role of MSA in EPL port and 
marine services operations  

EPL 

B 
Marine Services & 
Operations Manager 

1. Review MSA 
Legislation 
against that of 
EPL services 

 
ent 

2. Develop training for managers and staff to 
 EIL, ENL, 

C 
Commercial and 

nager 

 
ent 3. Provide training to staff and managers on EIL, ENL, 

C 
Commercial and 

nager 
steps as per 

 that 
lied following prosecution under 

NL, 

B 
and 

ger 

w 
Act/Legislation 
& obligations       

ntation    

y 

EPL B 

     

Insurance R t for e)

2.5.15.2
Infringem
Notices 

actively engage and work with OSH
inspectors  EPL Regulatory Ma

Include in 
steps as per 
15.2 
Include in 

2.5.15.2
Infringem
Notices the various enforcement tools EPL Regulatory Ma 15.2 

1. Revie

2.5.16.2 Prosecutions 

1. Inform staff of the level of penalties
could be app
the Act  
1. Review all insurances to check that the
remain lawful and 

EIL, E
EPL 

Commercial 
Regulatory Mana

Corporate  Service 

2.Include in 
docume
3. Present 

2.5.18.2 Insurance 
 

ensure they cover legal 
costs and reparations  
 

EIL, ENL, 

Mgr 
 

 
    

 

 ENL February 2005  (Insuranc

 

eview Repor  

      

3.4.1.0 Insurance ENL 
ations 

3.4.2.0 
 

r  
 

EIL 
e Contract 

NL Works 

4. Develop a system whereby all new 
contractors, prior to commencing work with 

confirmation that they have the 
surances and that the insurers 

accept ENL requirements. This step could 

ENL 

GM Network 

Works 
Contract 

tractors on a regular basis (at 
 submit an Insurance 

y the insurers confirming 
olicies are in place and meet the 

he contract conditions. 
Proforma schedules are available to assist in 

ENL 

B 
GM Network 
Operations 

Works 
Contract 

3.4.6 ENL 
GM Network 
Operations 

Works 
Contract 

4.1 Contractual Minor Works 
s 

tractors 
 Develop a system whereby all new 

contractors prior to commencing work with 
NL submit confirmation they have the 
ceptable insurances and that the insurers 

rements.  This step could 

ENL 

GM Network 

Minor Works 
Contractors 
and 

tractors 

 by the insurers confirming 
that the policies are in place and meet the 
requirements of the contract conditions. 
Proforma schedules are available to assist in 

ENL 

C 
GM Network 
Operations 

Minor Works 
Contractors 
and 
Subcontractors 

 
1. Review ENL decision to insure the 
Contract Works, Extended Works and 
Materials 

Financial - 

C 
GM Network 
Oper

Works 
Contract 

Legal - 
Contractual 

2. Have an insurance expert review the 
conditions of contract to ensure consistency
across the condition of contract in particula
the possible conflict between clauses 8.3.1
and 8.5.1 
3. Revise the condition of

B 
Corporate  Servic
Mgr 

Works 

3.4.3.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

 contracts to 
require the contractor to be responsible for 
any loss below the deductible (contract 
works insurance) IE: the first $20,000 of 
each and every claim. 

EIL, E

A 
Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

Contract 

3.4.4.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

ENL, submit 
acceptable in

form part of their pre-qualification process.  A Operations 
5. Develop a management system where all 
incumbent con
least annually)

3.4.5.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

Certificate signed b
that the p
requirements of t

the verification.  

.0 Legal - 
Contractual insurances as specified in the contract 

conditions for the current term of the 

6. Request the contractor confirm that they 
have the required motor vehicle and plant 

contract. C 

4. .0 Legal - would specify ENL insurance requirements 
both the maximum insurance levels and ENL 

1. Develop a set of simple conditions for 
minor works order type contracts.  These 

deductibles ie: where the contractor is 
responsible for the first $20K for jobs greater 
than $20,000 and $5,000 for all other jobs. B 

GM Network 
Operations 

Contractor
and 
Subcon

2. 

4.4.2.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

E
ac
accept ENL requi
be form part of their pre-qualification process B Operations Subcon

4.4.3.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

3. Develop a management system where all 
incumbent contractors on a regular basis (at 
least annually) submit an Insurance 
Certificate signed
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the verification.  

4.4.4.0 Legal - 4. Request the contractors confirm that they ENL Contractual have current motor vehicles and plant GM Network 

Minor Works 
Contractors 
and 

ractors 

 
B 

GM Network 
Operations 

Supplier of 
Goods 

2. Request that the wholesalers confirm what 

C Operations 
 of 

Goods 
Legal - 

ants 

current year ie: motor vehicle third party. C Regulatory Manager Consultants 
Legal - 1. Develop a service level agreement with 

re contractors 
ENL 

C 
Corporate  Service 
Mgr 

Arboriculture 
Contractors 

Contractual place for the current year ie: motor vehicle 
and plant insurances. C 

Corporate  Service 
Mgr 

Arboriculture 
Contractors 

.4.1.0 Legal - 
 

1. Have an insurance expert provide 
guidance on what minimum coverage ENL 
should expect from helicopter operators. 

EIL 
B 

Corporate  Service 
Mgr 

Helicopter 
Operators 

8.4.2.0 ter 

9.2.1.0 Legal - of goods require the supplier to be 
pply 
 

 
 
7.2 E
 
The 
priori
 
The p
 

• 
•  risk issues are eliminated or controlled. 
• Potential solutions/actions are developed. 
• 
• 
• re then applied to cost benefit analysis in project viability tests. 

 
This 
seve
  
Gen
 
ENL 
servi
purch
 

insurances. C Operations Subcont

5.4.1.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

1. Develop a service level agreement with 
the wholesalers. 

ENL

5.4.2.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

other insurances they have in place for the 
current year ie: motor vehicle and plant 
insurances. 

ENL GM Network Supplier

6.4.1.0 Contractual 
1. Develop a service level agreement with  
designconsultants 

EIL, ENL 
B 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

Design 
Consult

6.4.2.0 Legal - 
Contractual 

2. Request the consultants confirm what 
other insurances they have in place for the EIL Commercial and Design 

7.4.1.0 Contractual these arboricultu

7.4.2.0 Legal - 
2. Request the arboriculture contractors 
confirm what other insurances they have in ENL 

8 Contractual

Legal - 
Contractual 

2. Develop with these operators a service 
level agreement which specifies the 
insurance requirements. 

EIL, ENL 
B 

Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

Helicop
Operators 

1. Ensure that all major contracts for supply 

Contractual responsible for care and insurance of goods 
until unloading and hand over to ENL 

ENL 

B 
Commercial and 
Regulatory Manager 

Major Su
Contracts

NL Risk Management 

risk management process as it applies to ENL is intended to assess exposure and 
tise mitigating actions.    

rocess is as follows: 

Risk issues are identified and recorded. 
Minor

Actions are assessed against outcomes or success factors. 
Actions are ranked on the basis of weighted performance against outcomes. 
Results a

approach overcomes difficulties in trying to quantify risk via assessment of frequency, 
rity and impact.   

eral Policies 

at all times endeavours to purchase and provide secure risk managed products and 
ces at the least cost and at the same time if possible secure long term contracts for 
ases, services and sales. 
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Only 
name and specified limits shall be maintained for such authorisations.   
 
ENL 
 
ENL 
trans
 
The R
yearl
 
Annu
have
 
 
Risk
ENL uses the following tactics to manage risk: under the following categories; 
 
 
 
Busi

es from ENL. In addition to growth projects ENL have 
rovide assistance to local businesses.  

formation systems – IT procedures are in place to provide 100% redundancy and 
systems used. Spares are maintained for critical equipment items. 

ained. Use of 

nd identification of ENL representatives 
are in place and are externally reviewed. 
 

authorised Contractors and Personnel may transact business in the Company’s 

is only to purchase or sell product or services in line with its business expertise 

will only undertake transactions with approved contractors and suppliers. Such 
actions shall be maintained within specified limits. 

isk Management Policy and related procedures and systems are to be reviewed 2 
y by an independent party. 

al internal reviews of risk management documentation are undertaken to ensure risks 
 been assessed correctly and that actions to reduce risks are identified and reviewed.   

 Categories 

ness Risk 
Land Use – Legal agreements and Easements are maintained for all sites considered 
strategic or land use/access that is vulnerable to dispute. 
 
Customer closure – Regular communication is maintained will all significant 
ustomers receiving line servicc

in place policies to p
Documentation – Quality system procedures are in place for storage /duplication of 
critical documentation. A majority of the critical documentation is backed up via the 
computer systems used to generate the documents. Risk of total loss is controlled by 
use of multiple storage locations throughout the region. 
 
In
backup for all 
Testing of procedures and auditing of their effectiveness is undertaken on a regular 
basis. 
 
Competition - Assessments of these risks are undertaken annually as part of ENL’s 
strategic planning process. As issues arise they are discussed at monthly Board 
meetings. 
 
Communications – Alternative communications systems are maint

service providers is duplicated by ENL’s own communications network. external 
(Refer section 8A.14) 
ENL maintains the ability to Relay business communications via Third parties based 
outside of the Gisborne and Wairoa regions. 
 
Security- Security provisions are maintained at all strategic sites. Long-term contracts 
are in place with security providers. Security systems are tested annually. Quality 
system procedures for financial authorities a
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Confidentially- Policies and Quality system procedures are in place to control the 

. 

 training and refreshers are 

 required to control 
associated risks. Maintenance and inspection activities (refer section 8) documented 

addition to condition assessment information target identification of 
. Targets for elimination of the risks associated 

Emergency Response 
emergency preparedness plan which provides procedures and 

Disas

vents considered in the assessments include Flooding, Earthquake, Tsunami, War, 
evere Storms and Bush Fire  

 
iscretionary trust set up to provide 

/or 
imilar related natural events including weather related events such as Snow and 

 

associated risks. 
 
Legal Compliance/Statutory liability. - Quality system procedures and 6 monthly 
check lists are used to ensure all obligations are met on time and to ensure issues 
are identified and resolved. Issues are reviewed at 6 monthly board meetings and 
external parties are used for procedural reviews
 
Project Management and Professional Liability- Regular
carried out. Insurance policies and registrations with professional bodies are kept up 
to date. Contracts with service providers define provisions

in this plan, in 
hazards and non-compliance issues
with the hazards and compliance issues are also documented for each asset 
category in section 8 of this plan. 
 
Financial-Contracts with retailers define liability and performance penalties. Contracts 
with suppliers include requirements for insurance and protection of works. 
 
Health and Safety-Quality system policies, procedures and 6 monthly refresher 
training are in place. These procedures include Hazard identification and control, 
Contractor authorisation, Incident reporting and standards for conduct. Self-auditing 
and Independent auditing requirements are included in contractual arrangements and 
Network authorisations 
 

ENL maintains an 
contact lists for Explosion, Fire, Disease, Accident/injury/death incidents and 
environmental accidents, that may be associated with operation of its main office 
facilities, Network facilities / Assets and incidents involving contractors to the 
company. 
 
ter Recovery 

Policies plans and readily accessible documentation is maintained to maximise the 
effectiveness of ENL’s effort in overcoming Disaster events. Financial arrangements 
and insurance policies are in place to control the associated financial impacts 
resulting from events of this nature. The network is covered by catastrophe 
insurance. Annual budgeting includes a contingency sum for storm and large 
unplanned events. 
E
Landslips, Drought, Volcanic Eruption, S

 
ENL is a member of NetworkPool, a mutual d
protection for the distribution assets of Electricity Networks Associations members. 
The trust provides for Physical loss or damage to Network assets arising from 
Earthquake, Volcanic Eruption, Cyclone, Tsunami, Storm, Tempest Flood and
s
Ice. 
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Electricity Supply 
Loss of Bulk supply- Transpower does not include N-1 level security within 
contractual arrangements at the Gisborne and Wairoa Grid exit points. Hence there is 
no ability to negotiate cost penalties for loss of supply as was experienced in 
2001/2002 and 2003. The purchase of six 1MW diesel generators in 2003, when 
combined with the Waihi hydro scheme has provided ENL with demand Generation 
capability up to 20% of the maximum demand. 
Liability for loss of supply or fluctuations- Contractual arrangements and insurance 
policies are in place to control the associated outcomes. 
Revenue Protection- Procedures are in place to work with Energy retailers where 
necessary to continually monitor identify and eliminate issues.  

 
Electricity Outages 

Breakdown and Equipment failure:  
Network Design and material standards are used to control the quality and suitability 
of product used. Procedures for documentation of asset \ equipment failure are in 
place. Suitability of new product and product used is the responsibility of the Asset 
Manager and is under continual review. Significant risks identified are included for 
each asset category in section 8 of this plan. Asset based solutions and standards 
detailed specifically for each asset. Strategic spares of critical items with long delivery 
times are held by ENL including 50kV/11kV transformers 50kV switchgear/line 
hardware, Protection/SCADA and communications equipment. Equipment that can 
be relocated to cover failure of strategic items has also been identified. Generally this 
includes 50/11kV transformers, and down stream 11kV switchgear and protection 
equipment that can be used to replace failure of primary feeder circuit breakers and 
protection. 
 
Supply restoration: 
Contracts provide for minimum resourcing, backup resourcing, and response 
practices. Response Plans include pre-prepared switching and contingency plans for 
all sub-transmission and critical equipment. Product suppliers are monitored and 
audited to ensure specified minimum levels of product spares and replacements are 
maintained in the region. Procedures and documentation are maintained to ensure 
product can be sourced from outside the region in a timely manner to cater for 
catastrophic events. Re-locatable diesel generation is available as a substitute for 
normal distribution supply. Procedures are in place for review of outages to identify 
issues where security standards are not maintained in terms of redundant capacity, 
alternative supply options and restoration times. Corrective actions are incorporated 
into contractual arrangements design standards and asset management plans as 
appropriate to control the risks. 
 
Access / specialised equipment issues: 
Procedures and arrangements to ensure 24 hour access to specialised equipment 
are maintained and verified on an annual basis. 
Competency and capabilities in Helicopter transportation and line reconstruction 
techniques are maintained to ensure risks associated with road access are controlled 
via alternative means. This is particularly important in remote areas of the region. 
 

The results for identified risk issues directly relating to asset management risk 
assessments and action plan priorities are presented in Section 6.2.   Specific risk issues, 
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contingencies and actions are identified for each asset category in Section 8.0 of this 
AMP.     
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8.0 LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 

anage and operate the 

istinguish 
et e

 
Ea  with background information provided on 
phy tion and age profiles, valuation, and 
his ic used as the basis for decisions on optimized 
ren n, routine maintenance and disposal.    

 

 its necessity, continuing through design, investment, 
peration and maintenance, and concluding with replacement and/or disposal.  Life cycle 

asset management encompasses the policies and practices applied during all phases of an 
assets life to ensure the sustainable delivery of a power supply in the most efficient manner.  
Standards and requirements may change during the life of an asset. 
 
The physical life of an asset is the time an asset will deliver the service level it was designed 
to.  Its life expectation will fit a predictable distribution that only changes if design conditions 
and assumptions change. 
 
Economic life is dependent on an asset remaining “fit for purpose”.  Over its physical life an 
asset may become obsolescent, the revenue it generates may decline due to a drop in 
demand, standards may increase beyond its ability to deliver, changing practice may alter the 
economics of increased maintenance versus replacement.  These factors may reduce the 
economic life relative to physical life. 

nsider when an assets life has finished because 
placement was occurring through growth demands.  Installation of new asset is now low 

y analysing the age profile of assets their life expectancy and the characteristics of their 

• the end of economic life, and 

 
ife cycle management plans outline exactly what is planned to mL

assets at the target levels of service while optimizing lifecycle costs.  This section includes 
detailed capital and maintenance action plans, presented separately to clearly d
b we n the expenditure and actions related to each. 

ch asset category is presented separately
sical parameters, capacity and performance, condi

tor al treatment.   This data is 
ewal/replacement, new acquisitions or augmentatio

 
Alternatives and options available are discussed throughout the individual asset plans. 

8.1 The Asset Life Cycle
 
An assets life cycle starts with planning
o

8.2 Age Profiles 
 
Historically there has been little need to co
re
and so the installed asset base is ageing.  As this happens, performance decreases and 
costs increase to a point where it is no longer economic to continue maintaining assets. 
 
B
failure can be determined. 
 
This Plan uses age profile where possible to predict: 
 

• the ageing characteristics of assets 
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• the amount to be targeted for replacement and maintenance. 
 
The ODV has been used to provide a default life where age profile data is inadequate due to 
short installation period, small population, or insufficient age history. 
 
Assets should be replaced at a time that best satisfies the following considerations: 

ile due to installation patterns, i.e. don't want growth patterns from the past driving 

onsider a typical age profile (Fig 8.1): 

 
The cu

at w  stable 
no

 
he s ently being experienced.  
u

occ
 
The p
entre rves may show a number 
f pea .  there is a low attrition due to asset ageing i.e. most of the 

installed quantity is new asset.  In this period there is minimal requirement to maintain the 
asset. 
 

 
• Before increasing maintenance costs become excessive. 
• Before reliability becomes unacceptable. 
• To take advantage of technology improvements. 
• To improve operational efficiency. 
• To provide added value services to customers. 

 
The rate at which assets are replaced should aim to smooth expenditure peaks that arise in 
the age prof
today's investment decisions. 
 
C
 

Age Profile

0
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Q
ua

nt
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st
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d 
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nn
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Age in Years

rve shown has been smoothed out for normal annual variances in installed quantity 
ould be seen on actual age profiles.  Most profiles where the history is long andth

e ugh show this trend in their age profile. 

tart of the curve represents the low installation period currT
D ring this period minimal replacements or new installation has occurred.  Installation is not 

urring because of growth or because of asset age. 

eriod during which most of the existing asset was installed is represented by the flat 
 section. It is flat only where growth is constant and actual cuc

o ks   During this period
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At som nd the age profile shows a roll off in 
stalled quantity.  An increasing amount of asset requires repair or renewal. During this 

per
represents the effectiveness of maintenance in extending asset life and also how consistently 
r predictably an asset fails.  The quantity reduces, as asset has to be replaced i.e. as it 

reaches the end of its economic life. 

he roll-off then flattens off to a residual quantity of installed asset.  This quantity represents 

antity should gradually reduce, as the need for maintenance must 

3. The rate of failure is determined from the survival curve.  A binomial distribution can be 

 
heavy maintenance, with replacement quantities discounted. 

he following factors: 

e point the survival rate of the asset drops a
in

iod reliability falls and maintenance levels rise.  The duration of this roll-off period 

o

 
T
asset that has had its life extended well beyond normal expectations because of some history 
of major maintenance or reconstruction beyond that required to keep the asset operational.  
Where maintenance has occurred in the otherwise maintenance free period the life is 
extended.  The relatively minor quantity of asset remaining as a result of this work indicates 
that this is an inefficient maintenance method.  Using a condition driven maintenance 
rogramme this residual qup

be proven. 

8.3 Renewal Decision Making 
 
The following process is applied: 
 

1. From asset data a population age profile is produced. 
 

2. The age profile is normalised and smoothed.  The survival curve is then fitted to the 
age profile.  This creates a model of the assets physical life cycle.  If no age data is 
available then an industry-derived model is assumed.  ODV life is applied as the 
default.  During normalisation, curve fitting currently applies engineering judgement 
and specific company and asset knowledge and not standard numerical methods. 

 

applied to determine the probabilities of early or late failure in service. 
 

4. This distribution can then be applied to each year’s population installed in a given year, 
to develop a probability density function for the entire population.  Hence the number of 
expected failures can be predicted in any one year.  This level of accuracy is only 
required when a population is approaching its asset life or into its failure period. 

 
5. Assessment of residual surviving assets can be used to determine the effectiveness of

 
6. Replacement can be spread and costs smoothed by determining which assets are 

critical and require early replacement, and which are not critical and can risk in-service 
failure.  Assessment of criticality requires judgement of the level of risk associated with 
failure of an asset in service, including t

 
• Duration of outage 
• Cost of damage repair 
• Economic impact on affected consumers 
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• Secondary effects, e.g. loss of other utilities 
 

7. Replacement quantities are adjusted to address issues of economics, compliance, 
growth, and management tactics. 

 

8.4 Capital Replacement vs. Maintenance – An Example 
 
The following discussion uses 11kV pole line data as an example of the process used to 
determine the point at which it is more economic to undertake capital replacement of assets 
than to continue with a regime of continuous replacement via heavy maintenance.  11kV lines 
represent the bulk of ENL’s assets and therefore their replacement dominates capital 
expenditure programmes.   
 
The two main components to power lines are poles and conductor.  Poles represent 60% of 

f failure.  Distortions have to be 

 new line has very few failures for the first 30 years of service.  After 40 years a sharp knee 
is seen with failure rapidly increasing.  Eventually the level of replacement has reached the 
point where sufficient new poles are in the population to see a decline in the failure rate.  
However a second cycle of failure starts as poles replaced early begin to fail.  Their 
distribution of failure is more spread out, smoothing the curve.  After several cycles, 
replacement is required at a virtually constant rate. 
 
Once the failure rate is determined the cost of maintaining poles can be calculated using data 
that reflects actual costs of current maintenance practices.  ENL's maintenance programme 
starts with condition assessment.  New poles do not require inspection at the same frequency 
as older poles.  The incidence of minor defect repairs e.g. crossarms, follows the inspection 
programmes that identify the defects.  Once poles are condemned they can be repaired, 
replaced or left to fail and then replaced in fault conditions.  Actual figures indicate that our 5 
year average is a 34% planned replacement rate and 8% repair.  Planned replacement is 
more cost effective than unplanned and repair is only undertaken if pole condition warrants it. 
 
Conductor cannot be repaired.  Once it reaches a certain condition it has to be replaced.  The 
life of conductor is approximately 65 years with a range of 50 - 75 years.  Adding these costs, 
a total maintenance curve can be derived and this is shown Fig 8.2.  The curve has a sharp 
knee at 40 years where costs start to climb rapidly.  After two life cycles this high expenditure 
is being sustained at an almost constant rate. 
 
If the 40-year knee is used as the optimum point for capital replacement a stepped curve is 
reated.  This curve is only marginally lower cost, (but still worthwhile) on an annual basis, 
ompared to much smoother maintenance expenditure, when the present value of funding the 

the capital cost of a new line.  Poles can be repaired and maintained but have a service life of 
typically 50 years.  Their failure rate is centred around 50 years and has a bell shaped 
distribution extending approximately 10 years either side.  Maintenance skews the distribution 
towards longer life.  Most assets follow this pattern.  The age profile is used to determine the 
mid-point, the range either side, and the probability o
normalised to remove variance in installation programmes, maintenance regimes, design, etc. 
 
A

c
c
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large capital steps is factored in.  The big difference is that at the point where the same level 
of expenditure has been spent on maintenance, only 75% of the line has been renewed, 

years old under the capital regime.  An additional curve is shown to 
 of effect that replacement with cheaper single-phase design might 

ved by, maximising the benefit that can be gained from the fact 
at conductor lasts 20 years longer than poles on average.  The knee for conductor 
placement occurs at 60 years.  At 60 years 20% of poles can be expected to have survived.  

herefore this curve assumes 80% of the worst poles are replaced at 40 years and the 
maining 20% are replaced at 60 years when the conductor is renewed.  The resulting curve 

as much more readily managed capital steps and results in an average gradient much lower 
an the maintenance curve.  Therefore this is the best option. 

NL's oldest lines tend to be in uneconomic areas.  Replacement affords the opportunity to 
apply alternative low cost solutions possible for these areas.  Therefore cost savings are 
enhanced, as we are not trying to perpetuate an uneconomic solution.  This is better in the 
long run for ENL, our customers, and the local economy. 
 
A similar process can be applied to other assets to derive their targets. 
 

where as it is all 15 
emonstrate the typed

realise.  Other considerations are size and efficiency of the organisation needed to 
administrate a maintenance approach compared to the significantly smaller organisation 
required to let replacement contracts and operate a network too new to fault. 
 

he fourth curve has been deriT
th
re
T
re
h
th
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.0A CAPITAL  

he capital section of the life-cycle management plan presents the background data and 
al, replacement and augmentation in response to asset aging, growth, 

liability, performance, compliance and quality issues.   Non-asset solutions are also 

8
 
T
plans for renew
re
presented where appropriate. 
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8.A.1

C
 

onfig

NL has no underground asset at this voltage.  Rural areas are predominantly wooden pole 
ith preservation bandage fitted and flat construction with wooden crossarms fitted with pin 
nd post insulators.  Urban areas are predominantly concrete pole with delta construction and 

 are necessary, steel arms are standard. Rural areas use 
plementation) while urban areas use Cockroach conductor 

s standard (high implementation). 

ocation   

he 50kV network has several sections.   

) A single rural ring circuit from Gisborne via Hexton switching station to Puha, Ngatapa, 
Pehiri, Patutahi, Makaraka and back to Gisborne. A line was constructed between 
Hexton switching station and Makaraka in 2001 to provide for increased capacity on 
the 50kV bus at Makaraka. The section from Patutahi to Makaraka and Makaraka to 
Gisborne sub was built by PBEPB for NZED in 1950.  This has been in ENL’s 
ownership since 1958.  The section from Gisborne to Puha was constructed in 1959 
using reused insulators and conductor recovered from NZED when the new 110kV 
tower line from Tuai was commissioned. In 2003 the sections of line from Gisborne to 
Hexton and Makaraka were re-conductored with Cockroach conductor. The remainder 
of the loop was constructed between 1960 and 1972. A single spur line constructed at 
50kV and operated at 11kV tees off between the Puha and Ngatapa segment of the 
rural ring and runs to Matawai.  

i) A single 50kV spur extends up the coast from Gisborne Sub to Tolaga, Tokomaru, 
Ruatoria, and TeAraroa.  The section from Gisborne to Tokomaru was constructed in 
1955 by NZED.  Ownership was then transferred to ENL when the 110kV NZED line to 
Tokomaru was constructed between 1978-1980.  The line from Tokomaru to Ruatoria 
was constructed in 1964 and on to TeAraroa in 1971. 

ii) Lines to the urban Kaiti, Parkinson and Carnarvon Zone substations were built from 
1971-1987.  Kaiti and Carnarvon are fed via spurs from Gisborne Sub.  Carnarvon 
Street has a second 50kV supply via a Tee connection to Parkinson Street which is 
operated as an open ring.  Parkinson Street line connects to Makaraka. The line 
between Makaraka and Matawhero was constructed in 2000.  The line between Kaiti 
and the Port was added in 2003. 

v) The Mahia Peninsula was originally supplied at 50kV from Wairoa and was converted 
to 33kV in 2000.  This line is insulated at 33kV in sections and as such was 

 50kV Overhead Lines 
 
DES RIPTION 

uration C
 
E
w
a
no cross arms.  Where crossarms
Dog conductor as standard (low im
a
 
L
 
T
 
(i

 
(i

 
(i

 
(i
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Tuai 
110kV

2.5

1.5

1.5

Transpower 
Wairoa 

Blacks 

Tahaenui 

Kiwi 

Waihi 

11kV

Future 
Existing 

11kV 

6.6kV 
50kV 

33kV

Mahia

6.5 

experiencing poor reliability up until 2000.  This line has Chevron construction.  The 
line length is 35.4km and a majority of the poles are wood. 

 
(v) The Waihi generation scheme injects into the Wairoa network via a 50kV line to Kiwi 

substation.  Poles are shared with Network 11kV under-built circuit in parts.  The length 
of line is 32km and a majority of the poles are concrete. 

 
 
 
 
 
Single Line Schematic (Wairoa) 
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Single Line Schematic (Gisborne) 
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Popula
Steady
Start o
Failure  4 years 

LIFE ASSESSMENT 
 
ODV Standard Life  (Wood/Concrete)  45/60 years 

tion Size 2262 poles – 328km line 
 state replacement rate  46 poles - 5km line 
f failure period 44 years 
 period 
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Average residual quantity  10 poles 
e 

 

Targeted replacement rate 40 poles - 0km lin
Rate of growth additions 20 poles - 3km line 

Age Profile 50kV Line
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Age Profile Subtransmission Poles
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ge Profile Comments 

 is s of condition however Growth and 
s. P es ar well into their age 

lation 
and, explaining the les

spread installation profile. 

A
 
 Conductor  lasting longer than poles in term

Security triggers have prompted conductor size increase ol e 
replacement period while conductor is predominantly showing the initial instal
pattern.  Note some conductor is second h s smooth and more 
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 Poles in replacement zone are wooden. 
 Critical asset demands replacement before the in service failure rate becomes high. 

replacement rate for poles from 1988 indicates age replacement cycle already in 
progress. 

PLACEMENT PROGRAMME 

sessment, an entire section of line will be 
placed as capital renewal if the total required maintenance expenditure exceeds 20% of the 

 asset, i.e. for 50kV lines at $70,000/km the ceiling for maintenance expenditure is 
14,000/km.  This will include conductor renewal if existing conductor has less than 5 years 

ummary of Actions 

 Replace 40 poles per year steady state.  $200,000 from 2005/2006. 
ement for conductor assumes 75 year life hence no planned replacement is 

currently un or re
and security undertakings. 

 
 
 
G
 
Constraints and Triggers 
 
E dard 50kV line truction in urban areas uses Cockroach conductor giving a 
apacity of 30MW.  The need for 50kV lines is driven by substation size and location.  

provisions are co-ordinated at 50kV line, substation, and 11kV inter-
onnection. 

orecast upgrades are derived in the Security Review and Network Development Plan 
ections. 

ummary of Actions 

ear             Action  

 

 The 

 The high growth period between 2003 and 2005 is associated with urban 
reinforcement. 

 
PLANNED RE
 
Replacement Criteria 
 
In addition to the criteria identified by condition as
re
cost of new
$
remaining life. 
 
S
 

 Age replac
dertaken. Conduct placement undertaken currently is linked to growth 

ROWTH 

NL’s stan cons
c
Capacity and security 
c
 
Forecasts 
 
F
s
 
S
 
Y
2004/2005  Port-Carnarvon 50kV (in progress) 
2004/2005            Parkinson-Matawhero 50kV (in progress)   
2006/2007            33kV extension to Mahia       
Pricing incorporated in network development plan      
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RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
Standard 
 
The standard to be targeted is nil failures due to pole, conductor and hardware failure that can 

 prevented through active management.   

g outages therefore 
ore intense management of condition is justified. 

refore replacement programs should aim to renew 
sset before failure in service. 

be
 
Justification 
 
The sub transmission system forms the backbone of the network and determines the 
underlying level of performance.  Very large numbers are affected durin
m
 
Criticality 
 
This asset is critical to reliability and the
a
 
Gap Analysis 
 
COMPONENT ACHIEVED ACTUAL REQUIRED 

REPLACEMENT 
RATE 

FAILURES 
P.A 

REPLACEMENT 
RATE 

Poles 40 0 40 
Conductor  - 0 0 
Binder  5 0 106 
Insulators 30 5 30 
Crossarms 5 3 5 
Trees na 2 na 
Animals na 2 na 
Vehicles na 1 na 

 
Summary of Actions 

ue to criticality of this asset any known defects are to be dealt with within a year.  If 
sing, then the 

lanned replacement rate will be increased. 

ERFORMANCE ISSUES 

omponent Failures 

ied corrosion or strength issues 
amage has been identified during inspections.  Conductor and 

 A test instrument is used to 
ion of binders.   

 
D
components are still failing in service, or the backlog of defects is increa
p
 
 
P
 
C
 
Despite some conductor being very old, there are no identif
predicted.  Some vibration d
bindings are repaired and vibration clamps are fitted as identified. 
confirm presence of vibration, which is initially picked up by visual inspect
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Glazing is failing on OB insulations.  This is believed to be the result of age, agricultural 
hemical and sun damage.  It results in TV interference complaints, which we are obligated to 

cceptable time frame.  This is more expensive than a co-ordinating replacement 
ith other planned work. Discharge detection cameras are also used to identify problem sites 

old.  These insulators were received in 1960, 2  hand from NZED.  Industry 
xperience indicates that we cannot expect much life out of insulators and we should plan for 

ement over the next 15 years 

 the Mahia Line were discovered to have severe wearing 
n the top hook (40% worn through) in 2001.  They had also been stressed through incorrect 

e (corrected in 2000).  A majority of these insulators were replaced between 
001 and 2003. The Mahia line has no armour rods fitted to protect the conductor which may  

hen Neutral-earthing Resistors are added at the Gisborne 110/50kV supply point, refer 
kV insulator coordination will need to be reviewed as NER’s will permit 

00% line to line voltage to appear on un-faulted phases during earth faults.  Old insulators 
 may not prove adequate.  The 50kV surge arrestors have been reviewed and 2 

ets require replacement to coordinate operation with NER’s. 

omponent replacement following inspection rounds is allowed for at $40,000p.a. 

ll other hardware is believed to be in adequate condition to survive the pole. 

 
$30,000 p.a. 

replacement  $30,000 p.a. 
 as identified 

. 

. 2004-2006 

c
repair in an a
w
with all 50kV lines checked 2 yearly. Approximately 5 sites p.a. are identified and corrected. 
   
There is known problem of pole fires caused by failures NGK 10 skirt insulators.  These are 
only rated at 45kV and problem is more prevalent in areas close to the coast.  It is estimated 
that approximately 500 insulators of this type are still located in the problem area.  Between 
2000 and 2003 approximately 20 insulators p.a. were replaced. No allowance is made for 
replacement until problem sites are identified. 
 
There are approximately 750 strings of blue and brown ceramic insulators that are in the 
order of 80 years nd

e
their replac
 
The above information indicates that ENL should plan for the replacement of 30-pole sets p.a.  
This work is to be co-ordinated with other defects and assessment of total structure 
replacement.  Replacement cost is approximately $2000 per set of 3. 
 
The original suspension strings on
o
operating voltag
2
shorten conductor life. Remaining problems will be addressed as identified. 
 
W
development plan, 50
1
rated at 45kV
s
 
C
 
A
 
 
 
 
Summary of Actions 

OB Insulator Replacement    
NZED 2nd hand Insulator 
Other insulator replacement  
Component replacement allowance  $40,000 p.a

$30,000 p.aSurge arrestor replacement Gisborne 50kV 
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COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 

nce issue associated with 50kV lines is pole strength.  The condition 
ssessment process identifies and forms the basis for managing poles by calculating the 

ared with initial strength can then be prioritised by assessing the 
enefit of arresting rot.  The adequacy of remaining strength compared with original design 

to account. Using design strength modelling tools, the optimum 
ethod of reinforcing deteriorated poles verses replacement can be determined. The same 

are complied with. The 

d 
amage is of a critical nature, suitable reinforcement/repair or replacement actions are 

 condition and criticality.  Refer 
ondition Assessment Standards. 

Gap Analysis 

nce outcome 
ent practice applied to achieving that outcome. 

C r repla et will adhere to following standards:  
 
• nless limited by weight for helicopter installations) 
• ss delta configura nd cross-armless angles for live line compatibility 

eparation dictates us arms, then steel arms with flat post insulator 
ction are used 

lators – no strings 

al  
 All poles to be fitted with possum guard 

Monitoring 
 
The main complia
a
safety factor in terms of remaining pole strength and required design strength.  Poles found 
with deterioration comp
b
strength is also taken in
m
tools are applied to new structures to ensure engineering standards 
secondary compliance issue relates to the ability of the pole to support its fittings securely. ie. 
Split pole heads. 
 
Standard 
 
Following inspection pole safety factors are recalculated. Where poles are found in terms of 
remaining strength verses design load, to have a safety factor less than 1 or pole hea
d
scheduled within 3 months. Actions are prioritised depending
C
 

 
0kV poles receive priority treatment; therefore no gap exists between complia5

and the managem
 
Required Outcome 
 
Nil failures. 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

tandardisation S
 

onstruction of new o cement ass

 Concrete po
ss-armle

les (u
 Cro
 If phase s

tion, a
e of cross•

constru
 Polymer strain insu•
• No LT under building 
• Avoid main highway line routes 
• Standard conductors: Cockroach – urban, Dog – rur
•
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• Line make-offs/staying approximately every 12th pole if there are no intermediate make-
offs or angles 

• or spacing and insulation to minimum 66kV standard 
 
N
 
All technology improvements relat tion of components and the application of 
computer aided design. 
 
Amenity Improvements 
 
D rm en
The no LT under building standard is intended to reduce risk and limit damage resulting from 
high to low voltage clash and induction during faults. 
 
NON-ASS IONS 
 
No planned reduction in service or divestment of asset is planned for the sub transmission 
s  core and merits total average cos  across the entire asset
 
The Matawai line will continue to operate at 11kV indefinitely. 
 
The Wairoa sub-transmission network will be rationalised to 33kV. 

8.A.2 11kV Overhead Lines and Underground Cables 
 
D ION 
 
Configuration  
 
ENL has both overhead and underground asset at this voltage.  Rural areas are 
redominantly wooden pole, flat construction with wooden crossarms and pin insulators.  

tly ssarm construction.  Cable 
etwork is concentrated in the CBD and newer subdivisions. 

 Conduct

ew Technology 

e to standardisa

elta construction with no crossa s presents b r visual amette ity.  

ET SOLUT

ystem as it is ting /customer base. 

ESCRIPT

p
Urban areas are predominan concrete pole with wooden cro
n
 
Description Length km
Overhead 3 Phase 2,362
Overhead 1 Phase 92
Underground 125
Total 2558

 
Location 
 
The 11 kV network extends from Lottin Point at the East Cape to Raupanga along the East 
coast. From Gisborne the network extends inland to the Matawai and Motu area and from 
Wairoa the Network extends to Lake Waikaremoana.  
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A summary of overhead line quantities is shown in the following tables: 
 
Location Terrain  Total Length km 
Within 75km of Gisborne Normal Terrain 859 
Within 75km of Gisborne Rugged Terrain 586 
Within 75km of Gisborne Road Side 471 
Remote Normal Terrain 216 
Remote Rugged Terrain 232 
Remote Road Side 87 
   
Zone Substation Breakdown Average Span Length m Total Length km 
- TeAraroa 
- Ruatoria 
- Tokomaru Bay 
- Tolaga Bay 
- Kaiti 
- Carnarvon 
- Parkinson 

102 
82 
92 
94 
71 
35 
47 

105 
96 
97 

124 
180 
174 
164 
116 
8 
12 

139 
107 
349 

- Makaraka 
- Patutahi 

69 
70 

124 
238 

- Pehiri 
- Ngatapa 
- Puha 
- Matawhero 
- Port 

59 
55 

22 
2 

- Tuai 159 116 
 - Wairoa 

- Blacks Pad 
115 
114 

439
87 

- Tahaenui 101 53 
 

Average Feeder Length 38km 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT (Lines)  
 

V Standard Life 60 years OD
Population size 2454km 

1959 - 49years 
10years 

verag  Residual Quantity  30km 
 Quantity 

ement Rate 
ns /Upgrades 

Start of failure period 
Failure period 
A e
Average Installation 40km 
Targeted Replac 20km 
Rate of Growth Additio 7km 
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Age Profile 11kV Line
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The installed 11 kV conductors consist of aluminium (22%), steel (27%) and copper (51%) 

 78% of the conductor used is copper or steel. The conductor size is typically small due to 

 The line population is older than the pole population, which is reflected in condition. 
epresents the end of the age failure period not the start.   

her importance closer to major load need to be prioritised for replacement. ie 
have replacement programs starting at 50 years. 

ely 30% of conductor is in the age failure portion of the life cycle. 
areas and planned upgrade work significantly reduces the 

ogram has uncovered a high incidence of broken conductor 
ue on light copper lines. This is also evident in the

statistics. 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT (Poles) 
  
ODV Standard Life 45/60years 
Population size                                              8604 Concrete & 18257 Wood 
Start of failure period 42years 
Failure period 10 years 
Average Residual Quantity  100 
Average Installation Quantity 600 
Targeted Replacement Rate 450 
Rate of Growth Additions/ Upgrades 50 

construction. 
  
Age Profile Comments  
 
•

lack of capacity upgrading.   
•
• The 60-year life r
• Circuits of hig

Tie feeders should 
• Approximat
• Divestment in remote 

replacement target. 
• The pole replacement pr

strands under bindings due to fatig  fault 
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Age Profile 11kV Poles 
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Age Profile Comments 
 
• Well into age replacement program (driven by compliance)
 Close to steady state replacement rates being realised from

. 
 2001. 

MENT (Cables) 

45-70 years 
125km 

50 years 
15 years 

ntity  0 

•
 

IFE ASSESSL
  

DV Standard Life O
Population size 

tart of failure period S
Failure period 

verage Residual QuaA
Average Installation Quantity 2km 
Targeted Replacement Rate 0 
Rate of Growth Additions\ Upgrades 2km 
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Age Profile  11kV Cable
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Age Profile Comments 

to sample size and relative new age of asset profile showing mostly installation 
pattern. 

NL’s own model adjusted from experience and improved data from inspection. 

LANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 

eplacement Criteria 

onductor requires replacement at a rate of 40km per annum. Currently ENL is targeting 

due to ENL’s strategy for uneconomic lines, Refer 6.5.2, underground 
placement strategies in urban areas. Total cost p.a $600,000. Areas currently targeted for 

as follows. While the primary objective is to eliminate ageing 
ement considers, past failures, general asset condition and 

 for growth and ity provision. 

 
• Due 

• Capacity upgrades sufficient to mitigate age replacement. 
 
Data Source 
 
E
 
P
 
R
 
An entire section of line will be replaced as capital renewal if the total required maintenance 
expenditure exceeds 20% of the cost of new asset, i.e. at $70,000/km the ceiling for 
maintenance expenditure is $14,000/km. This includes conductor renewal and costs reflect 
replacement of existing asset not new construction. 
 
Lines 
 
C
replacement of 20km p.a. at $30,000 per km. This difference between required and targeted 
replacement is 
re
replacement are summarised 
lines, prioritisation for age replac
the need  secur
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Location Length
Tokomaru – Ruatoria Tie 2km
Frasertown Feeder 4.5km
Raupunga Feeder 5km
Lavenham Rd Feeder 2km
Wainui Beach  1.5km
Tolaga Bay – Anarua Bay 2km
Bushmere Rd Feeder 3km
 
 
Uneconomic Rural line ement commences in 2009/2010 at approximately 20km p.a.  

 $ 600,000 p.a. 

lacement of 400 poles at $3250 ea. per year is planned until less than 10% of the 
pole population aining pole strength lower than the design load. $1,300,000.  

ment is driven by the need for capacity upgrades and new work which is identified on 
ject-by-project basis refore targeted replacement due to age is 0km. 

ultiple failures are experienced on sections of cable replacement is built into project 
rrently there ar rojects specifically in this category. 

TH 

ints and Trigg

L’s overhead net the constraint is generally driven by voltage drop.  A design 
rd of 2.0% maxi is applied to new lines and permitted to reach to 5% before 
ement is considered. Other factors such as the need for contingent capacity to meet 

needs are also idered.  Analysis is recorded the ENL Security Review, Load 
ting Model and rk Development Plan.   

 network tends to more constrained by thermal ratings.  Therefore underground 

 uses a range of conductors as shown in the 
le: 

 replac
costing
 
Poles 
 

et repTarg
wood 
p.a. 

has rem

 
Cables 
 
Replace
a pro . The
When m
work. Cu e no p
 
GROW
 
Constra ers 
 
In EN work 
standa mum 
reinforc
security 

as
cons
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systems are less tolerant of constraints. 
 

NL’s past standard of 11kV line constructionE
following tab
 
CONDUCTOR TYPES 11KV 

conduct_code Length km 
19/14 Cu 46.98 
19/16 Cu 39.29 
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CONDUCTOR TYPES 11KV 
conduct_code Length km 

19/17 Cu 9.57 
19/18 Cu 2.76 
3/12 Cu 2.21 
3/12 St 245.60 
3/128 Cu 13.28 
7/.093 Cu 33.51 
7/.118 Al 1.74 
7/.118 Cu 37.11 
7/12 Cu 0.70 
7/14 Cu 565.91 
7/14 St 2.62 
7/16 Cu 446.31 
7/16 St 378.29 
Cockroach 0.13 
Dog 78.45 
Ferret 121.46 
Flounder 18.73 
Gopher 152.14 
Kutu 0.41 
Magpie 26.05 
Mink 4.38 
No 6 St 0.41 
No 8 Cu 28.78 
No 8 Fe 0.49 
No 8 St 26.96 
Rabbit 4.43 
Racoon 34.11 
Rango 55.41 
Robin 13.60 
Shrike 14.68 
Squirrel 3.17 
Swallow 3.25 
Weke 34.69 
Swan 5.39 
 
A f  load gro ene tra y v
considerations as opposed to capacity rating. 
 
Forecasts 
 
The Load Growth section of this document identifies when growth will cause loa  e
11kV capacity.  For feeders selected for duty as ti prov tingenc a
other feeders/substations there is a need to maintain spare capacity.  In ma y cases t
limited or no contingent capacity remaining.  These have also be n identified

bility o  the 11kV to accommodate wth is g rally cons ined b oltage 

d to xceed 
e feeders iding con y cap city to 

n
. 

here is 
 e
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Summary
 
L
 

 of Actions 

ines 

YEAR ACTION ESTIMATE $ 
2005/200 a ui 1.7km 51,000 6 Tamarau Feeder Sponge Bay-W in
2005/200 45,000 6 Wairere Rd 1.5km 
2005/2006 Patutahi Line alterations 1.2km 36,000 
2005/2006 Bell Rd 1km 30,000 
2006/2007 Matawhero-Muriwai feeder 4km 135,000 
2007/2008 Dalton Feeder Moana Rd Bypass 1.4km 98,000 
2008/2009 Ngatapa to Otoko Hill 8km 250,000 
2009-2011 Reinforce  Cricklewood Spur 13km 390,000 
   

 
An allowance of 2.0km p.a. at $70,000/km and 10 pole failures at $4000ea is made for 
unplanned network extension and fault replacement.  Total allowance $180,000 p.a. 
 

ables C
 
11kV Cables that need to be upgraded for growth and security within the next 10 Years are 
i o
 
ndicated bel w. 

Year Location 
Existing 
Size New Size  Length Cost 

      
2005/06 Masonic Sub Lowe St To Bright St Sub 16mm Cu 95mm Al 150 $28,500.00
2005/06 Farmers Sub Customhouse To Reads Quay 16mm Cu 95mm Al 260 $49,400.00

2005/06 Bridge) 70mm Cu 300mm Al 300 $63,000.
Reads Quay to Weigh Bridge (Gladstone Rd 

00
     $140,900.00
      
2006/07 Childers Disraeli Cnr 95mm Al 185mm Al 50 $60,500.00
2006/07 Roebuch Rd Palmerston Cnr 70mm Cu 300mm Al 50 $60,500.00
2006/07 Roebuck Rd Bridge 70mm Cu 185mm Al 350 $70,000.00
     $191,000.00
      
      
2007/08 Carnarvon Sub to Childers Rd x 2 70mm Cu 185mm Al 280x2 $112,000.00
2007/08 Stanly Rd Bridge 95mm Al 185mm Al 400 $80,000.00
2007/08 Plunket Sub to Ormond Rd (Peel St Bridge) 70mm Cu 300mm Al 320 $67,200.00
     $259,200.00
      
2008/09 City Feeder (Carnarvon-Pac'N'Sav) 70mm Cu 185mm Al 525 $105,000.00
2008/09 Kahutia St Feeder (Carnarvon-Barry) 70mm Cu 185mm Al 1100 $220,000.00
     $325,000.00
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2009/10 Reads Quay to Inland Revenue Sub 70mm Cu 300mm Al 290 $60,900.00
2009/10 Inland Revenue Sub to Plunket Sub 95mm Al 300mm Al 330 $69,300.00
     $130,200.00
      
2010/11 Weigh Bridge to Hirini St 95mm Al 300mm Al 370 $77,700.00
2010/11 Oak to Stout 70mm Cu 300mm Al 375 $78,750.00
     $156,450.00
      
2004/05 Port to R kV City ring project  300mm Al  -eads Quay in 50
2006/07 Port New Rd (External Funding)  300mm Al  -

 
 
An allowance of 1.0km p.a. @ $200,000/km is made for growth triggered routine network 
e
 
Gladstone Rd Project
 
The existing high profile line on the main arterial route for Gisborne has aged to a point where 
replacement is due. Significant redevelopment of the road has changed the loading and 
required s curity characteristics. The projected encompasses Switchgear, 11kV/LV cable 
a  line wo
 

xtension. 

 

e
lterations and rk. 

YEAR ACTION ESTIMATE $ 
2005/2006 Charmers Rd to Lytton Rd 470,000 
2006/2007 Lytton to Stanley Rd 500,000 
2007/2008 Stanley Rd to Roebuck Rd 650,000 

 
ELIABILITY AND SERVICE R

 
Standard 
 
The standard to be targeted is nil failures in economic network segments due to pole, 

re failure that can be prevented through active management.  Where 
lines can be isolated from affecting economic portions via say a 

and drives the underlying level of cost and 
  Pole condition dominates maintenance programs and the resource 

turn time < 60 min 

conductor and hardwa
aults on uneconomic f
recloser and where there is low risk to people, pole failures are expected and used to drive 
maintenance programs. 
 
Justification 
 
The 11kV network dominates ENL’s asset base 
reliability performance.
applied to managing the network. 
 
Criticality 
 
At this Voltage level the criticality is divided into three ratings. 
Urban 11kV is given a class I rating no failure 
Rural 11kV is given a class II rating failure with short re
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Uneconomic rural lines is given a class III rating failure with longer return time <6hrs.  

 mind. 

 
This asset is critical to reliability and therefore replacement programs should be structured 
with their criticality in
 
Gap Analysis 
 

Component Failures P.A 

Poles 8% 
Conductor  20% 
Binder  10% 
Insulators 10% 
Crossarms 6% 
Trees 17% 
Animals 6% 
Vehicles 9% 
Other 5% 
Cable 2% 
Lightning 3% 
Terminations 4% 

 
Defects are prioritised for remedy in accordance with their criticality and expected remaining 
life.  If components are still failing in service, or the backlog of defects is increasing, then the 
planned replacement rate needs to be increased.  Some sections of the network are 
constructed with double circuit overhead lines that are no longer necessary, but exhibit 
frequent faulting due to conductor clashing and wrapping. 
 
Analysis indicates that ENL is experiencing a reduction in pole failures due to extensive 

alvanised steel conductor on the network.  Approximately 130km is 
point where regular breakages are occurring.  This conductor requires 
 next 10 years. 

0% of this will be 
llocated to Galvanised steel conductor replacement. 

replacement work in 2001. However conductor and crossarm failures are increasing. This is 
addressed in the replacement program. 
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Replace double circuit with larger conductor from Tokomaru to Ruatoria. As per replacement 
program. 
  
PERFORMANCE ISSUES  
 
Component Failures 
 
There is 661km of g
rusting badly to the 
replacement over the
 
The replacement program assumes 20km/year for all conductor. Around 5
a
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From 2013 conductor replacement will increase from 20km p.a. to 40km at $1,2000,000 p.a. 

 align with steady state replacement targets and allow for the peak of the age profile 

 investigation is more than 2 breaks in 3 years on a 5km or 
ss section of line.   

idney insulators and strings of discs are known to be susceptible to noise creation.  These 

and comparing this value with the necessary design loading. 
e  which include an assessment 

  Using the modelling tools, the optimum 
 determined, and the same tools can be applied to new 

complied with. 

Standards and associated actions are documented in the maintenance plan.  Poles identified 
as requiring an inspection will be inspected within 6 months.   
 
Poles proven by inspection to have a remaining strength lower than the required design load 
will be analysed to determine reinforcement or repair action within 3 months.   
Poles with inadequate Safety Factors will be reduced to less than 10% of the remaining wood 
pole population by the end of each inspection cycle. 
 
Gap Analysis 
 
There is a significant population of low strength poles requiring close management to 
maintain compliance. 
 
Required Outcome 
 
400 poles are planned for replacement each year. These are prioritised on: 
 
• Safety factor 

to
installation pattern. 
 
The trigger point for reconductoring
le
 
K
are to be replaced with polymer strains as opportunity presents itself. 
 
Schedule of Actions 
 
 
As per replacement program 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
Monitoring 
 
The main compliance issue associated with 11kV lines is pole strength.  The condition 
assessment process identifies and forms the basis for managing poles by calculating 
remaining strength of the pole 
Th  resulting safety factor can then be used to prioritise actions
made on the benefit of arresting rot or replacement.
method of reinforcing poles can be
structures to prove engineering standards are 
 
Standard 
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• Age 
• Location risk 
 
A number of these poles will be coordinated with planed conductor replacement progects. 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Standardisation 
 
Construction of new or replacement asset will adhere to following standards: - 
 
• Concrete poles (hard wood poles where load/strength characteristics cannot be matched) 
• Crossarms mounted 200mm below top of pole 
• Longer crossarms (2.4m ) for live line friendly spacing 
• Polymer strain insulators – no strings or kidney 
• Line routes to adhere to road reserve where possible 
• Standard conductors - Dog – Urban and Rural ties 
• Insulators to minimum 15kV standard and for coastal areas 25kV 
• Insulators fitted 100mm in from crossarm ends 
• All poles to be fitted with possum guard, and pole cap if wooden 
• Hardwood strain pole required every 2km in straight prop pole sections of line (to break 

cascade failures) 
 
• Angle poles to be armless for live line capability. 
• Mid span jumpers not permitted 
• No stub poles to be used for stay anchors 
 
Cable Standards 
 
• No pitch terminations to be reinstated if any work undertaken 
• Terminations on poles to be protected with surge diverters 
• Standard cable sizes: 300mm 185mm 95mm AL ,16mm CU 
• No cable to cable T connections 
 
New Technology 
 
All technology improvements relate to components standardised on. 
 
Amenity Improvements 
 
Visual amenity will be improved by cleaning structures down of equipment, e.g. ground 
mounting transformers and road crossings, non reinstatement of attachments, e.g. street 
lighting, and replacement of under built LT circuits with underground asset.  There is no 
requirement or policy to replace overhead assets with underground. This is primarily due to 
the additional costs associated with underground work in established areas and optimisation 
penalties imposed by current ODV valuation methodologies. On a project specific basis the 
benefits of replacement with underground are assessed in terms of amenity, reliability, 
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security and safety improvements for the affected community. New assets must be placed 
underground in accordance with district planning requirements.   
  
Generally overhead 11kV asset has quicker repair time and more operational flexibility. These 
benefits are off set by vulnerability and safety issues in urban areas. Assessment of the 
appropriate replacement options are carried out on a case by case basis. 
 
NON-ASSET SOLUTIONS 
 
Rural Line renewal 
 
A strategy for rural line renewal was developed in 2003. A combination of reduction in asset 
quantity, reduction in remaining life and renewal cost sharing is planned for the distribution 
system in the uneconomic rural section of the line. Details of the strategy are covered in the 
network development section of this plan. 
Alternative solutions will be investigated and advised on a case-by-case basis.  The viability 
of ENL providing alternative are being investigated. Currently no viable solutions have been 
identified. Hence some rural line replacement will have been completed using traditional 
methods before acceptable alternative technologies become available.
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8.A.3 LT Lines and Cables 
 
D  
 
Configuration 
 

ESCRIPTION

Description 
Total length 

km 
Distribution Lines OH LV Only  111.00 
Distribution Lines OH LV Only Remote 19.66 
Distribution Lines OH LV Only Roadside 123.09 
Distribution Lines OH L 9.47 V Only Roadside Remote 
Distribution Lines O 7.73 H LV Only Rugged 
Distribution Lines OH LV Only Rugged Remote 2.81 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built 92.97 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built Remote 18.31 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built Roadside 119.32 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built Roadside Remote 22.27 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built Rugged 4.99 
Distribution Lines OH LV Under built Rugged Remote 3.33 

 
 

Description 
Total length 

km 
LV Cables UG LV Only PILC 9.2 
LV Cables UG LV Only PILC 0.04 
LV Cables UG LV Only PILC Roadside 1.4 
LV Cables UG LV Only PVC/XLPE 149.2 
LV Cables UG LV Only PVC/XLPE Roadside 31.1 
LV Cables UG LV Conjoint PILC Roadside 0.08 
LV Cables UG LV Conjoint PVC/XLPE 4.4 
LV Cables UG LV Conjoint PVC/XLPE Roadside 1.9 

 
 
Location 
 

Zone Substation area 
No.of 
Poles 

Average 
Span (m) 

Line Length 
km 

Cable 
Length 
km 

01 Te Araroa Sub 168 49 17.3 1 
02 Ruatoria Sub 330 46 34.9 3 
03 Tokomaru Bay Sub 319 1 41 25.9 
04 Tolaga Bay Sub 269 43 25.1 2 
05 Kaiti Sub 1064 28 37.4 49 
06 Carnarvon Sub 975 26 22.5 42 
07 Parkinson Sub 429 27 13.1 17 
08 Makaraka Sub 998 37 48.6 28 
09 Patutahi Sub 687 47 81.4 4 
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10 Pehiri Sub 142 54 15.3 0 
11 Ngatapa Sub 138 52 14.2 0 
12 Puha Sub 518 45 49.2 3 
14 Matawhero Sub 79 45 9.1 5 
15 Port Sub 25 27 0.027 2 
20 Tuai Sub 328 81 8.1 0 
32 Kiwi Sub 2276 59 93.2 32 
33 Blacks Pad 346 52 21.3 1 
34 Tahaenui Sub 290 55 18.3 0 

 
 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT (Lines) 
 
ODV Standard Life 45years 
Population Size  534 km 
Start of Failure period        45 years 
Failure period         20 years 
Average Residual Quantity        0 
Average Installation Quantity       11km/yr 
Targeted Replacement rate       2km 
Rate of Growth Additions        0km 
Targeted Reduction rate        2km 

Age Profile LV Line
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ailure period         20years 
Average Residual Quantity        0 
Average Installation Quantity       210 

LIFE ASSESSMENT (Poles) 
 
ODV Standard Life                   45years 
Population Size         9381 
Start of Failure period        35years 
F
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Targeted Replacement rate       50 
Targeted Reduction rate        50 
Rate of growth additions        0
 

Age Profile LV Poles
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Conductor tends to be replaced far sooner than poles due to capacity upgrades. 
Poles tend to be left until in-service failure or need for replacement associated with new 
connections or conductor upgrade. 
ow pole installation has some correlation with under grounding and use of 11kV under 

Original population of poles very old but still 4 years of 1st replacement cycle remaining. 
e span in urban area very short at 30m. 

   45 years 
ion Size                         197 km 

 Installation Quantity       4 km/yr 
 Replacement rate       2 km/yr 

 
 

ge Profile CommentsA
 

L
building. 

Averag
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT (Cables) 
 

DV Standard Life      O
Populat
Start of Failure period        40 years 

 Failure period         10 years
verage Residual Quantity        1 km A

Average
argetedT

Rate of Growth Additions        4 km/yr 
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Age Profile LV Cable
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Year Installed
 

Age Profile Comments 
 
Cable installation rate shows strong correlation with reduction in overhead line installation. 
Some age replacement evident but driven more by capacity upgrade. 

ge profile spread enough to shift to steady state replacement of 4km/yr with 2km p.a. to be 

Criteria 

Spot pole replacement will occur as a maintenance action indefinitely until there is a need to 
conductor for capacity.  At this time all poles will have to meet increased strength 

rground conversion will 
e applied. 

eplace 2km/year          $80,000 p.a. 

 
2km/yr steady state for age replacement      $150,000p.a. 
2km/yr steady state for growth.        $150,000p.a 
2km/yr as a substitute for line replacement.     $150,000p.a 
 

A
renewed with cable. 
 
Replacement 
 

re
requirements to carry the heavier conductor. Where necessary unde
b
 
PLANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
Lines 
 
R
Assume 2km per year will be replaced with cable.   
 
Poles  
Replace 50 poles per year at        $120,000 p.a.  
It is assumed that 75 poles p.a. will be removed due to underground replacement. 
 
Cables 
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GROWTH 

onstraints and Triggers 
 
V conductors are fused to full duty capacity, i.e. no short duration duty cycle peaks are 

ntal overload as no monitoring is undertaken and there is little 
ontrol over the load connected in customers’ installation.  No de-rating is made for damage, 

aging or trenching conditions.  This sets the upper limits on conductor capacity at rating.   

verhead conductor is installed with an excess contingency capacity of 20% while cables 
ency capacity of 33%.  This contingency erodes with load growth until load 

quals rated capacity. 

DI 
e 

r will require capacity upgrade long before age replacement.  This 
 minimal efforts made to lengthen life. 

etailed analysis has not been undertaken on the urban overhead network to identify exact 

 is addressing capacity via additional transformer installation.  

he LV overhead network generally is below design standards in terms of conductor size and 

 

ppropriate to manage loss more actively through a higher level of design for LV work. 

 arisen due to a policy of not upgrading capacity 
nless age replacement is required.  The historical reluctance to avoid capital renewal unless 

-grounding activity has also contributed.  However it is a valid business 
trategy to trade off capital expenditure for increased losses but this becomes sub optimal in 

ong term.  In urban networks where annual load growth in domestic installations is 
approximately 1% the 20% security capacity contingency for overhead lines will be consumed 

 contingency of 33% in 33 years. 

tic load growth has been higher in recent years.  Generally transformers 
verload before cables and this is allowing issues to be overcome through increasing 

uate until 
transformer capacity is not needed for the load density it is more economic to reconductor. 

 
C

L
permitted.  This prevents accide
c

 
The low level of protection and management of load is traded off against longevity of service. 
 
O
have a conting
e
 
The trigger for upgrade is therefore a fuse blowing.  Voltage complaints and transformer M
readings can give an early warning.  With load growth ranging between 0.5 and 11% it can b
expected that conducto
justifies the
 
Forecasts 
 
D
capacity constraints.  The cable network, which supplies commercial areas, is monitored 
more closely. 
 
At present ENL
 
In the interim growth on these cables erodes contingency capacity. 
 
T
length of circuit.  This is visibly evident and likely to be the main contributor to a relatively high 
loss factor of on the network.  However, some of this gap is contributed to by equally poorly
sized service lines. However with transmission capacity becoming an issue for ENL it is 
a
 
This low standard of LV construction has
u
coordinated with under
s
the l

in 20 years and the cable
 
ENL’s domes
o
transformer density thus reducing LV run lengths.  This approach will be adeq
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Summary of Actions 

efer replacement programme 

ELIABILITY AND SERVICE 

here is no reliability or service standard other than the inherent cost penalty of fault repair for 
ENL. 
 
Justification 
 
Faults on LV network affect limited numbers of customers and often only one.  No disclosure 
of LV performance is required.  To own and operate LV assets does not require specialist 
skills to the same degree as HV asset; therefore performance is exposed to the competitive 
ressures of by-pass. 

d consumers are 
ffected. 

criticality as access and path reinstatement is 
ifficult.  Outages affect business and security. 

ap Analysis 

o analysis has been undertaken in absence of data.  However faults tend to indicate issues 

ted and the result of minimal maintenance activity.  This situation is 
the result of low growth periods during the asset life preventing regular upgrade.  It affects 

e conductor wrapping, and connector failures. 

ularly aluminium cables.  There is no 
rds. 

UES 

ole strength is designed and monitored in the same fashion as other poles. 

 
R
 
R
 
Standard 
 
T

p
Criticality 
 
LV overhead circuit is considered low criticality as repair is easy and limite
a
 
Cables in the CBD are considered medium 
d
 
G
 
N
of poor condition and quality of installation. 
 
Poor condition is age rela

mostly overhead assets and examples includ
 
Quality of installation is vital to cable reliability partic
remedy other than control of standa
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Nil. 
 
COMPLIANCE ISS
 
Monitoring 
 
P
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Standards 

he use of suicide poles is not permitted in order to eliminate a known hazard.  Every 
inate their presence.  Their smaller cross-section and 

equent use as tap-offs means they are being condemned at a faster rate than normal poles. 

ength issues as suicide poles, without the benefit of 
 use of Telecom poles often means these poles never had 

  Little or no monitoring and 
anagement of compliance is undertaken by Telecom with regard to electricity assets.  All 

nt of existing crossings will be thrust and cabled under the road 
s standard practice.  This will prepare the way for eventual under grounding of the main line 

under grounded first. 

ole replacements and repair program identified in maintenance section. 

oad crossings under grounded by 2014   
 

UALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 

tandardisation 

truction of new or replacement asset will adhere to the following standards: - 

Wasp PVC covered conductor for overhead 
Beetle (106mm2) domestic cabled LV reticulation 

uhu (185mm2) commercial cabled LV reticulation 

o under-building on 50kV poles 

ew technology is applicable at a component level. ENL monitors product development via 
 involvement in industry forums and conferences.  

Amenity Improvements 

 
Standards and associated actions are the same as 11kV distribution. 
 
Gap Analysis 
 
T
opportunity is actively sought to elim
fr
 
Road crossing poles have similar str
being supported in line.  The
strength necessary to comply with power company standards.
m
new crossings or reinstateme
a
as laterals need to be 
 
Required Outcome 
 
P
 
Suicide poles eliminated by 2014 
R

Q
 
S
 
Cons
 
No reinstatement of pilot 
No reinstatement of O/H street lighting 

H
25mm2 NS Cu. For road crossings 
N
Cables to be run for first span from distribution sub.  No more than 1 termination per pole.  
Elimination of road crossings, overhead crossovers, mid span jumpers and substation by-
pass via overhead circuit. 
 
New Technology 
 
N
normal suppliers and through
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The number of conductors, their covering, number of lateral connections, etc. makes LV 
distribution ugly in comparison to clean HV structures.  The span is dictated by property 
boundaries for service take offs and this increases pole numbers.  Cleaning HV pole lines 
down from LV under building greatly improves amenity.  More value is achievable from under 
grounding programs if they target lower cost LV network before HV is considered.   
 
Programs need to be preceded by: 
 
Under grounding of service lines 
Under grounding of road crossings 
Transfer from pilot to ripple 
Replacement of street lighting circuits and support structures 
 
Priority can be assigned on: 
 
% of above complete 
Trench reinstatement costs 
Contributions from customers or local authorities 
Need for capacity upgrade or replacement 
 
No program exists in the medium term for under grounding as adequate progress is being 
achieved, driven by other issues. 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 
Component Failures 
 
The main performance issues are related to age and a minimal maintenance practice.  They 
are: 
 
Failing connectors causing conductor burning 
Breaking conductor 
Stretched and sagging conductor vulnerable to wire wraps and being caught by high vehicle 
loads 
 
These are attended to as they occur and not proactively managed. 
 
Overhead lines are managed in a reactive mode when fuses overload and voltage complaints 
are received.  Approximately 30 complaints are received per annum and 2 LV distribution 
fuses blow per annum due to genuine overload.  LV conductor is fused to full duty rating.  
Often during faults this rating is exceeded for short periods, particularly on overhead open 
lines.  Where this has occurred regularly there is evidence of conductor life being shortened 
due to annealing of HD Cu., i.e. loss of tensile strength resulting in breakages. 
 
NON-ASSET SOLUTIONS 
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Low Voltage asset is relatively easy to be owned and operated by other parties such as 
 is scope for shifting connection point and asset ownership 

 favour of those who wish to manage their supply to different standards than ENL’s “one 
pproach. 

consumers and developers.  There
in
solution fits all” a
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8.A.4 Service Connections 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
Responsibility for service lines has been formally handed over to consumers.  Regardless of 
ownership consumers are required to fund and manage their connection so that it meets the 
requirements of regulations and ENL’s Connection Standard.  Failure to do so is controlled by 
ENL’s right to disconnect in order to protect other customers and its equipment.   
 
This section therefore deals with the service laterals from the main distribution feeder to the 
point of connection (usually the service fuse) and the management of Service fuses and 
Distribution Pillars.   
 
 

Description 
Approximate 

Quantity 
Service Connections LV Overhead - 1ph 4925.00 
Service Connections LV Overhead - 3ph 13708.00 
Service Connections LV Underground - 1ph 5231.00 
Service Connections LV Underground - 3ph 1012.00 

 
 

Distribution Pillars 
Description Type Quantity 
Discon Box Unknown 1355 
Discon Box Inground Pit 432 
Discon Box Lge Black Plastic 55 
Discon Box Med Green Shear 320 
Discon Box Sml Black Plastic 300 
Discon Box Sml Fibreglass 300 
 Total 2762 
 
Data is relatively incomplete. ENL is undertaking data capture exercises to identify the asset 

SMENT  

in greater detail to improve lifecycle and safety management of these assets. 
 
LIFE ASSES
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Age Profile Service Connections
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ote ENL does not manage renewal. 

LANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 

llowance for steady state replacement from 2011/2012 $20,000 p.a. 

Full cost recovery is made from the customer for new connections. 

ELIABILITY 

 replacing.  This 
 caused by burning on the terminal of lose jumper connections or corrosion.  The problem is 

OMPLIANCE ISSUES 

N
 
P
 
As required by other work on network assets.  No capital expenditure planned other than 
compliance issues. 
A
 
GROWTH 
 
The net quantity of connections is declining as customers continue to aggregate multiple 
connections to a common connection point.   

 
R
 
Failure of service fuses and connectors are the main faults.  No preventive replacement 
programs are undertaken due to difficulty in predicting aging as this is dependent on loading 
conditions. 
 
Approximately 25% of fuse bases require replacement when the fuse needs
is
related to quality of the product and installation. 
 
Service failures are treated as non-critical because they affect only one connection. 
 
C
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Voltage drop in the customers’ service main is the major regulation non-compliance.  ENL has 
not actively managed this in the past as it generally only affects the service of the consumer 

sponsible for it.  However high losses do reflect into the costs of the network and are shared 
or 

onnection to require undersized connections to be upgraded.  Contractors will be requested 

oor power factor is a similar issue and affects the need to invest in transmission capacity.  
e handled in a similar fashion, i.e. penalty charge.  ENL’s system 

ower factor is 0.93 (0.88 without POS capacitor correction).  This needs to be improved to 
capacity. 

Harmonic generation will be handled via penalty charging where it only affects ENL 
quipment.  If it affects other consumers then disconnection and compensation to those 

consumers will be enforced. 

the connection of unadvised load is achieved by fusing to nominated capacity 
where this proves to be an issue.  Illegal connection continues to be a revenue protection 

sue. 
 

ll connections are required to have a valid COC prior to livening.  

 some areas of the network service fuses are housed in metal clad meter boxes on the 
property boundary.  As meter boxes they are owned by Contact Energy.  Many of these 
boxes are damaged and in an unsafe state.   
 
ENL is removing its equipment from the meter boxes and relocating into new service fuse 
boxes. Completion of this current issue is planned by 2007/2008 at $30,000  
 
There is a similar issue with sun damaged fibreglass service fuse boxes.  There are 300 
boxes of this type to be replaced, i.e. 50/year @ $850 each - $40,000p.a. until 2010/2011. 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Domestic installations have traditionally been supplied via 4 wire (2 phases, pilot, and neutral) 
service lines.  This was a means of keeping conductor size small by meeting capacity 
requirement via more conductors. Single phase connections without pilot are to be 
standardised on.  This reduces the quantity of connection hardware by 66% and reduces the 
probability of equipment failure.  This will be encouraged at the time of upgrades via a 
differential in fixed charges for multi phase versus single phase connections. 
 
All new connections and upgrades will encourage under grounding by providing the point of 
connection in a boundary located service fuse box, i.e. installation of pole fuses will be 
discontinued.  This cleans down the structures of hardware, aids accessibility, and prepares 
the way for under grounding the main line. 
 
Pole fuses will still be permitted in rural areas however preferred connection will be via cable 
only to eliminate pole loading issues.   

re
by all customers.  ENL will therefore issue notices under its terms and conditions f
c
to follow up notices with an offer of service. 
 
P
Offending installations will b
p
0.96 to maximise transmission 
 

e

 
Controlling 

is

A
 
In
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For customers not wishing to underground a UDOS pole located on their property is an 

 
e permitted for service lateral take-offs on underground distribution cables. 

During renewal programs no pilot wire will be reinstated.  The installation will be converted to 
ripple control. 

PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

 

alternative. 

No T joints will b
 

 

 
None in addition to the above. 
 
NON-ASSET SOLUTIONS 
 
Issue service line volt drop and safety non-compliance notices to customers. 
Customers are able to negotiate directly with independent contractors for corrective 

easures. m
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d Control  

C N 

u e ad Control Tr itter fa es exist for control of Ripple Relays In the 
is o airoa Regions

• V  –11kV Installa 315 HZ  in service) 
 
 

 c s  wire network isting of pilot feeders traditionally operated a majority of 
e G ity Area load control. This system was broken onto small sections controlled 
y s at strategic p  in 2002. The small quantities of the resulting pilot system 
pically consist of 10 to 20 contactors. 

 
ip l isborne 8875 lled between 1990 and 2004 
o t  Pilot wire cont  installa s Gisborne 4755 
ru t tion iroa 200 prox. 

he Controllable capability of the system is shown in the following table. 

8.A.5 Loa
 
DES RIPTIO
 
C rr ntly 3 Lo ansm ciliti
G b rne and W .  
 

alley Road tion (not
• Makaraka – 50kV Installation 315HZ 
• Wairoa – 11kV Installation 1250HZ 
 
A a cade pilot cons  10 
th  isborne C
b  Ripple relay oints
ty

R p e Relays G insta
C n actors and rolled tion
T s power owned installa s Wa 0 ap
 
 
T
 
    CHANNEL CAPACITY 
1 1 Te Araroa 0.3 MW 
2   2 Ruatoria 0.6 MW
3 3 Tokomaru Bay MW 0.4 
4 MW  4 Tolaga Bay 0.5 
5 5 Wainui/Whangara MW 0.7 
6 MW    Tamarau 1.0 
7   Kaiti #1 0.9 MW 
8   Kaiti #2 0.6 MW 
9 6 Town 0.5 MW 
10   West End #1 1.1 MW 
11   West E  #nd 2 0.7 MW 
12 7 Te Hapara #1 0.6 MW 
13   Te Hapara #2 0.5 MW 
14   Matawhero/Makaraka 0.4 MW 
15   Whataupoko #1 0.5 MW 
16   Whataupoko #2 0.6 MW 
17   Mangapapa #1 0.9 MW 
18   Mangapapa #2 0.7 MW 
19   Westpark/Matokitoki 0.3 MW 
20 9 Patutahi/Waipaoa 0.4 MW 
21   Waimata 0.6 MW 
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2   Muriwai/Te Arai 0.6 MW 2
23 10 Pehiri 0.2 MW 
24 11 Ngatapa 0.2 MW 
25   Matawai 0.3 MW 
26 12 Puha 0.5 MW 
  Wairoa 00 381 kW 
  Wairoa 01 116 kW 
  Wairoa 02 327 kW 
  Wairoa 03 552 kW 
  Wairoa 04 508 kW 
  Wairoa 05 Night store 25 kW 
  Wairoa 06 511 kW 
  Wairoa 07 545 kW 
  Wairoa 08  519 kW 
  Wairoa 09 537 kW 
  Wairoa 16 Night store 48 kW 
  Wairoa 17 168 kW 
  Wairoa 18 179 kW 
  Wairoa 19 497 kW 
  Wairoa 30 Flood Pump 118 kW 
  Wairoa 31 Spa Pool 30 kW 
  Wairoa 32 Cold Store 60 kW 
 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT  
 
ODV Standard Life Installed Replace 
Valley Rd 1987 N/A 
Makaraka 1984 2019 
Wairoa - Transmitter 
             - Cell 

198
196

9 
5 

2024 
NA 

 
PLANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
Total number of relays to Eliminate the Contactor / Pilot System. 
Gisborne   4755 
Wairoa  2000 
 
Replace / Install 1200 relays per year at a total cost of $250,000 p.a. until 2010/2011 
 
 
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
Due to the high maintenance effort required to keep the pilot system operational and its 
inflexibility in terms of control options, it is being phased out in favour of ripple relays.  This 
will require replacement/reprogramming of all relays in the long term.   
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No contingencies other than manual control and use of generation exist as an alternative. 
he Gisborne region is controlled via a single 50kV injection point at Makaraka. There is a 

 components is required. In the longer term establishment of a second injection 
oint is planned. 

$200,000 

l 

T 

nologies to operate receivers directly in areas where 
e ing monitored. Currently the industry does not offer product 

 
e tes at 1250 Hz, which is subject to high signal attenuation 
t  Plans to install the ex Gisborne Massey Rd 11kV 

sented when the issues were identified in 2002. 
r undertaking the work in 2005/06 however final project approval 

i  recover costs via tariff incentives and the level of support 
er (Incumbent Energy Retailer). The ex Gisborne coupling 

l attenuation issues at this frequency have proven to be less 
m  installed plants will both be operated for a period of 2 years 
e  changed to operate on the new frequency.  

Contingency Provision 
 

T
high dependency on the operational availability of the plant. Failure of critical components 
resulting in plant down time has a significant cost impact on the business. There are long lead 
times for critical components for the plant. In order to provide for failures the purchase of 
critical spare
p
 

he Wairoa Injection point  is not considered as critical in its current state. T
 
Summary of Actions 
Acquire spares 2005/2006               
Install 2nd Injection point 2009/2010  $200,000 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
Ni
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMEN
 
 
New Technology 
The use of radio communications tech
inj ction signals are poor is be
solutions to achieve this. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

Th  Wairoa system opera
po entially resulting in ineffective control. 

station were precoupling cell at Kiwi sub
Funds have been allocated fo
is nfluenced by both the ability to
from the ripple receiver asset own
cell operates at 317HZ and signa
co mon.  The existing and newly
to nable the existing relays to be

 



 

8.A.6 Major Substations 
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ESCRIPTION 

ess, control, buildings and land.  Details of 
ther components are included in the sections for Zone substation Transformers, Protection 
d pment, Circuit breakers, Pole mounted isolation equipment and 11kV 

sites for Eastland Network are:  

alley Rd Load.  
 Transpower Tokomaru Substation (50kV) 

 Transpower Wairoa Point of Supply (11kV) includes Wairoa 11/33kV substation  

tion 

tapa Zone Substation  
iri Zone Substation 

• Hexton Switching Station 

r * 

a Voltage Regulator * 

• A Park 11kV Sub Station Wairoa * 

 
D
 
Includes general items only - earthing, fencing, acc
o
an  Control equi
Switchgear. 
 
Zone substations, points of supply and significant 
 
• Transpower Gisborne Point of Supply Massey Rd(50kV)) includes V
•
• Transpower Tuai Point of Supply (11kV) 
•
• Blacks Pad Zone Substation 
• Tahaenui Zone Substation  
• Te Araroa Zone Substation 
• Ruatoria Zone Substation 
• Tokomaru Zone Substa
• Tolaga Bay Zone Substation 
• Kaiti Zone Substation 
• Port Substation 
• Carnarvon Street Zone Substation 
• Makaraka Zone Substation  
• Parkinson Street Zone Substation 
• Matawhero Zone Substation 
• Patutahi Zone Substation 
• Puha Zone Substation 
• Nga
 Peh•
• Kiwi Substation (Waihi injection point) 
• Waihi Power Station  

• Goodwin Rd Switching Station 
• Matawai Voltage Regulato
• Tatapuri Voltage Regulator * 
• Kopuroa Voltage Regulator * 
• Kanakania Voltage Regulator * 
• Waingakane Voltage Regulator * 
• Mahia Voltage Regulator * 
• Nuhak
• Waihua Voltage Regulator * 

 



 

• Bright Street 11kV Substation * 
• Plunket Rooms 11kV Substation * 
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The following per substation descriptions contain: 

 excluded 

er Gisborne (Massey Rd) Substation   
 

plied from a double circuit 110kV tower/pole line 
 present capacity. The last section of line, from 

 1 110kV capacitor Bank 

 4 50kV Feeders to ENL, 2 on each half of the 50kV bus. 

stem.   
he 110kV line to Tokomaru Bay is not used by ENL however it remains in service to provide  

110kV voltage support via the line capacitance. 
Earthing resistors are required to limit earth fault levels - inductive interference to 
telecommunications circuits. 

here are no Tap changers on 110/50kV transformers. 
unctions on the 50kv feeder circuit breakers. 
10kV a proposed line route from Wairoa to Gisborne 2002 

peration on a single 110/50kV transformer bank constrains ENL to between 35 and 40MVA 

• Reads Quay 11kV Substation * 
 
  

 
• A brief history 
• Description of main Asset components contained in each substation. 
• Identified issues pertaining to each substation. 
• Identified actions planned at each substation. 
 
         *  Voltage regulator sites and smaller distribution subs 

 
Transpow
 
Gisborne substation was built in 1953 sup
rom Tuai and has been upgraded to thef
Patutahi to Massey Rd, separates to 2 single Circuit Pole lines.   
 
The substation comprises 
 
• Two incoming 110kV circuits from Tuai 
• One outgoing 110kV circuit to Tokomaru Bay (Not used by ENL) 
•
• 1 Transformer bank 110/11kV 10MVA T1 (Not Connected to ENL) 
• 1 Transformer bank 110/11kV 20MVA T2 (Not Connected to ENL) 
• 2 Transformer banks 110/50kV both 30MVA T3, T4 
• 2 50kV Incomers 
•
 

sues Is
 
The capacitor bank on the 110kV system causes signal loss on ENL injection sy
T

T
ENL have no control/indication f

ranspower easements for a 1T
were not secured. This is no longer considered a viable option and Transpower System 
Security Forecast indicates load management and generation alternatives as an interim 
solution. 
O
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ENL is not contracted for n-1 supply security at this site. The 50kV Bus is run tied via ABS ‘s 
and a single 50kV bus fault event will interrupt supply to the entire Gisborne region. 
Similarly at Tuai the 110kV lines supplying ENL are on a 110kV ring bus tired via a Circuit 
breaker that is not equipped with bus protection hence any fault on the 110kV bus at Tuai will 
also interrupt the entire supply. 
 

The site is considered strategic in terms of its ability to be used as an 11kV switch room if a 
V zone substation were to be required at the site. 

 
Actions 
It is intended that the 11kV ripple injection plant be relocated to Wairoa. 
 

tation  

 1 Transformer bank 110/50kV 10MVA (Currently disconnected) 
to Tokomaru Bay (Not used by ENL) 

 
110kV however from the open incoming 110kV 

bus is directly connected through to the 50kV bus and the 
r sub 

y an open 50kV ABS. 

 
The transformers have no OLTC and have been sitting de-energised since bypass in 2001 it 
is unlikely that Transpower would ever re-liven these units without an overhaul. 
 
ENL has no intentions to purchase this line from Transpower as it’s own 50kV line has proved 
adequate since bypass. Diesel generation provides the necessary security to the East Coast 
area in lieu of the Transpower line.. 
 
Transpower Tuai Substation  
 
The Transpower supply point at Tuai is supplied from 1 x 10MVA 110/11kV transformer bank 
through 11kV switchgear with two outdoor reclosers (KFE’s).  The KFE reclosers were 
installed in 2000 and fitted with Transpower’s SCADA control. 

 
Valley Rd Injection Plant 
 
This site is adjacent to the Massey Rd Substation. It currently houses the redundant 11kV 
ripple injection plant. 

50kV/11k

Transpower Tokomaru Bay Subs
 
The Tokomaru Bay substation was built when the single circuit 110kV tower/pole line was 
constructed from Gisborne in 1978/80.  
The substation comprises 
 
•
• 1 outgoing 50kV circuit 

The 110kV line is currently energised at 
isolator switch the 110kV 
transformer bank is disconnected. ENL’s 50kV Network is isolated from the Transpowe
b
 
Issues 

 
Issues 
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nd restoration times are high as the Transpower 
aintenance contractor is based in Napier and the Napier based contractor has no formal 

rs based in Wairoa  Auto-reclose to lockout events require a site 
isit to set the reclosers to 1 shots prior to recluse following a fault. 

.  The cost of the 
e area is around 600kVA. An alternative 

supply to Tuai via the Wairoa 11kV lines is a consideration discussed in the Network 
evelopment section. A second consideration is to obtain an 11kV supply from the Genesis 

nerator bus. 

evelop a long-term solution to Bypass Transpower connection assets for 11kV supply at 

r Wairoa Substation  

Wairoa substation was built in 1939 and in 1997 the 11kV indoor switchgear was upgraded to 
ew Reyrolle vacuum circuit breakers.  In 2000 Transpower upgraded the double circuit Tuai 

onalisation in March 2002. 

 2 110kV incoming lines 
 1 11kV switchboard, 2 Incomers, Bus tie and 6 feeders . (Only 2 feeders connected) 

tablishment of an independent connection are prohibitive.  
ransmission costs could be avoided by connection to ENL’s network or vice versa. 

he 11kV switchboard arrangement is excessive in terms of ENL’s requirements. The 
of panels. 

e r to ENL lines limit the Capacity to ENL to 8MW on 
either circuit. These cables are short runs of 40 meters and planning is underway to upgrade 

airoa 11/33kV Substation 
 on the Transpower site ENL operate a 11/33kV step-up substation to provide supply 

to the 33kV Mahia line. The Transformer was installed in 2000 with new fencing Bunded pad 

 
The SCADA controls are unreliable a
m
sub-contract with contracto
v
 
The Wairoa 11kV network is not connected to the Tuai 11kV network
connection assets is high given the total load of th

D
11kV ge
 
Actions 
 
D
Tuai. 
 
Transpowe
 

n
tower/pole line to 110kV and replaced the two transformer banks. Only 2 of the 11kV feeder 
CB’s are used to provide supply to ENL since rati
 
The substation comprises 
 
• 2 Transformer banks 110/11kV 10MVA  
•
•
 
 
Issues 
 
There is a possibility of connection of generation (20 to 40 MW) at a site near Frasertown.  
Transpower’s charges for es
T
 
T
switchboard could be reduced by a number 
 
Th  existing 11kV cables from Transpowe

them. 
 
W
Located

 



 

and oil containment facilities. Alterations were made to the Load control facility at the site in 
2001 eliminating all compliance issues. 
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tation comprises 

• 1 Pole mounted 11kV circuit breaker used for Transformer protection. 
MVA 3 Phase Transformer. 

 An 11kV Load control injection facility. 

he Load at Mahia has increased to the point where the transformer begins to overheat 
er Peaks. 

n this substation and Kiwi substation that can be 
rationalised with the Waihi 50kV circuit which passes 60m from the site on route to Kiwi 

ctions 

 Network Development Plan covers rationalisation of the 50kV Waihi line to 33kV and 
location of the 2.5 MVA transformer to Mahia.  

he redundant 11kV Load control Plant from Valley Rd Gisborne 315HZ is programmed for 

. 

nsformer replaced.  

out fuse protection 
• A 1.5 MVA 3Phase transformer with manual tap settings. 

ll completed in 2000 in conjunction with the 
ansformer change. 

 
The subs
 
• An 11kV  Incoming line from Kiwi Substation  

• 1 11/33kV (YD1) 2.5
•
 
Issues 
 
T
during Christmas and East
 
There are duplicated 11kV circuits betwee

substation. 
 
A
 
The
re
 
T
installation at Kiwi Substation and following conversion of the 1250HZ relays owned by 
Trustpower to 315HZ the existing Load control injection plant at this site will be removed
 
 
Blacks Pad Substation  
 
Blacks Pad Substation was established in 1976. It is located between Nuhaka and Mahia 
Beach Initially the substation comprised a 5MVA single-phase transformer bank installed by 
the NZED, supplied via a 50kV line from Wairoa. In 2000 the 50kV line was converted to 33kV 
and the tra
 
The substation comprises 
 
• Incoming 33kV Drop

• 1 Pole mounted 11kV circuit breaker  
 
Bunding, fencing and earthing upgrade work was a
tr
 
Issues 
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 at Mahunga for the short term. 

etwork development plan for details 

 
Tahaenui Substation 

nstructed 
e Morere 

e

station comprises 

Incoming 33kV Dropout fuse protection 
 A 1.5 MVA 3Phase transformer with manual tap settings. 
 1 Pole mounted 11kV circuit breaker  

in Unit 

 12.5MVA with 
LTC (Hawker Siddeley ) fed from a single pole line from Makaraka switching station.  

1kV circuit breakers are Reyrolle LMT comprising 2 incomers 1 bus-tie and 9 feeders, 
ll oil type with Reyrolle mechanical protection relays. 

 
ubstation was teed off the Makaraka – Carnarvon Street 50kV line.  

12.75MVA with OLTC 
 pole line from Gisborne substation was also 

e

 
eparator unit was installed in 1999 capable of servicing both transformers.  In Feb 

eplaced by a new 
ansformer Protection for Both Transformers and 11kV 

The substation reaches its capacity at Christmas and Easter peaks. This has been alleviated 
by the installation of 1MW diesel generation
  
Actions 
No actions are required at this substation. Refer to the N
on the 33kV line extension and additional capacity at Mahunga near Mahia. 

 
This substation is located between Wairoa and Blacks Pad Substation. It was co

ply load to thwith all new equipment in 2000. The substation is used primarily to sup
r a and provides limited security to Blacks Pad substation. A

 
The sub
 
 •
•
•
• 1 11kV Ring Ma
 
Issues 
Nil 
 
Carnarvon Street Substation 
 
This substation was constructed in 1971 initially comprising 1x 3phase 50/11kV
O
 
The 1
a

In 1986 Parkinson Street s
In 1995 a second transformer bank was installed 1x 3phase 50/11kV 
(IMP) complete with bunding, an alternative 50kV
installed. 
 

h  T1 transformer is protected by a Reyrolle OSSMT minimum oil 50kV circuit breaker while T
T2 has an AEG SF6 circuit breaker.  50kV surge arrestors where replaced on both 
transformers in 1996.   

An Oil s
2000 the substation earth mat was upgraded to bring it up to the current earthing standard 
(ECP35), also 100mm crushed rock was applied. 
 

he T1 Transformer was removed from site in 2004 for refurbishing and rT
IMP(2003) Transformer. The Tr
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he substation comprises 

 50kV line from Transpower Massey Rd via Makaraka and Parkinson St 
Substations, currently being extended  to form a ring via the Port substation to Kaiti 

 11kV Reyrolle switch-board with 2 Incomers, 1 Bustie, 1 fuse SW and 9 feeders. 
 Bus Circuit breaker to allow 50kV operation as a closed ring. 

uh minimum oil 

re installed in 

ower Massey Rd substation. 

• -board with 2 Incomers, 1 Bustie, 1 fuse SW and 7 feeders  

he structure is all concrete poles and steel arms with copper pipe bus bars.   The building is 
f concrete block construction built in 1987. 

sues 
As Kaiti substation is the only site adjacent to domestic homes a potential noise issue exists. 

he unit has a high impedance, which contributes, to the noise level. Some form of noise 

Incommers was upgraded to GE UR-T60 transformer protection and a 50kV Bus CB with Sel-
351-6 Directional protection was installed. 
 
T
• An incoming 50kV line from Transpower Massey Rd 
• An incoming

substation 
• 2 12.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformers 
•
• 50kV
 
 
Issues 
Nil 
 
 
 
Kaiti Substation  
 
Domestic load in the Kaiti area had grown to a stage that it could no longer be supported on 
the 11kV system, so in 1987 a complete substation was built.  A 3 phase 50/11kV 12.5MVA 
with OLTC AZTEC transformer was installed protected by a Sprecher and Sch
50kV CB. The switch room was constructed to cater for future installation of a second 
transformer unit complete with 2x Incomers, 1X bus-tie and 7x feeders. The switchgear is all 
indoor SF6 Merlin Gerin and GEC Midos electronic protection relays are used. 
 
Earthing upgrades were carried out and Oil containment/Capture facilities we
2002 
 
 
The substation comprises 
• An incoming 50kV line from the Transp
• An outgoing 50kV line to the Port Substation 
• 1 12.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer  

11kV Reyrolle switch
 
T
o
 
Is

T
reduction fencing may be required in the future.   
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he 11kV cables to Incomer 1 failed in service and the transformer currently supplies load via 
2. Replacement of the Incomer 1 cables is required if a second transformer is ever 

stalled at the site. 
 

ecurity levels for the substation are constrained until completion of the 50kV Kaiti-Port-

ion 

he load in the area started to grow to a stage that it 
te substation was 

uilt.  A 3 phase 50/11kV 12.5MVA with OLTC TYREE transformer was installed complete 
ith 2x incomers, 1X bus-tie and 7x feeders, 11kV all indoor SF6 Merlin Gerin switch gear . 

nic protection relays are used for the feeder protection.  

eet T1 and refurbished prior to installation. GE UR-T60 protection relays 
were installed on both Transformers and a 50kV Bus CB was installed with SEL-351-6 

irectional protection. Bunding and Yard Metal is currently nearing completion 

om the Makaraka-Carnarvon Circuit. 
• An 50kV line to JNL substation currently under construction. 

0/11kV Transformers  
• 11kV Reyrolle switch-board with 2 Incomers, 1 Bustie, 1 fuse SW and 7 feeders  
 An SF6 Ring main unit connected to one of the feeders to provide for the local service 

ly transformer. 

arthquake restraints for the transformer are required. 

T
Incomer 
in

S
Carnarvon link. 
 
Transformer mounting for earthquake restraint is considered marginal. The mounting 
arrangement will be upgraded when the transformer requires major routine maintenance. 
 
Actions 
Nil 
 
Parkinson Street Substat
 
With the land being zoned industrial t
could no longer be supported on the 11kV system, so in 1987 a comple
b
w
GEC Midos electro
 
The Substation is an identical design to Kaiti.  The structure is all concrete poles and steel 
arms with copper pipe bus bars.  A new concrete block building built in 1986. 
 
In 2004/2005 A second 12.5MVA Transformer was installed. The transformer was previously 
from Carnarvon Str

D
 
The substation comprises 
• An incoming 50kV line via a tee fr

• 2 x 12.5 MVA 5

•
supp

 
 
 
Issues 
 
Growth at this substation is high and the fact that it sits off a 50kV tap-off is less than ideal.   
 
E
Oil containment and an oil separation unit are required.  
 

 



 

 
Actions 
 
Correction of compliance issues on T1 scheduled for completion by 2006. 
 
Port Substation 
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his substation was completed in December 2003.  
irst stage of security provision for the Kaiti area. The second stage 

omprises completion of the 50kV sub transmission ring to Carnarvon St substation. 

 
Kiwi Substation 
 
This substation was built as part of the Waihi generation installation in 1983, which comprised 
4 X  1250 amp and 5 X  630 amp indoor vacuum  circuit breakers of GEC manufacture  and 
GEC Midos relays, supply is via 3 11kV feeders from Wairoa and a 6.3MVA 50/11kV Tyree-
Power Construction transformer from the Waihi power station. Earthing at the site was 
upgraded in 2002. 
 

 1 6.3 MVA 11/50kV Transformer 
•

Iss
 

latively frequently.  This places supply to 

required to manage this risk.   

ture and separation facilities are required for the Transformer associated with the 
aihi generation supply. 

outside the substation 
perimeter limit capacity of the substation and will need upgrading as the load grows. 

 
T
The Substation is the f
c
The substation is also required to meet the growing load demand on Kaiti and Carnarvon 
Street substations. 
 
The substation comprises 
• An incoming 50kV from Kaiti Substation. 
• 1 12.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer  
• 11kV Reyrolle switch-board with 1 Incomers, 1 fuse SW and 4 feeders  
 

 
The substation comprises 
• An incoming 50kV line from the Waihi Power Station. 
•
 2 Incoming 11kV supplies from the Wairoa Transpower substation 
• 1 Bus coupler 
• 7 11kV feeders 
 

ues 

Kiwi sub is at risk of minor flooding and does so re
the bulk of the Wairoa network at risk.  A stop bank around the perimeter of the substation is 

 
Oil cap
W
 
The Short cable lengths from the switchgear to the overhead lines 
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ons 

ation facilities are programmed to coincide with major alterations  to 
e Current Waihi supply transformer The existing 11/50kV transformer is expected to be 

 
Constructed in 1974 to be the 50kV switching point for the Gisborne- Patutahi line, which 
tapped off to Carnarvon Street substation. This switching station comprised of 2 Reyrolle 

otection relays. One of the 

arvon Street tap off with solid state GEC Midos protection relays.  
 2000 a 50kV SF6 Merlin Gerin SB6-72 installed for the Matawhero line tap-off, all 

he 2  incoming 50kV line from Gisborne, which has been tapped off the Gisborne Puha line, 
his new line provides the necessary security for the Load at the 

. The outdoor 50kV structure is a split bus 
can run off either bus, with a Scada controlled Line 

This site was upgraded from a switching station to a single transformer Zone Substation in 
2001 with the installation of a new IMP 12.75MVA transformer. Bunding, a Sepa unit, an 

 
ted in 1985. All new sections of the 50kV Bus are constructed using Concrete poles 

The substation comprises 
 2 incoming 50kV lines from the Transpower Gisborne substation. 

5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer 
 Board comprising 1 Incomer 4 Feeders and a 

fuse switch 
 A 50kV Load control Injection Coupling Cell (Outdoor) 

Load control static converter 
• 3 Outgoing 50kV Circuits to Patutahi, Matawhero and Parkinson St/Carnarvon St 

, it would 

 
Acti
 
The oil capture and separ
th
replaced by a 11/33kV unit. 
 
 
Makaraka Substation 

OSSMT 50kV minimum oil circuit breakers with mechanical pr
Reyrolle circuit breakers was repositioned in 1985 to protect the then new 50kV static 
injection plant. In 1990 a new 50kV Sprecher & Schuh minimum oil circuit breaker was 
installed on the Carn
In
protection relays changed to Schweitzer 351.  
 

ndT
was established in 2001. T
substation and the 50kV circuits leaving the site
arrangement. The new T1 transformer 
Isolators to implement the change over.  

earthing upgrade and crushed rock were installed during the upgrade. 
witch room was built in 2001 and the small hut for the injection plant was The main 11kV s

construc
and copper bus work while the older sections still have Hardwood poles of varying condition. 
 

•
• 1 12.
• A Portacom Switch room with 11kV Switch

•
• A hut containing a 

substations 
 
Issues 
 
While the location of the site is central to the Gisborne load making it very strategic
be difficult to expand the site to accommodate an 110kV Supply point. 
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Nil 

 
00 with a single 5/7.5MVA IMP Transformer only.  The 

11kV switchgear consists of VCB Motorpol PowerVac 12 units. Construction was required to 
nson St substation via old 11kV 

cables. These cables are currently used for limited security. 
he 2nd transformer bank was installed in February 2003 along with a second 50kV circuit 

 and 2 additional 11kV feeders.  The additional transformer was required to meet the 
 industrial load in the Matawhero area. 

This gives the substation an ultimate design capacity of 14MVA.  
The load is now reaching the secure 7MVA base hence security provisions to reinforce the 
area with a second 50kV line from Parkinson Street in 2005/6 and additional substation at 
JNL  are underway. 
 

s the substation is near new all Oil containment facilities, Earthing and Outdoor structures 
comply with current ENL standards. 
 

he substation comprises 
coming 50kV line Makaraka Substation. 

• 2 5/7.5 MVA 11/50kV Transformers 
 A Portacom Switch room with 11kV Switch Board comprising 2 Incomers 1 bus coupler 5 

 switch 
 An outgoing 50kV circuit . 

 close to a major river. Failure of the stop bank was considered during the 
ubstation design and is not expected to hinder operation of the substation. 

gatapa Substation 

 and 
nsformer units were removed and replaced 

1500kVA voltage regulator manufactured in 1962 is used to regulate voltage at 11kV.   
The structure is all wooden poles and wooden cross arms with copper wire bus bar. 

he 11kV circuit breakers were replaced in 2000 with pole mounted SF6 GVR’s. Protection 
relays are solid-state 351P type. 

Actions 

  
Matawhero Substation  

This substation was constructed in 20

supply JNL. Prior to construction JNL was fed from Parki

T
breaker
rowingg

A

T
• An in

•
Feeders and a fuse

•
• 50kV Bus Circuit breaker to allow 50kV operation as a closed ring. 
 
Issues 
The substation is
s
 
 
Actions 
Nil 
 
 
N
 
This substation was built in 1964 when the 50kV ring was built between Puha substation
Patutahi substation. The original single phase tra
with 2 very old 3-phase 50/11kV 0.5MVA units. As there are no OLTC’s on the transformers a 

T
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he control building is a small hut. 

he substation comprises 

upplies the Patutahi ,Pehiri and Puha Substations. 

his substation is ideally suited to upgrade as an alternative supply to Matawai and some 
to Puha.  The 11kV line would need to be upgraded along Hihiroroa Road then 

pgrade / Alterations to this site are allowed for in the development plan. 

oth transformer banks at the site are ex Transpower banks and are of 1940’s vintage.   

vac

 An incoming 50kV line from Transpower Massey Rd via Makaraka Substation 
coming 50kV line from Transpower Massey Rd via Makaraka and Parkinson St  

 An Incomer 4 x feeders, 1 x switch/fuse unit.  

ar. 

T
 
T
• 1 incoming and 1 outgoing 50kV line forming  the 50kV ring from Makaraka to Hexton 

Switching station which also s
• 2 0.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformers 
• 1 Voltage Regulator 
• 1 11kV Incomer and 4 11kV Feeders on an outdoor bus 
 
 
Issues 
 
T
support 
extended under the 50kV line to the top of Otoko Hill with dog conductor.   Earthing, drainage, 
structures Oil containment for this site are below ENL ‘s current standards.  
 
 
There is no 50kV transformer protection. A line CB installed at Pehiri is used to clear 
transformer faults. 
 
Actions 
U
 
Patutahi Substation 
 
This substation was constructed by the State Hydro Department in 1929 and at the time was 
the main supply point to the Gisborne area. The outside bus work is still original but the 
building was replaced in 1991 as it was constructed out of brick and considered an 
earthquake risk. 
 
B
 
In 2000 the 11kV switchgear was replaced with second hand Reyrolle LMT Panels and new 

uum circuit breakers.   
 
The substation comprises 
 
•
• An in
•
• An outdoor structure consisting of mostly steel lattice and concrete poles with copper wire 

bus b
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he Earth mat connections need be checked and CAD welded where deteration is identified 
 site excavation works. 

 switchyard gravel is not up to ENL Zone substation standard.  
il containment and bunding facilities are required for the transformer banks. 
urge arrestors need to be installed on incoming and outgoing 50KV line, and the old surge 

arrestors on transformer banks need replaced. 
he 50kV CB’s have been identified for replacement. 

pgrade work is programmed in the development plan. At this time the substation will be 

 will be eliminated as part of the upgrade. 

Pehiri Substation 

Th ion to 
998 with a 2.5MW OLTC IMP transformer 

as 
tor at the site is used to regulate voltage at 11kV when the 

ansformer is out of service and supply is via the 11kV lines from Patutahi substation. 

he substation comprises 

sues 

 surge arrestors should be replaced.   An old Maier 50kV OCB is still in 
ervice. 

f the Transformer and 11kV supply via the 50kV circuits is being considered. 

 
Issues 
 
T
during an
The
O
S

T
The single-phase transformer banks have been identified for replacement. One of the 8 units 
has failed in service and is considered uneconomic to repair. 
 
Actions 
 
A replacement 50kV CB has been purchased. Replacement may be deferred until the major 
upgrade work is undertaken. 
 
U
reduced to a single transformer configuration, as the substations at Makaraka and Matawhero 
are able provide security. The upgrade work addresses all of the issues identified at the site. 
The Steel lattice bus structure
 

 
is substation was built in 1964 when the 50kV ring was built from Puha substat

Patutahi substation.  It was recently upgraded in 1
and PMR SF6 pole mounted CB’s using Microtrip protection relays. The Sepa unit w
installed 2001. The voltage regula
tr
 
 
T
• 1 incoming and 1 outgoing 50kV line forming  the 50kV ring from Makaraka to Hexton 

Switching station which also supplies the Patutahi ,Ngatapa and Puha Substations. 
• 1 2.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer 
• 1 Voltage Regulator 
• 1 11kV Incomer and 4 11kV Feeders on an outdoor bus 
 
Is
 
The old 50kV line
s
 
Economics of the Substation and associated 50kV line are will inhibit any upgrade work at this 
site. Removal o
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he transformer would be used to replace the single-phase units at Puha substation. If the 
s this substation could be eliminated however it would be necessary to 

aintain the use of the voltage regulator and 11kV switching facilities. 

63 the 50kV 
ng was installed to Patutahi substation.  

unding and earthing was upgraded. The outdoor 11kV bus and 
6 switchboard was installed in the 

A new 50kV SF6 Merlin Gerin SB6-72 was installed on T1 Transformer bank with 351 
BB 11kV Safe plus SF6 indoor switch gear and a Multilin 

5

The substation comprises 
 1 incoming and 1 outgoing 50kV line forming the 50kV ring from Makaraka to Hexton 

witching station which also supplies the Patutahi ,Ngatapa and Pehiri Substations. 
 1 5.0 MVA 50/11kV Transformer bank (3 units) 

kV switchboard comprising an 11kV Incomer, fuse switch and  4 11kV Feeders.  

Issues 

 provides support 
 within the required security levels for the medium term. Tie capacity from Ngatapa will be 

he Oil separation facilities have been deferred to coincide with replacement of the 

Actions 
de a connection point for the 11kV 1MVA 

T
quarry load disconnect
m
 
Actions 
Nil 
 
 
Puha Substation 
 
This substation was built in 1960 to feed the rural area of Te Karaka, Whatatutu and Matawai, 
after several upgrades this substation is still very important for this area. Originally the 
substation was fed from a single 50kV circuit from Gisborne substation but in 19
ri
 
In 2000 the transformer b
circuit breakers were removed and an ABB Safeplus SF
existing Concrete block building. 
 

protection relay along with new A
3  protection relay in 2001. F

 

•
S

•
• An 11
• A 1MW Diesel Generator Set 
 
 

 
The complete 11kV load from this substation cannot be supplied from any other substation.  
Supporting Matawai from an upgrade of  Ngatapa substation, line extension to Otoko Hill and 
reinforcing the Lavenham Road feeder from Patutahi is being considered to overcome this 
situation. 1MW of Diesel generation was installed at the site in 2003 which
to
developed in the longer term. 
 
T
transformer bank 
 

A ring main unit is currently being installed to provi
Generator set. 
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Ru

 1998 the 50 kV Bus and 4 new PMR SF6 11kV feeder pole mounted circuit breakers with 
icrotrip relays and 2 overhauled Metrovick 50kV bulk oil circuit breakers were used to 

 the substation. 
 

ities was installed. A partial 
arthing upgrade was carried out as this time. 

 size and avoid replacement of the dated outdoor 11kV bus and 
ssociated earthing a Portacom building and ABB Safe Plus 11kV SF6 switch board was 

in 2001. The earthing and yard surface was upgraded at the same time. 

The substation comprises 
 1 incoming 50kV line from Tokomaru Bay Substation  
 1 5.0 MVA 50/11kV Transformer 

 comprising an 11kV Incomer, fuse switch, 3 11kV Feeders and 1 
Generator connection point..  

 
Nil. 
 

ctions 

MT panels 
and  new vacuum circuit breakers complete with Mulitin 760 protection relays. An IMP 

 transformer with OLTC including bunding and oil facilities was also installed. The 
epa unit was added in 2001. The building is concrete block construction.  

 Metrovick 50kV bulk oil CB was installed on T1 transformer in 2001 to eliminate the Earth 
itch originally used for transformer protection. 

he voltage regulator used for security was removed in 2001 following failure in service. 
 

he substation comprises 

 
atoria Substation 

 
In
M
upgrade

In 1999 a new 5/7.5MVA transformer with Bunding an oil facil
e
 
In order to minimise the yard
a
installed 
 
 

•
•
• An 11kV switchboard

• A 1MW Diesel Generator Set 
 
 
Issues: 

A
Nil 
 
 
Te Araroa Substation 
 
In 1998 the original 11kV switchgear was replaced with second hand Reyrolle L

2.5MVA
S
 
A
throw sw
 
T

T
• 1 incoming 50kV line from Ruatoria Substation  
• 1 2.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer 

 



 

• An 11kV switchboard comprising an 11kV Incomer, fuse switch, 3 11kV Feeders and 1 
Generator connection point.  

• A 1MW Diesel Generator Set 
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sues: 

V. 
 
Subsidence at the site has caused minor cracks in the building block work. The degree of 

 
ctions 

 

 
 

This substation is adjacent to a now redundant Transpower point of supply. 

A new IMP 2.5MVA with OLTC transformer, bunding and  was installed in 1998. Earthing was 
pgraded at the same time. The oil separator was added in 2001. 

In 1999 the 11kV switchgear was replaced with second hand Reyrolle LMT panels with new 
 Mulitin 760 protection relays. The switch room is concrete block 

construction. 
 
The substation comprises 
• 1 incoming 50kV line from Tolaga Bay Substation  
• 1 Outgoing 50kV line to Ruatoria substation 
• 1 2.5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer 
 An 11kV switchboard comprising an 11kV Incomer, fuse switch and 3 11kV Feeders.  
• A 50kV connection to Transpower’s Tokomaru Bay Substation. (Not in service) 

Actions 

 
Tolaga Bay Substation 
 

orary 

 
Is
 
The substation load cannot be supported from Ruatoria at 11k

damage is being monitored. 

A

Nil 
 

Tokomaru Substation 
 

 

u

vacuum circuit breakers and

•

 
Issues 
 
Nil 
 

Nil 

Rationalisation of this substation was carried out in 2001. In order to minimise upgrading of 
the earthing the dated 11kV outdoor bus was removed and the yard size halved. Temp
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transformer bunding was installed around the 4 single-phase transformer units. The backup 

 switchboard. 
A Metrovick 50kV Bulk oil CB was installed on T1 transformer in 2000. 

he substation comprises 
oming 50kV line from Goodwin Rd Switching station  

 1 Outgoing 50kV line to Tokomaru Bay Substation 
• 1 5 MVA 50/11kV Transformer bank (4 units) 
•

ndards however 200kVA of load 
e of the Diesel generator. 

itching Station 

nd

 CB associated Isolator/Earth SW and fence enclosure. 
he site is required to prevent faults in the Puha–Ngatapa-Pehiri-Patutahi 50kV sub 
ansmission ring from affecting supply to Makaraka, Matawhero and Parkinson St. 

witching Station 

u from affecting supply to Kaiti and Port Substations. The switching station consists 
ADA controlled CB with associated Isolator/Earth SW and fence enclosure. It was 
ted in 2002. 

1.5MVA 50/11kV transformer bank was removed and scrapped. A portable building was 
installed with an indoor ABB Safeplus SF6

The earthing for the remaining substation yard was upgraded as part of the project. 
 
T
• 1 inc
•

 An 11kV switchboard comprising an 11kV Incomer, fuse switch and 4 11kV Feeders.  
• A 1MW Diesel Generator Set 
 
 
Issues: 
 
The Oil separation facilities have been deferred to coincide with replacement of the 
transformer bank 
11kV support from adjacent substations is within security sta
cannot be supported without the us
 
Actions 
Nil 
 
 
Hexton Sw
 
The switching station was installed as part of the project to construct the 2  50kV line into 
Makaraka substation from the Gisborne – Puha circuit in 2001. The switching station consists 
of a SCADA controlled
T
tr
 
Goodwin Rd S
 
The switching station was installed as to prevent faults on the 50kV line from Gisborne to 
Tokomar
of a SC
construc
 
Waihi Power Station 
 
The Waihi Power Station is a 5MW hydro power station located off the highway between 
Frasertown and Tuai. 
The station and its assets while owned by ENL are not considered as an integral part of the 
distribution network and Asset -management is considered separately to this document. 
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rming part of the Distribution network include the 6.3 MVA 6.6/50kV 

hrow switch to isolate the 50kV line 
etween Waihi and Kiwi substation. 

T uit d to provide an 11kV supply to the immediate area and 
back feed into the end of the Raupunga and Frasertown 11kV feeders. 
 
A
P e  to ratio aihi with 
d lv number
 
 
PLANNED REPLACEMENT PROG
 
R relatio one su  
a ch rele compon
 
G
 
Growth is discussed in the load gr  and zone 
transformer sections. 
 
 

ELIABILITY 

his is determined by the equipment in the substation and is discussed in the relevant 

xposure to faults- Exposure of the substations to feeder faults is common. The combination 

switchgear of modern design is the only defence.  Newer equipment no longer 
ontains oil.  Sprinkler systems are not a viable option around electrical equipment. 

ave switchgear above normal flood levels. Essential outdoor equipment is sealed 

 
Assets at the site fo
Transformer and 50kV line from the site. 
 
Oil separation facilities were constructed at the transformer installation in 2001 to minimise 
risks associated with the adjacent river. 
 
Issues: 
 
Issues relevant to the distribution network related assets are as follows: 
 
Transformer trips activate a phase to phase 50kV t
b

he Waihi station site is ideally s e

ctions 
lans have been dev

 so
loped nalise the 50kV line and transformer assets at W

istribution assets ing a  of development issues. 

RAMME 

eplacement in n to z bstation is usually carried out at component level and is
ddressed in ea vant ent section.   

ROWTH 

owth analysis section, 50kV lines, 11kV lines

 
R
 
T
section. 
 
RISKS 
 
E
of high-energy electrical faults and oil fill equipment expose substations to the risk of fire.  
Metal clad 
c
Flooding – Specific issues are identified at Kiwi Substation. In General the current substation 
designs h
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merged. 
arthquake- Essential equipment incorporates earthquake design features as part of standard 

. 
ubstation failure- In the unlikely event of major substation failure the security standard 

The following table outlines the level of support at Zone substation level given a transformer 

and electrical bushings and connections are well above flood levels and can operate safely 
partially sub
E
construction
S
provides for contingent support capacity from adjacent substations. 
Safety- Maintenance programs provide for regular inspection and earth testing at all Zone 
substations. Defects are corrected in line with the targets identified in the Maintenance 
section of this plan. 

failure. In most cases there are alternatives and variations to the contingent methods stated 
that are dependant on the circumstances of the event. 
 
Zone Substation Support Capacity  

Location 
% Load 
Support Contengency Method 

01 Te Araroa Sub 100% Generator or Ruatoria 30% via 11kV 
02 Ruatoria Sub 100% Generator or TeAraroa  30% and Tokomaru 35% via 11kV 
03 Tokomaru Bay Sub 100% Ruatoria 50% and Tolaga 50% via 11kV 
04 Tolaga Bay Sub 100% Generator or  Tokomaru Bay 40% and Kaiti 40% 
05 Kaiti Sub 100% Load supplied from Port Substation and Carnarvon St via 11kV 
06 Carnarvon Sub 100% Dual Transformers or Port 50% and Parkinson 50% 

07 Parkinson Sub 100% 
ormers or Carnarvon 50% ,Matawhero 20% and 

Makaraka 30% 
08 Makaraka Sub 100% Carnarvon 50% ,Matawhero 20% Patutahi 10% and Parkinson 20% 

Matawhero 50%, Pehiri 20%,Makaraka 20% and Puha 10% 
Patutahi 100% (Uses Voltage Regulator) 

100% Patutahi 100% (Uses Voltage Regulator) 
100% Generator 80% and Makaraka/Patutahi 20% 

14 Matawhero Sub 100% Dual Transformers or JNL (in progress 100%) 
15 Port Sub 100% Carnarvon 50% and Kaiti 50% 

 

Earth testing is carried out 6 monthly at Zone substation sites to monitor any changes to the 
 indication of earth mat deterioration. 

 
y inspections are undertaken to check for damage and confirm equipment 

operation.  
 
Safety equipment held on sites is minimal and is inspected at intervals not exceeding 7 
months. 
 

Dual Transf

09 Patutahi Sub 100% 
10 Pehiri Sub 100% 
11 Ngatapa Sub 
12 Puha Sub 

32 Kiwi Sub 100% Waihi 50% or Dual supplies at 11kV 
33 Blacks Pad Sub 100% Generator 100% 
34 Tahaenui Sub 100% Kiwi Sub 100% 

 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

Monitoring 
 

earth resistance and provide

Three monthl
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Oil handling facilities are checked as part of Zone substation inspection and maintenance 

 

 

depending on soil re-sensitivity factors.  

rmined by the quantity of oil that could spill in the event of 
a pture. For e ent with low oil quantitie  than ll kits and spill 
p ide f t and clean-up to minimise environmental damage. 
E  falls i l quantity category des switch distribution 
t ig ies the work com s, installation of concrete oil 
c  an n of oil separators to separate oil from the storm water 
u ratin he requirement for ntainment a  dependant 
o oil th ilt in any single eve
 
G
 
A ve for
 
 
QUALITY AND DEVE
 
Standardisation 
 
N andard d buildings (approx 1 meter) to reduce risk from flooding 
a  acces ath.  
W duct c en used and have begun to deteriorate they are being 
r etal uce fire risks and chance of nder load.   
Alterations tenance is required include the removal of 
windows in buildings 11kV switchgear i d and rep of wooden 
doors and window frames with low maintenance aluminium fittings. 
 
T f substati d to allow crane access for installation and 
removal of the large transformer without interference from the overhead 11kV and 50kV lines. 
 
P ISS
 

programs. 

Standards 

Earthing at Zone substations is carried out in accordance with the codes of practice. In 
general 70mm2 CU conductor is used with cad-weld connections and copper-clad rods driven 
at each conductor intersection. The design of the grid is specific to each site and varies 

 
The requirement for bunding is dete
 single ru quipm s less  200 litres oil spi
rocedures prov or containmen
quipment that nto the low oi inclu gear and 

ransformers. For h h oil quantit prise
ontainment areas d the installatio
nder normal ope g conditions. T oil co t a site is
n the quantity of at could be sp nt. 

ap Analysis 

s identified abo  issues per Substation 

LOPMENT 

ew building st s include raise
nd allow cable
here wooden 

s from underne
overs have be

eplaced with m covers to red the  failure u
 carried out on the buildings, as main

where indoor s use lacement 

he layout o on yards has been designe

ERFORMANCE UES 

Nil identified. 
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ESCRIPTION 

8.A.7 Zone Transformers 
 
D
 
There are 19 x 3-phase transformers and 4 x 1-phase transformer banks located across 
ENL’s zone substations.  All 50kV/11kV zone substation transformers except Ngatapa T1/T2 
are fitted with automatic on load tap-changer equipment.  
 
 
Zone Substation Transformers   
Location Type KVA Manufacture date 

a Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 5000 1/01/1997 
03 Tokomaru Bay Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 2500 8/08/1997 

0/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1965 
se 1667 1/01/1965 

12750 1/01/1995 
07 Parkinson Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 12500 1/01/1986 
07 Parkinson Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase O/Hauled 2004 12500 1/01/1971 
08 Makaraka Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 12750 1/01/2001 
09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1948 

1667 1/01/1948 
09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1948 

1/01/1941 
8/07/1996 

/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1949 
50/11 - 3 Phase 5000 1/01/2001 
50/11 - 3 Phase 5000 14/08/2000 

15 Port Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 12750 1/01/2001 
Wairoa 33/11 - 3 Phase 2500 1/01

1/01
d 14/05
S 1500 14/05

35 Waihi Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 6300 1/01/1983 

01 Te Araroa Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 2500 1/01/1998 
02 Ruatori

04 Tolaga Bay Sub 5
04 Tolaga Bay Sub 50/11 - 1 Pha
04 Tolaga Bay Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1965 
05 Kaiti Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 12500 1/01/1987 
06 Carnarvon Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 12500 1/01/2003 
06 Carnarvon Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 

09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 

09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1941 
09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1941 
09 Patutahi Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667
10 Pehiri Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 2500
11 Ngatapa Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 500 1/01/1930 
11 Ngatapa Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 500 1/01/1930 
12 Puha Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1949 
12 Puha Sub 50/11 - 1 Phase 1667 1/01/1949 
12 Puha Sub 50
14 Matawhero Sub 
14 Matawhero Sub 

31 TP Sub /2000 
32 Kiwi Sub 50/11 - 3 Phase 6300 /1983 
33 Blacks Pa  Sub 33/11 - 3 Phase 1500 /2000 
34 Tahaenui ub 33/11 - 3 Phase /2000 

 
IFE ASSESSMENT L
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transformer life is 60 years if the load has generally been low and 
verhaul work has been undertaken at 30 years alternatively 45 year life is expected if no life 

ata Source 

dustry Model adjusted to ENL’s experience.  Assumes maximum ODV life of 60 years is 

eplacement transformers need to be ordered 2 years ahead of the expected end of life to 
against premature failure.  Single-phase banks are not economic to 

verhaul and therefore are limited to 45 years service. 

ransformers with a history of poor oil condition or high loading are to be replaced early as 
sed by

R
 

a sets the replacement program has been 
sformer covering External and internal 

condition, History of operation, Current needs, losses, and age. 

ignificant new installations are required and these are coordinated with changes at existing 
ction plan given in the growth section includes age replacements, 

.  In general new substations are the preferred solution to 
roviding new capacity. 

ummary of Actions 

The general expectation for 
o
extension work has been carried out.  
 
 
 
Zone transformers are considered critical equipment as the lead-time for replacement or 
repair can be months and they are generally too expensive to warrant holding spares.  For 
this reason it is important that they are replaced before there is any risk of in-service failure. 
 
D
 
In
attained. 
 
Replacement Trigger 
 
R
provide a contingency 
o
 
T
asses  DGA. 
 
PLANNED EPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 

As Zone tr nsformers are considered critical as
determined by consideration of each individual Tran

 
S
substations.  The a
removals and new substations
p
 
S
 
Year Action Cost 

08/2009 Replace T1 at Tolaga with 1x 220 .5MVA 3-Phase $500,000
009/2010 Replace T1 and T2 Patutahi with 1x 5MVA 3-Phase $500,000

eplace T1 Puha with 1x 5MVA 3-Phase $250,000

ROWTH 
 

2
2012/2013 R
 
Costs include all items associated with project 
 
 
G
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one substations are designed to support one another in the event of an outage.  Therefore 

ity to supply 11kV contingency capacity to its neighbouring substations. 

rmer exceeds its spare capacity for load growth then it will be permitted to 
rovide contingency capacity by operating at 120% on an 8 hour duty cycle provided 

ecurity 

 

Constraints and Triggers 
 
Z
not only is a zone transformer sized to allow for a minimum of 10 years growth it must also 
have sufficient capac
 
When a transfo
p
temperature is kept below 65°C.  For every year the transformer is operated at nominal full 
load its life will be reduced by 3 years. 
 
Forecasts for Growth/S
 
Load growth and shifting load centres has been described in Section 5.0. The following 
schedule of actions lists predicted substation/transformer capacity upgrades including new 
installations.  Cost estimates assume associated substation developments/equipment 
included.
 
Summary of Actions  
 
  
 
Year Action Cost 
2005/2006 New 12.5MW Sub JNL  $1,000,000
006/2007 Mahia 2.5MW ex-Wairoa Upgrade Wairoa to 12 MW $700,000 

.5MW T1 Ngatapa  $700,000 
014/2015 T1 2.5MW and new sub at Tatapouri $850,000 

pa $1,200,000

lude ll item d with project 

tandard 
 
 Nil in service failures.  

, age, etc. to be maintained at a level where risk of failure is maintained at 
bottom of the reliability “bath tub” curve. 

ustification 

epairs and replacements cannot be affected in any reasonable timeframe. 

Cr

2
2007/2008 Upgrade 2
2
2016/2017 T1 12.5MW and new sub at Mangapa
 
Costs inc  a s associate
 

   
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
S

•
• Condition

 
J
 
R
 

iticality 
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i  generally causes the greatest impact on customer minutes due to the 

ation transformer assets are considered the most critical assets in terms of the 
liability of supply.  

ransformers have a nominal 45 year life unless condition assessment indicates that they are 

l is undertaken life can be extended to a 
aximum of 60 years. 

ap changers are the weak link in transformer reliability.  ENL carries a spare OLTC unit for 
ken on 
re also 

gle sformer 
t 

 required. 

ual transformer installations can also avoid early replacement due to the higher security 
provision. 

ummary of Actions 

ransformers due for major overhaul at $30,000. 

aiti T1  2016/2017 

onitoring 

Sta

and oil separation equipment per 
District Plan. 

• Earthquake mountings are required to have engineering certification.  Connections to 
bushings are also designed for earthquake tolerance. 

Fa lure of a single unit
large customer numbers involved. 
 
The zone subst
re
 
Gap Analysis 
 
T
aging at a slower rate than industry experience.  Aging is related to loading and maintenance.  
If condition is confirmed good and a full overhau
m
 
T
its IMP transformers, which have proven to be less reliable if full rebuild isn’t underta
delivery to ensure quality of fitting.  A range of other spares such as bushings a
carried. 
 
There is a surplus of single phase units currently in service for the sin  phase tran
banks. Therefore a number of units can be allowed to fail in service before total replacemen
is
 
D

 
S
 
T
 
K
Parkinson T1  2016/2017 
 
This work is intended to justify life extension from 45 years to 60 years and is therefore 
capitalised. 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
M
 
Voltage monitoring 11kV tap changers within regulations monitor via SCADA. 
 

ndard 
 
• New transformers require secondary oil containment 

 
 



 

• PCB free oil tests. 
• Noise standards per District Plan 
 
Gap Analysis 

 program of installing Bunding around existing transformers in is place despite it not being 

g. 

2008/2009 
gatapa Bunding + separator included with Transformer replacement  2007/2008 
iwi Bunding separator included with Rationalisation Project    2007-2009 

ctions Earthquake restraints 

treet T1 to coincide with new T2 unit      
aiti T1 to coincide with refurbishment 

tandardisation 

he purchase of low cost IMP transformers from India with on site supervision of the 
ction has proved successful to date.  Continued purchases are planned in future.   

rchases 
clude:  

  
 Separate tap changer and transformer oil compartments in conservator tanks. 
 Pressure relief valves in addition to the Buchholtz fitted to both the transformer and tap 

changer. 
 Less than 1.5% transformer losses 
 A spare tap changer is held for contingency purposes. 

 
A
compulsory to retrofit Bunding for compliance with the District Plan.  This is because there is 
still an obligation and liability for cleaning up if a spill occurs. 
 
Transformers unable to be substantiated by documented earthquake design calculations as 
being adequate require upgrading/substantiatin
 
Summary of Actions (Oil Containment) 
 
Parkinson Street Bunding and separator to coincide with new T2 unit  2005/2006 
Patutahi Bunding and separator included with Transformer replacement  2009/2010 
Puha separator included with Transformer replacement   2012/2013 
Tolaga separator included with Transformer replacement    
N
K
 
A
 
Parkinson S
K
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
S
 
Standard incremental sizes used on the network are 2.5, 5/7, 12.5MVA.   
 
T
constru
 
Alterations carried out on the initial IMP design that are now incorporated into new pu
in
 
• Anti vibration pads between transformer and concrete pad
•
•

•
•
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o 

As opportunity permits new transformer purchases in rural locations will comprise smaller 
apacity 3-phase units, which allow compact substation design and reduced maintenance 
ver the life of the units.  Contingency capacity of neighbouring subs needs to be reassessed 
 order to compensate for the reduction in spare capacity traditionally provided by the fourth 

spare unit in a single phase transformer bank. 
 
In the coastal regions east of Gisborne introduction of multiple low capacity 50/11kV 
transformer installations is planned to provide a more cost effective solution for the regions 
growth rate as the need to upgrade 11kV capacity is eliminated and the cost of incremental 
capacity increases is lower than the traditional zone substation approach. As a number of the 
coastal zone substation installations have been renewed over the last 3 years implementation 

the new design will ed until the assets can be redeployed. 

have limited transformer life include the 

 it 

er at Ngatapa, improving 

Transformers are most efficient when operating close to full load.  The 10 year capacity for
growth provides a good compromise between matching load to demand and not having t
upgrade transformers too frequently. 
 

ew Technology / Innovations N
 

c
o
in

of be deferr
 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 

nown performance issues and past events that K
following: - 
 
Ngatapa 
The transformers at this substation are the oldest units still in service and test results indicate 
replacement is due.   
 
Patutahi 
Blue phase transformer on T2 bank has a low test, but it is to be removed from service if
fails.   
 
Puha 

he alternative to defer T1 replacement is to install a new transformT
the security support to Puha and reducing the area affected in the event of an outage 
 
Tolaga 
The T1 transformer bank has had a major overhaul in 1996. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

8.A.8 Circuit Breakers 
 

ar is used for fault isolation, protection of critical equipmen
of the network.  This includes reclosers, sectionalises, fault indicator

 equipment is considered as a group because a system d
in a co-ordinated protection scheme.  

ircuit Breakers installed on the network are summarised 

DESCRIPTION 
 
Automatic switchge t and 
sectionalisation s, 
fuses and links. This esign 
approach is applied to obta
 
The types and quantities of C in 
the following table. 
 
 

Description Type Quantity 

50 kV Circuit breakers Oil 13
  SF6 15
11 kV Circuit Breakers Oil 33
  Oil/Vacuum 7
  SF6 55
  SF6/Vacuum 20
  Vacuum 37

 
 
Types of 50kV CBs used include outdoor Bulk Oil, Minimum Oil and SF6. The older CB 
designs require compressed air systems for closing. The newer designs use spring charge 
mechanisms with either 110 or 24 Volt DC motors.  
 
Application of each CB type depends on the fault levels and clearing times required. In a 
line protection application the circuit breakers are used to sectionalise faults on the long 

ral 50kV lines reducing the number of zone substations affected. When used to protect 
mers high reliability and faster clearing times are required to 
e to the transformers in the event of a fault. 

n is used where the 
tion), have a capacity below 3MW, the fault 

levels are below 1000amps, and the 50kV line is longer than 10km. 
 
Because fast clearing times are not required the older Minimum Oil CB's with slower 
operating characteristics are used for line protection. At single transformer substations 
where 50kV earth fault throwing switches are used for 50kV protection 11kV incomer CBs 
are installed to provide the backup feeder protection functions and transformer overload 
protection. Where 50kV incoming breakers are installed 11KV switches are considered 
dequate in place of the 11kV incomer CB's and are used for transformer isolation 

ru
zone substation transfor

inimise potential damagm
 
At zone substations where no 50kV CB's are used to protect the transformers the line CB’s 
are also used to clear the remote transformer faults in conjunction with earth fault throwing 
witches triggered by the transformer protection. This desigs

transformers are older (more robust construc

a
purposes. 
 
Both indoor and outdoor configurations are used for 11kV Circuit Breakers. Various types 
used include outdoor pole mounted vacuum/oil or SF6 reclosers, outdoor minimum oil 
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circuit breakers, outdoor pole mounted oil sectionalisers and indoor vacuum or SF6 circuit 
breakers which rack into cubicles.  
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT 

DV Standard Life 40 years 
180 

tart of failure period 35years 
Failure period 0y
Average residual quantity  
A tall  quantity 
Targeted replacement rate 
R te of growth/
 

 
O
Population size 
S

1 ears 
1 

verage ins ation 4/yr 
6/yr 

a security additions 1/yr 

Age P rs

0

10

20

35

20
05

20
02

19 9 7
19

69
19

6
19

60
1

Ye

rofile  Circuit Breake

5

15

25

30

99
19

96
19

93
19

90
19

87
1

84
19

81
19

78
19

75
19

ar Installed

2 6
19

63 95
7

Q
ua

nt
ity

50KV

11KV

 
 
Age Profile Comments 
 
D indoo unted equipment.  There is insuffici
population of any single type to draw  The perio  199 to 2004 refle
rural CB installation and Zone substa m
 
11kV switchboa ica arly replac t is d le. 

he 50kV Bulk Oil CB's were obtained 2nd hand from Transpower and refurbished.  Prior to 
stallation they were 40 to 50 years old and based on current assessment replacement of 
ese units will be necessary between 2008 and 2011 as the insulation of the equipment 

bished units are used in locations where the peak load does not 
xceed 10MW, fault levels are low to ensure maximum life extensions are obtained, and 
low clearing times are acceptable. 

 
R iteria 
 
Replacement of CB’s is justified on the basis of maintenance savings and risks of failure. 
The cost of major refurbishment overhauls of the CB’s has been in the order of 25% of a 
new unit giving an expected 25% ension. T s allowed the CB replacement

ata includes all 50kV, 11kV, r and pole mo ent 
 conclusions. d from 9 cts 
tion upgrading program es. 

rd reliability is crit l and therefore e emen esirab
 
T
in
th
begins to fail. The refur
e
s
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eplacement Cr

 life ext his ha  



 

program to be managed over a more controlled tim ently ne B costs
have reduced hence refurbishment is now uneconomic by comparison with life
e
 
P LACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
50 kV Circuit Breakers 
 

eframe.  More rec w C  
 

xpectancies.  

LANNED REP

Location  Make Manuf 
Date 

Refurbished
. Replace 

Te Araroa T1 Bulk Oil Metro Vic 1952 1997 200 8 
Ruatoria T1  V 1997 201

Line to TeAraroa V 1997 201
 T1 V 1996 201

Line to Ruatoria il Metro V 1949 1996 201
e to Tolaga Bulk Oil Metro V 1949 1996 Remove 
 lk Oil Metro V 1952 1999 200

Kaiti T1 recher Sh SF 1987 - 202
 Schnider SF6 2003  2043 
 Reyrolle Min Oil 1974 - 201

- 2026 
Bus SF6 2004  2044 
T1 Sh SF 1986 - 202
T2 SF6 2004  2044 
Bus SF6 2004  2044 
Line to Patutahi in Oil 1974 - 201
Line to Parkinson Sh SF 1990 - 203
Inject Plant in Oil 1974 - 201
Line to Matawhero SF6 2000 - 204
T1 Sh SF 1990 - 203

 T1  2000 - 2040 
T2  2042 

s er SF6 2004  2044 
ne to Puha er SF6 2001 - 204
ne to Tolaga er SF6 2002  204
 er SF6 2001 - 2041 
 & T2 ishi Bulk ir 1968 1995 200

ne to Pehiri ishi Bulk O ir 1968 1995 200
ne  to Ngatapa Bulk Oil 1937 1996 2006 

 
 
 
. 
11 kV Circuit Breakers 
 
 

Bulk Oil Metro ic 1952  0 
 Bulk Oil Metro ic 1953  0 
Tokomaru Bulk Oil Metro ic 1952  1 
 Bulk O ic  1 
 Lin ic  
Tolaga T1 Bu ic  8 

Sp 6 7 
Port T1
Carnarvon T1 4 
 T2 AEG SF6 1986 
 Schnider 
Parkinson Sprecher 6 6 
 Schnider 
 
Makaraka 

Schnider 
Reyrolle M  

6 
4 

 Sprecher 0 
 Reyrolle M  4 
 Schnider 0 
 Sprecher 6 0 
Matawhero Schnider SF6
 Schnider SF6 2002 
 Bu Schnid
Hexton Li Schnid 1 
Goodwin Rd Li Schnid 2 
Puha T1 Schnid
Patutahi T1 Mitsub Oil/ A  6 
 Li Mitsub il/ A  5 
Pehiri Li Maier  

Location Make Model YEAR REPL

 e LMVP 
lle LMVP 

ACE
01 Te Araroa Sub 
01 Te Araroa Sub 

Reyrolle 
lle 

LMVP 1998 2038
Reyro
Reyroll

LMVP 1998 2038
01 Te Araroa Sub 1998 2038

203801 Te Araroa Sub Reyro 1998
01 Te Araroa Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043
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0102 Hicks Bay trip 11kV 

2002

02 Ruatoria Sub 
ABB Safeplus 
Hawker Siddeley trip 230 

trip 230 
03 Tokomaru Bay Sub 

ub 
ub 
ub 

iddeley lar 
d Bourne 1P 

 and Bourne  351P 2000

b 
b 
b s 2042
b Safeplus 
rae iddeley icrotrip 11kV 1997 2037

rin Fluarc FG 
05 Kaiti Sub 

05 Kaiti Sub 
05 Kaiti Sub 

1987

Hawker Siddeley 

 
 

lle LMT 1974
lle LMT 
lle LMT 

Reyrolle LMT 
lle LMT 1974

b 
ub 
ub 
ub 

s 
0602 City s 

Safeplus 
s 2042

s 
ABB Safeplus 

s 2002
 Sub rin G 

Hawker Siddeley PMR Micro 1997 2037
02 Ruatoria Sub ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
02 Ruatoria Sub ABB Safeplus 2042
02 Ruatoria Sub ABB Safeplus 2002 2042

ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
02 Ruatoria Sub 2002 2042
0206 Tiki Tiki PMR Micro 1997 2037
0206 Tiki Tiki Hawker Siddeley PMR Micro 1997 2037

Reyrolle LMT 1999 2039
03 Tokomaru Bay S Reyrolle LMT 1999 2039
03 Tokomaru Bay S Reyrolle LMT 1999 2039
03 Tokomaru Bay S Reyrolle LMT 1999 2039
0301 Inland Hawker S GVR Po 2002 2042
0302 Seaside Whipp an GVR 35 2000 2040
0304 Mata 
0304 Mata 

Whipp GVR 2040
Coopers KFE 1974 2014

04 Tolaga Bay Sub ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
04 Tolaga Bay Su ABB Safeplus 

s 
2002 2042

04 Tolaga Bay Su ABB Safeplu 2002 2042
04 Tolaga Bay Su ABB Safeplu 2002
04 Tolaga Bay Su ABB 2002 2042
0404 Tauwharepa Hawker S PMR M
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Ge 1987 2027

Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027

Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027

05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 2027
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
05 Kaiti Sub Merlin Gerin Fluarc FG 1987 2027
0502 Dalton GVR Polar 1998 2038
0502 Dalton Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyro 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyro 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyro 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon Sub Reyro 2014
06 Carnarvon Su Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon S Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon S Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
06 Carnarvon S Reyrolle LMT 1974 2014
0602 City ABB Safeplu 2002 2042

ABB Safeplu 2002 2042
0602 City ABB 2002 2042
0602 City ABB Safeplu 2002
0603 Reads Quay Reyrolle LMT 1976 2016
0603 Reads Quay ABB Safeplu 2002 2042
0607 Gladstone 2002 2042
0608 Palmerston ABB Safeplu 2042
07 Parkinson Merlin Ge Fluarc F 1986 2026
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07 Parkinson Sub rin G 
 Sub rin G 
 Sub rin G 1986
 Sub rin G 

b rin 
b rin 1986
b Merlin Gerin  FG 1986

Merlin Gerin 1986
07 Parkinson Sub  Gerin Fluarc FG 

 Sub lle LMVP 2042
 Sub lle LMVP 
 Sub lle LMVP 
 Sub lle LMVP 
 Sub lle LMVP 

n GEC CB 
re  and Bourne GVR 351P 
re  and Bourne 51P 

d Bourne  351P 
Reyrolle LMVP 

LMVP 2000
 2040
 

09 Patutahi Sub P 
iddeley PMR Microtrip 230 1997
iddeley trip 230 
iddeley trip 230 
iddeley trip 230 
iddeley PMR Microtrip 230 1997
iddeley Microtrip 230 2037

rip 11kV 
1003 Tiniroto Hawker Siddeley rip 230 

 d Bourne  351P 
ub d Bourne  
ub d Bourne  

11 Ngatapa Sub 
11 Ngatapa Sub Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040
1103 Tahora Hawker Siddeley PMR Microtrip 230 1997 2037
12 Puha Sub ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
12 Puha Sub ABB Safeplus 2002 2042

 ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
 ABB Safeplus 2002 2042

ABB Safeplus 2002 2042
Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040
Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040
Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040

1204 Matawai 1974 2014
hero 2000 2040

whero 2040
whero 00 2040

14 Matawhero Sub Motopol CB11 2000 2040

2003 2040
15 Port Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043

Merlin Ge Fluarc F 1986 2026
07 Parkinson Merlin Ge Fluarc F 1986 2026
07 Parkinson Merlin Ge Fluarc F 2026
07 Parkinson Merlin Ge Fluarc F 1986 2026
07 Parkinson Su Merlin Ge Fluarc FG 1986 2026
07 Parkinson Su Merlin Ge Fluarc FG 2026
07 Parkinson Su Fluarc 2026
07 Parkinson Sub Fluarc FG 2026

Merlin 1986 2026
08 Makaraka Reyro 2002
08 Makaraka Reyro 2002 2042
08 Makaraka Reyro 2002 2042
08 Makaraka Reyro 2002 2042
08 Makaraka Reyro 2002 2042
0803 Nelson GEC CB 1978 2018
0804 Haisma 1978 2018
0805 Bushme Whipp 2000 2040
0805 Bushme Whipp GVR 3 2000 2040
0805 Bushmere Whipp an GVR 2000 2040
09 Patutahi Sub 2000 2040
09 Patutahi Sub Reyrolle 2040
09 Patutahi Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2000
09 Patutahi Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2000 2040

Reyrolle LMV 2000 2040
0905 Muriwai Hawker S 2037
0906 Te Arai Hawker S PMR Micro 1997 2037
10 Pehiri Sub Hawker S PMR Micro 1997 2037
10 Pehiri Sub Hawker S PMR Micro 1997 2037
10 Pehiri Sub Hawker S 2037
10 Pehiri Sub Hawker S PMR 1997
10 Pehiri Sub Hawker Siddeley PMR Microt 1997 2037

PMR Microt 1997 2037
1003 Tiniroto Whipp an GVR 2000 2040
11 Ngatapa S Whipp an GVR 351P 2000 2040
11 Ngatapa S Whipp an GVR 351P 2000 2040

Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040

12 Puha Sub
12 Puha Sub
12 Puha Sub 
1201 Whatatutu 
1204 Matawai 
1204 Matawai 

Coopers KFE 
14 Mataw  Sub Motopol CB11 
14 Mata  Sub Motopol CB11 2000
14 Mata  Sub Motopol CB11 20

14 Matawhero Sub Motopol CB11 2003 2040
14 Matawhero Sub Motopol CB11 2003 2040
14 Matawhero Sub Motopol CB11 2003 2040
14 Matawhero Sub Motopol CB11 
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15 Port Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043
15 Port Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043
15 Port Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043
15 Port Sub Reyrolle LMVP 2003 2043
2003 Ruakituri Coopers KYLE 3H 1973 2013
2003 Ruakituri Coopers KYLE 3H 1973 2013

GEC FMX 1980 2020

020
X 1980 2020

32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2020
GEC FMX 1980 2020
GEC FMX 1980 2020

32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2020
32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2020
32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2020
3201 Raupunga/Brickworks Coopers KF 1973 2005
3201 Raupunga/Brickworks Coopers KYLE 3H 1974 2005

Coopers KYLE 3H 1976 2005
Coopers KFE 1980 2020

ga/Brickworks Coopers KFE 1981 2021
town/Nuhaka Coopers KF 1973 2005

3203 Frasertown/Nuhaka Coopers KF 1974 2005
006

006
rtown/Nuhaka Coopers KFE 1980 2020

own/Nuhaka Coopers KFE 1980 2020
3203 Frasertown/Nuhaka Hawker Siddeley GVR Polar 2002 2042
33 Blacks Pad Sub Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2000 2040
3301 Mahia Coopers KF 1973 2006
3301 Mahia Coopers KYLE 3H 1974 2006
3301 Mahia Coopers KYLE 3H 1976 2006
34 Tahaenui Sub Whipp and Bourne GVR 351P 2005 2045

d Triggers 

he standard CB ratings are: 

250 A  Incomer on Bus CB rating large substations 

2003 Ruakituri Coopers KFE 1979 2019
31 TPWairoa Sub Hawker Siddeley GVR Polar 1998 2038
32 Kiwi Sub 
32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2020
32 Kiwi Sub GEC FMX 1980 2
32 Kiwi Sub GEC FM

32 Kiwi Sub 
32 Kiwi Sub 

3201 Raupunga/Brickworks 
3201 Raupunga/Brickworks 
3201 Raupun
3203 Fraser

3203 Frasertown/Nuhaka Coopers KYLE 3H 1975 2
3203 Frasertown/Nuhaka Coopers KYLE 3H 1976 2006
3203 Frasertown/Nuhaka Coopers KYLE 3H 1977 2
3203 Frase
3203 Frasert

 
 
 
 
GROWTH 
 
Constraints an
 
T
 
1
650 A  Normal substation feeder CB used for Incomer on smaller substation 
400 A  Minimum CB rating used for rural substations or remote reclosers 
 
To accommodate growth ratings are selected on the basis that the CB rating is twice the 
normal feeder load.  This is a contingency provision to allow a CB to carry the load of its 
adjacent feeder as needed for maintenance outage. 
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The most significant constraint on feeder CB's currently is the rating of the feeder cables 
 the CB's. 

ns, capacity is allowed for this load in 
ddition to normal CB loading. 

hort time fault ratings for CB's range from 12 kA to 21 kA, which is within the current fault 

cted to exceed the 
striction prior to the planned CB replacement dates. 

raka Matawhero, Parkinson sub-
ansmission ring. These costs are included in the project costs. Refer Network 

tandard 
 

door installations are justified in urban substations to allow compact substation design 

 Bus Section circuit breakers where dual transformer configurations are 
installed.  
 
For 50kV CB’s where it is not possible to maintain supply when switchgear is taken out of 
service for maintenance bypass arrangements are an integral part of the design. In 
general at the larger urban substations alternative supplies are available via the 2nd 
transformer banks, adjacent substations, and 11kV feeders, therefore bypass 
arrangements are not required. 
 

door bussed switchgear is considered critical as in a majority of zone substations there is 

ap Analysis 

OMPLIANCE ISSUES 

il quantities associated with CB’s are low in comparison with the zone substation 
re managed with oil handling procedures and Oil spill kits suitable 

r the volumes of oil are held at each zone substation as a contingency. 

pressure system and age of components used in the 
ystem for the air operated 50kV Circuit breakers at Patutahi makes early replacement 

connected to
 
Where feeders are used for ties to other substatio
a
 
S
levels at all, substations. 
 
Loads on older 50kV CB's restricted to 10MW peak are not expe
re
 
Summary of Actions 
. 
A number of new 50kV CB’s will be required to implement N-1 protection for the 
Carnarvon, Kaiti, Port sub-transmission ring and the Maka
tr
Development. 
 
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
S

In
and reduced risk of damage or faults from external interference.  Indoor switchboards are 
configured with

Criticality 
 
In
only N security and failure usually attracts long repair times. 
 
G
No current issues  
 
C
 
O
transformers. Oil spills a
fo
New regulations have introduced a certificate of compliance regime for all pressure 
vessels greater than 70 psi. The 
s
desirable. 
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Monitoring 
 

esting is undertaken during maintenance checks. 

tandard 

 at greater than 15 GOhm. 

Oil
uantities. 

measured 

 

a and Te Araroa do not have oil 
 with bulk oil equivalents. 

Correction of existing issues will be complete by 2011 and arising issues will be corrected 
ithin 5 years. 

UALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 

Indoor 11kV circuit breakers used for all Substations where multiple feeders are 
necessary. 

rangements are installed for 50kV CB's where no alternative supply 
 available. 

 
comer and bus section configurations are used where dual transformer configurations 

oad to allow support of 

 
tandardisation 

New 50kV CB purchases have been standardised for compatibility and reduced long term 

• r  

T
 
S
 
Insulation must  test
 
Bulk oil circuit breakers are located within bunded containment areas. 
 

 spill kits and handling procedures are located at all zone substations to cope with oil 
r oil qspills from circuit breakers with lowe

 
ecifications and are Insulation levels are maintained within the manufacturer's sp

with discharge monitoring equipment or during servicing. 

Gap Analysis 
 
The bulk oil 50kV CB's at Ruatoria, Tokomaru, Tolag
containment facilities.  These breakers will not be replaced
 
Required Outcome 
 

w
 
Q
 
Outdoor CB's used for all 50kV applications. 
 

 
Bypass and isolation ar
is

In
exist. 
 
All circuit breaker/feeder ratings are twice the normal feeder l
adjacent feeder loads. 

S
 
50 kV Circuit Breakers 
 

costs. Standard features include:  
 
 SF6 outdoo
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•
• DC 24 volt operation (reduces 110V DC battery costs currently incurred due to older 

 
11kV Circuit Breakers 
 
• 12kA short time fault rating 
• SF6 or Vacuum 
• urations for multiple feeder
• s fitted to outdoor reclosers ement from previous failure
• tection with fully configurable curve types and settings including DNP3 or 

munications capabilities. 
•  mechanisms  
• n standard with bypas ing hot stick techniqu
• ted to all remote recloser installations. 
• Inclusion of Fault locators into reclose  and protection schemes is also planned 

ll network performanc
• sity criteria CB's reclosers and sectionalisers, fuses, fault indicators. 
• ch substation feeder 
•  than 2 cascaded from
• more than 1 cascaded
• Fuses Branch fusing on private spur line
• tted to unfused branch  lines with more than 30 c  or 

k exceeds 10km. 
 
N
 
A ine isolators to mi rised automation of 
switches facilitates their use for sectionalisin
Fault indic tio t findin
Implementation of live-line design, to facilitate switchgear maintenance and replacem
without supply interruptions. 
 

ummary of Actions 

A rural protection and automation development plan has been created to address: 

 Protection coordination 

his Plan identifies the optimum solution for each location, i.e. recloser, sectionaliser, 

 66kV rated minimum 
 

CB designs) 

 Min 400A rating and 

 Indoor config  substations. 
 Bursting disc  (requir  issues) 
 Electronic pro

Modbus com
 24v DC operating
 Live line installatio s features us es 
 SCADA control fit
 r  to 

optimise the overa e 
 Co-ordination den
 Feeder CB per ea
 Field CB not more  Feeder CB 
 Sectionaliser not  from Field CB 

s 
 Fault indicators fi  or spur ustomers

connected networ

ew Technology 

utomation of all 50kV l nimise restore times. Moto
g and tie purposes 

r to aid faulators are to be used in conjunc n with switchgea g 
ent, 

S
 

 
•
• Improve performance 
• Replace existing aging equipment and correct existing issues 
• Substitute requirement to replace ABS’s, fuses, etc, i.e. use less new technology to 

replace older solutions.  
 
T
Automatic Switch, fault indicator, fuses, etc and is therefore coordinated across all these 
asset types.   
 
The current program for implementation of the plan is as follows:  
 
Description Location Year Cost
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Install PMR Brush 230V Close EX Ruatoria Defered  

$16,310
 near School 2005/2006 $9,900

Taumata Rd Wharekopae Rd Crn 2005/2006 $22,810
Waimatatini Ruatoria J570 2005/2006 $22,810

e Waimoko Rd Wharakeri A264         2005/2006 $22,810
Upgrade KFE and SCADA Oraka 2005/2006 $18,100

2005/2006 $9,900
Upgrade SCADA Mahunga Spur 2005/2006 $9,900
Upgrade SCADA Morere 2005/2006 $9,900
Upgrade SCADA Te Marie 2005/2006 $9,900
Upgrade SCADA Waihi Rd 2005/2006 $9,900
Upgrade SCADA Raupunga 2005/2006 $9,900
New Automatic Switch Kahungungu 2005/2006 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Waihua Valley 2005/2006 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Frasertown  2005/2006 $22,810
   $240,570
New Automatic Switch East Cape Rd Te Araroa 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Ardkeen 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Waitai Valley 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Muhanga 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Pokopoko-Ardkeen 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Maungataniwha 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Ruakituri 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Ruakituri 2006/2007 $22,810
New Automatic Switch Ohuka 2006/2007 $22,810
   $205,290
Install Recloser ex Ngatapa TBA 2007/2008 $16,000
Install Recloser ex Ngatapa TBA 2007/2008 $16,000
Install Recloser ex Ngatapa TBA 2007/2008 $16,000
Install Recloser ex Ngatapa TBA 2007/2008 $16,000
Automate RMU Ormond Rd Haisman Rd Corner 2007/2008 $12,000
Automate Switch Gear Gisborne Hospital 2007/2008 $12,000
   $88,000
Fault Locators with SCADA indication 20 of various 2005/2006 $50,000
Fault Locators with SCADA indication 24 of various 2007/2008 $60,000

 
 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 
11kV CB’s are very reliable the main issue relating to their reliability is the co-ordination of 
protection settings. The lack of standardisation of older units with built in protection makes 
it difficult to co-ordinate protection with newer devices resulting in inferior performance.  
With faster clearing times and more devices requiring discrimination older mechanical 
equipment often cannot meet the need for steeply inverse characteristics. 
 
Alteration or replacement of the KYLE reclosers to provide earth fault protection is also 
necessary for rural protection co-ordination to be successful. 
 
Rural protection and automation has already been achieved in Wairoa.  However 
performance of the original equipment still in use is severely limited by: 
 

   
ley Rd 2005/2006Install PMR Brush 11KV Close EX Puha Waikura Val

Waingake RdAUTOMATE VREG 
N w Automatic Switch e
New Automatic Switch 
N w Automatic Switch 

Upgrade SCADA Blacks Corner 
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• Poor communications related to aerial/cable design and condition 
 System DO RTU’s which have proven to be inadequately robust for rural conditions 

 Battery life 
ction coordination 

Correction of the issues is incorporated into the Automation project.   
 

•
• Mixing old equipment retro fitted new automation  
• Poor actuator design 
•
• Lack of prote
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8.A.9 Distribution Transformers 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
The following table indicates the approximate quantities of distribution transformers used 
on the network. 
 
Description Quantity 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 1 Ph up to 30 kVA 3 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 100 kVA 18 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 1000 kVA 15 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 1500 kVA 2 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 200 kVA 105 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 300 kVA 208 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 500 kVA 48 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 750 kVA 1 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph Up to 30 kVA 31 
Distribution Transformer Cable Entry 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph100 kVA 54 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 1 Ph 30 kVA 132 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 1 Ph 75 kVA 1 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 1 Ph Up to 15 kVA 839 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 100 kVA 69 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 200 kVA 11 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 300 kVA 6 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mounted 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph 50 kVA 215 
Distribution Transformer Pole Mou  nted 11/0.4 kV 3 Ph Up to 30 kVA 1780 
Voltage Regulator 11/11 kV 3 Ph 1500 kVA 1 
Voltage Regulator 11/11 kV 3 Ph 750 kVA 8 

 
 

         3547 

 
Included in this category 9 voltage regulator installations at: 
 
• Pehiri substation - security of supply contingency 
• Kopuaroa between Ruatoria and Tokomaru for security of supply contingency 
• Tatapouri between Kaiti and Tolaga for distance boost 
• Ngatapa substation – no tap changers 
• Matawai – distance boost required due to length of feeder 
• Waingake – to support water works 
• Nuhaka  - distance boost (failed in service to be removed) 
• Waihua for Raupunga feeder distance boost 
• Mahia – distance boost 
 
The Nuhaka regulator is an MacGraw Edison auto-booster which boosts the outside 2 
phases asymmetrically relative to the centre phase. Since the installation of Tahaenui 
substation its primary use was for security in events when the Tahaenui sub was offline. 
The unit has failed in service and will be removed. 

he overall diversity ratio of installed distribution transformer capacity to system maximum 
gely due to the high proportion of rural reticulation and 

T
demand is approximately 0.296 lar
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varying peak demand requirements for the diffe
are influencing this diversity. 
The standardisation of transform
phase or 30kVA 3 phase, while mo
diversity as older sm
situated on remote low density feeders the impact 
The increasing use of
strategies to reduce the maximum demand of 
in diversity ratio. ENL prefers 
than target diversity r
the cost to re-visit transforme

 190 

rent end user groups. A number of factors 

er sizes in particular the minimum size of 15kVA single 
re efficient in terms of cost causes a reduction in 

aller units are replaced. As the smaller transformers a generally 
on diversity at feeder level is significant. 

 imbedded generation (non time of use) and changes to load control 
the system have caused a further reduction 

to maintain spare capacity in distribution transformers rather
atio improvement by reduction in distribution transformer capacity as 

rs for growth upgrades, typically in remote locations exceeds
any benefits gained by a high diversity ratio. 
For these reasons ENL does not use capacity utilisation as a relevant measure of 
efficiency performance. 
 
 
 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT 

45 years 
3547 

5 years 

r 
50 12 

6 

 
DV Standard Life O

Population Size 
 Small Large 
Start of failure period 38 years 45 year

ailure Period 10 years 
s 

F
Average Residual Quantity 10 1 
Average Installation Quantity 70 per year 13 per yea

argeted Replacement Rate T
Rate of Growth Additions 30  
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Age Profile Transformers >= 100KVA
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Age Profile Comments  
 
 
Transformers have a reasonably fast roll-off su al spanning a 5-10 year period 
indicating sudden to e chan g. k ting through) 
 
A large installation of 200 small transformers remains installed in 1962.  This peak is 
reducing as replacement continues. 
 
Large transforme (>=100kV allation profile.  On average 12 were 
installed per ye  a 000. 
 
The Compliance program in 2000 eliminated the majority of the older group of pole 
mounted 250k
 
Transformers have been in a replacement cycl ince 1988 at an average rate of 60/yr.  
This is estimated to comprise of 40 normal annual failures, movements and/or new 
transfor s p lat
 
Residual survival is considered negligible as it is only evident in large transformers 
reflectin e nt nc ttention th e likely to have received (now discontinued). 
 
It is policy to refurbish transformers on  greater than 15years. 
 
Replac
 
The low st ew n rmers, hig f operating maintenance facilities and longer 
life exp nc  n  tr formers m placem  the preferred option compared to 
traditional maintenance. 

in 
 tan

rviv
rustal failur me isms (e.

rs 
r fro

A) have an even inst
98a m  1960-1 5, and 5/yr fter 1985- 2

VA units. 

e s

mer

g th

ement Criteria 

 co
ecta

lus 20 age re ed replacements. 
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if they have life expectancy
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A ACE P G MME 

1

 
 
 
PL
 

NNED REPL MENT RO RA

Transformer Replacement Plan            
 /0  009/10 20 2011/12 2 3/14 2014/15 6 2006/072005 2007/08 2008/09 2 10/11 012/13 201
Small Transformer Age Repla n   5 0 50 50 5  50 ceme t 50 50 0 50 5  0 50
Grow ature Failure Allo  30 3 0 30 30 3  30 th/Prem wance 30 0 30 3  0 30
Total Small Transformer Repla e   80 8  80 cem nts 80 80 80 80 80 80 0 80
            
Cost At 208000 2 208000  08000 20 208000 2 000 208000 2600ea 08000 208000 2 8000 08000 208
            
            
Large nsformer Age Replac n  9 4  9  Tra eme t 9 9 9 9 4 4  4
Grow ature Failure Allo  4 4  4 th/Prem wance 4 4 4 4 4 4  4
Total Large Transformers  13 1  13 13 13 13 13 13 13 3 13
            
Cost  At 35000ea 455000 4 455000 55000 45 455000 4 000 45500055000 455000 4 5000 55000 455
             
Earth rades  4000 4 0 4000  Upg 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 000 400
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GROWTH 
 

onstraints 
 

arge distribution transformers are installed with a minimum 20% excess capacity. This 
excess provision is permitted to erode with growth until 100% rating is reached.  Depending 
on the load density the transformer is either upgraded or an intermediate transformer is 
installed. 

MDI’s are fitted to transformers >100kVA to monitor loadings. 
 

mall transformers are matched as closely to the load as possible and upgraded as required. 
 

Forecasts 

gs on transformers as per 8.B.9 Issues relating to overload transformers 
are identified and corrected within 12 months.  Transformer average growth is in the order of 
1MW p.a. Allowance for this is catered for in the Transformer replacement programme above. 
 
Summary of Actions 
 
A for additional transformers and capacity upgrades per year to cater for typical 
growth are as follows. Negative growth or shifting of load centres creates redundancy of 
t tions. 
 
Large Transformers   

mall Transformers  20 

ELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 

 most cases portable generation is temporarily used to supply load during replacement of 
rmers. 

he security standards adopted by ENL do not allow for temporary supply of loads as a result 

he standard reflects impact on outage performance statistics. 

 

C

L

 

S

 

 
ENL monitors loadin

llowances 

ransformer installa

3
S
 
R

Standard 
 
All transformer installations are designed to allow restoration within 8 hours. 
 
In
larger transfo
 
T
of smaller transformer failure. 
 
Justification 
 
T
 
Criticality 
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when applied risk assessment and replacement programs. 

ap Analysis 

nking or repainting is not economic as a standalone action. Failure 
tes are decreasing due to the implementation of the replacement programme. 

d to age.  The use of thicker PVC covered leads and elimination of old 
ansformers with downwards facing HT bushing will overcome this problem. 

All these failures are in line with normal probabilities over the life of a transformer population. 

he following table lists expected quantities of replacements and causes based on current 

Large unsupported transformers supplying many customers or essential services are given a 
higher criticality factor 
 
G
 
Failure analysis shows that the predominant cause of in service failure is tank life being 
reduced by rust.  Re-ta
ra
 
Lead failures are relate
tr
 

 
 
T
reliability statistics. 
 
Failure or 
Return Reason 

Expected Proportion 
of Total Counted As 

Rust 59% Age replacement 
Leaks 5% Age replacement 
Lightening 13% Fault 
Interference 15% Fault 
(animal/persons) 
Lead failure 5% Age replacement 
Overload 3% Growth 

 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 

afety  
public is currently the primary cause of compliance defects and is usually 

ssociated with Ground mount units in domestic areas.  
Earthing and security of installations is also considered critical. Compliance with regulations 
and industry standards must be maintained. 
 

onitoring 

 
 

at customer request. 
 during Pole inspection programs. 

 
Standard 

 
S
Interference from 
a

M
Regular visual Inspection is carried out as per details in 8.B.9 

Earth testing is carried out at frequencies detailed in 8.B.9. 
 
Voltage checks are undertaken 
Issues with structure integrity are identified
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nd equal potential bonding standards are in accordance with the electricity 
ct and regulations.   

 
imum of 6 rods (2 banks) are driven before an earth is abandoned 

as impractical to lower resistance. These situations are reviewed on a case by case basis as 

trength requirements for pole mounted substations are in accordance with the outcomes of 

 

 of compliance upgrades. 

Summary of Actions 

ination of the worst 10% every 6 year testing cycle.  In the 
urrent cycle this will eliminate all earths with a test > 100 ohms within 3 years. 

UALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Standardisation 
 
Replacement of transformers with ground mount mini sub style units is the standard practice 
for transformers over 100kVA Smaller ground mount transformers are also used for 
replacements in rural locations where the supply is via underground 11kV cables. 
 
• Standard transformer sizes used are 15 kVA for 1 phase supplies 30, 50,100, 200, 300, 

500, 750,1000 kVA for 3 phase. 
• All transformers above 100kVA to be ground mounted. 
• All new urban substations to be ground mounted regardless of size. 
• LV isolation to be provided. 
• All Urban LV connections to be cable. 
• Transformers greater than 500kVA shall have 3-Phase switching provided for connection 

and disconnection, on the HV 

 
Earth resistances a
a
 

To upgrade earths a max

the occurrence is rare. 
 
S
the Visim design tool. 
 
Gap Analysis 

150 earths with resistance > 100 ohms. 
 
 
Required Outcome 
 
10% improvement renewal of earths every 6 years as a result
 

 
The targets necessary to maintain earths that are above the required levels and carry out 
tests to ensure compliance with standards are as follows: 
 
Earth upgrade programs target elim
c
 
 
Q
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igns have been adopted as a standard. 

tending life. A spare unit for 
ontingency was obtained in 2004. 

ON-ASSET SOLUTIONS 

rmers in uneconomic areas to allow lower cost 3 phase 400 private 
ervice cables to supply small single phase installations has shifted costs from customers to 

ncourage more economic construction and 
construction options for uneconomic regions is intended in the medium term.  

New Technology 
 
Long life tank des
 
Amenity improvements 
 
Removal of 2 pole substations is a major visual improvement. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 
Component Failures 
 
Refurbishment of voltage regulators has proven effective at ex
c
 
Ground-mount multi-fin transformers have been identified through inspections, to have rust 
issues and are developing leaks around the fins. These units also contain Low voltage racks 
that have also been identified for replacement as per 8.B.12. 
 
N
 
Use of 3 phase transfo
s
the network in the past. Replacement of 3 phase transformers with 1 phase transformers can 
be achieved at a 30% lower cost.  
 
Development of pricing structures to e
re
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8.A.10 Pole Mounted Isolation Equipment 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
50kV air break isolators are used to provide isolation, bypass, sectionalising and tie functions. 
In general these switches have integral earth switches, which are used to provide a safe and 
reliable mechanism for earthing equipment or lines to be worked on.  Some switches are 
motorised. 
 
11kv air break switches are used for isolation and sectionalisation of the overhead distribution 
network to minimise outage areas and provide practical points of isolation to allow 
maintenance and fault repairs. The quantities and location of the switches is dependant on 
distance factors and number of connections between sections. Switch locations in urban 
areas are generally at feeder inter-tie points and line branches. 
 
Drop out and glass type 11 kV fuses form the lowest level of protection and isolation functions 
on the network. All 11kV transformers below 200kVA are protected using 11kV fuses. Rural 

r installations that are connected via a HV service line to the distribution system 
lled at the tee off from the main line.  Branch fusing protects some 

 reducing the affects of ferro-resonance when the load is small. 

38 years 

transforme
often have the fuses insta
istribution spurs. d

 
For small 50/11kV 33/11kV transformers with capacity below 1MW Fuses are used for 
transformer protection. 
 
Switches are used in conjunction with fuses on long sections of cable to provide 3 phase 
witchings

 
LIFE ASSESSMENT (ABS and SF6 SW’s) 
 
ODV Standard Life 35 years 
Population size 596 
Start of failure period 
Failure period 10 years 
Average Residual Quantity 2 

verage installation quantity 22/yr A
Targeted replacement rate 20/yr 
Rate of growth additions 2/yr 
 

 



 

Age Profile Overhead Switches
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Age Profile Comments 
 
Age profile reflects experience.  Assets installed during construction with minimal 
attention/use since.   Past service life is leading to high probability of failure if operated. 
 
Density is being reduced therefore all replacements are assumed to be in service failure 
related. 
 
The high installation period is within the survival roll-off.   
 
It is proposed to replace 20 units p.a. starting in 2002 until 2008 $115,500 p.a.  A live line 

ires clean structures free from any unnecessary equipment, i.e. a 
inimised configuration.   

ine design.  Design will allow 
BS’s to be installed, removed, and maintained and by-passed without interruption to supply. 

he total average installed age for 50kV switch types is 16 years.  There are 78 switches on 

customised network requ
m
 
The effects of failure at ABS’s are to be minimised through live l
A
 
T
ENL’s network.  5 are motorised. 
 
50kV ABS’s have been well maintained and are relatively new.  Therefore they are expected 
to deliver a service life equivalent to the ODV life of 35 years despite criticality.  This would 
require a replacement program starting in 2019 at a rate of 2p.a.  Motorised switches (which 
are used more frequently) would be first priority.   
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LIFE ASSESSMENT (Fuses) 
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35years 
Population size 3570 

42years 
ailure period 7yrs 

e Residual Quantity 2 
i  84/yr 

10/yr 
10/yr 

 
ODV Standard Life 

Start of failure period 
F
Averag
Average installation quant ty
Targeted replacement rate 
Rate of growth additions less reduction 

Age Profile Isolation Fuses
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ge Profile Comments A
 
 Into replacement cycle as evident in • increasing existing installation rates. 

n-service. 

OGRAMME 

n of branch and group fusing would mean that only individual transformers are 
liability.  This combined with the fact that fuse element faults do not require 

reporting in outage statistics means that fuses are non critical to performance and can be left 
to fail in service.  It is therefore proposed to flatten the replacement program.  It is also 
roposed to defuse as appropriate.  Over the long term, (20 years) the density of fusing will 

 by 60%. Fuse removal is to be coordinated with the Rural Protection and 
 Project. 

• Sudden failure indicates practice of leaving to fail i
 
PLANNED REPLACEMENT PR
 
The eliminatio
ffected by rea

p
be reduced

utomationA
 
Replacement Criteria 
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ty bearing surfaces 
 Burnt or broken contacts 

ummary of Actions 

BS’s 

ty and automation. 

llow for 10 steady state replacements/new fuse sets per year $12,000 p.a. 
ation reduction of 4 sets per year 

alance of fuse replacement allowed for in Transformer replacement programme. 
 

ROWTH 

ts and Triggers 

e rural distribution system is unlikely to exceed the 1000kVA capacity trigger 
quiring an ABS to be fitted with arc suppression other than at feeder tie points.  These are 

ssary on an unplanned basis.   

e 50kV ABS’s with their close proximity to large conversion transformers require 
n assessment in terms of operating practice and the need for suppression. 

entify arc suppression requirement of 50kV ABS’s. 

ELIABILITY AND SERVICE 

ustification 
 
Any equipment on the network adds to the potential for faulting and requires maintenance.  

 

 
Switchgear used for the purpose of sectionalisation is not considered critical by comparison 
with similar items used to protect critical equipment from excessive damage under fault 

 
• Jammed or rus
•
• Fails to meet standards for rating or live line design 
 
S
 
A
Replace 20/yr  until 2008  $115,000 p.a. 
Target steady state of 9/yr.   $52,500 p.a. 
Target key locations and allow for increased quali
 
Fuses 
A
Overall popul
B

G
 
Constrain
 
Nil 
 
Forecasts 
 
Growth in th
re
readily identifiable and dealt with as nece
 
However th
a
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Id
 
R
 
J

Good design minimises equipment and reduces the risks it poses to reliability. 

Criticality 
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failed equipment. 

determine a solution to the expected unreliability in the medium term. 

ap Analysis 
 

ll faults are addressed by minimising asset.  Component failure and lack of maintenance do 
ibly due to a low level of 

sage resulting from over population in the past. 

ummary of Actions 

il planned. 

UES 

 the Electrical Safety Service as a compliance 
oncern.  

 wire operated Air break switches installed on the 
t ot been captured.  These are targeted for elimination 

 the installed population as 
ve line working practices is 

 
Compliance issues are essentially age/location driven. These assets must be upgraded to 

odern standards within 5 years of reaching their standard life. Until the switches can be 
 procedures and identification or disabled. 

standard for phase separation is 900mm in order to 
reduce risk of arc over. 

 too close to comply with minimum standards for air isolation.  The 
50mm minimum. 

• The switches are not rated to break load (10A maximum).  Controllers and operators risk 
making errors in identifying this limitation as it is not identified on site or on the system 
diagram. 

conditions; hence the contingency approach for sectionalisation equipment is to bypass the 

 
Actuator units on both 50kV and 11kV ABS’s are troublesome planning is underway to 

 
G

A
not appear to be issues with ENL’s ABS and fuse populations, poss
u
 
S
 
N
 
COMPLIANCE ISS
 
Quadrant ABS’s have been identified by
c
 
The proportion of 200Amp Quadrant
ne work is 65% exact quantities have n
between 2004 and 2008. This will be achieved by reducing

liplanned replacements, removal, upgrades and the shift to 
introduced. 
 
Earth testing refer Transformer section. 
 
Standard 

m
eliminated they will be managed with
 
Gap Analysis 
 
The 200A Quadrant ABS’s are inadequate for the following reasons: - 
 
 Phase separation is too close.  ENL’s •

• Open contact spacing is
requirement is a gap of 1
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• They are wire operated.  The wire passes through live conductors without adequate 
clearance. 

 The handle mechanism is not optimum for clean, swift, positive action. 
• Earthing and isolation is not adequate.  Earthing of the ABS frame should not rely on the 

operating wires as conductors.   
• The Ministry of Economic Development has indicated that they are past their service life. 
 
Required Outcome 
 
• Removal of all 200A Quadrant ABSs as soon as practicable. 
 
Summary of Actions 
 
As per planned replacement program 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
Standardisation 
 
Standards for Air Break Switches include:  
 
• installations that accommodate live line replacement and maintenance techniques 
• 900mm Phase separation on 11kV 
• 1400mm phase separation on 50kV 
• arc suppression fitted if connected capacity >1MVA on 11kV 
• 50kV not used to break load unless fitted with suppression 
• load break fault make rating on all new purchases 
 
No transformers greater than 500kVA are installed using fusing protection in overhead areas. 
 
Where sectionalisers or similar equipment are not present on rural lines air break switches 
are considered necessary at distances not exceeding 10km with typical connection densities 
of 20 to 30 per section. 
 
New Technology and Innovations 
 
Defusing the HV side of transformers could reduce the faults caused by lightening blowing HV 
fuses.  Optimising location of protection and fault isolating devices will reduce the area of 
outages.  Main causes of outages that can be eliminated by reclosers are transient faults 
caused by trees, animals and lightening  
 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 
Component Failures 
 

•
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Several types of equipment have been identified throughout the industry as poor performers.  
This equipment is eliminated through specification. 
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hgear (Ground mounted) 

 typically used in underground networks to provide switchin
h section of cable between transformers. The ma
ABB SD type Ringmain units with extended Isolators or 
few older Reyrolle JK and JS type switchgear, Magnefix

ce. At newer switchgear installations ABB SF6 indoor / Out
utdoor units are being used. Ground mounted switchgear is

sed where ground mount transformers are located in overhead areas and overhead fusing 
at the cable tap off is available. 
 
Cast resin or Magnefix switchgear has been used historically as an alternative to the oil filled 
ring main units. A majority of this equipment was replaced between 2000 and 2003. The 
remainder of the units are installed in the Wairoa district. In general these units are 
incorporated into the high voltage cubicle of ground-mounted transformers. 
 
RTE Switches are units that are incorporated into the tank of a ground mounted distribution 
transformer.  They consist of a selector switch that has four positions and have a similar 
electrical configuration to the oil ring main units.  All switching involves a break before make 
operation of the switch contacts, which causes momentary interruptions to supply. There are 
limitations on the size of load that the switches can interrupt and generally the switches are 
operated off load. Only a few RTE units remain in service. 
 
The Reyrolle J type oil switchgear was installed during the 1970’s and is located in key areas 
of the business district. A majority of this equipment was replaced between 2000 and 2003.  
 
Switchgear  

8.A.11 11kV Switc
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
Oil ring main units are  and g
isolation functi jority of ons on eac
equipment used consists o e f fus
switches where necessary. A  and 
RTE switches are still in servi door 
and Hawker-Sydley SF6 o  not 
u

 
Avg Age Type Units from 2005 

Distribution Switches Extra Fuse Switch  58 17 years 
Distribution Switches Extra Oil Switch  40 16 years 
Distribution Switches Ring Main Unit - 2 Way  3 9 years 
Distribution Switches Ring Main Unit - 3 Way  191 12 years 
Total  295  

 
The switchgear assets are managed on the basis of serial numbered units not on system 
operational switches 
 
The total average installed age of the assets is 14 years 
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IFE ASSESSMENT 

tandard ODV Life 40 years 

e Period 1989 
ailure Period 20 years 

ge 4 
16/yr 

p en
w itio

 

 
L
 
S
Population Size (Operational Switches) 677 
Start of Failur
F
Avera Residual Quantity 
Average Installation Quantity 
Targeted Re lacem t Rate 15/yr 
Rate of Gro th Add ns 15/yr 

Age Profile  RMU Sw itches
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Age Profile Comments 
Quantities a
multiple swi

re based on individual switching units as opposed to complete asset containing 
tching units. 

under grounding reticulation or 
sformers. 

eplacement of the switchgear is scheduled based on factors including remaining life, repair 
the accessibility of the equipment to be removed from service. 

 
Design deficiencies in older units have largely been eliminated by upgrades. 
 
ENL’s population is relatively young. 
 
Quantities installed are dependent on other work such as 
installing new large tran
 
Replacement Criteria 
 
R
/ replacement economics, and 
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LANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
P
 
The following list details the priority replacements.  The costs include associated cabling and 
alterations.   
 
Year Note Location Description Cost 
     
2005/06 tx B417 Masonic Lowe St (Hazimayer) $45,000 
2005/06 tx B531 Rainbow Grey St(Back to Back) $16,500 
2005/06  W267 Wairoa (Hazimayer) $31,500 
2005/06  W275 Wairoa (Hazimayer) $26,500 
     
2006/07 tx B347 Abbott St (Rotary) $11,500 
2006/07  B359 Salvation Arm (rotary) $26,500 
2006/07 tx B147 Abbott St (Rotary) $11,500 
2006/07  B515 Totara St (Rotary) $26,500 
2006/07  B250 Wildash (Rotary) $26,500 
 
Note tx : Total cost is less ($35,000 allowance in Transformer Section) 
 
Steady state annual replacements of 5/yr at $36,000 are expected to commence from 2015. 

nd Triggers 

orecasts 

eneral subdivision development is underway, allowance for 3 units or 9 switches per year 

Summary of Actions 

5 switches per year at $5,400 each=$81,000 

ELIABILITY AND SERVICE 

 
GROWTH 
 
Constraints a
 
Growth associated with this switchgear is triggered by industrial load or underground 
subdivision development.  There are no constraints associated with the switchgear as the 
equipment is rated appropriately to the feeder capacities. 
 
F
 
G
is sufficient. 
 
Industrial growth is higher and allowance for 2 units or 6 switches per year is predicted. 
 

 
1
 
 
 
R

 



 

 
Standard 
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lt high standards of reliability are required.  This 
quipment needs replacement before in-service failure is risked. 

he ring main units, isolators and fuse switches installed generally have a good history of 
re routine maintenance has been carried out. 

t bus section 

ot more than 500kVA fed from switchgear supplied from a single cable circuit (excluding 
ituations) 

ot more than 1 cable circuit connected directly to the bus of a switchboard arrangement. 

xceptions to this Standard 

aiti Sub - Herschell Rd feeder.  Slow subdivision development has prevented completion of 
n to the adjacent feeder. 

mpletion by 2006 at which time 11kV interconnection will be 
chieved. 

ustification 

abled networks are not repaired quickly and do not have alternative temporary by-pass 
upply commercial areas.  The expense of ground mounted HV 

witchgear means that its installation is minimised, therefore the loss of a single unit 
operational flexibility. 

i g high levels of equipment integrity and reliability. 

h tical sites or the consequences of failure threaten safety of 
or to failure is necessary. 

 when used 

Ground mount switch installations are installed in urban locations where there is no 
overhead 11kV.  As repair is difficu
e
 
T
reliability whe
 
No more than 3 transformers supplied from 1 switchboard withou
 
N
industrial s
 
No more than 2 transformers and associated switchgear cascaded with no back feed 
 
N
 
E
 
K
the 11kV interconnectio
 
Potae Ave subdivision is due co
a
 
J
 
C
options.  They also tend to s
s
severely restricts 
 
Criticality 
 
Cr ticality is high, demandin
 

 criW ere switchgear is used at
personal or property replacement pri
 
Gap Analysis 
 
RTE and Magnefix Switchgear do not meet required reliabily and service levels

 ring configurations. in
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ummary of Actions 

limination of RTE’s in ring configurations and Magnefix equipment is continuing. Refer the 

onitoring 

Oil sampling and testing is carried out in accordance with maintenance plan. 

tandard 

 within 2 years. 

ap Analysis 
 
Nil Identified 

tions 

D DEVELOPMENT 

 Extendable 

d from transformer. 

 200A fuse tee off rating min. 

 
S
 
E
planned replacement program above. 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
M
 
Annual visual inspections are carried out on all units in service. 

 
S
 
Switchgear with a low insulation test or that pose a risk to operators during switching or the 
public is to be replaced
 
G

 
Summary of Ac
 
No specific compliance issues.  
 
QUALITY AN
 
Standardisation 
 
1kV switchgear standards 1

 
•
• Extra height for termination ground clearance 
• Independently mounte
• 3 phase operation 
• Fault make /load break 
•
• 400A Bus bar rating min. 
• 12kA short time fault rating min. 
 
New Technology 
 
SCADA control at all inter feeder tie installations is planned over the long term.  
 
SF6 or Vacuum type equipment is now used for replacement to reduce maintenance. 
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ERFORMANCE 

 review of Magnefix performance and maintenance needs have identified units, which 
 be replaced with alternative types of switchgear to provide three phase switching 

minate unneces maintenance requirements.  Refer Replacement 

 contained within the transformer tanks are not operated on load. 
key units in main feeders is identified in the Replacement Programme. 

re of the eq is usually caused by failure of the cable terminations on the 
  Inspection procedures are in place to provide early detection and correction 

curs. 

8.A.12 LV Switchgear 

Ground-mount transformers have an LV frame installed within their Cubical 
 runs  bussed on each distribution LV frame. 

es are u d at strategic junctions and LV interconnection points between 
 

ution P lars are used to contain the disconnection point for customers refer 
n 8.A.4 

ipment inc de: 

es rep ced with HRC on opportunistic basis. 
tanda  

gauged 3 hase switch panels – existing standard 
s - Aluminium construction (Above Ground) 

 this section  limited to cable connected equipment.   
ad transform rs have LV fusing Installed and LV interconnection on the overhead 

mpers. Replacement of Overhead Fusing equipment is 
taken at Trans er replacement time or following failure. 

V distribution boxes and associated LV frame pillars are placed at interconnection and 
n LV feeders and at transformers.  Mini sub transformer installations 
ithin their cubical.  Others require an independent distribution box. 

 
P
 
A
should
capability eli sary 
Programme. 
 
Rotary switches

eplacement of R
 
Component Failures 
 
Failu
equip

uipment 
ment.

before failure oc
 
 

 
DESCRIPTION 

Approximately 4  are
LV Link-box se
transformers
 
Note: LV Distrib il
sectio
 
Types of equ lu
 
• Rewirable fus la
• Lucy - early s rd
• DIN style  p
• Link Boxe
 
Analysis in

e
 is

All overh e
system relies predominantly on ju

nderu form
 
L
isolation points betwee
ontain the LV frame wc
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d Frames 
 
Link Boxes an
 
Type Quantity 
Link Boxes 269 
Transformer LV Frame 307 
 
LV Fuse Types 
 
 
Transformer LV Frames 

Type Quantity 
ABB 157 
Jean Muller 36 
Lucy / Old Fuses 80 
Other 34 

otal 307 T
 
 
Link Boxes Summary 

TYPE Quantity
Not Determined 136

ABB SLK 160 26
ABB SLK 400 8
ABB SLK 630 2
ABB SLKNH 160 1
D.O.L 19
EFFEN BRICK 1
J.M GR00 160 4
J.M. GR2 400 13
EAN MULLER 00 4J

JEAN MULLER 01 5
LUCY LARGE 7
LUCY SMALL 27
MP 240 5
NZI FUSE 1
PDL 760 10
Total 269
 
 
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT  
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DV Standard Life 40 years 
opulation Size  576 
tart of Failure Period  38 
ailure Period 10 
verage Residual Quantity  0 

14 
argeted replacement rate 14 

 6 

ipment has a relatively young average age because its installation is associated 
ith cables and ground mounting transformers.  Therefore it has to be aged to the point 

 can be accurately assessed.  However, performance of early installations is 
riving replacement.  Most of this is undertaken in conjunction with other work such as 

00kVA are ground mounted therefore new 
witchgear will be required.  

placement is allowed for at the same rate as transformer replacements. 

LACEMENT PROGRAMME 

 Lucy LV Boxes 6 boxes per year until 2008   $40,000 p.a. 

ansformer replacements. 

 and Triggers 

ed if growth of other 
ires it.  Increasing load therefore has a limited effect of requiring a larger fuse. 

 per year      $40,000p.a. 
es assume reuse of existing LV frames. 

Summary of Actions  
 
Frame Installation as required with transformers. 
Growth contingency allows for 6 new Boxes per year. 

O
P
S
F
A
Average Installation Quantity 
T
Rate of Growth Additions 
 
Age Comments 
 
This equ
w
where survival
d
transformer renewal.  All new transformers >1
s
 
V frame reL

 
 
PLANNED REP

eplacement Criteria R
 
If major repair is required the entire box is upgraded to current standards.  Minor  

aintenance is included with transformer allowance. m
 

eplacement of J TypeR
(refer compliance) 

eplacement of Lucy Frames is allowed for in trR
 

ROWTH G
 

onstraintsC
 

witchgear is sized to the cabling and transformer capacity.  It is upgradS
assets requ
 
Forecasts 
 

llowance is made for 6 framesA
Capacity upgrad
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tandard 

terconnect where practical.  Transformers are to be able to be isolated from LV frames.  
nsformers to be replaced without removing LV frame from 

ervice. 

ustification 

here is no performance driver for LV outages. 

 CBD and commercial subdivisions. 

ability to back 
ed LV circuits via the bus bars in the event of transformer failure. 

 standards. 

e and insulation standards. 

ndard 

egal compliance with Electricity Regulations.  Any work with box will require entire 

ap Analysis 

Older LV panels have exposed live bus bars and terminals in close proximity to work areas. 
The direct connection to transformer terminals exposes the equipment to high fault levels 

 
 
 
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
S
 
In
Substation design allows tra
s
 
J
 
T
 
Criticality 
 
Low criticality except in
 
Gap Analysis 
 
Lack of isolation links between the transformer and LV panels restricts the 
fe
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Opportunistic upgrading to
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
Monitoring 
 
Box integrity – clearanc
 
Sta
 
L
installation to be upgraded. 
 
G
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with slow fault clearing times. This is largely a problem with Lucy type frames.  The DIN style 

 of regulatory standards driving improvement at a faster 
te than asset age. 

VELOPMENT 

ntly from the transformer. Incomer links are fitted to provide the ability to isolate 
etween the transformer and the LV bus bars. This facilitates easy removal and replacement 

of failed transformers. 
 
400V tie switches are not normally installed on overhead networks interconnections are 
made using portable jumper sticks in fault conditions.  In underground domestic reticulation 

s are made available at the open points of the LV runs. 

res reduces visual impact of substation. 

PERFORMANCE ISS
 
Component Failures
 
N
 

8 an tectio
 
D
 
P n des on relays, Transformer and tap changer 
temperature sensors, sensors, explosion vents and Oil level senso

inherently overcome this issue. 
There are approximately 120 sites where replacement of the LV panels of this nature is 
necessary.  Estimated quantities are 80 panels are in ground mount subs and 30 are in 
stand alone boxes. The replacement of transformer frames is covered by transformer 
replacements. This is an example
ra
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Refer Planned Replacement. 
 
QUALITY AND DE
 
Standardisation 
 
New LV panel installations are constructed using DIN style equipment which is mounted 
independe
b

boltable tie connection  
 
New Technology 
 
DIN standard greatly improves quality and performance. 
 
Amenity Improvements 
 
Inclusion of LV frames within mini sub enclosu
 

UES 

 

il 

.A.13 Control d Pro n 

ESCRIPTION 

rotection equipme t inclu CB protecti
Surge rs. 
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ypes of protection relays used on the network include electro-mechanical, discrete 

 distance and CB fail functionality 
 addition to the basic functions. 

 
B , battery , and ov C ly systems for CB 
control and protection functions.  110V DC supplies are primarily required for 50kV CB 
operation and in a number of substations are used fo  CB o on ection.  
24V DC supplies are typically used for SCADA RTU’S rgency lighting n and 
CB control at newer installations.  The radio communication systems are typically supplied 
v stem
 
Tap changer controls associated with dual transformer installations
configured in a master follower arrangement. Similar equipment is used at single transformer 
installations. A range of electromechanical, solid state, and microprocessor  based controls 
are used. 
 
Very large technology gains have been made in the last 10 yea h  are 
leading progress towards high technology best practice expected even in small rural 
n se d
 
LIFE ASSESSMENT  
 
Protection equipm  was traditionally expected to la life of ev ected.  

owever newer electronic equipment is unlikely to perform with adequate reliability after 10 

 technology.  Generally 
chnology upgrade is required before age replacement. 

 
PLANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 

T
component and microprocessor based equipment.  Older CB protection generally includes 
overcurrent, earth fault, sensitive earth fault (rural feeders) and auto reclose functions. 
Newer equipment includes voltage, frequency, directional,
in

atteries  chargers battery monitors pr ide the D  supp

r 11kV perati  and prot
 eme , protectio

ia 12DC sy s 

 tap changer controls are 

rs.  T ese devices

etworks the ays. 

ent st the  the d ice it prot
H
to 15 years.  This equipment is required to co-ordinate across the network and therefore 
must maintain compatibility with ENL's and Transpower's latest
te

Station Installed Tapchanger/AVRControl/ 
Replacement Date Cost $ 

Kaiti 1986 2005/2006 * 
Pehiri 1996 2006/2007 * 
Ngatapa V_Reg 1962 2007/2008 * 
Patutahi 1940 2009/2010 * 
Pehiri V_Reg 1965 2007/2008   5,000 
Kopuroa V_Reg 1984 2008/2009   5,000 
Waihua V_Reg 1972 2008/2009   5,000 
Matawai V_Reg 1965 2009/2010   5,000 
Waingake V_Reg 1964 2009/2010   5,000 
Kanakania V_Reg 1964 2009/2010   5,000 
Tatapuri V_Reg 1985 2007/2008   5,000 
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* Costs included with other project work 

regulato d witch mechanis
PLC contro  signs of maloperation due to 

dates are identified above. 

 
Voltage rs are currently fitte with mercury filled s ims. Replacement 
with ls is planned when the existing units show
mechanical wear approximate 
 

Station Voltages Chargers Installed Batteries 
Installed Due Total Cost 

Kiwi 24,110 1995 2003 2008    15,000 
Patutahi 0 1996 1999 2005 ,000 24,11     15
Parkinson St 0 2006 1998 2006 ,000 24,11     15
Kaiti 24,110 2006 1998 2006 ,000    15
Te Araroa 24,110 1998 1999 2008 ,000    15
Tokomaru 0 2000 1997 2010 ,000 24,11       7
Ruatoria 0 2001 1999 2010 ,000 24,11     15
Tolaga 24 2001 1999 2010      5,000 
Puha 24 2001 2000 2010  5,000      
Wairoa 24 2001 2000 2011  5,000      
Tahaenui 24 2001 2001 2011 00       2,0
Blacks Pad 12 2001 2001 2011 00       2,0
Valley Rd Inj 2001 2001 na    - 24  
Makaraka 0 2000 1999 2011 ,000 24,11     15
Carnarvon St 24,110 2004/ 2004 2011 2003    15,000 
Port 24 2003 2003 2012 ,000       5
Pehiri 24,110 1996 2001 2012  5,000      
Ngatapa 24, 2000 1999 2007 In project 

 
Rural Automation sites operate either 12 or 24V DC battery systems the average Annual 
cost to maintain Batteries and Charges at these sites is $3000 p.a. 
 

 



 

 

Station Feeder Protection 
Replacement Year 

Transformer_Protection 
Replacement Year 

50KV Protection 
Replacement Year 

Kiwi 2013 2013 2013 
Carnarvon St 2007 2024 2024 
Parkinson St 2008 2024 2024 
Kaiti 2009 2005 * 2005 * 
Port 2022 2022 2022 
Makaraka 2021 2021 2021 
Tokomaru 2020 2018 2018 
Tolaga 2021 2020 2020 
Puha 2021 2021 2021 
Pehiri N/A N/A N/A 
Ngatapa N/A N/A N/A 
Patutahi 2020 2009 ** 2009 ** 
Te Araroa 2020 1998 2021 
Ruatoria 2021 2021 2019 
Matawhero 2020 2020 2020 
W
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ings the Protection and controls associated with the 50kV and 11kV Incommers 

**Transformer and 50kV Protecti ement 
ormer at this site. Costs are included in the transformer replacement costs. 

t be stable, accurate and highly reliable. 

 
*To enable protection coordination following completion of the Matawhero/Parkinson and 

ity 50kV R

airoa N/A 2020 N/A 

C
for the transformers at the older sites will need to be upgraded to provide protection 
necessary to operate the rings closed. Costs for this work are included in the project costs. 

on upgrades at Patutahi are coordinated with replac
of the transf
 
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
Standard 
 
Protection and control equipment mus
 
 
Justification 
 
Failure of equipment to function or grade with other equipment cause large outages difficult 
to sort out and may damage critical equipment. 
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he quality and performance of ENL's older protection devices does not match its importance 
ighest levels of technology are required and therefore a 15-year 

ap change control relays provided by IMP with earlier transformer purchases have proved 
the 

 cases 

 
Steady state allowance of replacement of components following premature failure is 
assumed at $10,000p.a. 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Standardisation 
 
New purchases of protection relays include standardisation in terms of flexibility in protection 
scheme design, communication using standard serial I/O protocols and interchangeable 
hardware.  
 
It is desirable to keep protection equipment and design consistent across the entire network.  
Therefore replacement programs are concentrated into a 5-year timeframe. 
 
Standards 
 
For Transformers up to 5MVA Over current /Earth Fault protection is sufficient. 
Transformers over 5MVA are to have Restricted Earth fault and Differential Protection. 
Tap changer controls shall be capable of Master/ Follower or circulating current operation to 
cope with unbalanced conditions. 
Typically 110V battery is single unit.  
Dual 24V Battery systems are to be used where installed CB’s operate on 24V and no 110V 
systems are installed. 24/12-volt DC-DC converters used for Radio equipment power supply. 
Battery chargers and batteries including rationalisation of various supply voltages to a 
common voltage (i.e. 12 volt, 48 volt supplies standardised at 24volts) 
Battery Monitors accessed via Telephone line for 110V batteries are installed to ensure close 
monitoring of the critical supplies for CB tripping circuits. 
 
New Technology 

 
Criticality 
 
Extreme. 
 
Gap Analysis 
 
T
to system reliability.  The h
replacement cycle is programmed. 
 
Summary of Actions 
 
T
unreliable requiring 2 or 3 recalibrations or component replacements per year. Failure of 
controls causes deviation from required voltage delivery parameters and in rare
tripping of the transformers. 
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Remote manual controls have been installed on tap changer controls at Zone Substations 
 AVR equipment is replaced, to allow operator intervention 

hen automatic control relays malfunction or when voltage adjustments are necessary when 
paralleling between to zone substations.  Tap changers at new installations or where the 
lder mechanical AVR relays require replacement due to mechanical deterioration, tap 

 are identified. The solid-
tate relays at Kaiti, Parkinson street have setting switches that have caused miss-operation. 

ection relays used at Carnarvon Street substation have been 
found to drift from setting values. The Earth fault settings are inverse-time and do not 

and on Voltage Regulators as
w

o
changer control relays are selected that operate transformers independently and adjust them 
selves to minimise losses. 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
Multilin 750/760 Protection relays have a history of issues relating to both firmware and 
circuitry defects. These defects have been corrected as solutions
s
Similar relays are used at Kiwi substation. 
 
The electro mechanical prot

coordinate well with down stream protection equipment.                         

 



 

8.A.14 Communications 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
N
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 main back bone of the system between Gisborne and Te 
aroa were installed in 1993.  A further 2 links were installed in 2000 with new equipment 

from Gisborne via Whakapunaki to Kinikini.  A link is installed between Whakapunaki and 
Arakihi to facilitate contingent rerouting of communications traffic.  
 

ed from Carnarvon St to Makaretu in 2003 to provide additional 
nes enabling the number of RTU’s on a single SCADA port to be reduced improving the poll 

d targeted leve
 
Six VHF and seven UHF point to multipoint repeaters are also used for SCADA 
communications to sub  field recloser sites.  This equipment was installed 
between 1999 and 2001 and consists of a mix of new a
 

ine full duplex UHF communications links are currently used to link the VHF voice repeaters 
and provide for SCADA communications.  These links operate in the 450-465 MHZ FM J-
band.  Six 1+1 links forming the
Ar

A 4RF Digital Link was install
li
uration to ls. 

stations and
nd reused equipment. 

 
The existing RT or Voice communications system consists of eight VHF FM E-Band 25-watt 
repeaters. Five of the repeaters are all coupled together via the se channel of  cond  the 1+1
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UHF links between Gisborne and Te Araroa.  One t vo  
primarily for coverage around  ENL’s offices. The remaining two repeaters are coupled to the 
UHF 1+1 system between Gisborne and Kinikini.  Both networks are run coupled at the 

arnarvon Street control room and have the ability to be decoupled when radio traffic is high.  
ach repeater can be remotely disconnected from the truck network in the event of a failure. 

 
I ADA  P station a shor point to point 
link established in 2002 is us
  
A number of communicatio ol used to prov ice and data 
i tion of t nc HF Radio, UH io and Cable.  
Protocols associated with data communication inc us, DNP3,
( stem DO. 
 

 repeater opera es from Carnar n Street

C
E

n order to provide SC coverage to the Waihi ower t UHF 
ed. 

ns media and protoc s are ide vo
nformation for opera he network. Systems i lude V

lude Modb
F Rad

 Abbey Systems 
HTLC)Sigtec and Sy

Repeater 
(Multipoint) 

Description Manufacture/ 
Install date 

Replacement 
Date 

Cost $ 

Whakapunaki VHF 1987/1990 2005 in prog 12,000  Voice + Sys DO  
Whakapunaki VHF 2000/2000 2008 12,000  Abbey 
Kinikini VHF 1987/1990 2005 in prog 12,000  Voice + Sys DO 
Kinikini VHF Abbey 1 00 2008 12,000 993/20
Carnarvon St VHF Voice 1990/1990 2005 in prog   5,000 
Carnarvon St UHF Abbey 1999/1999 2014 12,000 
Umakuri (Tokomaru) VHF Voice 1993/1993 2008 12,000 
Umakuri UHF Ab okomaru) 2001/2001 2016 12,000 bey (T
Tikitiki UHF Abbey (Ruatoria) 2001/2001 2016 12,000 
Tikitiki  VHF Vo 1993/1993 2008 12,000 ice 
Tikitiki VHF Abbey  2002/2002 2017 12,000 
Hicks Bay Hill UHF Abbey (TeAraroa) 2001/2001 2016 12,000 
Mata Rd VHF Vo 1993/1993 2008 12,000 ice 
Mata Rd VHF Abbey 1993/2000 2015 12,000 
Makaretu VHF Abbey 1993/2000 2008 12,000 
Makaretu VHF Voice 1993/1993 2008 12,000 
Makaretu UHF Ab 2001/2001 2016 12,000 bey (Puha) 
Makaretu UHF Ab 2001/2001 2016 12,000 bey (Ngatapa) 
Arakihi VHF Voice 1993/1993 2008 12,000 
Arakihi UHF Abbey (Tolaga) 2001/2001 2016 12,000 
Arakihi VHF Ab 2001/2001 2016 12,000 bey  
Waihi Stn on hill VHF Abbey 2001/2001 2016 12,000 

 



 

Repeater 
(Multipoint) 

Description Manufacture/ 
Install date 

Replacement 
Date 

Cost $ 

     

 
Type Link (point to point) Manufacture Date Replacement Date 

Gisborne - Makaretu UHF 1+1 Data Voice  1993 2008 
Gisborne - Makaretu 4RF Digita k  l Lin 2003 2018 
Makaretu - Arakihi UHF 1+1 Data Voice  1993 2008 
Arakihi – Mata Rd UHF 1+1 Data Voice 1993 2008 
Mata Rd – Umakuri UHF 1+1 Data Voice 1995 2010 
Mata Rd – Tikitiki UHF 1+1 Data 3   Voice 199  2008
Tikitiki – Hicks Bay Hill UHF  Data 1993 2008  1+1  Voice 
Gisborne - Whakapunaki UHF 1 Data 2000 2015  1+  Voice 
Whakapunaki – Kini Kini UHF 1 Data 2000 2015  1+  Voice 
Whakapunaki - Arakihi UHF 1+1 Data Voice 2001 2016 
Waihi Power Station- 

ill 
UHF Data  2002 2017 

Waihi H
 
 
Comms cable 
(Note Significant circuits only) Installed Date Replacement Date 

Carnarvon St - Gisborne 1987 N/A 
Gisborne - Kaiti 1986 N/A 
Carnarvon St - Makaraka 1986 N/A 
Carnarvon St – Bright St/ 
Plunket 

1986 N/A 

Carnarvon St Reads Quay 1986 N/A 
Carnarvon St – Parkinson St / 
Birrel St 

1986 N/A 

Fibre Optic Circuits   
Makaraka - Parkinson St 2005 2065 
Parkinson St - JNL In Progress  
Port-Kaiti Planned 2006  
JNL - Matawhero 2005 2065 
Carnarvon St - Port In Progress  
Carnarvon St – Parkinson St  2005 2065 
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RT’s Quantity Ave purchase date Replacement Date 
Handheld 10 1994 2009 
Vehicle VHF Wide Band 9 1994 2009 
SCADA System DO VHF wide band 8 2002 2017 
Substation/Automation sites UHF 15 2001 2016 
Substation/Automation sites VHF 
Narrow Band 

84 2003 2017 

 

IFE ASSESSMENT  

uning capability generally perform 
ell during this life.  Antennas and cables exposed to weather need more regular 

LANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 

 majority of the existing in-service equipment will be due for replacement in 2008 (refer to 

onstraints and Triggers 

rowth is an issue of traffic.  As more devices are installed in the field it will become 

Generators Rating Manuf Date Replacement Date Cost 
Carnarvon St 12 1960’s 2009 $20,000 
Makaretu 5 1960’s 2010 $10,000 
Arakihi 5 1960’s 2010 $10,000 

 

Mata Rd 5 1960’s 2010 $10,000 
Whakapunaki 5 1960’s 2010 $10,000 
Tikitiki 5 1960’s 2010 $10,000 

L
 
The standard ODV maximum life assigned to communications equipment is 15 years.  
Modern equipment with more stable components and self t
w
replacement (10 years).  Usually technology advances make earlier system replacement 
desirable.   
 
P
 
A
the table at the beginning of this section).   
 
GROWTH 
 
C
 
G
increasingly important to separate data comms from voice channels.  Eventually multiple data 
channels will be desirable. 
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A maximum of 5 substations and 15 field devices (reclosers, ABS's) or a total of 25 smaller 
sites are to be hubbed to a single r i th ks is permitted on 
any one channel as signal/noise rati ptable. 
 
S ctions 
 
 
A e to Whakapunaki to provide additional data channels  is 
lanned for 2005/06 as the number of sites on the existing channel exceeds targeted limits. 

Cost $40,000 

The Radio cost to automate an existing switch site is $2000 per site.  The Rural Protection 
and Automation costs in the Circuit breaker section include associated communications costs. 
 
Allowance for 6 additional automated sites per year from 2008 onward is considered sufficient 

r long term development at a communications cost of $16000 p.a.  

te the network from a central 
io network may be the only 

mergency events. 

The ability to operate mobile sets in simplex mode provides a degree of contingency. 

d control the communications to Bulk supply points andLoad control 
e ailure may result in excess demand charges. Manual control and 

al sites 

portant as equipment 
n

he communications network is predominantly radial and any one-link failure results in loss of 

tegic site in terms of its ability to reach neighbouring networks. 

hysical cabled communications links to urban substations are vulnerable to damage e.g. car 

ith radio links as they fail.  
 

epeater.  A cha n of no more an 5 lin
os will become unacce

ummary of A

 4RF Digital Link from Gisborn
p

 

fo
 
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE 
 
Voice communications is critical in terms of being able to opera

ility is required as ENL's radpoint of control.  High reliab
 during ecommunication facility

 

 
urD ing periods of high loa
j ction plant is vital.  Fin

monitoring provisions are established at these critic
 

at e control of switching devices is less imD a communications for remot
ca  revert to manual operation. 
 
 
Risks of Failure 
 
T
SCADA communications beyond the failure point. The radial network is satisfactory while 
reliability is high.  Communications to the critical urban substations generally consist of a 
single radio hop and most have alternative cable circuits.  
 
Whakapunake is a stra
 
P
colliding with pole.  If the costs to maintain the cable circuits become excessive  they are 
replaced w

 

 



 

Description Estimated 
Restore Time Cost Impact Frequency 

Factor 
Cable circuit Fault 1day (temp 

radio) 
Med Low 

Loss of VHF 1 day Low Low 
Loss of SCADA link 1 day Low Low 
Loss of RT in vehicle 1 hr Low Low 
Loss of access to repeater sites 4 hrs Med Low 

 

T nections at the rural substations are utilised as a c enc ure for use in 
the event of SCADA or R/T co ions are also used to monitor 
s 0 lt battery bank asis a wn er readings 
from generator sets at the sites. 
 
Repeaters and 1+1 links can be remotely ed via VHF re e control system 
( fail and m the network
 
Standby generators are provided at significant sites as follows: 
• narvon St depo 2kVA 
• tu 5kVA 
• 5kVA 
• d 5kVA 
• Tikitiki 5kVA 
• kapunaki 5kV
 
All repeater sites have power and vehicle access. 
Spares are held for all Items of equipment including 
• Narrow Band VHF repeater 
• Band VHF repeater 
• HF R/T
• te UHF 1+ ink 
• tocks o erials and misc items are maintained locally to avoid delivery delays. 
 
A UHF 1+1 Link is ins ed between W unaki and Mata Rd on hot standby to provide an 
lternative path for Voice and data Traffic to the remote east coast in the event of failures in 

 Arakihi section of the communications system. 

Summary of Actions 
 

tomate mains fail operation.  $5,000 in 
005/06. 

Description of Contingency Provisions 
 

elecom con onting y meas
mmunications failure. The connect

ystems such as 11  Vo s on a periodic b nd do  load met

 disconnect
. 

a mot
Sigtec) if links  ja

 Car t 1
 Makare
 Arakihi 
 Mata R

 Wha A  

 Wide 
 VHF and U ’s 
 Comple
 Minimu

1 L
f Am S

tall hakap
a
the Makaretu
 

 
Upgrade Carnarvon St standby generator to au
2
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COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
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.  
 

olation equipment is required to isolate telecom connections and Network communication 
circuits from earth potential rise in fault conditions at major substations.  The isolation facilities 
re designed to ensure safety of personnel and protection of connected equipment.  In areas 

erage is available telecom connections are being reviewed. 
 
A summary of the isolation facilities at substations are: 

 
Radio interference as it is identified

Is

a
where cell phone cov

 

Substation No. of Circuits Service Year Future 
Costs 

Carnarvon Street  9 Voice(4)/Data(5) 2011 $25,000 
Valley Rd 3 Telecom/Voice/Data  Nil 
Kaiti 2 Telecom / Data  Nil 
Parkinson St 2 Telecom / Data  Nil 
Makaraka 1 Telecom / Data  Nil 
Wairoa 1 Telecom 2005 $5,000 
Kiwi  1 Telecom  Nil 
Ngatapa 1 Telecom  Nil 
Patutahi 1 Telecom  Nil 
Pehiri Telecom  1 Nil 
Puha 1 Telecom  Nil 
Ruatoria 1 Telecom  Nil 
Te Araroa 1 Telecom  Nil 
Tokomaru 1 Telecom  Nil 
Tolaga 1 Telecom  Nil 
Plunket Sub 1 Data 2008 $5,000 
Bright St 1 Data 2008 $5,000 
Reads Quay 1 Data 2008 $5,000 
Birrel St 1 Data 2008 $5,000 

 
Monitoring 
 
To insure the equipment operates within the required limits as per the Regulations.  Testing 
nd maintenance is carried out annually on all point to point Radio links and Radio Repeaters.   

able circuit faults are identified as failures occur. 

a
 
C
 
Standard 
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rcuits 10kV isolation on all sites. 
 Eastland Network pilot communications circuits 10kV isolation at all sites. 

tions the 
rrangement of simultaneous access, by personnel working on the circuits to both sides of the 

equired Outcome 

no fault currents developing in a substation may affect Telecom   

For ause interference to jam the entire radio 

he safety of personnel working on pilot circuits shall be at the highest levels practical for 

tes identified in the table above. 
The fibre optic circuits being installed at Parkinson St, Kaiti, Port, Makaraka, JNL and 
Matawhero will replace the Telecom and data circuits eliminating the need for the isolation 
equipment. 
 
QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
Standardisation 
 
• Equipment at each end of a link to be same make, model and age.   
• Power levels standardised on all repeaters at 25W. (Digital links 10W) 
• Detachable head RT’s to be used in vehicles. 
 
New Technology 
 
With the high rate of charge of communications, technology allowance of $30,000 per year 
from 2007 on an ongoing basis allowed for new technology. 
 

• Telecom ci
•
• LTCSS tone calling on all RT’s 
• Pagers all alpha numeric 
 
Gap Analysis 
 

urrently 5kV isolation levels on data circuits exist at a number of City substaC
a
isolation panels need to be upgraded. 
 
R
 

or isolation to Telecom  – F
circuits. 

Radio Network  – no repeater shall c
communications network. 
- All radio equipment shall be operated within the Communications regulations and licence 
restrictions 
 
T
each isolation installation. 
 
No communications from external parties will interrupt RT/Data communications. 
 
 
Summary of Actions 
 
Improve Isolation facilities at si
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Development 

 general the cable links to substations in the Gisborne urban area are approaching end of 
d it is intended to replace failing cables with Radio systems or fibre optic 
optic circuits between Kaiti, Port Carnarvon Makaraka Parkinson and 

ERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 

omponent failures 

One complete set of spares for a VHF repeater and a UHF link are maintained to ensure 
minimum down time of the communications network.  
Provision of $29,000 p.a. for unplanned equipment replacements following failure is 
considered sufficient to maintain the communications system. 
 
Makaraka Substation Load Control 
 

adio communications to Makaraka substation has proven to be un-reliable. The 
considered critical for operation of the load control injection 

equipment. Fibre-optic cable installation to replace the failed cable circuit with back up via 
radio has been completed in 2005. 
 

 
In
economic life an
ircuits.  Fibre c

Matawhero Zone substations are planned in conjunction with the sub transmission 
development plan for use with protection circuits. These circuits will also be used to provide 
SCADA communications and substation telephone lines  (reducing Telecom costs). 
 
 

n increase in digital data equipment used on the radio network to provide for higher speed A
and increased data volume is expected in the longer term. 
 
P

C
 

R
communications to this site are 

 



 

8.A.15 SCADA 
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
The SCADA master station is located at the head office in Carnarvon Street Gisborne.  The 
system is used for control and monitoring of zone substations and remote switching devices.  
Point of supply load control functions are also carried out using the system. 
 
An Abbey system Dual Master / Backup master station configuration was installed in 1999.   
 
There are 18 Full RTU installations and 99 remote control switch sites (8 of which are System 
DO) currently installed on the SCADA system. 
 
There are 6 communication ports in use from the Master Station: 
 
Port 1 - Cable circuit  (Gisborne City, 6 Sites) 
Port 2 - UHF Radio repeater (Gisborne City,7 Sites) 
Port 3 - Makarteu circuit (Puha / Matawai Area, 21 Sites) 
Port 4 - Coast radio circuit (Tolaga-Eastcape, 34 Sites) 
Port 5 - Wairoa radio circuit (37 Sites) 
Port 6 - Cable circuit  (Gisborne City, 4 Sites) 
 
Serial Port Modbus for System DO DSCOM9 interface to RT network (Wairoa, 8 Sites) 
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LIFE ASSESSMENT 
 
SCADA systems have an ODV life of 15 years however as equipment ages beyond 10 years 
support becomes expensive and replacement technology becomes attractive. 

ally cost less, are smarter, less proprietary, etc.  Like other 
omputer based systems replacement is frequent and continual.   

PLANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAMME 
 
The original GPT master station and data-term RTU’s were replaced between 2000 and 2002 

nned at a 

 
Replacement systems gener
c
 
Replacement Criteria 
 
When technology becomes obsolete. 
 

with the current Abbey system. No planned replacements for the Abbey equipment are 
expected until 2010. At this time a 3 year program to renew the equipment is pla
cost of $120,000 per year. Unplanned replacement of failed equipment should assume 
$12000 p.a. between major upgrades. 
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Replacement of the system DO RTU’s commenced in 2001 and will be completed in 2007. 

Constraints and Triggers 

orecasts 

ost major network devices purchased these days come ready for automation.  The amount 
nt connected to the SCADA system is expected to double over the next 5 years.  A 

ate directly with the Transpower 50kV circuit breaker control relays for indication 
l is possible. This will improve response times and service levels to connections 
ubstation. Transpower have no objection to the proposal and implementation is 

omation of s he provides for installation of 30 new 
3 and 2007.  In the Wairoa district 23 System DO sites will be replaced with 

nt enable e arning of outages or 
ditions and reduc  remote areas by way of remote control 
back feed switchin

 switch site is $2000 per RTU.  The Rural Protection 
ker section include associated RTU costs. 

The replacements coincide with replacement of the rural automation equipment in the Wairoa 
district. Scada monitoring and control of repeater sites is currently carried out using a selcom 
system. 
 
GROWTH 
 

 
A requirement of the SCADA system to provide increased compatibility with other systems 
and devices used on the network is the primary consideration for development and 
replacement criteria of the assets. 
 
F
 
M
of equipme
majority of this equipment will be contained at existing RTU sites.   
As a result there will be increases in RTU capacity at existing sites and additional small RTU’s 
facilitating automation at strategic points on the distribution network are expected.  
 
Summary of Actions 
 
SCADA control and indication of Transpower feeders at Supply points 
 
With the installation of the Abbey SCADA system at Gisborne substation the ability to 
ommunicc

and contro
from this s
programmed to coincide with the 110/50kV Transformer upgrade work. 
 
Remote Control of Switches  
 
 
 
The rural protection and aut

00
ites in t district 

sites between 2
Abbey RTU’s between 2003 and

 of the automation
 2007.  

The purpose  of this equipme is to arly w
overload con

olation and 
ed outage times in
g is

The RTU cost to automate an existing
nd Automation costs in the Circuit breaa

Allowance for 6 additional automated sites per year from 2008 onward is considered sufficient 
for long term development at a cost of $16000 p.a.  
 

emote Control Waihi Power Station R
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Automation of the Waihi Power Station was completed in 2001 to allow coordination of the 

led by 
e Master Station and the interface with the existing Power Station controller will be via the 
bbey RTU equipment, with fine-tuning and improvements carried out on an ongoing basis.  

aster Station Development 

s the number of sites increases on the network the capacity of the Abbey Master station will 
creased. Functionality improvements of the system are also being developed on an 

ngoing baisis to keep the system current. Ongoing development and replacement on 10 year 
nnual cost of $10,000. 

 SERVICE 

Standard 
ation of the SCADA system has a direct impact on the service levels and supply 

onse times. As such the reliability requirements of the system are high. The 
past reliability of the system has been good. Most failures of the system are caused by 
ommunications failures.  Dual master stations, remote master connection, sub master and 

pabilities are directly targeted at robustness of the system to faults. 
The poll duration of a single SCADA port increases with the number of RTU’s connected to 

pment.  

power station load output with the ripple control plant operation at Wairoa.  Algorithms to 
optimise the most economic balance between generation and load control can be hand
th
A
 
M
 
A
be in
o
cycle should assume an average a
 
RELIABILITY AND
 

Correct oper
restoration resp

c
island operating ca

the port. When operating remote equipment from the control room maximum poll durations of 
35 seconds are targeted to ensure effective operation and feedback from the equipment 
being controlled. A maximum of 25 RTU’s per port is necessary to achieve the targeted poll 
duration. 
 
Criticality 
 
As for communication equipment and limited by reliability of that equi
 
Risks of failure 
 

Description Contengency Custs Min 
Impact Cost Impact Frequency 

Factor 
Operator Stations  Backup available Low Low Low 
Comms Stations  Spares available Low Low Low 
Back up Supply to Master Station  UPS +Generator Low Low Low 
RTU Failure  Spares available Low Low Low 
PLC Lock Up  Autoresets installed Low Low Low 
 
Description of Contingency Provisions 
 
n the event of failure of the system appropriate sI

it
pares are held for the critical equipment 

ems. Manual on site control facilities are also available for all equipment in case of 
significant communications failures or disaster situations. 
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Summary of Actions 

 an alternate site to provide a 

ls 

n upgrade of the SCADA system was implemented in 1999 involving the replacement of the 
ject w s un  order to maintain alignment 

ew system includes remote configuration and programming of RTU installations, Interfaces 
 the local area network, porta  use ne pager, remote computer 

connections, access via the Internet and compatibility with a wide range of protection and 
ontrol devices. The system ha  for inter-connectivity to multiple users and 
pplications to improve on past outage response and restore times. 

 
SCADA systems have the capacity to control much larger networks than ENL's.  The Abbey 
system offers high flexibility in integration and is "fit for purpose" for use in rural network 
conditions. 
 
Development of a solar powered RT call in system has been developed for use with fault 
locators. The equipment is designed to activate following a fault to provide indication of the 
fault location and assist with route planning for dispatch of fault staff to remote locations. 
 
PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
 
Performance issues with the Abbey system are typically a function of communications links 
and are addressed in the communications section.  
 

 
onsideration is being given to a second master station atC

duplicate for contingencies in the longer term.  
 
 
 
 
COMPLIANCE ISSUES 
 
N/A 
 

UALITY AND DEVELOPMENT Q
 
Standardisation 
 
• Consistent Protoco
• DNP3 
• MODBUS 
• ABBEY 
 
New Technology 
 
A
GPT system purchased in 1975. The pro a dertaken in
with newer technology and system flexibility.  Increased functionality made available by the 
n
to bility with the of cell pho

c s the potential
a
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8.0B MAINTENANCE 

aintenance is defined in ENL’s accounting policies as expenditure required to keep an asset 

 the regular 
n-going work that is necessary to keep assets operating, including the basis for condition 

rovisions for unplanned actions 
nitoring activities have been developed for 

ual asset category using the same 

ndition and reliability monitoring, as opposed to 
ance based on time usage of an asset. 

Faults management 
cted to external service providers and managed by 2 

ontracts. One contract for call centre services is carried out by a company based in Hawkes 

etermined as maintenance or capital in accordance with ENL accounting policies. 

50kV   $  15,240 

 Load Control $    2,970 

 
M
operational until its service life has been reached. 
 
The maintenance section of the life-cycle management plan presents details of
o
monitoring, equipment standards, planned maintenance and p
in response to faults or incidents.  Condition mo
each type of asset.   These are presented by individ
nomenclature as the capital plans. 
 
Maintenance work is entirely driven from co
planned mainten
  

All fault response work is contra
c
Bay, The other contract consists of a base management fee and unit rates for labour and 
plant to undertake response and minor repair work. Materials are paid for at cost plus set 
margin. Any Replacement  and/or Repair activity required following initial fault response is 
d
 

ault management fee:        F
 11kV $118,500 
 400V $  14,850 

 Zone Subs $    4,610 
Transformers $    2,890  

 Switches $    4,680 
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8.B.1 50 & 33 kV Lines 

 foundation erosion (weather or excavator work) 
ce 
 condition 

 
Discharge detection and ultrasound scans of selected areas of Line are undertaken annually. 

as  resu  of th  scan go d in erms  risk and scheduled for 

 
Every pole has a safety index record which will be updated as a result of ultrasound scan 

oles with a safety index between 1.5 and 2.5 are identified with a Blue tag and require 

Poles with a safety Index Between 1.5 and 1.75 are replaced within 12 months in high 

oles with a safety Index Between 1.75 and 2.00 have repeat ultrasound scans every 2 years 

ty Index Between 2.00 and 2.50 have repeat ultrasound scans every 5 years 

 

yea

Po han 3.00 have repeat inspections every 20 years. 
 

 
A visual ground patrol of every urban 50 and 33 kV pole and the conductors is carried out 
every twelve (12) months. A helicopter patrol of every rural 50 and 33 kV line is carried out 
every twelve (12) months.  The following points will be included in the inspection: 
 
• Structure
• Structure movement and conductor clearan
• General hardware, insulator and conductor
• Early signs of crossarm burning 

 • Damaged or broken binders
• Monitor vibration dampener performance 
 Sabotage •

 
 climbing inspection is carried out on 50 & 33 kV poles every five (5) years. A

($150 per pole 330 poles p.a.) 

Repairs required  a lt e s are cate rise  t  of
correction within 1 year.  
 
Pole Assessment Criteria 

tests. 
 
Poles with a safety index <1.5 are Red tagged and are replaced within 3 months. 
 
P
testing before climbing. 
 

population density or risk areas and within 2 years in other areas. 
 
P
until replaced. 
 
Poles with a safe
until replaced. 

Poles with a safety Index Between 2.50 and 3.00 have repeat ultrasound scans every 10 
rs until replaced. 

 
les with a safety Index greater t
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Note concrete poles only require a visual inspection per the above as below ground rot does 
not occur. 
 
Visual inspection identifies at risk poles. 
 
Poles identified as being at risk will have a below ground /Ultrasound scan within 6 months. 
The results of the test will indicate the need for Red or Blue tagging of the Poles. 
 
Standards 
 
Various standards used include the following: 
 
• AS/NZS 4056, 4676 for Concrete poles 
• AS 2209 for Wooden poles 
• specific standards for conductors, line hardware and fittings 

tions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

00 2000  $12 
spections (Climbing)   $20,500 136  $150 

,000 200  $ 50 
 $          0 0  0 

Discharge/Ultrasound   $ 14,400 30km  $480 

00 
0 

 
 

.B.2 11kV Lines and Cables 

ry po  and the conductors is carried out every ten (10) years. Should 
tes be done within a year. 

rdance with 
 Trees) Regulations 2003 is being developed. Elements of this 

rogramme are: 
entify and record tree interference/ hazards. These patrols 
 cycles. 

• The identification of tree owners who’s trees are a hazard and the issuing of Hazard 

r the 
removal of “no interest” trees. 

 

 
Planned Ac
 
Patrols (Ground & Helicopter)  $24,0
In
Testing – Ultrasound scan (Poles)  $10
Testing (Cables)   

 
Unplanned Actions 
 
Tree control (refer 11kV Lines and Cables)    N/A 
Defect / Fault repairs       $16,2
Fault response (incl Helicopter)      $22,50
Radio Interference correction      $  8,000

8
 
A visual patrol of eve le
any defects be discovered then a full below ground ting will 
 
A tree control program consisting of hazard identification and notification in acco
the Electricity (Hazards from
p
• Patrolling of the network to id

are undertaken on 12-18 month
 

Warning Notices or Cut/Trim Notices. 
• The engagement of accredited contractors to undertake ENL funded first cuts and/o
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Every year the first two (2) kilometres of overhead feeders out of substations are thermo 
vision and discharge scanned to identify any hot and/or noisy spots.   

At risk poles are identified for patrols and testing from the pole database records. 
Replacement and monitoring strategies are as per the Pole Assessment in 50kV Lines 
section. 

rmal load in excess of 
0% of the cable rating. Cables requiring replacement are scheduled in the Capital works 

00,000 p.a. ENL is a member of NetworkPool, 
 mutual discretionary trust set up to provide protection for the distribution assets of Electricity 

Networks Associations members 

arious standards used include the following: 

 AS/NZS 4056, 4676 for Concrete poles 

• Various specific standards for conductors, line hardware, fittings and cable types 

Quantity Unit Cost 

esting –Ultrasound scan (Poles)  $  40,000 800  $50 
 $500 
 - 

hermo vision/Ultrasound   $  20,000 75km  $265 
 

Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

en (10) years. Should 
ny defects be discovered then a full below ground inspection will be done within a year. 

 

 

 
Key 11kV cables have partial discharge monitoring on a five (5) yearly basis. Key cables are 
established as typically having a length greater than 100 metres and no
4
program. 
 
Storm contingency funding is catered for at $1
a

 
Standards 
 
V
 
•
• AS 2209 for Wooden poles 

 
Planned Actions    Total  
 
Patrols     $  30,000 250km $120 
T
Testing –Partial discharge (Cables)  $  10,000 20 
Tree control program    $150,000 - 
Storm Contingency    $100,000 
T

Unplanned Actions   
 
Trees forced cutting    $  36,450 113  $324 
Defect / Fault repairs   $250,000 
Fault response     $120,000 120  $1000 
Control and dispatch costs   $  20,000  
 

8.B.3 LT Lines and Cables 
 

A visual patrol of every pole and the conductors is carried out every t
a
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Tree patrols, notification and cutting are undertaken in conjunction with the 11kV Tree Control 
rogram.  

t risk poles are identified for patrols and testing from the pole database records. 
n 50kV Lines 

ection. 

able maintenance activities are deployed. Replacement is programmed in 
capital works budget from analysis of performance from fault statistics.  
 
Standards 
 
Various standards used include the following: 
 
• AS/NZS 4056, 4676 for Concrete poles 
• AS 2209 for Wooden poles 
• Various specific standards for conductors, line hardware and fittings 
• Various standards for Cable types used 
 
Planned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 
Patrols     $10,000 50km  $200 
Testing –Ultrasound scan (Poles)  $15,000 300  $50 
Testing (Cables)    $         0 
Tree control Program   Refer 11kV 
 
Unplanned Actions   Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 
Trees forced cutting    Refer 11kV 
Defect / Fault repairs   $ 52,650  
Fault response    $ 25,515 102  $250 
 

8.B.4 Service Connections 
 
Electrical inspectors (not ENL employees) visually patrol and inspect all LV service 
connections every twenty years.  Where the inspection identifies problems liaison is directly 
with service connection owner.  The repairs of the defects are the responsibility of the service 
connection owner within six (6) months.  In cases of high safety risk, and no action by the 
service connection owner the service connection may be disconnected. 
 
Inspection of Private HV service connections every 5 years is the responsibility of the private 
owner. However problems identified during 10 yearly visual patrols covered in the 11kV lines 
section are notified to the private owner for correction within 6 months. 
 
Compliance with Voltage levels is monitored via voltage checks. 
 

p
 
A
Replacement and monitoring strategies are as per the Pole Assessment i
s
 
No planned c
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Planned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

atrols/inspection    $ 5,000 500  $10  

 Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

 
P
 
Unplanned Actions  
 
Voltage Checks/Complaints  $20,000 100  $200 
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8.B.5 Load Control 

he Load control injection plant and coupling cells are tested and inspected each year prior to 

ontrollable load will be tested each year prior to the main winter load period. Any defects 

lanned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

ault response (Pilot circuits)  $10,700 43  $250 
 

every three (3) months, this will include inspection 

ations 
 C ntrol nt 

 
systems 

 and nting tems 

• Oil containment 

 
T
the main winter load period. 
 
C
found will be repaired immediately 
 
Standards 
 
Injection equipment is maintained within the Manufacturers specifications for the operating 
frequency and voltage levels. 
 
P
 
Injection plant testing   $8,000 2  $4000 
 
Unplanned Actions   Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 
Defect repairs / replacement costs  $5,000 
(Excludes capital relay costs)  
F

8.B.6 Zone Substations 
 

ected Each Zone Substation will be insp
and cleaning activities associated with: 
 
• Transformers 
• Circuit Breakers 

ea  incl. connec  termin• Switchg r tions or
• Protection and o Equipme
• Scada and Communications systems 
• Structures insulators and bus work 
• Overhead line connections 
• Voltage regulators 
• Zone substation LV switchboards 
• DC switchboards and battery systems
• Earthing 
• Emergency co ency sys
• Buildings. 
• Fences 

• Pest control measures 
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• Drainage  

afety equipment inspection and  testing at each Zone Substation is undertaken 6 monthly. 

pection of each Zone Substation is made 
nnually. 

 
Thermo vision and Ultrasound inspection of all Zone Substations is carried out annually. 

The Earthing system resistance at each Zone Substation is tested every two (2) years 

nce 

r equ men ubstation 
inspe tion and condition assessment 

sults. The typical frequencies range from 2 to 5 years. The lower 2 yearly frequencies are 
n and 

ondition monitoring is then carried out. The summary below shows the average annual costs 
one 

 
oltage Regulators  $3,000 

TeAraroa Sub  $6,000 

okomaru bay  $4,000 
$6,000 

aiti    $4,000 
000 

Port     $1,000 

00 
00 

Pehiri    $6,000 
Hexton   $   250 

  $   250 
station  $2,000 

            $4,000 

 
S
 
An independent Occupational Health and Safety ins
a

 

 
All urgent defects are repaired on discovery, major non urgent defects are repaired within 
three (3) months, and other minor defects will be included in the normal maintena
programme. 
 
Time based maintenance schedules are maintained fo ip t at each Zone s
these schedules are modified following evaluation of c
re
largely due to older equipment.  Required equipment maintenance based on inspectio
c
for routine adjustment, testing, calibration and preventative maintenance of the Z
Substation and Rural Voltage Regulator equipment. 
 
Routine Maintenance Summary 

V

Ruatoria   $7,000 
T
Tolaga Bay   
K
Carnarvon Street  $4,

Valley Rd   $   500 
$4,000 Parkinson Street  

Matawhero   $4,000 
Makaraka   $4,000 

$4,000 Patutahi   
Puha    $3,0
Ngatapa   $6,0

Goodwin Rd 
Wairoa Sub
Kiwi Substation       
Blacks Pad   $1,000 
Tahaenui   $1,000
TOTAL   $75,000 
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 oil contamination levels are maintained within 
cal council specifications 

 
Zo the requirements of Health and Safety, Electricity, 
Environmental and Building, Acts, regulations and Codes. 
 
Pla    Unit Total 
 
3 M .)     $250 $25,000  

ro     $125 $30,000 

Fault response          $  4,100 

 wi  Circ t Bre kers,  equipment, Control and protection 
one ns has been included. 

8.B.7 Zone Substation Transformers 

 Thermo vision as part of substation maintenance 

rocess oil as required 
• Major overhaul as required 

sformer is more economic. 

ased on BS 148 , IEC Standard 42 and Transpower Standards 
 

Standards 
 
Environmental standards for noise control and
Regional Authority and Lo

ne Substations are maintained within 

nned Actions     

onthly Inspections (25 sites 4 Visits p.a
unds Maintenance (20 sites 12 visits p.a.) G

Safety Equipment Inspections and testing (20 sites 2 visits p.a.) $250 $10,000 
Occupational Health and safety Inspection (20 sites)    $250 $  5,000 
Thermo vision AND Ultrasound Inspections (20 sites)    $250 $  5,000 
Average Routine Maintenance (refer summary above)    $75,000 
 

nplanned Actions        Total U
 

efect / Fault repairs        $25,000 D

 
Note:  work associated th ui a Switching

equipment and LV / DC Systems at Z  substatio
 

 
Activities consist of: 
 
 Bi-annual DGA analysis •
• Bi-annual Furans analysis 
•
• Painting as required 
• Tap changer oil flushing 
• Tap changer overhaul per manufacturer's recommendations 
• P

 
Note: Major overhauls are not undertaken on single phase banks. Replacement with a new 3 

phase tran
 
Standards 
 
B
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• Oil acidity < 0.1 mgkOH/g 
• Oil electrical strength > 40kV 
 Moisture content < 30 ppm 

-Hydrogen  50 ppm 
-Methane   50 ppm 

00 ppm 
 

100 ppm 
15 ppm 

hile standards concentrate on maintaining oil condition it is important not to confuse this 

the standards results in permanent damage and 
hortening of transformer life.  DGA analysis provides indication of developing faults and the 

rnal maintenance.  Trends are monitored to assess expected life/aging. 

Specific earthquake restraint designs are provided for the transformer installations.  

 

A e $15,000 
Averag $12,000 

i spect  visually during 3 monthly substation inspections. 
 su ircu reak rs. 

s. The frequency of the testing 
ycle increases as discharge levels increase over time. This work is covered in the zone 

substations section.   This is the main indicator of CB insulation condition and therefore CB 
life. 

Di/dt circuit breaker wear monitoring is implemented where protection equipment has this 
 and assessed as part of the Zone substation 

spection work. 

•
• Resistivity 20 deg >=60 G ohms per metre 
• Dissolved gas limits 

-Carbon Monoxide 300 ppm 
-Carbon Dioxide   30
-Ethylene   100 ppm
-Ethane   
-Acetylene  

 
W
with transformer condition.  These standards must be maintained in order for the transformer 
to achieve standard life.  Exceeding 
s
need for inte
 

 
Planned Actions 

  $10,000 DGA furrow tests p.a.  
v rage tap changer overhauls 1 unit p.a. 

e oil processing 2 p.a.   

8.B.8 Circuit Breakers 
 
Substation Circuit breakers are n ed
The annual thermo vision survey includes all bstation c it b e
 
Trip testing is carried out in conjunction with protection testing. 
 
Partial discharge testing is carried out on indoor circuit breaker
c

 

capability. The information is recorded
in
 
The number of trip operations is monitored via SCADA or as part of the 3 monthly / annual 
inspections. 
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Remote or field circuit breakers are inspected annually and trip testing is carried out at 
intervals not exceeding 3 years. 

 Oil replacement  

mponents. 

cations for HV switchgear. 

r maintenance 

40   $   250 
utine Maintenance (Rural CB’s) $20,000 8  $2,500 

e Zone 

ted in conjunction with earth 
 35 years are 

n of the 

 
Minor and major maintenance assessments are used to determine end of life and 
replacement triggers. Work under taken during these activities generally includes: 
 
•
• Adjustment of travel and mechanisms 
• Mechanism lubrication 
• Contact replacement if required 
• Cleaning, painting.   
• Trip testing, timing 
• Re-insulation, replacement of damaged or worn co
 
Variation of discharge or thermo vision results from previous results triggers major 
maintenance of the circuit breakers 
 
Standards 
 
 AS/NZS 2650 Common specifi•
• Manufactures specifications for each type of equipment. 
 Transpower standards and recommendations for minor and majo•

frequencies derived from industry experience.  
• Oil circuit breakers servicing. 

50kV CB's after 2 fault trips or 2 years 
11kV CB's after 8 fault trips or 3 years  

 
Planned Actions     Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 

nnual Inspections (Rural CB’s)   $10,000 A
Average Ro
 
Unplanned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 
Defect /Fault repairs    $15,000 
 
Note: work associated with Circuit Breakers at Zone substations is included in th

substations section. 
 

8.B.9 Distribution Transfo mr ers 
 
Smaller transformers generally in rural locations are inspec
testing programs and pole surveys. Transformers with an installed age over
specifically checked every 3 years to identify units with excessive external deterioratio
tanks or 11kV tails where they are internally connected, for replacement. 
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In all cases the units are checked during earth testing/switchgear inspections at intervals not 
exceeding 5 years. 

e frequency of the tests varies 
ears on any single unit over 20 

ears old. 
 

sual inspection. Items covered in the 
spection include inspection of the LV panels, associated 11kV switchgear, Load readings, 

vegetation clearing, LV panel

ground mount substations is monitored annually via MDI readings.  
tions over 100kVA are inspected annually MDI 

ll ground mount units located in areas accessible to the pubic receive a Certificate of 

s returned from the field for service, receive minor refurbishment work is carried 
e age of the units is less than 20 years old. 

r
th tests 

 is such that it has 15 years 
 limited 

lanne  Quantity Unit Cost 

0 5  $1500 
0 2  $4000 

Oil Analysis      $ 6,000 20  $300 

 
Oil testing is carried out on transformers 500kVA and above th
depending on the analysis results and but does not exceed 5 y
y

Ground mount substations undergo an annual vi
in
high voltage terminations, earthing and warning/security notices. 
 
General maintenance activities as a result of the inspections include painting on site, 

 cleaning and labelling. 
 
Transformer loading on 
ow voltage panels of all Ground style substaL

readings are recorded. 
 
A
compliance check every 5 years. 
 
No maintenance activities are carried out on smaller in-service transformers. 
 
Transformer
ut where tho

 
a th testing is carried out on a 5 year cycle. Earths include distribution substations, switch E

sites and LV earths. Earthing system repairs are undertaken on the worst 20% of ear
bove 50 ohms. Earth tests between 0 and 50 ohms are considered adequate in terms of the a

expected seasonal variation in ground moisture content. 
 
Standards 
 
Refurbishment is only considered if the transformer condition

maining service life and cost is less than 25% of a new transformer.  Economics isre
by the frequency of relatively expensive recovery and installation. 
 

d Actions     Total P
 
Refurbishment <100kVA    $  7,50

efurbishment >100kVA    $  8,00R
Painting Ground mount/graffiti   $  3,000 20  $150 
Annual Ground mount Inspection and MDI’s $10,000 200  $50 

il Handling /filtering /TX disposal  $10,000 O
Transformer 5 yearly Compliance checks $  5,000 100  $50 
Earth testing       $45,000 1000  $45 
Earthing system repairs    $30,000 ` 60  $500 
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Unplanned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

.B.10 Pole Mounted Isolation Equipment 

spection of all 50KV air break switches is carried out in conjunction with climbing patrols 2 
ism and Inspection and testing of 

the earthing (refer earth testing in the Transformer section) is carried out. 

larly enough to maintain correct function are clearly not necessary 
nd targets for removal. 

this is possible without a shut down.  Live 
ne methods are deployed to carry out maintenance on switches where necessary.   

s necessary to prevent 
ilure in service.  This may involve nil operation until the opportunity to coordinate with other 

work. 

ers specifications. 

lanned Actions     Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

 

tations is included 
atio s sec on 

lled is lators, fuse units and magnefix are inspected yearly.  A service / 
spection requiring a shutdown is carried out at intervals not exceeding 5 years. 

tions switchgear is surveyed bi-annually using thermo-vision 
quipment. The survey generally provides early warning of poor or failing connections to the 

 
Defect /Fault repairs    $15,000 
Vegetation clearance    $  1,000 
 

8
 
In
yearly.  Visual inspection of the switch contacts and mechan

 
ABS’s not operated regu
a
 
Testing operation of the switch is carried out where 
li
 
Defects are documented as found and corrective action prioritised a
fa

 
Standards 
 
• Equipment maintained in accordance with Manufactur
 
P
 
Inspection and Testing    $12,000 40  $300 

Unplanned Actions 
 
Defect /Fault repairs    $11,664 
 
Note: work associated with pole mounted isolation equipment at zone subs

in the zone subst n ti
 

8.B.11 11kV Switchgear (Ground mounted) 
 
Ring main units, oil fi o
in
 
At larger industrial substa
e
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switchgear and poor contacts.  The frequency of monitoring will be increased if testing 
identifies problems developing at a higher rate. 
 

e 
equency of monitoring will be increased if testing identifies problems developing at a higher 

• Rust is treated within 12 months. 

aintenance Activities 

or RTE switches maintenance is carried out in conjunction with refurbishment of the 
y are remo d fro . 

outine maintenance work requiring shut downs is opportunistic.  This is a major constraint 
on the level of confidence that can be applied to equipment reliability. 
 

ervicing is carried out on the basis of the inspection results. Activities include: 

uadrant type air break switches are targeted for removal as identified in Section 8.A.10. A 

 Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

witch maintenance p.a.  $ 18,000 18  $1,000 
 Yearly Service Inspection  $ 20,000 7  $3,000 

Termination Inspection   $ 10,000 80  $   125 
uadrant ABS Removal   $ 40,000 20 p.a. $ 2000 

 
efect /Fault repairs   $11,400 

 

Partial Discharge monitoring is also carried out on larger switchboards at intervals not 
exceeding 5 years where proximity to transformers does not cause interference. Th
fr
rate. 
 
Standards 
 
• Oil leaks and low oil levels are repaired within 6 months. 

 
M
 
F
transformers when the  ve m service
 
R

S
• exterior painting on site 
• oil replacement  
• contact replacement 
• termination inspections and cleaning where possible 
• termination replacement 
 
Q
cost of $40,000p.a for the next 5 years will be expenced to remove these assets. 
 
Planned Actions   
 
Annual Inspection    $ 10,000  167  $60 
Average S
5

Q
 
Unplanned Actions   Total  Quantity Unit Cost 

D
 

8.B.12 LV Switchgear 
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A visual patrol of LV Disconnection and Link boxes is carried out every 5 years and larger link 
boxes are checked and cleaned during 3 yearly inspections. 

LV panels in ground mount substations are inspected in conjunction with annual transformer 
e undertaken on overhead LV equipment. 

 

Legal compliance and pre-emption of faults. 

Planned Actions    Total  Quantity Unit Cost 
 

spections/servicing   $15,000  50  $300 
 

 Total  Quantity Unit Cost  
 

ntrol and Protection 
 

investigated to ensure the operation of devices occurred correctly. Incorrect operation of 
protection has been found to occur with some equipment types typically in relation to auto-

c ip testing frequencies for relays vary depending on 
e of devices.  The functionality of the tapchangers is monitored via the 

SCADA system. 

Battery 110V.  To ensure close monitoring of battery condition and loading to maximize life of 
the new batteries proposed, battery monitors will be installed. The monitors will reduce future 
battery maintenance costs. 

Battery handling procedures and facilities are incorporated into health and safety inspections 

 

 Within manufactures specs for individual relays and equipment. 
ries are contained within buildings separate rooms are used with good 

ventilation. Where this cannot be achieved batteries are housed in outdoor containers. 
 

aintenance Activities 
 

 – Adjustment and calibration of AVR’s not exceeding 4 yearly  
ransducers – calibration not exceeding 4 yearly 

 

Inspections.  No routine maintenance activities ar

Standards 
 

 

In

Unplanned Actions  

Defect /Fault repairs   $ 8,000 
Painting / Graffiti    $ 4,000 
 

8.B.13 Co

Operation of the equipment is monitored via the SCADA system all operation events are 

re lose controls. Relay testing and CB tr
the type and ag

 

 

annually. 

Standards 
 
•
• Where liquid batte

M

Tap change control
T
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24V battery systems – First test 2 years after initial installation, thereafter annual Load test on 
24V battery systems 
110V battery systems – Annual physical inspection and load test (monitoring on line) 
Protection Electromechanical – Annual secondary tests 
Protection Solid-state – 3 yearly secondary tests 

rotection Microprocessor – 4 yearly tests 
CB trip testing – Not exceeding 4 yearly (refer Circuit Breaker maintenance) 
Transformer protection not exceeding 4 yearly 
Fire safety and intruder systems not exceeding 6 monthly 

associated with protection and control equipment is included in the related asset 
section. 

 in place to provide early warning of 
bration is carried out to ensure the 

 

 Radio Spectrum Management Conditions and Radio Communication 
Regulations. 

 Power  : repeaters – 25W, RTs – 5W 
 Drift  : 2 kHZ 
 Frequency 
 Heat levels within manufacturers specifications  
• One complete spare link and 2 portable repeaters are maintained for contingency 

operations. 
 
Planned Actions    Total 
 
Maintenance/Calibration   $35,000 
Track Maintenance    $10,000 
Hut Maintenance    $  4,000 
Radio Licences    $13,000 
 
Unplanned Actions 
 
Defect/Fault repairs    $16,000 
 

8.B.15 SCADA 
 

P

 
Note: work 

 
 
8.B.14 COMMUNICATIONS 
 
A degree of remote monitoring of the radio systems is
equipment malfunction.  Six monthly testing and cali
equipment performance is within specification. 

Standards 
 
• Complies with the

• Operates within manufacturers specifications 
•
•
•
•
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and output functions are tested in conjunction with maintenance of 
the associated equipment.  During Protection and Switchgear testing the Digital indications, 

l functions are verified back to the master station.  
curity and Fire alarms are verified during 3 monthly 

 5,000 

In general the RTU Input 

analogues, measurement and contro
General indications such as door se
inspections.  
 
Other indications such as DC Battery and Mains Fail alarms are verified during RTU 
inspections at intervals not exceeding 2 years. This work is generally coordinated with other 
activities being undertaken at the substations. 
 

tandards S
 
• Operates within manufacturers specifications 
 
Planned Actions    Total 
 
Support fees     $10,000 

oftware Licences    $ S
SCADA maintenance allowance  $10,000 
Point to point testing of Digital IO  $10,000 
Configuration file alterations  $  6,000 
  
Unplanned Actions 
 
Defect/Fault repairs    $ 10,000 
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9.0 FINANCI

9.1 Fin
 
Financ pr s ar one the key outputs of this AMP, representing the financial 
outcome of the management strategies and specific maintenance, renewal and development 
plans set out herein.  They outline ENLs work expenditure over the planning period, 
separating capital and maintenan
 
Capital expenditure is defined as expenditure that results in increased value of an asset, 
where t tia erive future benefits, earnings or 
reduced costs.   If extra expendit the original asset, results in 
extra e atisfying an viability, then it is capital 
expenditure.  Overhead to underground conversion, life extension and load driven capacity 
upgrad at
 
Maintenance expenditure s ef d as expend re
the minimum acceptable serviceable conditi
has satisfied the life and earning ex used to h the commercial viability of the 
origina e bility ssume a certain level of 
oper and intenance expense.  Expenditure beyo s level may threaten 
comme .  Se . 

9.1.1 Capital Expenditure 
 
The ca l re m ed in Tables 9.1.1A and 9.1.1B by asset type 
and by expenditure category (or driver) respectively ame categorisation presented 
in S  8 . able 9.1.1C 
 
Figures D p e inf
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 9.1.1 ,E,F gra hically illustrates the sam ormation over the planning period. 



 

  

9.1.1A 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15  

Summa $9,124,946 $7,217,790 $6,505,200 $5,975,000 $6,364,700 $5,982,950 $4, 9,500 $ 921,500 $5,367,500 $5,317,500 $61,756,586 
Genera Plants $300,000 $0   00,000 

ry by Asset Group  97 4,
tion Peaking   $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3

50 kV Lin $2,207,976 000 00 0,00 300, $30 $3  0 000 0,000 357,976 
11kV Li $2,902,900 $2,956,000 
LT Line 0 $640,000 $6,370,000 
Service $70,000  0 $40,000 $40,000 $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 $440,000 
Load C $450,000  0 $250,0  $450,000 $250,000 $0 $0 $0 $1,900,000 
Zone S 00 0 $500,0  $500,000 $250,000 $0 $0 $400,000 $3,930,000 
50kV CB's $160,000 $0 $0 $0 $630,000 
11kV C s $205,290 $148,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $643,860 
Distrib mers $667,000 $6,670,000 
Pole Mo $127,000  0 00 4,5 64 $  0 0 5,000 
11kV Gr 00,500 0 0 $81,000 1,000 $81,0 $81  $  0 00 2,000 
LV Sw $80,000 $80,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $560,000 
Contro 0  0  $108,000 $33,000 $51,000 $18,000 $118,000 $118,000 $745,000 
Comm $54,000  0 00 6,00 90,0 $95 $  0 0 6,000 
SCADA 00 0 $38,000 $141,000 $141,000 $141,000 $25,000 $25,000 $633,000 

 

es $1,750, $300,0  $30 0 $ 000 0,000 00,000 $300,00 $300,  $30  $6,
nes and Cables 
s and Cables 

$3,193,200 $2,705,000 $3,210,200 $3,226,450 $2,880,000 $2,880,000 $2,880,000 $2,880,000 $29,713,750 
$610,000 $640,000 

 $70,000
$640,00 $640,000 $640,000 $640,000 $640,000 $640,000 $640,000 

 Connections $70,00 $70,000 $20,000 
ontrol  $250,000 $250,00 00 $0 
ubstations $1,130,0  $0 $700,00 00 $450,000 

$0 $100,000 $50,000 $160,000 $160,000 $0 
B' $290,570  
ution Transfor $667,000 $667,000 

 $127,000
$667,000 $667,000 $667,000 $667,000 $667,000 $667,000 $667,000 

unted Isolation Equipment $127,00  $127,0  $6 00 $ ,500 64,500 $64,500 $64,50  $64,50  $89
ound Mounted Switchgear $2

itchgear 
 $183,50 $81,00  $8  00 ,000 81,000 $81,00 $81,0  $1,03

$80,000 $80,000 
 $63,000l and Protection $13,00 $105,00  $118,000

unications  $104,000 $54,00  $239,0  $6 0 $ 00 ,000 70,000 $82,00 $82,00  $93
$22,0  $22,000 $40,00 $38,000 

9.1.1B 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/1 2011/1 2012/13 1 2 2013/14 2014/15 
Perform 4,448,546 0 1,0  00 ,000 ,000  000 ,000
Grow ,0 00 ,2 0 25 925,000 
Condition/Compliance 3,504,500 3,597,500 ,425,000 4,229,00  4,633,5  4,445,  4, 8,500 980,500 3,972,50  3,972,5  

 
 

ance/Development 
th/Security 

 2,385,29
1,171,900 1,235,000 

58,000
22,200

276,0
1,470,0

 476
1,255

 266
 

 16,000 
,000 

16,000
925,000 

470,  420  
2
3

 
 

0
00

1,271,450 
500

9
03

925,000 
000 3,  0
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9.1.1C 

Capital Expenditure Projections            

Description Category 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

,505,200 ,975,000 ,364,700 ,982,950 ,979,500 ,921,500 
tion Peaking Plants 300,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

ment 80,000         
Development 80,000         

rators Ruatoria/TeAraroa ment 40,000          
metering ment 100,000     

          
 ,207,976 ,750,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 

n 
nce 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 

ment nce 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

orne 50kV 
Condition 
Compliance 30,000        

n 
nce 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

on SFE02/4 ment ,090,373          
 SFE02/7         

ahia 33kV line extension and Substation evelopment ,420,000         

ault Replacement Line 
ondition 
ompliance 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 

                    

 2,902,900 2,956,000 2,880,000 2,880,000 

 
Genera

 9,124,946 7,217,790 6 5 6 5 4 4 5,367,500 5,317,500 
 

Generators Puha/Patutahi Develop   
 Generators Mahia/Frasertown 

Gene Develop
650KVA Genset install synchro & Develop      
  
50 kV Lines 2  1

Age replacement 40 poles per Year 
Conditio
Complia 200,000 200,000 200,000 

NZED 2nd hand Insulator replace
Condition 
Complia 30,000 30,000 30,000 

Surge arrestor replacement Gisb 30,000  

OB Insulator Replacement 
Conditio
Complia 30,000   

Close 50kV Ring JNL-Parkins Develop 1
Close 50kV City Ring Development 687,603  
M D

C
100,000 1

F C

    

11kV Lines and Cables  3,193,200 2,705,000 3,210,200 3,226,450 2,880,000 2,880,000 
Age Replacement 400 poles per year  

Compliance 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 

        

 2013 e   1 1200000 

        180,000  
neconomic Rural Line replacement 20km ondition 

ompliance    600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000   
ce 

200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 200000 
eeder 1.7km       

45,000      
     

d 1km      

Condition 
1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,300,000 

Conductor replacement 20km 
Condition 
Compliance 
Condition 

450,000 450,000 450,000 450,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000   

Conductor replacement 40km from Complianc

Growth 

       ,200,000 
Unplanned Network Extention Alowance 
Line 2km 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180,000 180000
U C

C  
Unplanned Network Extention Alowan
Cable 1km 
Reconductor Tamarua F

Growth 200,000 200,000 200,000 
   Growth 

Growth 
51,000 

Reconductor Wairere Rd 1.5km     
Reconductor Patutahi 1.2km 
Reconductor Bell R

Growth 
Grow

36,000 
th 30,000 
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Matawhero-Muriwai 11kV Line rowth  135,000         
alton Feeder Moana Rd bypass 1.4km Growth  98,000        

Ngatapa to Otoko Hill 8km rowth   250,000      
Growth          

Cable Masonic to Bright Street 150m 28,500      
y 

th 49,400          
         

Disraeli Corner 300m Growth  60,500         
Cable Roebuck Rd Palmerston Corner 

 rowth      
ge 350m 70,000 56,000        

to Childers Rd 560m Growth 112,000        
80,000        

Cable Plunket Sub to Ormond Rd 320m 67,200        
105,000       

m         
     60,900      

m       
ni St 370m            

Growth      78,750     
 470,000 500,000 650,000       

          

     

6 640,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 640,000 640,000

G
D  

G  
 

 
200,000Reinforce 13km Cricklewood Spur 190,000

Growth     
Cable Farmers Customhouse to Reids Qua
260m Grow
Cable Reids Quay to Weigh bridge 300m 
Cable Childers 

Growth 63,000  

300m G 60,500     
Cable Roebuck Rd Brid Growth  
Cable Carnarvon Sub   
Cable Stanley Rd Bridge 400m Growth 

 
 
 

 
 Growth

Growth Cable City Feeder (Paknsave) 525m    
Cable Kahutia St feeder 1100
Cable Reids Quay to IRD 290m 

Growth   220,000
Growth

Cable IRD to Plunket Sub 330 Growth
Growth

    69,300 
Cable Weigh Bridge to Hiri 77,700
Cable Oak to Stout St 375m 
Gladstone Rd Project 
 

Development   

 

  

T Lines and Cables 
  

 
               

L 10,000        640,000 640,000 

Line Replacement 2km 
ondition 
ompliance     80,0  80,00  80,000 80,000 

t 50 per year   120,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 

 Cables 2km 150,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 
Allowance for Growth Cables 2km 150,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 

ent with Underground 2km 150,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 

    

70,000 70,000 70,000 70,000 40,000 40,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 

C
C 40,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 00 0

Pole replacemen
Condition 
Compliance 80,000 80,000 80,000 

Age replacement
Condition 
Compliance 
Growth 
Condition 

Line Replacem Compliance 

  

 
                  

Service Connections 
New Servic
Fibreglass Boxes

e Fuse Boxes to Replace 
 40pa  40,000 40,000 40,000     

   0    20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 
place Meter 

30,000 30,000 30,000       

  

Condition 
Compliance 40,000 40,000 40,000 

Service Box Replacement 20 p.a.
Condition 
Compliance 0 

New Service Fuse Boxes to Re
Box Sharing 40 pa 

Condition 
Compliance 30,000  
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   250,00 450,00  250,000 0 0 0 0 

ays 1000 
a Performance 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 0    

n Plant to 
ce   

l second Injection 
200,000   200,000    

                    

    450,000 400,000 

 
Load Control 
Replace contactors with ripple rel

450,000 250,000 250,000 0 0

p     
Relocation Valley Rd Injectio
Wairoa Performan

ce

         
Aquire Spares and Instal
Point Gisborne Performan

  

    

  

Zone Substations  1,130,000 700,000 500,000 500,000 250,000 0 0
T2 12.5MW Parkinson 
JNL Zone Subst

Development 250,000          
ation 

Bunding and Oil Seperator Parkinson St T1 

Development 8    
Condition 

nce    

arth Quake Brackets Parkinson St T1 ondition 
ompliance 15,000          

   500,000       

Replace T1 Patutahi 5.0MW     500,000      

        
ra 

vercomes capacity issues of Kaiti and 
evelopment 450,000 400,000 

    

      
    

50kV CB's  1   1  1      

00,000       

Complia  40,000        

E C
C

Replace T1 at Tolaga 2.5MW 
Condition 
Compliance 
Condition 
Compliance 
Condition 

Replace T1 Puha 5.0MW 
T1 2.5MW and new sub Whanga

Compliance  250,000 

(o
Tolaga) 
Replace T1 Ngatapa 2.5MVA 

D         
   Growth 

Condition 
700,000   

Kaiti install replacement fence 
  

Compliance 
  

25,000  
  

 
  

 
            

 0 00,000 50,000 60,000 60,000 160,000 0 0 0 0
TeAraroa Condition 

Compliance
Condition 

    80,000       

nce     

uatoria Line to TeAraroa ondition 
ompliance      
ondition 

e   80,000   

   80,000   

80,000    

        

Patutahi Line CB Replacement    50,000   

    

Ruatoria T1 Complia 80,000      

R C
C     80,000 

Tokomaru T1 C
Complianc
Condition 

e

     

Tokomaru Line to Ruatoria Complianc
Condition 

e 

     

Tolaga T1 Complianc
Condition 

e

      

Patutahi T1 CB Installation Complianc
Condition 

e

50,000   

Complianc
Condition 
Compliance 

     

Pehiri CB replacement 50,000      
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290,570 205,290 148,000 0 0 0 0 0   
  
11kV CB's  0 0
Field Recloser 
  

Automation Plan  148,000    
      

mers 667,000 667,000 667,000 667,000 667,000 667,000 667,000 

Performan
  

ce 290,570 205,290     
              

Distribution Transfor  667,000 667,000 667,000 

Transformers <100kVA 
Condition 
Compliance 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 130000 

Transformers >100kVA 315000 315000 315000 315000 315000 315000 315000 315000 315000 

 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
ault replacement 

Growth 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 
ult replacement 

140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 140,000 

                    

quipment 127,000 127,000 127,000 64,500 64,500 64,500 64,500 64,500 64,500 

Condition 
Compliance 315000  

Earthing Upgrades 
Condition 
Compliance

Transformers Growth and F
<100kVA 
Transformers Growth and Fa
>100kVA Growth 

    

Pole Mounted Isolation E  127,000 
Age Replacement of 11kV ABS's 20pa to 

115,000 115,000 115,000 115,000       

2009 
n 
nce      52,500    

12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

               

1kV Ground Mounted Switchgear 200,500 81,000 81,000 81,000 

2008 
Age Replacement of 11kV ABS's 9pa from 

Condition 
Compliance 
Conditio
Complia  52,500 52,500 52,500 52,500 52,500

11kV Fuse replacement 10sets 
Condition 
Compliance 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 

    

 
     

1 183,500 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 
New Connections Growth 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 81,000 

Condition 
e 119,500 102,500         

      

80,000 80,000 80,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 

Switchgear Replacement plan  

  

Complianc

  

 
              

LV Switchgear 80,000   

Replace J Type LV Pillars (6 b
Allowance for New Installations 

oxes p.a.)  40,000 40,000      
     40,000 40,000 

                  
Control and Protection  

13,000 63,000 105,000 118,000 108,000 33,000 51,000 18,000 118,000 118,000 

Condition 
eComplianc

Growth 
40,000 40,000  
40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 

      

Replace Batteries / Charges  Condition 
Compliance 3,000 33,000 5,000 18,000 3,000 23,000 41,000 8,000 3,000 3,000 

Replace AVR Relays Condition 
Compliance   10,000 10,000 15,000    5000 5000 

Replace 50kV Protection Condition 
Compliance  20,000       20000 20000 

Allowance for premature failure Condition 
Compliance 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

Replace 11kV Protection Condition 
Compliance   80,000 80,000 80,000    80000 80000 
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Communications  54,000 104,000 54,000 239,000 66,000 90,000 95,000 70,000 82,000 82,000 
Repeater Replacement Condition 

Compliance 29,000   96,000     12000 
Replace Links Condition 

Compliance    100,000 0 20,000     

Replace Vehicle RT's Condition 
Compliance    7,000       

Replace Hand held Radios Condition 
Compliance     20,000      

Replace Generator Carnarvon St Condition 
Compliance 20,000          

Replace Generator Makaretu Condition 
Compliance  10,000         

Replace Generator Arakihi Condition 
Compliance  10,000         

Replace Generator Mata Rd Condition 
Compliance  10,000         

Replace Generator Whakapunaki Condition 
Compliance  10,000         

Replace Generator Tikitiki Condition 
Compliance  10,000         

Long term development additional sites Growth    16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 
New Technology upgrades Growth  30,000 30,000  30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 
Isolation Facilities Upgrade Condition 

Compliance 5,000   20,000   25,000    
Unplanned Replacements Condition 

Compliance  24,000 24,000   24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 24,000 
                        

SCADA  22,000 22,000 40,000 38,000 38,000 141,000 141,000 141,000 25,000 25,000 

12000 

30,000 

4,000 

5,000 
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Development and Replacement on 10 Year 
Cycle 

Condition 
Compliance      120,000 120,000 120,000   

Radio Repeater site RTU replacement Condition 
Compliance   18,000        

Master Station Development short term Performance 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000    4,000 

Unplanned RTU Replacement Condition 
Compliance 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 

Long term development additional sites Performance    16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 



 

Capital Expenditure Profile
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Capital Expenditure by Category
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Generation Peaking Plants 50 kV Lines 11kV Lines and Cables
LT Lines and Cables Service Connections Load Control
Zone Substations 50kV CB's 11kV CB's
Distribution Transformers Pole Mounted Isolation Equipment 11kV Ground Mounted Switchgear
LV Switchgear Control and Protection Communications
SCADA

 
Total capital expenditure over the planning period is $67.3m.    The expenditure profile is 
relatively flat with an average expenditure of almost $7m pa, indicating steady state 
assumptions apply.   Comments on the summary by expenditure driver are made below. 
 
Condition and Compliance 
  
Condition and compliance driven capital expenditure averages $4.2m pa, fully funded from 
depreciation provisions. 
 
Growth and Security 
 

averages $1.3m pa.  This includes provision 
for the steady state customer driven network extension and capacity upgrades that cannot be 
avoided.   The only major projects included are those where the upgrade triggers are currently 
exceeded.   Trigger levels for growth upgrades predicted in the AMP are included in Appendix 
11.2.  A key feature of these projections is that while the AMP attempts to predict the impact 
of growth on network development, probable timings, etc. these issues are excluded from 
financial planning until more certainty on size and location and optimum response is evident.   
 
Performance and Development 
 
Performance and new development driven capital expenditure averages $1.2 m pa, of which 
$0.25m pa is associated with load control expenditure on ripple relays.  This work is driven by 
new connections, tariff changes and replacement of the pilot system as the low voltage 
network is replaced or upgraded.   This expenditure is classified as new development 
because it is considered a technology enhancement.   The Rural Protection and Automation 

Growth and security driven capital expenditure 

Capital Expenditure by Asset Type
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ure.   The significant portion of this expenditure in 
e first 3 years of the planning period is 

dentified in the devel
for the dev

and installation of additional capacity as i
 

lopment
opment section.  
 of the 50kV Sub transmission 

9.1.2 Maintenance ex nditure 

The maint
th

enance expenditure f
ca

orecast is summari
ed

sed in Table 9.1.2A by asset type, using 
 oe same tegorisa  present  in Se ion 8.0B f th s AMP. 

ally illustrates the trend in maintenance expenditure.   
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.2A   9.1
Maintenance 200 145/06 to 20 /15     2005/06 2005/06                   
Category Planned/Unplanned Description Quantity  Rate  Planned Cost Unplanned Cost 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 
50kV Lines Planned Actions Patrols (Ground & Helicopter)      2,000   $         12   $      24,000     $        24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000   $      24,000  
50kV Lines Planned Actions Inspections (Climbing)         136   $       150   $      20,500     $        20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500   $      20,500  
50kV Lines Planned Actions Testing - Ultrasound scan (Poles)          200           50   $  $      10,000     $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
50kV Lines Planned Actions Thermovision/Ultrasound  30km   $       480   $      14,400     $        14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400   $      14,400  
50kV Lines Unplanned Actions irs    $       16,200   $        16,200   $        7,748  Defect / Fault repa     $      13,122   $      11,810   $      10,629   $        9,566   $        8,609   $        7,748   $        7,748   $        7,748  
50kV Lines Unplanned Actions opter)    15   $       22,500   $        22,500   $      21,000   $      11,623   $      11,623  Fault response (incl Helic         $    1,500    $      17,715   $      15,943   $      14,349   $      12,914   $      11,623   $      11,623  
50kV Lines Unplanned Actions ence correction      4           8,000   $        6,000   $        6,000  Radio Interfer         $    2,000    $  $          8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        6,000   $        6,000   $        6,000   $        6,000   $        6,000  
50kV Lines Planned Actions Faults Management      $      15,240    $        15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240   $      15,240  
11kv Lines Cables  250km   $       120        30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000  Planned Actions Patrols  $   $        30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions Testing -Ultrasound scan (Poles)       800   $         50    $      40,000   $      40,000     $      40,000   $        40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000   $      40,000  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions Testing -Partial discharge (Cables)     20   $      10,000   $      10,000          $       500    $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions Tree control program       $    150,000    $    150,000   $    100,000   $      150,000   $    100,000   $      75,000   $      75,000   $      70,000   $      70,000   $      70,000   $      70,000  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions Storm Contengency           100,000   $      100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000   $  $    100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000   $    100,000  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions sound    $        20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000  Thermovision/Ultra  75km  $       265   $      20,000    $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000  
11kv Lines Cables Unplanned Actions  113   $       324         36,450   $      19,371  Trees forced cutting          $  $        36,450   $      32,805   $      29,525   $      26,572   $      23,915   $      21,523   $      19,371   $      19,371   $      19,371  
11kv Lines Cables Unplanned Actions      250,000   $    186,825   $    186,825  Defect / Fault repairs       $  $      250,000   $    226,950   $    214,421   $    196,132   $    186,825   $    186,825   $    186,825   $    186,825  
11kv Lines Cables Unplanned Actions  120       120,000   $    108,257   $      80,000  Fault response          $    1,000    $  $      120,000   $      97,431   $      80,000   $      80,000   $      80,000   $      80,000   $      80,000   $      80,000  
11kv Lines Cables Unplanned Actions osts   Control and dispatch c     $       20,000   $        20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $        2,000   $      19,132   $      17,219   $      15,497   $      15,497   $      15,497   $      15,497  
11kv Lines Cables Planned Actions Faults Management      $    118,500    $      118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500   $    118,500  
400v Lines Cables Planned Actions Patrols  50km   $       200   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000    $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
400v Lines Cables an (Poles) Planned Actions Testing -Ultrasound sc 300  $         50   $      15,000    $        15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000  
400v Lines Cables    $      42,647  Unplanned Actions Defect / Fault repairs     $       52,650   $        52,650   $      47,385   $      47,385   $      42,647   $      38,382   $      38,382   $      34,544   $      34,544   $      34,544  
400v Lines Cables onse 102  $       250   $      18,600  Unplanned Actions Fault resp   $       25,515   $        25,515   $      22,964   $      20,667   $      16,740   $      15,066   $      13,560   $      13,560   $      13,560   $      13,560  
400v Lines Cables  $      14,850  Planned Actions Faults Management      $      14,850    $        14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850   $      14,850  
Service Connections 500  $         10    $        5,000  Planned Actions Patrols/inspection  $        5,000   $          5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000  
Service Connections s mplaints 100        200         20,000  Unplanned Action Voltage Checks/Co  $   $  $        20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000  
Load Control Planned Actions Injection plant testing     4,000   $        8,000  2  $  $        8,000    $          8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000  
Load Control Unplanned Actions Defect repairs / replacement costs   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000      $         5,000   $          5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000  
Load Control s  (Pilot circuits) 43  $       250   $       10,700   $              -    Unplanned Action Fault response   $        10,700   $        9,842   $        8,857   $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -    
Load Control  $        2,970  Planned Actions Faults Management    $        2,970    $          2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970   $        2,970  
Zone Substations 3 Monthly Inspections 100  $       250   $      25,000   $      25,000  Planned Actions  $      25,000    $        25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000  
Zone Substations 240  $       125   $      30,000  Planned Actions Grounds Maintenance  $      30,000    $        30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000   $      30,000  
Zone Substations testing 40  $       250   $      10,000  Planned Actions Safety Equipment Inspections and  $      10,000    $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
Zone Substations and safety Inspection        250         5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000  Planned Actions Occupational Health 20  $  $   $          5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000  
Zone Substations Planned Actions Thermovision AND Ultrasound Inspections        250  20  $  $        5,000    $          5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000  
Zone Substations Transformers anned Actions Transformer painting  $    7,500       15,000   $        15,000   $      15,000        15,000   $              -     $              -     $              -                  -     $              -     $              -     Pl 2  $   $  $
Zone Substations anned Actions aintenance  $      75,000          75,000       60,000       55,000   $      55,000       55,000       55,000       55,000   $      55,000       55,000       55,000  Pl Average Routine M    $  $  $  $  $  $  $  $ 
Zone Substations Unplanned Actions Defect / Fault repairs     $       25,000   $        25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000   $      25,000  
Zone Substations Unplanned Actions Fault response      $         4,100   $          4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100   $        4,100  
Zone Substations Planned Actions Faults Management    $        4,610    $          4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610   $        4,610  
Zone Substation Transformers Planned Actions DGA furrow tests p.a. 10  $    1,000   $      10,000    $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
Zone Substation Transformers Planned Actions Average tap changer overhauls 1 unit p.a. 1  $  15,000   $      15,000    $        15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000  
Zone Substation Transformers Planned Actions Average oil processing 2 p.a. 2  $    6,000   $      12,000    $        12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000  
Circuit Breakers Planned Actions Annual Inspections (Rural CB's) 40  $       250   $      10,000    $        10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000   $      10,000  
Circuit Breakers Planned Actions Average Routine Maintenance (Rural CB's) 8  $    2,500   $      20,000    $        20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000  
Circuit Breakers Planned Actions Expenditure Component Rural Automation Project   $              -      $                -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     $              -     
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Unplanned Actions Defect /Fault repairs 5  $    3,000    $       15,000   $        15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000   $      15,000  
 $        7,500  
 $        8,000  

Planned Actions Refurbishment <100kVA 5  $    1,400   $        7,500    $          7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500   $        7,500  
Planned Actions Refurbishment >100kVA 2  $    4,000   $        8,000    $          8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000   $        8,000  
Planned Actions Painting Ground mount/graffiti 20  $       150   $        3,000   $        3,000   $        3,000   ,000   $        3,000    $          3,000  $        3,000   $        3,000   $        3,000   $        3,000   $        3,000   $        3

Transformers 2      50   $      10,000          $      10,  $            $     10, ,000   $      10,000  Planned Actions Inspection and MDI's 00  $     $  10,000  000   10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
Transformers   $      10,000          $      10,000   $            $     10, ,000   $      10,000  Planned Actions Oil Handling /filtering /TX disposal   $  10,000  10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
Transformers 1      50   $        5,000                $       5, ,000   $        5,000  Planned Actions Transformer 5 yearly Compliance checks 00  $     $    5,000   $        5,000   $        5,000   $  5,000   $        5,000     5,000   $        5,000   $      000   $        5
Transformers 1      45   $      45,000                $     45, ,000   $      45,000  Planned Actions Earth testing   000  $     $  45,000  $      45,000   $      45,000   $ 45,000   $      45,000   45,000   $      45,000   $      000   $      45
Transformers 60    500   $      30,000               $     20, ,000   $      20,000  Planned Actions Earthing system repairs  $     $   30,000  $      30,000   $      20,000   $ 20,000   $      20,000   20,000   $      20,000   $      000   $      20
Transformers ed Actio    300   $        6,000                 $       6, ,000   $        6,000  Plann ns Oil Analysis 20  $     $    6,000  $        6,000   $        6,000   $  6,000   $        6,000     6,000   $        6,000   $      000   $        6
Transformers anned Ac D    $       15              $     15, ,000   $      15,000  Unpl tions efect /Fault repairs  ,000   $  15,000  $      15,000   $      15,000   $ 15,000   $      15,000   15,000   $      15,000   $      000   $      15
Transformers anned V    $                       $       1, ,000   $        1,000  Unpl Actions egetation clearance  1,000   $    1,000  $        1,000   $        1,000   $  1,000   $        1,000     1,000   $        1,000   $      000   $        1
Transformers ed Actions   $        2,890                 $       3, ,700   $        3,700  Plann Faults Management   $    2,890  $        3,700   $        3,700   $  3,700   $        3,700     3,700   $        3,700   $      700   $        3
Pole Mounted Isolation E ed Actions Inspection and Testing 40    300   $      12,000              $     12, ,000   $      12,000  quipment Plann  $     $   12,000   $      12,000   $      12,000   $ 12,000   $      12,000   12,000   $      12,000   $      000   $      12
Pole Mounted Isolation E anned Actions Defect /Fault repairs    $       11              $     10, ,000   $      10,000  quipment Unpl  ,664   $  11,664  $      10,000   $      10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
Pole Mounted Isolation E Planned Actions Faults Management   $        2,340                 $       3, ,000   $        3,000  quipment   $    2,340  $        3,000   $        3,000   $  3,000   $        3,000     3,000   $        3,000   $      000   $        3
11kV Switchgear Ground Planned Actions Annual Inspection 1      60   $      10,000                $     10, ,000   $      10,000  Mounted 67  $     $  10,000  $      10,000   $      10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
11kV Switchgear Ground Planned Actions Average Switch maintenance p.a. 1,000   $      18,000                $     18, ,000   $      18,000  Mounted 18  $     $  18,000  $      18,000   $      18,000   $ 18,000   $      18,000   18,000   $      18,000   $      000   $      18
11kV Switchgear Ground Planned Actions 5 Yearly Service Inspection 7 3,000   $      20,000              $     20, ,000   $      20,000  Mounted  $     $   20,000   $      20,000   $      20,000   $ 20,000   $      20,000   20,000   $      20,000   $      000   $      20
11kV Switchgear Ground Mounted Planned Actions Thermoscan Partial Discharge    125   $      10,000                $     10, ,000   $      10,000  80  $     $  10,000  $      10,000   $      10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
11kV Switchgear Ground Mounted Unplanned Actions Defect /Fault repairs    $       11,400          $        $     10, ,000   $      10,000    $  11,400  $      10,000      10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000   10,000   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
11kV Switchgear Ground Mounted Planned Actions ABS & OH Asset Removal  1       400   $      57,391   $               -            $        $     30, ,000   $      20,000  45  $  $  57,391  $      58,000      58,000   $ 37,000   $      34,000   30,000   $      30,000   $      000   $      30
11kV Switchgear G   $        2,340           $           $       2, ,340   $        2,340  round Mounted Planned Actions Faults Management   $    2,340  $        2,340      2,340   $  2,340   $        2,340     2,340   $        2,340   $      340   $        2
LV Switchgear 50    300   $      15,000          $        $     15, ,000   $      15,000  Planned Actions Inspections/servicing  $     $   15,000  $      15,000      15,000   $ 15,000   $      15,000   15,000   $      15,000   $      000   $      15
LV Switchgear    $         8,000          $         $       8, ,000   $        8,000  Unplanned Actions Defect /Fault repairs   $    8,000  $        8,000        8,000   $  8,000   $        8,000     8,000   $        8,000   $      000   $        8
LV Switchgear    $         4,000          $         $        4,00   4, ,000   $        4,000  Unplanned Actions Painting   $    4,000  $        4,000        4,000   $  4,000   $        4,000  0   $        4,000   $      000   $        4
Communications   $      35,000           $        $      35,00 35, ,000   $      35,000  Planned Actions Maintenance/Calibration   $  35,000  $      35,000      35,000   $ 35,000   $      35,000  0   $      35,000   $      000   $      35
Communications   $      10,000           $        $      10,00 10, ,000   $      10,000  Planned Actions Track Maintenance   $  10,000  $      10,000      10,000   $ 10,000   $      10,000  0   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
Communications   $        4,000           $       $        4,000   $        4,00   4, ,000   $        4,000  Planned Actions Hut Maintenance   $    4,000  $        4,000        4,000   $    4,000  0   $        4,000   $      000   $        4
Communications Planned Actions Radio Licences   $      13,000           $       13,000   $      13,000   $      13,00 13, ,000   $      13,000    $  13,000  $      13,000      13,000   $ 0   $      13,000   $      000   $      13
Communications Unplanned Actions Defect/Fault repairs    $       16,000          $       16,000   $      16,000   $      16,00 16, ,000   $      16,000    $  16,000  $      16,000      16,000   $ 0   $      16,000   $      000   $      16
SCADA Planned Actions Support fees   $      10,000           $       10,000   $      10,000   $      10,00 10, ,000   $      10,000    $  10,000  $      10,000      10,000   $ 0   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
SCADA icen   $        5,000           $         5,000   $        5,000   $        5,00   5, ,000   $        5,000  Planned Actions Software L ces   $    5,000  $        5,000        5,000   $ 0   $        5,000   $      000   $        5
SCADA maint   $      10,000          $      1  $       10,000   $      10,000   $      10,00 10, ,000   $      10,000  Planned Actions SCADA enance allowance   $  10,000  0,000      10,000   $ 0   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
SCADA int t   $      10,000          $      1  $       10,000   $      10,000   $      10,00 10, ,000   $      10,000  Planned Actions Point to po esting of Digital IO   $  10,000  0,000      10,000   $ 0   $      10,000   $      000   $      10
SCADA ion   $        6,000          $         $         3,000   $        3,000   $        3,00   3, ,000   $        3,000  Planned Actions Configurat and file alterations   $    6,000  6,000        6,000   $ 0   $        3,000   $      000   $        3
SCADA lt re      $       10,000         $      1  $       10,000   $      10,000   $      10,00 10,000  ,000   $      10,000  Unplanned Actions Defect/Fau pairs    $  10,000  0,000      10,000   $ 0   $      10,000   $       $      10
     $1,122,531   $    808,179  1,9  $1,863  $ 1,647,233   $ 1,619,884   $ 1,603,24 86,878  ,878   $ 1,552,878         $  30,710  ,034  1,763,520   $ 9   $ 1,590,716   $ 1,5  $ 1,562
                     
    $1,930,710               GRAND TOTAL             

 



 

The total maintenance expenditure o ing pe  w re 
reducing steadily from $1.99m in 2004 in 2013
 

his is within the company’s direct cost per km performance target.  This AMP identifies 
 assets as being in their age replacement phase of their life cycle.  The management 

ctic is to therefore replace rather than to continue with a heavy maintenance strategy.  The 
xpected improvement in average asset condition will lift performance and allow low 
aintenance expenditure to be sustained.    

 

9.2 Funding Strategy an l
 
ENL prepares a separate 10  
 

ding req e  je
te that long l b rm m
holder, an

ate to consu r h e
ing objectives can be delivered upon. 

 
Comprehensive financial statements are presented in the 10 Year Financial Plan.    
 
T rpins netw n th a
m vice objectiv

 

9.3 Budget / Actu

he results for performance to budget for the previous asset management period 2004/05 for 
b les below. 
 

ver the plann riod is $17.2m, ith expenditu
/05 to $1.59m /14.     

T
ENL’s
ta
e
m

d Financia  Plan 

year Financial Plan to: 

• Identify the fun uirements ne ded to deliver on strategic ob ctives 
• Demonstra

re
 term financia  trends meet usiness perfo ance require ents 

of the sha
str

d to 
• Demon mers and the egulatory authorities that bot  asset manag ment 

service and pric

his AMP unde
ent ser

ork related expenditure a d identifies e basis for sset 
anagem es. 

 

 

al Comparison 2004/2005 
 
T
oth capital and maintenance expenditure are shown in the tab

Capital Expenditure Comparison 2004/05 Budget 2004/05Actual Difference 
Totals  $    1,350,006   $       6,681,059   $     4,668,947  
Generation Peaking Plants  $        40,000   $          114,556   $        325,444  

 2,101,914  
    854,059  

 
 $           227,177   $         22,823  

Zone Substations  $     1,843,231   $           634,142   $     1,209,089  
50kV CB's  $          50,000   $                   -     $         50,000  
11kV CB's  $        326,720   $           381,267   $        (54,547) 
Distribution Transformers  $        971,500   $           948,487   $         23,013  

e 2   $         14,858  
V

LV S

50 kV Lines  $     4,124,955   $        2,023,041   $    
11kV Lines and Cables  $     2,177,600   $        1,323,541   $    
LT Lines and Cables  $        504,000   $           422,793   $         81,207  
Service Connections  $          70,000   $             40,553   $         29,447 
Load Control  $        250,000  

Pol  Mounted Isolation Equipment  $        127,000   $           112,14
11k  Ground Mounted Switchgear  $        189,000   $           186,073   $           2,927  

witchgear  $          80,000   $             49,158   $         30,842  
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Control and Protection  $          70,000   $             25,620   $         44,38
munications  $        104

0  
Com ,000   $           154,069   $        (50,069) 
SCADA  $          22,000   $             38,440   $        (16,440) 

 
 
 
 
 

Maintenance Expenditure 
Comparison 

Budget 
Planned 
2004/05 

Budget 
Unplanned 
2004/05 

Budget Total 
2004/05 

Actual 
2004/05 Difference 

Totals  $    1,158,400   $        838,830  $     1,997,230   $   1,501,636   $   495,594 
50kV Lines  $       108,000   $          50,500  $        158,500   $        88,566   $    69,934  
11kv Lines Cables  $       363,500   $        534,820  $        898,320   $      677,562   $   220,758 
400v Lines Cables  $         49,000   $          80,650  $        129,650   $      126,303   $      3,347  
Service Connections  $          5,000   $          32,400  $         37,400   $        20,164   $    17,236  
Load Control  $         11,800   $          15,700  $         27,500   $        22,855   $      4,645  
Zone Substations  $       207,900   $          29,100  $        237,000   $      202,443   $    34,557  
Circuit Breakers  $         51,000   $          15,000  $         66,000   $        31,198   $    34,802  
Transformers  $       128,200   $          17,200  $        145,400   $      113,928   $    31,472  
Pole Mounted Isolation 
Equipment  $         15,000   $          12,960  $         27,960   $        21,562   $      6,398  
11kV Switchgear Ground 
Mounted  $       101,000   $          11,400  $        112,400   $        83,045   $    29,355  
LV Switchgear  $         15,000   $          13,100  $         28,100   $           8,066   $     20,034 
Communications  $         62,000   $          16,000  $         78,000   $        81,528  -$       ,528  
SCADA  $         41,000   $          10,000  $         51,000   $         24,417   $    26,583  

 
 
The total (combined capex & maintenance) YTD/YE expenditure was a 35% 
decrease/savings on the total budget. 
 
The savings against the budget is comprised of; 
 

- 24.7% ($205k) decrease in Unplanned Ntk Maintenance 
- 24.8% ($290k) decrease in Planned Ntk Maintenance  
- 21.8% ($226k) decrease in Unplanned Capex 
- 39.1% ($4,275k) decrease in Planned Capex, (includes $3,223k of deferral to 2005/06) 

 
Savings less deferral of $3,223k of Planned Capex to 2005/06 is $1,913k, (13%) 
 
The variance in YE expenditure against budget generally occurred due to a wide range of 
circumstances, including the following primary factors; 

- a shortage of available contractor resources. The issue with availability of appropriately 
skilled resources  is of growing concern nationally and not region specific. ENL has in 
association with current contractors undertaken a variety of initiatives to aid the 
development of personnel.  

- Supplier delivery delays on major capital plant items. (66kV Cable) 
- a lower than expected number of network faults occurring during the year. Influenced by 

the unusual weather patterns. 
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- The ability to defer planned and unplanned growth related capex as growth related 
triggers/forecasts had not been reached. 
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0.0 AMP IMPROVEMENT AND MONITORING 

atives which 
ommenced in 2002.  In generally the physical work completed is in line with previous plans. 

Ho  have occurred which have pushed out completion dates due to 
lower than forecast growth. Where changes to the development plans described in previous 
Asset Management Plans have occurred these have been updated in the current plan. The 
most significant initiates and changes are described briefly here.  
 

0.1 Asset Information 
 
Improv
knowle

nd Customer 
connection details. 

 
 

• Improved Survival Forecasting 
dant on ongoing accuracy 

improvement of data relating to assets and their assessed condition. Successive Asset 

ies to the electronic format and is due for 
completion in the long term. The drawings include electrical wiring, schematics and 

wiring and schematic drawings are 
 

t manuals are maintained for all major equipment.  Newer manuals are 
es. Equipment 

inspection and maintenance records are maintained in electronic format for all relevant 
equipment not covered by the Geographical Information system. 

1
 
ENL is undertaking a number of major asset management improvement initi
c

wever variances in timing

1

ement of asset information systems and data confidence is fundamental to ENL’s 
dge and management of its assets.    

 
• GIS Data Conversion 

Geographic Information System software was evaluated and a package appropriate to 
ENL’s needs purchased in 2001. The system was put online in February 2003 
following the data conversion. Final stages of data auditing and correction were 
completed in April 2004 subsequent to which the benefits of more integrated 
information systems can be realised the first of which being the ODV as at 31 March 
2004. Utilising the built in measurement tools of the new GIS software line length 
information has been updated to reflect the improved accuracy. Addition data work is 
required for LV assets including Distribution Pillars ,Link boxes a

Improved survival forecasting information is depen

Management plans are adjusted to reflect the ongoing improvements.   
 
 

• Substation Drawings, Equipment Manuals and Records. 
 Drawings for substation equipment are produced using the Microstation cad package. 

Work is in progress to convert older hard cop

mechanical construction drawings. Electrical 
maintained on CD for fault response personal to aid prompt repair times following
equipment faults.  
Equipmen
maintained in electronic format and maintenance contractors hold copi
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The following improvements are directed at improving the effectiveness of asset management 
processes and the confidence levels ascribed to the actions derived in the AMP. 
 

• Risk Quantification 
Development of a more comprehensive risk management plan for the company is 
underway together with review of the current assessments and supporting analysis.   
This review, by an external party is scheduled to be completed in July 2004 
recommendations and improvements will be incorporated into future revisions of the 
AMP. 

 
• Load Growth Forecasting Models 

Ongoing development of the more accurate predictive load forecasting model 
described in Section 5.0 will be continued. The aim of the model is to minimise reliance 
on historical data and trending.  

 
• Quality Management 

A formalised Quality Management System covering all aspects of ENL’s business 
initially to be developed by 2002/03 was delayed by changes to the Company and 
management structure. The system is now being developed by EIL and is intended to 
consolidate corporate, compliance, contractor management, distribution control, safety 
and engineering manuals, standards and policies in a coordinated set of documents 
and formally implement quality monitoring, continuous improvement and audit 
functions.   The scope will include all core asset management activities. 

 

10.3 Monitoring and Review 
 
ENL conducts both internal and external reviews of its AMP.    
 
Internal improvement is the primary responsibility of the asset management team and is 
continuous as the AMP is updated during the normal business planning cycle.    
 
Statutory external monitoring will be undertaken by the Commerce Commission from 2004 to 
confirm compliance with mandatory disclosure standards.  Other external audits are 
undertaken at regular intervals and are directed at: 
 

• Confirmation of the validity of technical content 
• Assessment of asset management performance relative to others and to best practice 
• Identification of relative improvements during business cycles and improvement 

priorities 
• Assisting the internal asset management team implement improvement 

 

 

10.2 Asset Management Processes 
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NL regularly endeavours to benchmark its asset management practices against other Lines 
usinesses and align with customer consultation inputs, in order to more effectively target 

appropriate improvements, standards and levels of service.  

E
B
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11 S
 
A 

• re loading exceeds 
12MVA. 

• CB’s will be rated at twice maximum load to enable carrying of adjacent feeder loads. 

h bypassing arrangements where supplying a 

 
B 

• 
 ly with IEC354. This permits overloading beyond nominal ratings 

 g of transformers such that ageing occurs will only be permitted for a 

transformers design rating.  
 All connections and auxiliary equipment shall be rated for continuous operation at 

 maximum load levels. 
 Zone transformers will be rated to support a minimum of half the loading of 

 neighbouring zones.   
 Installation of forced/assisted cooling will be used in preference to dual transformer 

 installation or capacity upgrades where overload is required beyond IEC354 for 

will be of dual 

 

• ch panels will have a split bus arrangement where maximum demand is likely 

 the adjacent substation shall be connected on opposite sides of the bus. This 
ensures delivery of supply capacity to a zone if one bus is out of service. 

• Urban 11kV feeder CB’s shall not be normally loaded beyond 4MVA and allow excess 
capacity availability to 6MVA. The tie feeder between Carnarvon St and the Port area 
requires an 8MVA rating. 

• Feeder cables from CB’s must be rated to match CB excess capacity requirements: 
typically 6MVA in the urban/CBD/industrial area. In rural areas feeder cables shall be 
rated to 3MVA. 

11. APPENDICES 

.1 ecurity Guidelines – Network Component Provisions 

Transmission and Sub-transmission 
N-1 security will be provided for all lines, cables, and equipment whe

• 33kV and 50kV CB’s shall only be fitted wit
spur line. This is to allow maintenance/repair with the substation(s) on-line. 

Zone Substations 
Zone substation transformers. 

Loading is to comp
 under specified ambient and cyclical conditions. Thus the duration of restoration 
 following a first interruption will result in no ageing beyond design provisions. 

Overloadin
 second contingent event of up to 1 hour. 

 Loading shall not exceed 150% of the 

 contingent events.  
 Zone substations carrying normal load in excess of 12MVA 

 transformer designs if it is unlikely that neighboring substations or feeder circuits 
will be able to support that substation after allowing for 10 years growth. 

11kV swit
to exceed 6MVA. In single transformer substations the transformer and the 6MVA 11kV 
tie line to
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• 
the 

 
C 
 

 11kV circuits provide security via excess capacity, interconnection and isolation ability, 
i.e. the focus is on restoration speed and contingency provision as opposed to un-
interruptible supply. Generally excess capacity and provision of mobile generation 
provide LV circuit security. In key commercial and industrial areas LV interconnection 

• 

11k
 transformers supplied from 1 switchboard without bus section 

 

• Cables will be designed with 33% excess capacity to enable sharing of half the load of 
the connecting circuit where there are two alternative supply routes. 

• Where overhead lines have tie capability (except ABC) they will be permitted to operate 
to 120% capacity in emergencies.  Therefore they will be designed for sag and 
clearances appropriate to the maximum conductor operating temperature rather than 
500C provided this does not exceed 750C. 

• Lines will not be permitted to have more than 2% losses at installation. 

• Spur assets (lines, cables, transformers) that cannot be supported via the LV network 
will have provisions for quick connect standby generation if normal loading exceeds 
200kVA. 

• Distribution transformers (<2500kVA) will be permitted to overload to the ratings of 
IEC354. 

• In Commercial and Industrial areas  
 General distribution transformers will normally be 500kVA. All cables shall be rated 

 to allow loading of the transformer to 120%. This would provide overload capacity for 
 6 hours in winter peak areas at 200C (10 hours at 100C) and for 3 hours in summer 
 peak areas at 300C given an initial loading at 80%. Actual load profiles for a given 
 transformer where initial loading is less than 80% will enable extension to the period 
 of overload.  

All feeder circuits must have a tie switch external to the substation to another circuit from 
opposite side of the bus or ties to a feeder from an adjacent substation. 

Distribution 

•

may be appropriate. Generally the following provisions shall apply. 

The installation of remote or automatically operated equipment shall be governed by the 
response times determined in Table 2.  

• V Pad mounted switchgear provisions  
 No more than 3
 Not more than 1MVA fed from switchgear supplied from a single cable circuit 

 (excluding industrial situations) 
 No more than 1MVA of installed transformers and associated switchgear cascaded 

 with no back feed 

• Not more than 1 cable circuit connected directly to the bus of a switchboard 
arrangement. 

• In rural areas an air break switch will be installed as an isolation point every 50 
customers or 25km of downstream circuit 
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 LV interconnection shall normally be specified to allow for an out of service condition 
formers should not 

 exceed, other than for short duration’s of <1hr, 80% of their rating under normal 
g conditions. 

 LV runs from transformer to an open tie point should not exceed 200m (400m from 

ommercial areas located predominantly 

er size should be standardised to 200kVA in winter peak areas with 

ssuming an After Diversity Maximum demand of 3kVA 
 LV interconnection would normally only be provided where a small commercial 

 must be able to be isolated from LV bus bars via incomer links where LV 

 of an intermediate transformer. Where LV interconnected, trans

 operatin

 transformer to transformer).  
 Loads in industrial areas > 50kVA should have a dedicated LV feed. 

 

• In urban domestic supply areas including small c
within an urban area  

 Transform
 cables rated to allow loading of the transformer to 133% and in summer peak areas 
 300kVA with transformers with cables rated to allow loading of the transformer to 
 100%. 

 Each LV feeder should not be supporting in excess of 25 domestic supplies 
 a

 shopping centre is located within a predominately urban area. 300kVA transformers 
 may be required.  

 Provision of quick mobile substation connections to the LV is preferred to the 
 provision of LV interconnection. 

• Transformers
interconnection to another transformer is provided. 

 



 

11.2 Statement of Growth and Security Constraint Triggers 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Expenditure forecasts ex
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arnarvon Street 
Substation constrained to 12.5MW before full n-1 security is necessary.  This will require 
closing the 50kV ring from the Port to Carnarvon Street.  Load will be shifted to neighbouring 
substations before transformer upgrade is considered.  Growth will be shifted to Kaiti, Port 
and Parkinson Street in order to prevent this substation becoming too large for its neighbours 
to support. 

arkinson Street 
 second 12.5MW transformer is needed when load at Parkinson Street and the contingency 

capacity needed to support any one of the three neighbouring substations (Carnarvon, 
Makaraka, Matawhero) exceeds 12.5MW.   
 
Matawhero 
A 50kV ring needs to be closed between Matawhero and Parkinson Street when load 
exceeds 7MW due to constraints on the 11kV network.   
 
Makaraka/JNL 
A second 12.5MW transformer is required when load plus the contingent capacity to either 
Matawhero or Parkinson Street exceeds 12.5MW.  In the very long term reconductoring of the 
two 50kV circuits between Gisborne and Makaraka may be necessary when the combined 
load at Parkinson, Makaraka, Matawhero and Patutahi exceeds 30MW. 
 
Patutahi 
The strategic importance of this substation has been replaced by Makaraka.  Transformers 
can be reduced from two 5MW banks to a single 5MW transformer when opportunistic.  
Growth on the 11kV network in the Muriwai/Manutuke areas is to be supported via feeder 
development from Matawhero.   
 
Mahia 
Transformer capacity at Blacks Pad needs to be upgraded to 2.5MW with OLTC when load 
plus 300kVA contingent support for Nuhaka/Morere exceeds 1.5MW.  However voltage at 

clude growth expenditure until specifically approved by ENL’s Board.  
The following documents the loading trigger points at which security standards will be 
compromised. 
 
Minor distribution capacity upgrades are excluded. 
 
C

 
Kaiti 
Substation is constrained by its 11kV tie capacity to other substations in the event of its 50kV 
line or single 12.5MW transformer failing.  When total load on Kaiti and the Port sub exceeds 
12.5MW the 50kV ring to Carnarvon Street should be closed. 
 
P
A
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Mahia and Mahunga is likely to be a more pressing issue in this part of the network.  A 
til the 33kV line is extended to Opuatama and a new 

ubstation built.  The 2.5MW OLTC transformer at Wairoa would be used for this purpose and 
a rge e requ air

aup
ltag ed and ec omics te a y incremental approach to 
nst lishing an V supply int at ihi Dam to support the mid-

g is st-effective solution especially if sion of 
 to 3  action rationalises sub-transmission voltages and reduces the 

the subtransm n netw

ined in term 11kV ca ty. A cremental step increase will 
ou  industry additions or Affco upgrades occur. (1 to 2 MW Trigger). 
f ine to 33kV 

 on the Feeder (Wainui Beach ar ) at K  exceeds 2MW the 50 km 
tween e next sub n at Tolaga is too large for the voltage regulator 
ri to ma cceptable voltage.  An intermediat bstation at Whangara is a 
olution r upgrade extra vo e sup t.  

Generator will provide temporary relief un
s

la r unit will b ired at W oa.   
 
Frasertown/R unga 
This line is vo

o
e constrain

ab
on dicta  ver

relieving the c raints.  Est  11k  po  Wa
co-ordinated with converpoint 

the W
of the rin
aihi line

the most co
3kV.  This

number of transformers on issio ork. 
 
Wairoa Township 
Generally this area is constra s of paci n in
be necessary sh ld medium
Rationalisation o the Waihi l prepares an upgrade path via 33kV to Affco or the 
Wairoa CBD. 
 
Tatapouri 
When load  Dalton ea aiti
distance be Kaiti and th statio
at Tatapou intain a e su
lower cost s  to conducto  and ltag por
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11.3 11kV Feeder Loss Analysis 
 

  Substation Feeder Load KVA Losses KVA % Losses
0101 Te Araroa AWATERE 165 16 10%
0102 Te Araroa 2 1HICKS BAY 228 4.7 1%
0103 Te Araroa A TE ARARO 191 4 2%
0201 ia Ruator RUATORIA 472 28 6%
0204 Ruatoria MAKARIKA 212 24 11%
0206 Ruatoria TIKI-TIKI 420 23 5%
0301 Tokomaru Bay 136 1INLAND 0.2 8%
0302 Tokomaru Bay 8.3SEASIDE 237 4%
0304 Tokomaru Bay MATA RD 527 59 11%
0401 Tolaga Bay IE TOKO-T 0 0   
0402 Tolaga Bay TOWN 159 1 1%
0403 Tolaga Bay ROTOTAHI 305 23 8%
0404 Tolaga Bay  1TAUWHAREPARE 353 56 6%
0501 KAITI HERSCHELL 576 9 2%
0502 KAITI DALTON 1257 59 5%
0503 KAITI TAMARAU 2117 51 2%
0504 KAITI WAINUI 1241 22 2%
0505 KAITI DE LATOUR 2857 52 2%
0506 KAITI WHANGARA - - -
0601 CARNARVON KAHUTIA 2000 39 2%
0602 CARNARVON CITY 2390 40 2%
0603 CARNARVON WATTIES 1320 92 7%
0604 CARNARVON ANZAC ST 900 33 4%
0605 CARNARVON CHILDERS RD 2207 70 3%
0606 CARNARVON AWAPUNI RD 870 30 3%
0607 CARNARVON GLADSTONE RD 2320 37 2%
0608 CARNARVON ABERDEEN RD 2570 48 2%
0701 PARKINSON LYTTON RD 1567 36 2%
0702 PARKINSON WILLOWS RD 1157 30 3%
0703 PARKINSON ELGIN 1999 47 2%
0704 PARKINSON JNL 4076 234 6%
0705 PARKINSON INNES ST 225 5 2%
0802 MAKARAKA CAMPION - - -
0803 MAKARAKA NELSON RD - - -
0804 MAKARAKA HAISMAN RD - - -
0805 MAKARAKA BUSHMERE RD - - -
0902 PATUTAHI LAVENHAM RD 475 18 4%
0903 PATUTAHI WAIMATA 650 33 5%
0905 PATUTAHI MURIWAI 536 26 5%
0906 PATUTAHI TE ARAI 284 32 11%
1001 PEHERI W O KURI 154 6 4%
1002 PEHERI PARIKANAPA 50 9.8 20%
1003 PEHERI TINIROTO 157 24.8 16%

 



 

  Substation Feeder Load KVA Losses KVA % Losses
1004 PEHERI TAHUNGA 62 12 19%
11 NGATAPA Total Substation 377 44 12%
1201 PUHA WHATATUTU 365 34 9%
1202 PUHA KANAKANAIA 270 23 9%
1203 PUHA TE KARAKA 195 10 5%
1204 PUHA MATAWAI 629 81 13%
20 TUAI Total Substation 1000 95 10%
2003 TUAI RUAKITURI 460 69 15%
3101 WAIROA RAUPUNGA 1057 126 12%
3102 WAIROA FRASERTOWN 540 85 16%
3103 WAIROA AWATERE 300 6 2%
3201 KIWI BRICKWORKS 157 26 17%
320 K 4%2 IWI AFFCO 3248 120
3203 KIWI NUHAKA 811 45 6%
320 K 139 12%4 IWI BOROUGH ONE 1192
3205 KIWI BOROUGH TWO 1006 50 5%
3401 TAHAENUI MORERE 300 31 10%
3301 BLACKS PAD MAHIA 700 90 12%
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rk Segment 

The ODRC per connection is used as an indicator of variance between zone substations in 
the investment required to deliver the same levels of service.  The NZ average is $2,563 per 
ICP.  Some variance is expected between urban and rural substations.  However when 
values in rural areas exceed this average by more than 100%, it is unlikely that economics 
can be equalised via tariff differentials. 
 
Following the high investment in 2001 Eastland Network Ltd’s ODRC per connection is now 
$2,577 which is very close to the NZ average.  Only 2 zone substations have an ODRC/ICP 
greater than the desirable maximum of $5,126.  These are: 
 

• Te Araroa at $5,790 i.e. 13% over investment, and 
 
• Pehiri at $6,961 i.e. 36% over investment. 

 
Both these substations have been constructed in the past 10 years and assets are therefore 
newer than average.  Their value will correct itself via normal depreciation.  If the quarry load 
could be removed from Pehiri it is possible that this substation could be eliminated. 
 
The valuation imbalance is a lot less significant than in the past indicating the previous 

itiatives to reduce assets or to leave them to age in rural areas have been successful.  
imilarly new investment has concentrated on urban areas. 

 
When indicators of low investment are considered those that are substantially below the 
average are:  Kaiti, Carnarvon St. and Blacks Pad.  These three substations happen to be the 
most constrained and so the indicators are signalling the potential to invest realising high 
economic value.  
 
 
 

11.4 Valuation Targets by Netwo
 

in
S
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11.5 Typical Daily Load Curves 
 

Wairoa Typical Daily Load Profile April
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Wairoa Typical Daily Load Profile August
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Wairoa Typical Daily Load Profile December
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Gisborne Typical Daily Load Profile April
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Gisborne Typical Daily Load Profile August
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Gisborne Typical Daily Load Profile December
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11.6 P
 
Regul
Electricity lines companies are controlled by the requirements set out by the Commerce 

change in lines 
business average prices (through applying a CPI-X formula); and  

 

 
The price  
sett  

n assigned at 2% for a period of 5 years. 

st be made to ensure that ENL will comply with the regulations and 
ot breach the price path threshold. 

evenue 
ricing should obtain sufficient revenue for ENL to meet the following requirements, while 

 ensuring that ENL does not breach the price path threshold. 

• Meet its contractual obligations for connection to the Transpower Grid. 

• Meet its contractual obligations for the delivery of energy over its network to the 
end-consumers. 

• Comply with statutory requirements on public safety, environmental protection 
and quality of supply.   

• Provide for new investment. 

• Provide a commercially appropriate return on funds.   

Efficiency 
Pricing must be economically efficient in the investment signals it creates.  This is 
achieved by matching the pricing structure to the cost structure as closely as practical.   

Even-handedness 
Pricing must be even-handed across different load groups.  Specifically: 

• The charges to various load groups using the network should vary according to 
their relative use of different assets.   

• Where load groups have different service requirements, service at levels above the 
common denominator should be charged specifically to the load groups demanding 
higher levels of service.  

                                                

ricing Principals 

ation 

Commission in the Commerce Act (Electricity Distribution Thresholds) Notice 2004. This 
means that ENL is assessed annually against two thresholds: 

i. a price path threshold, representing the expected annual 

ii. a quality threshold, comprising a reliability criterion and a consumer
communication criterion. 

path threshold criteria limits ENL on the annual change in line charges by
ing a threshold that can only change by a maximum of CPI-X1 per annum.  The X

factor for ENL has bee
 
For this reason, although pricing is designed to reflect the cost of supply, an adjustment 
to the final pricing mu
n

R
P
also
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• Average costing will be applied where there is common good usage of assets and 
services within a load group.   

• Where new investment is required those users who obtain the benefit should be 
required to contribute towards the cost.   

 
Pricing must also be even-handed in its treatment of different retailers and provide for 
equal access as a matter of statutory requirement.  

Simplicity 
Pricing must be kept as simple and as administratively efficient as practical.  Specifically: 

• Transmission charges should be separated from distribution charges. 

• ENL should endeavour to ensure distribution costs are relatively stable over time. 

Load Management 
The pricing methodology should provide signals to encourage demand-side participation 
in load management. 
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